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is the ownership of land ov New York Tsien azn the erection of a} 
building on the same. : 

In accordance with the charter, and by a resolution oard of Diree- 
tors of the Industrial Exhibition Company, passed July 24, 1872, the follow- 
ing MEMBERSHIPS have been created, and are offered for sale at the above 
named places, and by authorized Agents throughout the United States. 

The proper holder of any of these is entitled to FREE ADMISSION to 

the Industrial Exhibition, the Art Gallery of Statuary and Paintings, and the 
Garden of Plants, during the time it is open, and limited only by the dura- 

tion of the membership. These memberships do not entitle the holder to 
admissions to SPECIAL p aces of amusement, except as conducted by the 
Exhibition Company. 

i rship—-Prive and Kind. 
CLASS Ist. PRICE, $310. THIRTY ADMISSIONS. 

Butitling the purchaser to thirty admissions to the Exhibition. Not transferable. 

Price, 510. 
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Butiving the purchaser to admission at any time during life—the Building being open to the 
public. Not transferable. : 

Price, S100. 

CLASS dth. FAMILY FOR LIFE. PRICE, $300. 

Entitling the purchaser and his immediate family (in esse at the time of sueh purchase) or any 
of them during the lifetime of any of them, to admission to the Exhibition, when open to the pub- 
lic. Not transferable, ; 

Price, S300. 

‘CLASS 6th, HEREDITARY AND TRANSFERABLE. PRICE, 81.000. 
Entitling the holder and owner to admission to the Exhibition, at any time when the Building 

is open to the public. Transferable by sale, gift, or devise, but only to be used by the actual 

owner. The holders of these memberships are to be recarded as honorary members of the In- 

stituti th such additional privileges as inay from time to time be granted them by the Board 

we 
_ Payment to be made whenever called on, by check payable to the order of the Union Trust Co. 
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| Memberships Will oot be sold after the Building is open to the public, 
Bach purchaser of a membership will be given an engraving of the Building, 
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> the medical springs of the a Ray . 
earth sparkled and bubbled KS f: SS 

a“ : a ja » as they do now, but it 

SELTZ ER 
} required the jight of Chem- 

ical Discovery for man to 
reproduce them from their 
elements, as the Seltzer water 
has been reprodaeed in 

TARRANT’S EFFERVESCENT SELTZER APERIENT, 
the most.effective combination of. a pure tonic, a wholesome laxative, a re- 
freshing febrifuge, and a powerful antibilious agent at present knows The 

immediate and permanent relief that it affords in cases of schroid constipation, 

biliousness, stomach complaints, neryons depression, fever, rheumatism, 

dropsy, piles, headache, heartburn, and flatulency, lias heeome «a proverb in 

ve Ba civilized portion of the American Continent. 6° — | 7 

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 
: + ote =wantt.* —— 

Progress. 
ALL ages of the wor ld and every department of science has brought to the 

surface some idea, aid has produced some éxponent overshadowing all contem, 
porary vivalny. Such was the discovery the printing phess, of the circulation 
of thre blood, and of the electric telegraph; such bas been the couspicnity of Na- 
poleon, Bismarck, Professor Naoni, Horace Greeley, etc. We were never more 

_ fore ibly reminded of this fact than w hen, in the cars the other day, we saw C en- 
~~ tan Liniment printed npon every fence. ~ A yraimphilet was placel fu our hand: 

ws of the Centaurs; our neighbor in the cartéek from his aat hel a Lettle ae 
rubbed its contents upon a sprained wrist; it was Centaur Liniment; we stepped intes store at 
a station: the firs thing © that ere eted oure ve was Centaur Liniment, and when Wwe srrrved i in New 

York and Boston nothing seemed so prominent AS piles oF the inevitable Centaur Liniment in 
the windows and great signs in the streets. Professor Navni bids fair to become as famous a= 
Columbus and as celebrated. as the old Centaur, Esewlapius, Fark of medicine, for ihe merits of his 
remedy secm to be beyond & question, and articles that once competed with it are forgotten, We 
hearofr nothing but the Centaur, The propricters seem to know what they | are alk ut. They bold- 
ly publish the reeipe around each bottle, and have one artielé for family use and another (yellow 
Wrapper) foranimals. They warrant cures of the worst kindof rheumatism, sprains, lock-jaw. 
igue-breasts, bites, burns, swellings, SpAaVvin, or any flesh, bone, or musele ailment npap inan or 

benst. 

KENTAT OE 

. 

CASTORIA.—A remarkable discovery—a substitute for Custor Oil—as pledsant totake as 
honey and does not gripe or nauseate It is the only safe article in existence th ut will regulate 
the system against sour stomach and dysentery—assimilate the food ail produce natural sleep. 
[Lis made after the reeipe of the celebrated Samuel Piteher, M. P.. of Roston, Muss.. is not mar- 
cobie, and contains neither mMerphine, minerals, nor aleohal. ‘It cures stoniach nehe and d 
worms, For fevevishness attending teething ehik for croup, mensles, whooping-cous 
constipation, its effects ave astouishing. It is used 1 physicians who ore sequainted with 
(t can be administered to the most tender infant or Wworat diseased adult. We ave safe in stying 
that any mother who wants rest for herself or health OF her. ahi, rice a afford to be without 
Pitchers Castoria, Children ery for it. : -" 
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It has a positive four-motion feed in one piece, with- 

It runs 80 easy that a single thread of No. 

It uses a straigat needle, which occu- 

& cotton can be used for a belt. 
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12,000,000 Acres! 
Cheap Farms! 

The Cheapest Land in Market for Sale by the 

Union Pacific Railroad 
Company, 

Ip the GREAT PLATTE VALLEY. 

3,000,000 Acres in Central Nebraska 

Now for sale in tracts of forty acres and upward’ 
on FIVE and TEN YEARS CREDIT AT 6 PEE CENT. 
NO ADVANCE INTEREST REQUIRED. 
MILD AND HEALTHFUL CLIMATE, FERTILE 

SOIL, AN ABUNDANCE OF GOOD WATER. 

THE BEST MARKET IN THE WEST! 
The great Mining regions of Wyoming, Colora- 
do, Ut: ih, and Nevada, being supplied by the 
farmers in the PLATTE VALLEY. 

SOLDIERS ENTITLED TO A HOME- 
STEAD OF 160 ACRES- 

THE BEST LOCATIONS FOR COLONIES. 

FREE HOMES FOR ALL! MILLIONS OF 
ACRES of choice Government Lands open for en- 
try under the HOMESTEAD LAw, near this 
GREAT RAILROAD, with good markets and all 
the conveniences of an old settled country. : 
Free Passes to purchasers of Railroad Land. 
Sectional Maps, showing the Land, also new 

edition of DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET WITH NEW 
MAPS. MAILED FREE EVERYWHERE. 

O. F. ‘DAVIS, Address, 

Land Commissioner, U. PB. R. R,, 

OMAHA, NEB. 
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A VISIT TO VIENNA. 

S the great world-exposition of 1873 is bemg held in Vienna, a briet 
sketch of the plrysiognomy of that city, and of the impression it makes 

on the visitor, may perlaps have some interest. 

I do not pretend, however, to cive a cold and impartial description, such as 
may be found in every traveller's guide. Impartiality is not my aim. There 
is a relationship between impartiality and indifference too close to suit my pur 
pose. I wish to write about that which I love and about that which I hate 
When I am indifferent I like to be silent. If, therefore, anybody should find 

my sketch partial, he may be perfectly right, for I love Vienna. 
I haye seen Berlin. But I have no taste for imitations, and in Berlin noth- 

ing is genuine and original and racy except her soldiers and her vices. From 
the Victoria over the entrance of the city to the equestrian statue of Frederick 
the Great in her centre, all thaf Berlin shows the traveller is imitation after 
French or Greek or Old German medizval inspiration, costly, pompous, and 
tiresome. 

I have also seen Paris. She was—and perhaps she still is—the most mage 
nificent city in the world. In the grand plan of her boulevards, gardens, pal- 
aces, and public places, and before her gorgeous display of monuments and 

architectural ornaments, the traveller really feels little. But this feeling, 
which by itself is not disagreeable, becomes actually unpleasant when we are 
told that we ought to feel so. And that is just the great fault with Paris: she 
does not content herself with excelling all other cities; she boasts of her ex- 
cellence. There is pretence in the beauty she shows, and the delight she gives 
is alloyed with disgust. 

In Vienna, on the contrary, all is genuine and all is modest. Everything 
there, even the strangest, grows up naturally from the soil, and its open face 

tells at once the reason why it is so and not otherwise. And everything there, 
even the grandest, is—as genuine objects generally are—so busy in fulfilling 
its own task and enjoying its own existence, that it has no time left for making 

a display. In Vienna the traveller very soon becomes not only acquainted, but 
quite familiar with all that surrounds him; and years after he has left the city, 
he will remember it with a heartfelt enjoyment very similar to that gladness 
with which he remembers the pictures in his first spelling-book. Even 
traits of the most singular confusion, as for instance when the Kaiser walks in 

a solemn procession through the streets, with crown on his head and with 

Entered, according to Act of Congress, In the year 1873, by SHELDON & COMPANY, in the Office 
of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, D, C, 
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hands devoutly clasped before his breast, to offer prayers in the cathedral for 
the salvation of his poor people, while the Jewish banker who lent him money 
for the pageant sits easy in his rocking-chair smoking his cigar, and assuring 
his partner from London that Austria is all right; or when the new caserne 
which was finished yesterday, and cost two millions of dollars, is inangurated 
with a grand ball, the whole immense building glaring with thousands of 
lights, bristling with brilliant uniforms, and resounding with joyous and tri- 
umphant melodies, while everybody knows that it must be removed to-morrow 

in order to give the Danube canal its proper course; or when the Chancellor 

harangues the Diet on the consummation of reform and progress and liberty 
throughout the Austrian empire, while the soldiers, whether Lutherans, or Cal- 
vinists, or Jews, or Greeks, or Pagans, are compelled by law to worship every 

Sunday in the Catholic churches; or when all the papers burst ont with indig- 
nation at the poor Bishop of Innspruck because he believes in the infallibility of 

the Pope, while none of them feel indignant at his faith in the waxen image of 
the Savionr in St. Stephen’s church, whose beard must be trimmed twice a week 

on account of its miraculous growth; even such incongruities do not seem 
strange when viewed on the spot where they actually take place. They are 
natural results of histerical agencies. But everything that was naturally born 
has a natural right to be—confusion as well. When confusion is the trne child 

of unavoidable historical circumstances, it becomes logical. Its logie is the 
logic of the comedy, and it excites a burst of merriment rather than a burst of 
indignation. 

Vienna is the capital of the Austrian empire, and this circumstance is the 
logic of her confusion. The Austrian empire has passed through three differ- 

ent phases. The first was a mission, the second an illusion, and the thirda 
crime. It is now entering its fourth phase—its doom. It was bnilt in the 

middle ages as a wall against the Turkish invasion. At that time Austria had 

a mission, and she fulfilled it. More than once she checked the Mohammedan 
hordes. More than once she sayed Christendom from imminent danger. The 

modern civilization is indebted to her for some good work, and when slhie boasts 
of her Turkish trophies, and when she shows—not without a certain homer— 
the shrine of Kara Mustapha to the traveller, he ought to pay her a respectful 

compliment for her great past. But those times have gone by. The Turk is 
now a dying man. The moon, once the fulgent crescent, has dewenerated into 
a faded stage decoration in the diplomatic theatré, and Austria has no mission 

any more. After the Turk ceased to be formidable, Austria embraced the 
eause of Catholicism. She did not make a wall against Protestantism, for most 
of her own subjects were Protestants, but she made war against the Lutheran 
princes in Germany. This phase of her existence was not a mission, but it 
looked like an idea, and she fed heartily on the illusion. But the illusion has 

burst. Those times, too, have passed away. The battle between Catholicism 
and Protestantism must be fought with other weapons than soldiers’, or rather 
it has ceased to bea battle. Then, in the nineteenth century, Austria took upon 

herself to fight the spirit of liberalism, and to realize the idea of dynastical le- 
citimacy; but although she played her part quite well, she excited disgnst even 
among her own subjects, and when the idea of nationality was proclaimed as 
the ruling principle of the history of Europe, Austria’s doom was sealed. Sey- 
enteen nations are here bound together with no other bond than the Emperor. 
Each of them has a character and a will of its own; each of them is trying to 
find and to walk in.a path of its own; and the dissolution of the great Austrian 
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empire is only a question of time. Meanwhile Vienna is the capital, that is to 
say, the battle-gronnd of this confusion. 

Let usstop for a moment on the great Danube bridge and mark sonie of the 
passers-by. That man there, somewhere between seventeen and seventy—is 
it boots he has on his feet, or is it some kind of rustic sleighs? Ts it a pair of 
trousers he has on his legs, or two old petticoats? Is it a frock he has on his 
back? No, itis a common sack, in which he has cut two holes to thrust his 

arms through. His face is brown and fnt, but notignoble. His short nose is 
without energy, but the quivering nostrils show a high degree of vitality and 
sensibility. His mouth, surrounded with down and with dirt, is finely cut, and 

although it looks as if it had never spoken, yet it was evidently formed for 
something more than eating. His eyes are calm and biack—black as coals. 

Somebody has said that a piece of coal is a dead dream of tall trees and bright 
flowers which once murmured high in the winds and exhaled a luxurious fra- 

grance in the air. There is 2 dream, too, behind these coal-black, unignited 

eyes; and if you give him a violin, or only a bagpipe, 2 moment afterwards 

the dream will float throueh your ears and vibrate in the innermost chamber 
of your heart, melancholy and sweet, sad and longing, with a childlike re- 
signation and a childlike hope, for the Bohemian is a born musician. Or look 
at that young man with the light-blue trousers drawn tight over his legs, 
and embroidered with white and yellow silk cords, with the neat half boots, 

the velvet jacket, and the eagle feather in the front of his cap. His face is 
sood-natured and careless, though his gait and bearing are hasty and haughty. 

His blue eyes are staring, and yet they are wandering, and his full lips are 
opened as if he were listening to something. He henrs the hollow sound 
of hoofs galloping over the plains. They come nearer. He hears the tinkling 
of harness behind the wood. He hears the sharp scratch of swords drawn. 

And there they are! It is the yelping war-ery of the janizaries bursting upon 
the village. Oh, no, itis only a remembrance; and the remembrance is two 

hundred years old. But still it lingers in his heart, ready to kindle into a 
powerful passion; for the Hungarian is a warrior by birth, and it will be a 
long time before he becomes anything else. Do you notice this tall, meagre 
man, a skeleton with a wild beard? Hehas hadasineular fate. At twenty he 
was quite a wild fellow. He drank a kee of beer every night, made speeches 
in the saloons and riots in the streets, and threatened to revolutionize not only 
the whole universe but even the village in which he was born. At twenty-five 
he suddenly settled down and became sober. One day he met the royal-im- 
perial general superintendent’s daughter, and eight days later all his friends 
declared that something was the matter with Jack. Heread. He devoured one 
library after another, and he grew thin. At thirty he had to choose between 
# position in the royal-imperial general superintendent’s office as assistant 
clerk and a position in German literature as poet of the future. He chose 
the latter and wrote a tragedy. The idea was from the latest system, the 
characters from the Saga, the diction from Shakespeare, and the rhythms from 
the Nibelungen; all was after the very highest pattern, except the result. It 
was unfortunately wholly of his own make. It was a failure. The wild 
dreams of twenty, the hard work of twenty-five, the sublime plans of thirty, 
the whole castle of his former life broke down in one hissing night; but from 
among the ruins stepped forth—a skeleton with a wild beard? Oh, no—a 
man. In spite of the bitterness of the past, in spite of the small encourage- 
ment of the fature, and although toiling along from day to day in order to earn 
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a few hundred dollars a year, yet he has true happiness in his home, rich love 
for wife and children, a warm hand and a good joke for a friend, and such a 
profusion of steel and iron for the foes of his fatherland that he has beconte 

an interesting object even to his enemies. There is, indeed, nothing a Ger- 

man professor is afraid of, except perhaps yonder thin, meek man in the Jong 
black frock, and with the two immense curls jumping up and down on his 

shoulders. Are they tresses for sale? Or are they two huge corkscrews for a 
sign? I donot know. To me they look like two dead thunderbolts. But 
how comical is the man! How vacant his face, like a book out of which all 

the leaves have been torn, and yet how strained is every feature. He ts 
not, properly speaking, comical. He is rather dismal. You cannot tell 

whether he is terror-stricken, or whether he trembles in frantic hunger after 

a pound of your flesh. And how singularly he multiplies himself! Every 
one who steps over the bridge seems to be followed by a likeness of him. Do 
all people in Vienna cast the same shadow? Or was it the doom of the Wan- 

dering Jew to be at everybody’s heels in the Austrian capital? We might 

stand here for hours and look at pictures. Every second person whe passes 
over the bridge shows something new and something striking. Bohemians, 
Hungarians, Carinthians, Tyroleans, Poles, Italians, Turks, Greeks, and Jews 
mingle in the strongest confusion among the Germans. Vienna is, indeed, 
the city of many nations. You may meet more nations, and more different na- 

tions, on Bouleyard Sebastopol in Paris; but there they are strangers—in 

Vienna they are all at home. When foreign nations go to Paris, they leave 
their passions, their characters, often even their national costumes, at home. 

But the different nations which gather together in Vienna walk along thea 

streets all with a consciousness of treading on their own ground. Boulevard 

Sébastopol impresses you likes bal masque. But when in the streets of Vienna 
you hear seyenteen different languages, of which no one is the Austrian 
tongue, and yet none of them is a foreign language. You stand before a hard 

hut a singularly interesting reality, and you may at once note down the most 
striking feature of the character, and the most certain indication of the fate of 
the Austrian empire. 

This difference of costume and language, of character and passion, which 

the streets of Vienna exhibit, has nothing of the tiresome illusiyeness of a 
masquerade, for it 1s reality and not fancy. And it has nothing of the benumb- 
ing confusion of a riot, for it is history and not change. Little by little, there- 
fore, this multitude of differences gathers together and settles down inte one 
creat distinction, which stimulates you to continual observation as long as you 

stay in Vienna, and which, when you leave the city, remains in your mind like 

the title of an engraving the details of whose design you have forgotten. If 
you ever go to Copenhagen, you ought to cross the Sound and take a view of 

southern Sweden. It is a journey of only two or three hours, but as soon as 
you put your foot on Swedish ground you feel at once that you have come to 
a northern land. The trees are smaller, for the winter is longer; the flowers 
are younger, for the spring comes later; the roofs are more pointed, for the 
snow falls thicker; and people live longer, for they sleep more. And then, 
when you return to Copenhagen you will understand better her character and 

her peculiar charm. She is a city situated on a boundary line, and so is 
Vienna. In Vienna meet eastern and western Europe, the Slavonie and the 
Teutonic races. In Vienna you see for the first time all those different nations 
which in the middle ages built great empires, and formed singularly romantic 
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phases of Christiun culture, but of which you have heard nothing but misery 
and Galaumities. Just now they are lifting their heads once more over the 
waves of the unknown, and they seem to reénter history upon just claims and 
with great gifts. They make in the streets of Vienna a contrast which at 
once excites your sympathy and rouses your imagination. For although 
there is a great distance between Vienna and the Black sea, yet when the east 
wind comes howling from the Hungarian plains, 1t seems to fill the air with 
the roaring sound of the Black sea’s waves. Asia draws nearer. And when 
from the peak of Kahlenberg you look down on the city and notice how the 

place on which it is built offers no natural advantage for the position of a 

great city—none whatever—you may imagine that Vienna is only a huge 
curavan which spread its tents on the banks of the Danube for this one night, 

to fold them to-morrow and disappear before sunrise behind the far-off moun- 
tains. 

But although the Eastern nations make so striking and interesting an effect 
in the street-life of Vienna, the city itself is nevertheless, thoroughly German. 

Vienna is rebuilding just now—rebuilding in more than one respect. But 
neither the old features which fade away, nor the new ones which take their: 
places, are Slavonic. On the contrary, architecture and government, public 

establishments and public proceedings, business and society, amusements and 

manners, in short all that frames and shapes a city, are in Vienna genuine 
German both in origin and character; and when a separation between the 

Teutonic and Slavonic elements of the Austrian empire takes place, there can 

be no question to which part Vienna will belong. But if you think that this 
circumstance, positive and definite as if is, gives the general appearance of 
dhe city that uniformity and consistency which is lacking among the inhabitants, 

fou are much mistaken. Vienna presents in her buildings and streets a con- 
ast as strange and as striking as that between the different elements of ber 

population. The contrast is now not between east and west, but between old 
and new—not between the Teutonic and Slavonic races, but between the ideus 
uf the middle ages and the ideas of modern times; and in no city in the world 
will you find this contrast more strongly expressed. On energing from the 
old part of Vienna into the new Ring street, the impression could not be more 

bewildering if you had slept since 1453 and were roused suddenly by the fir- 
ing of a cannon. 

There is an old Viennese farce in which every traveller who stops in the inner 
portion of the city—and all the best hotels are situated there—has to play a part. 
You have a letter of introduction to an influential man in Vienna. He lives 
also in the old part of the city, for all fashionable men live there, and he lives 
at only five minutes’ walk from your hotel. The waiter tells you the way, 
and you have it at your fingers’ ends. You start, and the first act of the 

farce begins. The roads in the inner part of the city lead upward and down- 
ward, and sidewise and crosswise, over the houses and under the houses, in 

every direction, but never in the same direction for more than one hundred 
paces. After ten minutes’ walk you have not found the place, and you do not 
know exactly where you are. You stop and ask a policeman, He gives you 

a polite answer and an infallible clew through the labyrinth, and you start 
once more. After ten minutes’ walk you again feel it necessary to ask the 
way; and after repeating this operation three or four times with the same re- 
Bult, at last not knowing distinctly whether it is you who run about to find 
out the place, or whether it is the houses which run about to hide it, you give 
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up in despair and take a carriage. Now the second act begins. ‘The streets 
are so narrow that two carriages when meeting each other invariably muke 
some old ladies on the one sidewalk scream while some old gentlemen grow! 
on the other. You become a little anxious and wish to meet no more vehicles. 

But hack carriages, like cooks and nursery maids, are sympathetic beings. 
They will meet, and in the streets of Vienna they will invariably meet with a 

crash, which makes the two drivers exchange sudden compliments and rush 
along with a speed as if the Wandering Jew were at the heels not only of the 
Viennese professors but also of the Viennese horses. The drive is not plea- 

sant, yet it lasts only a few minutes. Youstop at the house and pay the hack- 
man. Third act begins. The houses are so high that the pavement never 

saw the sun. Sunshine is in these streets a fairy tale, fluttering high in the 

air on the roofs of the houses; or, if caught by a pane in a garret and reflected 
down in the street, it is transformed into a yellowish vision which makes 
everything except itself invisible. The tall, dark, nun-like house has no door, 
but a huge gate, shut and locked. You cannot see the number of the house, 
and that is perhaps the reason why you pull the bell a little too quick; it an- 

swers as a voice from the grave. ‘The gate opens, and the ghost of Gesler, 
whom no doubt you have seen William Tell shoot on the stage, steps forth 

with solemnity and asks you, in a severe tone, whom you wish to visit. You 
are a little frightened, but you give the name; and here the farce ends, for thie 
gaan does not live in the house. He never lived there. You may doubt 
whether you sare mistaken as to the ‘**Gasse ”’ or whether the directory 1s mis- 

taken as to the man; but one thing is perfectly sure, naniely, that your efforts 
to tind your friend are this time in vain. And itis no comfort to you that 

Gesler knows the man and tells you tliat he lives only five-minutes’ walk fnr- 

ther away, and when you cross the street and turn first twice te the rightand then 
twice to the left, you can never miss the way—nevyer; you know about that 
from experience. Now, when from this labyrinth of half-dark, resounding 
corridors, you suddenly step out into Ring street, one of the most elegant 

streets in the world, broad, ever filled with sunshine and with east wind, 
hedged in with palaces, planted with magnificent trees and crowded with beau- 
tiful ornaments, certainly it is one of the strangest and one of the pleasantest 

impressions you ever received. 
The central part of Vienna, the old city, was originally surrounded by a 

high and substantial wall and a broad ditch, between which and the thirty-four 

suburbs a large ground or common was laid out for military purposes. Some 
years ago the wall tumbled over into the ditch, and for the first time the 
suburbs saw their imperinl cousin. But how amazed they were! They had 

never known their own humbleness. Now they recognized it at once. In the 
face of the awful splendor of the city revealed, the suburbs shrank into mere 
villages. These small, yellow, two-story houses, each with an oil picture of 
King Gambrinus or some other merry drunkard over the door, and a waxen 

image of the Holy Virgin sitting among artificial flowers ina stone niche at 
the corner—how insignificant they looked! And the streets, so broad and bar- 

ren that the fresh east wind swept into every nook and the sunshine searched 
into every corner—how rustic and siniple-minded they were! It was a melan- 
choly hour, the more because the grand city did not give the least token of any 
intention of stepping across the common and shaking hands with the bashful 
cousin, Then came Ring street, half an imitation of a Parisian boulevard 
half a genuine inspiration, rushing along with the speed of fifty miles an hour, 
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and planting itself in a ring around the old city just where the wall stood for- 
merly. In the old city modern ideas found no acceptance, but in the suburbs 
they immediately put to flight the yellow houses, together with King Gam- 
brinus and the Holy Virgin; and such a multitude of hotels, banks, public 
schools, hospitals, theatres, and large and convenient tenement-houses grew 
up from the fertile soil, that within a few years the suburbs of Vienna will be- 
come true representatives of a modern city. 

The grandest building in Vienna is St. Stephen’s church, situated in the 
centre of the old city. It does not impress the common traveller as strongly 
us it ought to, partly because it lies cramped in among other buildings, so that 

it is impossible from any point to get a clear and full view of its outlines, part- 
ly because it does not occupy a commanding position in the general plan of 
the city. The ehurch of Notre Dame in Paris, when seen from Montmartre, 
is at once discovered as the church of the city; and when strolling about in the 
streets of Paris, it bursts upon one every now and then, towering high in the 
nir and commanding respect and reverence. But St. Stephen’s church, when 
seen from the Kahlenberg, is only one among the many churches, and the tra- 
veller in wandering the streets of Vienna will not discover it until he almost 
falls over it. But to the architect it tells a whole chapter of the history 

of his art; and to every one whose mind is not altogether without sesthetical ed- 
ucation, it soon beeomes an object of exceeding interest. It is a mighty pile, 

$45 feet long, 250 feet broad, and lifting its steeple 444 feet high. It was 
built in the middle of the thirteenth century, and it is tolerably well kept. 

That, however, which makes it one of the most interesting specimens of Gothic 
church arehitecture, is the wonderful harmony between its exterior and inte- 
rior. We are nowadays quite familiar with the forms and ornaments of Gothic 

style. A century ago. when Goethe wrote his famous paper on the cathedral 

of Strasburg, people began to look at these forms, and by looking at them they 
became interested in them. Half a century passed by. The forms were ex- 
plained, and when people began to understand them the interest grew Into en- 
thusiasm., Again half a century passed. The forms were introduced into ac- 
tual life, and when people began to use them the enthusiasm settled down into 
«fashion. ‘This is a common course: to be born as an enthusiasm and to end 
asafashion. Indeed, fashion’is nothing more than the sediment of a great en- 
thusiasm, and nowadays Gothic forms are so fashionable that stylish people 
even g@ to bed in them. But in spite of their popularity, I do not think that 
they are as expressive of the spirit of the nineteenth century as they were of 
the spirit of the thirteenth. At least our efforts in the Gothic style are some- 
what apt to show a discrepancy between interior and exterior. It happens 

sometimes that a modern church presents, behind a screen of pompous Gothic 
forms, a roomy, airy, well heated, well ventilated, and comfortable hall, but 

nothing more, so that the visitor cannot help feeling that the church shows a 
ninsk to the street. The hands are Jacob’s, but the voice is Esau’s. In St. Ste- 

phen’s eliurch, on the contrary, the interior beams through the exterior as a 
strong soul through a happy face. You feel that a living spirit has lifted these 
vaults and raised these walls; and many a time, when reading a ballad, a tale, 
or even « matter-of-fact narrative from the middle ages, St. Stephen’s church 

will loom up in your remembrance, explanatory of ideas, passions, and char- 
acters from those times. 

The imperial palace makes a somewhat similar impression. It is also sit- 
uated in the old part of the city, not far from St. Stephen’s church, When you 
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have turned half a dozen times to the right, and half a dozen times to the left, 
you are there—no, you are not. _But when by chance, in strolling about the 
streets, you meet a man of bronze riding on a horse O® bronze, then you 
know that you are in one of the courtyards of the imperial palace, for there 
are no statues elsewhere in Vienna. And it is well to know this circumstance, 
for you might easily pass a hundred times through the palace without suspect- 
ing it to be anything but a common street. Yet, after learning fhat it actually 
is the palace, althongh in the first moment you feel a little disappointed, you 
will soon not only like the building but even find it imperial. It covers a 
sround of perhaps seventeen squares, and consists of seyenteen different build- 

ings, built in seventeen different ages, and in seventeen different styles. Yet 
many of these buildings are magnificent, and the whole looks very much like 
4 residence for seventeen different kings. I fancy that the Emperor lives in 
one building the day he is King of Hungary, and in another the day he is King 
of Bohemia, and in a third the day he is Duke of Austria. Perhaps he does. 
Who knows? However, if you stop for a longer time in Vienna, some parts 
of this palaceiwill undoubtedly become very dear to you. In one part is the 

imperial library, open and easily accessible to all. It contains about five hun- 
dred thousand volumes, besides about thirty thousand manuscripts. It is in 

the number and value of its books the third library in the world, and in its 
arrangement it is perhaps the first one. Its officials are men not only of Lit- 

erary und scientific education, but of literary and scientific merit; and they 
are able not only to deliver you a book, but to plan you a course of studies. In 

another part of the palace is the imperial theatre, and it is perhaps the first 
theatre in the world. Its only rival is the Théatre Fran¢ais in Paris, and there 

is a marked difference between the principles upon which these two theatres 
are conducted, The Théatre Francais is perfect in its.kind, but its kind is of 

second order. The Burg-Theater in Vienna is not simply perfect in its kind, 
but its kind is perfection. The Théatre Francais represents only original 

French plays, but with the exception of Moliére France has no dramatic poet 
of first rank. In the Burg-Theater Shakespeare, Calderon, and Moliere are 
represented, besides Goethe and Schiller; and although the theatre does not 
reach to perfection in the representation of all these poets, yet it falls short 
in the representation of none of them. 

I have mentioned these two buildings, St. Stephen’s church and the inape- 
rial palace, not because I in any way wish to go into details, but begause I 
wish to show in two examples the character which pervades the whole city. — 

‘Juassuming and modest Vienna contains great treasures, and even the very 
apparent confusion between old and new, and between east and west, a confu- 
sion which no doubt makes the Austrian Emperor the most unhappy man in 

the world, makes his capital still more attractive to the traveller, because it is 
a logical result of a natural development, and because it in many respects 
rouses observation and sympathy. Go and see it yourself, dear render. You 

You will not repent of it, and on returning you will perhaps say that my sketch: 
was very poor, but you will certainly not say that it was partial. 

CLEMENS PETERSEN. 
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THE WETHEREL AFFAIR. 

REMINISCENCES AND SUSPICIONS. 

IG, burly, and boisterous John Bowlder was scarcely less bewitched 
about Nestoria than the little and gentle Lehming. 

This transcendent soul, this comet of the subjective universe, actually be- 

came somewhat realistic and business-like in his desire to befriend the lonely 
child. Divining by a prodigious effort of * insight” that she needed money 
as well as sympathy, he used up what he picturesquely called ‘“ the slack of 
his income ’’in buying her fans as presents for his other pets; the said other 

pets, by the way, being not young ladies, but little ragged girls who went to 
Lehmine’s Sunday-school, and who had no spare funds to expend on gew- 
gaws: “humble butterflies,” as the philosopher phrased it, ‘* who need some 
elorifying to fit them for life’s sunshine.” 

When Bowlder could no longer purchase, he appointed himself the artist’s 
drummer or commercial traveller, and hawked her delicate merchandise from 
shop to shop with a pride which ennobled peddling. Such an outlandish pil- 
erim has seldom been seen in the marts of our American Vanity Fair. ‘The 

shopmen of Broadway and Canal street were dumbfounded by his other-world 
countenance, manners, and dialect. 

* Fans, my worthy friend, fans!” he would say, patting a dealer conde- 

scendingly on the shoulder. “Look at them! Not merely instruments to stir 
the lazy wind and cool the languid brow, but visions to steal through the win- 

dows of the eye and transport the longing soul. In judging the market value 

of such a thing, you must look beneath the use and penetrate to the grace. 
Beauty has an aureole which decorates related objects. See here,” spreading 

a fan, and fluttering it about his great rosy face and bushy, grizzly beard. “I 
am a finer creature than [ was a moment ago. ‘This little painting of birds 
and flowers lends me somewhat of its own esthetic nature. I ama hand- 
somer man because [ have a handsome fan. ‘There is loveliness, purchasable 
at twenty dimes! What woman who should come to your counter could re- 
bist such a bargain? With glory like that to sell, people will not only buy of 
you, but go awny feeling enriched, and so return to buy again. ‘Take them, 

my human friend. take the lot and prosper. You can have the six infinite 

wonders for nine poor, finite dollars.” 
The bargain consummated, he would eagerly butt his way homeward 

through the crowded streets, rush into Nestoria’s presence with such velie- 
mence as to make little breezes all around him, toss the results of his peddling 

into her lap, and wave his big red hand in deprecation of thanks, 
Thus these three persons met and communed daily with tranquil counte- 

nances, when recognition would have made them stare at each other like 

startled ghosts. Bowlder and Lehming, both anxious to discover Nestoria 
Bernard and to unveil the Wetherel mystery, helped her in earning raeans to 
fly with it to the ends of the earth. It may seem incredible that they should 
be her companions for weeks without causing her to suspect their intimate ac- 
quaintance with the tragedy which had driven her into hiding. But they were 
strange men, living mainly in a condition of isolation, and little addicted to 

the gossip which forms so large a part of ordinary human converse, 
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“Relatives «are less to me than my own shadow,” John Bowlder was accus- 
tomed to boxsbt, with some exaggeration. ‘My shadow is in a measure the 
image of myself; but my cousin or brother may be discérdant or antagonis- 
tic. My true blood-connections are the people who share my thoughts and 
heart-beats, though they abide at the antipodes and catch rats and puppies for 
pies. Buddha is perhaps my father, and Confucius my uncle, and Ah Sin my 

brother.” 
Acting in accordance with these whimwhams, as far as his really strong 

natural affections would let him, the ideological Bowlder prided himself on 
treating the every-day, essential affairs of his life with sovereign contempt, 
eschewing discourse concerning the people whom he knew and the things 
which he did, and talking mainly of matters that he was not acquainted with. 

Up to a certain point Lehming was very like him in this peculiarity of imper- 
sonal conversation. Their speech with each other was usually subjective, 
riuther than objective. The one brimmed over with literature, and the other 

spurted hogsheads of philosophy, but neither gave out much chitehat. ‘Thus ~ 
it happened that they neyer mentioned in Nestoria’s presence the names of 
Dinneford and Wetherel. The murder they were the less likely to speak of, 

because it had already taken on the character of a mystery, fatigaingly incom- 
prehensible even to policemen. Edward Wetherel, too, we may as well state 
here, was the less present to their minds for the reason that he was absent in 
body. In search of some reported trace of bloodstained feet, flying from the 
scene of his uncle’s assassination, the youne man had undertaken a detective 
journey to New Orleans. much to the disgust of such persons as held him to 
be the honiicide. 

But the complications of this plot presently thickened into peril of revela- 
tions. Lone before Nestoria had saved money enough to set out for the Canni- 
bal Islands, Edward Wetherel returned to New York. Lehming heard of it, 
and, mindful of his promise to stand by the suspected youth, resolved to go at 

once and see him. Not finding him at his lodgings, he pushed on to the Din- 

neford dwelling, and made a call there. Mrs. Dinneford, sitting spectacled 

over Headley’s ‘“* Women of the Bible,” beamed forth delight at sight of his 

trivial figure, and bustled forward to greet him with capstvings a-flying. 

“Why, Walter, how long you have been from us!” she cried in her hearty 

and little less than boisterous way. ‘I began to believe that you had fled to 

the desert and turned anchorite, like poor St. Simeon Stylites on his pillar, or 

like the old person in the ‘ Book of Nonsense,’ who ran up a palm when the 

weather was calm, and surveyed all the ruins of Phile. It is more than a 

fortnight since you have visited our tabernacle. And we expected that you 

would give us the light of your countenance every evening!” 

“T ought to be ashamed of myself, andam,” said Lehming. *‘But I have been 

amused, and been at work. Ah, whata blessing work is! Itis the real sugar- 

counting of the pill of life. I have just finished a story which would not let me 

vo until I had done my best by it. Moreover, I have some interesting fellow- 

lodgers, two young people who are developing under my eye, like buds turn- 

ing to flowers. It is fascinating business to watch the growth of souls. It is, 

you know, my business. Iam a school-teacher by nature and habit. Itis my 

daily occupation, und I love it. Iam really more delighted with the teddiing 

of a youthful spirit from weakness toward strength than with the sublime 

march of a mind which has reached its full power. I humbly venture to be- 

lieve that I can understand a little the pleasure which Deity takes In survey- 

ing the evolution and glorious unfolding of his creation.” 
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“ Ah, Walter, you should have been a preacher instead of a schoolmaster,” 

replied Mas, Dinneford. ‘I don’t know how you kept out of the ministry. 
If ever a man that I know was called to wear the ephod and attend on the 
tubernacle, you are the man.” 

‘*T did think of it and desire it,” said Walter gravely. ‘+ You remember 
that I went so fur as to take orders.” Then he added with a smile, ** But how 

swkward if would have been to be obliged to carry about a cricket to stand 
on! Do you recollect x story about a little minister who made his audience 

gsigele by just lifting his nose over the pulpit cushion and saying in a piping 
voice, ‘Itis I, be not afraid’? That story, more than anything else perhaps, 
rooted up my vain ambition to be a clergyman.” 

Mrs. Dinneford langzhed heartily. The anecdote bore hard upon her pygmy 

favorite, but she knew that he would net be hurt by her merriment. More- 
over, she was one of those excitably jovial persons who do not find it easy to 

rule their sense of humor. She was a zealous church-goer; when she heard 
the bells ring, she rushed out like a fireman at the sound of the fire-alarm; 

and on reaching the scene of combustion, she did her duty as a hearer with 

heartfelt fervor; yet she had more than once “laughed in meeting.” 

*‘ But I must tell you of my fellow-lodgers,” continued Lehming, ‘There 
are two of them who honor me daily with their society, both young ladies, if 
I may apply the term to poor people—and to one of them I must apply it. 

She is interesting; she is fascinating. The other is a schoolmistress, an old 
aucquaintanee of mine, an untaught, uncultured soul, and rather a barren one. 

But the little lady is very different. I don’t yet know what to make of her. 
Sle is a mystery and a waif. I wish you could see her,” 

“T wish I could,” said Mrs. Dinneford sympathetically. Then her mind 
was canght by that word “mystery,” and she flew away on the weird wings 
of it. She was a butterfly in discourse, driven about by the chance breezes of 
association, nnd capable of fluttering over a dozen topics in a minute. 

‘* And what a mystery that tragedy of poor dear Cousin Wetherel has be- 
come!” she continned. ‘* Was there ever anything so huge and hideous of 
mien which so swiftly and completely descended into the shadows! It seems 
as if the Adversary himself, the great dragon of the Apocalypse, had come out 
before us in all his most monstrous ugliness, so big and vast as to straddle 
quite across the way of our lives, only to disappear in the twinkling of an eye. 
One is tempted to imagine that he was permitted to show us his miraculous 
power in revealings and vanishings. There we were in our little nest at Sea 
Lodge, as unsuspecting of harm as children at play, when suddenly the awful 
talons were in the midst of us, and one of our circle was stricken and lacer- 
ated unto death, and we neither heard the flutter of the wings nor saw the 
blow. Moloch, the bloody king, was gone as quickly as he had come. One 
would say that he had authority over nature, and could march with a cloud 
behind him, and cause earth to open under his feet. I never had anything so 
tux and terrify my imagination. Iam ready to believe in the physical influ- 
ences of the Lords of Hell, as Tennyson calls them, and a noble sounding name 
it is, to be sure, and shows him to be a great poet. Do you remember how 
the magicians of Egypt wrought with their enchantments, and how Elymas the 
sorcerer was full of all malice and subtlety of the devil, and how Satan con- 
tended with Michael for the body of Moses? It seems to me sometimes that 
we had eause for thankfulness in that the remains of our dear old friend and 
relative were spared us for sepulture, But Sin and Death left their victim; 

~ 

/ 
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they only took away their instrument. ‘The iniquity of the righteous cannot 
be hid; but the iniquity of the wicked is covered. I cannot get over it. My 
soul is in a perpetual astonishnient. I have had to fly of late to the Bible for 
utteranees big enough to relieve my spirit. My favorite Tupper has lost his 
power of charming. I find him as finite as myself.” 

Lehming looked at Mrs. Dinneford with surprise and almost with rever- 
ence. The under-abyss of sentiment and imagination in this variable, this 
sometimes commonplace woman, had flamed up as it were through her incon- 
sequences of thought and oddities of diction, rendering her for the moment lit- 
tle less than sublime. 

‘* Happy is the soul which knows the Scriptures!” hesaid. ‘It can always 
find fitting words for its mightiest impressions. There are occasional events 
in life which make even Shakespeare seem as limited as Tupper. But the 

School of the Prophets had an inspiration lofty enough to mate the highest spir- 
itual needs of man.” 

‘“ Ah, yes,” murmured Mrs. Dinneford, with an intonation of gratitude. 

Then a sudden gleam of humor danced out upon her puritanie face, much 
as if a Greek faun should appear capering upon Plymouth Rock. 

“A poor, bewildered policeman came to me yesterday,” she resumed, ** to 

ask some further questions about the Wetherel affair, as he called it. The 
helpless man looked utterly disconsolate over his lack of suecess in discover- 
ing even a trail of the serpent. He said he had been working at this mill- 

stone for ~ month without finding a hole in it. I did want te take up my Bi- 

ble and read him a chapter to comfort him. But a falseshame caught hold of 
my garments of worldliness and held me back. AlIl I could muster the spirit 
te do was to quote a text or so.” 

‘“T dare say you confounded him,” smiled Lehming. ‘I doubt whether 
many New York policemen understand the speech of Zion.” 

** Ah, the speech of Zion!” repeated Mrs. Dinneford with a sort of spiritual 

smacking of the lips. ‘*‘ Whata power and two-edged sharpness there is in 
that language, meaning thereby the plain words of the Scriptures without note 
or comment. Did you ever hear how poor Cousin Wetherel hewed a Perfec- 
tionist in pieces before the Lord with a single text? It was at a prayer-meet- 
ing in West Haven last summer. This Perfectionist got the floor, and ex- 

horted with wonderful glibness and zeal, and fairly seemed to have the uni- 

verse his own way for a while, so that one almost looked for the host of heaven to 
bow down and reverence him. The poor deluded creature had not committed 

sin for a week, he said, and he was hot with us all to go and do likewise. 

When he sat down Cousin Wetherel arose—and a grand, kingly, saintly spec- 
tacle he was, to be sure, with his white hair and persuaded countenance, und 

his settled eyes piercing through all the nonsense of earth unto the heavenly 
realities. It was an apparition. The West Haven brethren stared as if they 
expected a revelation. I thought of that regicide judge who used to appear to 
our New England fathers now and then, when they were in great straits, and 
work out some deliverance, or impart some counsel. He uttered just this one 
sentence: ‘If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and thie 

truth is not in us;’ then he sat down. It was awful. It seemed as if the 
longest-lived of the apostles had himself revisited earth to remind us of his 
own text. There was an end of perfectionism for that evening.” 

Mrs. Dinneford had related this anecdote with as much gusto and cheerful- 
ness as if Cousin Wetherel were still in the land of the living. Although he 
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was murdered, and although she sincerely reyerenced and lamented him, his 
eccentricities had not lost their power of amusing her, and she could laugh as 

well as weep over his tombstone. | 
“Bat didn’t [ interrupt you a while ago, Walter?” she inquired, after 

catching her breath, ‘It seems to me that you were saying something which 
I broke into like a wolf into a fold. Iam always blowing out other people’s 
luminaries. Alice says [am as troublesome in a general conversation as a 
hornbug among lighted candles, flying now into this one and now into that, 
and extincuishing the whole batch.” 

“IT think I was speaking of my fellow-lodgers,” replied Walter. But I 
had pretty much finished with them.” 

*“One of them was a young lady, wasn’t she?” pursued Mrs. Dinneford. 
“And she interested you? I don’t wonder. Young ladies are such pretty 
things! Womanas Lam,I can feel theircharm. Every now and then I meet 
a girl in the street whom I want to take home and adopt. And when they are 
alone in life, as I think you said this poor thing is, they pull at one’s very 
heartstrings. They are so utterly helpless amidst the great rushings and 
strivings of this tumultuons, selfish world! A pretty girl without home or 
parents is scarcely better off than a baby left on a doorstep. If she doesn’t 
meet with charity, she meets with death. Oh dear! the subject is asad one; 
it cuts me like a knife. There is our poor little friend who vanished from 
smong us as if Satan had put up his hand through the solid crust of the earth 
and drawn her into his abysmal darknesses. If she is alive, she is alone, 
and where? She hadn’t a relative, nor. scarcely an acquaintance, on this 
broad continent. I do wish, Walter, that you could have seen her. Sucha 
beautiful, sweet, touching little thing! She fairly bewitched me. As Tupper 
says, ‘ There is none enchantment against beauty, magician for all time.’ And 
her loveliness had such an innocence, such an other-world purity! She was 
like a beam of heavenly starlight visiting and cheering a lost planet. I never 
saw such sunny hair and such sky-like eyes and sucha lily of a face. She 
was 4 vision, and vanished like one. What is the matter with you, Walter? 
You seem to be absent-minded this evening.” 

Lehming’s eyes were bent upon the floor with an expression of profound 
musing. Mrs. Dinneford’s enthusiastic description of Nestoria had struck him 
with the force of a revelation. For the first time, and with a vividness which 
made him wonder at his blindness hitherto, the suspicion reached him that 
the fugitive from Sea Lodge and Nettie Fulton might be the same person. 

CHAPTER XXXIV. 

REAPPEARANCE OF THE FLIRTING PHILOLOGIST. 

For 2 moment Lehming was on the verge of saying to Mrs. Dinneford 
that he thought he had found Nestoria Bernard. 

But just then Alice Dinneford entered, fluttering and rustling and babbling 
in her usual lively way, like all the breezes and brooks of springtime. This 
young lady, as we perhaps remember, was sufficiently clever, and more than 
sufficiently talkative, to be quite diverting, or at least occupying; no matter 
how fallen and withered conversation might be, she could arouse it and send 
it flying and fill the air with it, like a gamesome urchin kicking upa bed of 
autunin leaves. 
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“Ts it you, Cousin Walter?” she prattled, while her willowy figure so 
swayed and her feathery head so tossed that she reminded him of a cypress in 

a high wind. ‘* Where have you been these three weeks? I thought you 
must be dead. I have expected every day to find you decapitated, with your 
body flopping about like a chiecken’s, and your head under some policeman’s 

arm, smiling benignantly, as much as to say it was all right and you bore no- 
body any grudge. Now, mamma, don’t go to making a gravestone of your 
face, and setting it up over me. I won't be buried alive while I can catch my 
breath. You talked a great deal more at my age, and you say everything you 

ean think of yet. Cousin Walter, I know why you are always so cheerful and 
never have the doldrums. You ure not a young lady. Young ladies must be 
proper, and propriety always gives the doldrums, just as measles bring weak 

eyes. Such hencoops of old patched-up decorums as we women live in! Andif 
you stick your head out for a grain of corn, somebody is ready to grab you and 
pull off your feathers and eat you up and pick your bones. Here is mother in 

a clucking state because [ sit up, as they say in the country, with a count. I 

told her I should leave it to you, the very first time you came in. Now do 
you think counts and foreigners are necessarily horrid? Are we Yankees 
commissioned and chosen to abhor them as the Jews abhorred the Canaanites? 

Jo speak, Walter. Don’t stop to meditate. I hate a sober second thought. 

It’s a doleful, preachy phrase, us wizened and mean as a string of dried apples. 
Now tell me whether there is any sense fo this prejudice against foreigners.” 

“7 share the prejudice,” said Lehming gently. 
“Walter, Tam ashamed of you,” answered Alice, beginning to coler with 

a real excitement. ‘*Oh, Walter, to have a prejudice! How unphilosophieal 
and unecharitable!” 

‘«Not because a stranger is not an American do I mistrust him,” continued 
Lehming; ‘but because he is not at home; because he is surrounded by no 
publie opinion to which he feels responsible; because he is too free from re- 
straint for the good of human nature. We mortals are just so weak that we 

need all the social bonds to keep us from being wicked. Let us suppose a 
Turk in New York. He is far away from the judgment of his brother Otto- 
mans, and he has not yet learned to care for the judgment of Yankees. Don’t 

you see that he has fewer guards against temptation than I have, or than he 
himself would have at home? It seems to me that he runs great risk of be- 

coming a naughty Turk.” 
«But ave we so very good?” broke in Alice eagerly. ‘* What do you think 

of our city government? What do you think of the Ring?” 
“Take away the foreign vote of New York, and no ring could live long,” 

Feplied Lehming. 
‘So you think,” said Alice, beginning to pout, for the argument seemed to 

be against her. ‘ But I hate politics, and don’t want to talk about it. What 
I can’t bear is that mother has a special dislike to this man because he ts a 

count. As if he would be any better if he were a butcher and the son of a ba- 

ker and the nephew of a candlestick-maker!” 

‘“T don’t want to be bewildered with words that I am not used to,” de- 

clared Mrs. Dinneford. ‘* When a man tells me that he is a count, I don’t 
know what to expect of him. It’s as perplexing as if he should tell me that 
he was a jabberwok. And especially when he has no county! A ecountina 
republic, getting his living nobody knows how, seems to me what our market- 

min calls a dubersome character, and I am always wondering what he was 
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disinherited and banished for, and feel like addressing him in the words of 
Tupper, ‘O degenerate scion of a stock so excellent and noble,’ which I dare 

suy would bother the head of our poor man tremendously, for his brains are 

no thicker than batter, in my opinion.” 
‘* Wait and see, wait and see,” retorted Alice. ‘I dare say he may be here 

this evening,” she added, coloring with the consciousness that she knew very 
well that he would be there. ‘*He is odd, but he is no fool. I used to think 
him one, and used to delight in making fun of him; but I[ have learned to 

know him better, and so will mamma some day; you see if she doesn’t. I 
want you to talk to him, Walter; you will find that he has plenty of sense; 

that is, after you have got used to his ways. Why, I suppose the cats and 
dogs don’t think that we know anything till they learn how to take us. And 

now don’t go to imagining that lam smitten. No such thing; Tam not. I 
just defend the poor man becanse mother is unjust to him.” 

‘*T hope that justice wouldn’t be worse for him than injustice,” replied Mrs. 
Dinneford, with an earnestness which had a taint of irritation. Apparently 

this matter of the Count had been discussed between mother and daughter un- 
til it had become a sore subject to both of them. 

Just then the street bell range, causing Alice to say, ‘There he is!” witha 
slightly hysterical gigele, and to sway and flutter in a way that was character- 

istic of her in moments of excitement. Presently the door opened, and a tall, 
blond gentleman, glorious with jewels and with glossy expanses of fine linen 
and with elaborate tailoring, entered the parlor, bowing and smirking in a 
style to strike most Anglo-Saxons dumb with astonishment. It was the first 
time that Lehming had beheld our old acquaintance, Count Poloski. The in- 
telligent, natural, and quiet pygmy—himself, as we believe, one of nature’s 

erandees—looked on the pretentious apparition with amazement and instanta- 
neous distrust. It did not seem possible to him that a man who wore such 
millinery and went through such posturines could be a born patrician. How- 
ever, he had seen the ‘“* Grande Duchesse”; he remembered that grotesque 

specimen of nobility, Prince Panl; and, conceding the resemblance between 

the two men, he suspended his judgment. 
Bowing and ‘‘tetering” across the room, the Count advanced to Mrs. Din- 

neford, took her hand, bent himself <double over it, and said, ‘‘ Madam, I once 

more do myself the honor of calling upon you.” 
‘‘[ hope yon have been well, sir?” replied the good lady, with a brevity 

which we know was not natural to her, and which sprang from embarrass- 
ment. 

“Madam, it is impossible for me to thank yon sufficiently for your good 
wishes,” the Count bowed gain. ‘* Never better. All the better for seeing 

you, as the song says. Ineed not inquire after your health. Your glowing 
countenance ” (Mrs. Dinneford was fairly blushing for him) ‘reassures me. 
Miss Alice,” and here he doubled up over the hand of the daughter, ‘your 
mother is a favorable augury for yon. I trust that you will be—to use your 

vigorous American idiom—a chip of the old hickory.” 
We have never heretofore seen in Poloski so much “manner” as he had on 

. this oceasion. An avowed suitor now of the “dashing Miss Alice,” and anx- 
ions to make an impression upon the parent as well as upon the young lady, 
he had put on the airs of a continental Turveydrop. No turkeycock, gobbling 
and strutting and ruffling his feathers among female turkeys, was ever a more 
wonderful ** model of deportment.” Lehming was unable to understand how 
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Alice could accord any respect or interest to such a grinning, polking, hyper- 
bolical harlequin. He did not know how far the excitement of a debated con- 
quest may carry a young lady. The noble foreigner had made great inroads 
into Miss Dinneford’s esteem, because she had found him a favored guest 
among the fashionables of Fifth Ayenue, and because plenty of other girls 
were setting their caps at him. 

** Count —Palosia, this is my cousm,” a said, fluttering through an incom- 
plete introduction, ‘‘My cousin, Mr. Lehming,” she added hastily. 

Poloski bowed and smiled as if he were being presented to a peer of the 
British realm or a luminary of the French Academy. 

‘*My cousin is an author,” continued Alice, anxious to impress the patrician 
favorably in regard to her family. 

‘“And a schoolmaster,” added Lehming, shia was the most maliciour 
speech that he ever made in his life. 

‘‘ Professor, [am honored in making your acquaintance,” salaamed the im 
perturbable Poloski. 

Alice triumphed over her cousin, and nearly laughed at him ontriglit. 

‘‘J am in the condition of a boy who gets a man’s hat slipped over his little 
head,’ smiled Lehming. ‘The title of professor is too big for me.” 

‘But you teach,” cajoled the Count, determined to make things pleasant. 
‘What branch, may I inquire? Latin? Your common schools, as you wrong- 
ly call them, are wonderful. They deserve a higher name. I am sincerely 
delighted to meet one who holds such a post in such a distinguished arena. 1] 
have some inquiries to make of you if you permit them, and if these ladies 
permit.” 

And here he commenced a catechism concerning the origins of the Latin 

speech; inquiring particularly whether it were purely Oscan, or whether the 
long domination of the Tarquins had introduced Etruscan elements; and 
showing a knowledge of the subject which argued at least some intimacy with 
encyclopedias. 

“You are too much for me,”’ confessed Lehming. ‘I have no such learn- 
ing as will solve those problems.” 

He looked at the finent Poloski in surprise, wondering whether he were i» 

deed a scholar and a gentleman. 
‘T have beaten him,” triumphed the Count to himself. ‘‘ He was doubting 

me, but now he holds me in respect.” 

‘I wrote an essay on this topic,” he said aloud. «I will show it to you 

some day.”’ 
‘But not to me,” put in Alice, with the excusable petulance of a young lady 

who has been kept over-long out of the conversation. 
‘‘Miss Dinneford, I humbly beg your pardon!” exclaimed Poloski, spread- 

ing out deprecating hands. ‘I am the most degraded of imbeciles. How 
can a man pass his time in talking of dead tongues when he might learn from 

the loveliest of teachers the noblest of living tongues!” 
‘With all its beautiful slangs, Count,” added Alice, langhing. But she 

did not banter him as freely as of old. He was no longer in her eyes the pure- 
ly comical personage which he had been in the days of their earlier acquaint- 
ance. In spite of her frolicsomeness and her affectation of flippant domina- 
tion, it was obvious that she was very anxious to please him, and even consid- 
erably in awe of him. Jehming perceived all this, and was sorry to perceive 
it. He feared nothing worse for Alice than a marriage with a man who might 
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be a mere adventurer, without a penny and without a character; but that was 
a sufficiently ugly outlook to make the smallest glimpse: of it a worry to this 

sympathetic and kindly spirit; and before he left the house he had resolved to 
keep an eye on the noble foreigner. As he walked homeward he thought the 
little drama over, and became more interested in it with every heart-beat. 
Here was a piece of home philanthropy to be attended to, and it might be that 
it needed instant and earnest vigilance. 

“We are always saving the heathen,” he said to himself. “I must save 
my relative.” 

To whom could he go to inquire about the antecedents and ackualities and 
probabilities of this Poloski? Of fashionable people Lehming only knew Wol- 

verton, whom he had met but twice, and Edward Wetherel. As it was still 

far from late, he decided to make one more attempt to find Edward, and he set 

olf at the longest stretch of his brief legs toward the young man’s lodgings. 

Unsnecessfal again, he turned toward his own sombre quarter of the city, and 
walked on with a still quicker step than before, anxious not to miss his cus- 

tomary “good-night” from Nettie Fulton. He had fallen to thinking of her, 

and was querying whether she could possibly be Nestoria Bernard, when a 
voice behind him called him by name. He turned and waited; it was Edward 
Wetherel. 

“How Incky I am to meet you!” said Lehming. ‘I have been twice ta 
your lodgings.” 

‘““And I was just searching for yours,” replied Edward. ‘‘Is it too late to 
make you a call? ” 

“Come along,” urged Lehming. ‘‘I want very much to see you about 
something which concerns us nearly.” | 

Presently it occurred to him that Wetherel might stumble upon Nettie Ful- 

ton in the reading-room, and that there might be a recognition. If so, then 
what? Would the scene be joyful or horrible? He could not tell; but it 
seemed to him that it would be best to risk it; that the sooner this mystery was 
cleared up the better. 

—_—_———- ---—-— 

CHAPTER XXXV. 

DOLOROUS EAVESDROPPING. 

As Lehming was mounting the first stair of the tenement-house he came to 
a sudden halt and elung to the banister, panting. 

“What is the matter? ” asked Wetherel seizing his little friend’s arm, and 
marvelling to find it tremulous and palpitating. ‘I have walked too fast for 

you. You should have remonstrated.” 
‘*Tam driven to confession,” gasped Lehming, who could not, however, 

tell all the canses of his agitation. ‘I have—so my doctor tells me—a heart 
disease. Don’t mind it—and don’t apologize. I am fairly punished for not 
being willing to avow my infirmities. I have so many of them!” 

‘“A heart disease!” repeated Wetherel, surveying the sufferer with that 

superficial pity which a strong man may accord to an invalid, but at the same 
time able to admire him for not complaining. ‘You are an example to me. 
Do you smile at all your troubles?” 

“IT have learned to do it,” replied Lehming. ‘Do you remember that 
comic martyr, that model of patient endurance, in the ‘Book of Nousense’? 

11 
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‘There was an old man who said, How 

Shall I flee from this horrible cow? 

I will sit on this stile 

And continue to smile, 

Which may soften the heart of the cow.’ 

That whimsical verse has been a prodigious support to me in my various 
little worries. The cow has bellowed and pushed a good deal, but I have gen- 

erally been able to smile, ancl it has helped. Well, letus geton. I can storm 

a few more stairs now. How I should like to make one of a scaling-party! ” 
Reaching the foot of the last stairway, he looked up with some anxiety. 

He remembered that, whenever any one mounted to that floor, Nettie Fulton 

was apt to step out of the study and glance over the banister, as if to spy into 
the nature of the visitor. Would she now make this little sally of inspection? 

Yes; there was her shadow against the wall; then it disappeared with a hurried 
rustle of female vesture. At once it seemed certain to Lehming that Nettie 

Fulton was Nestoria Bernard, and his heart fell to beating again with such 
violence that he had to pause for another rest. 

‘“ We seem to have disturbed some one,” tranquilly observed Wetherel, 

whose unconsciousness of the real nature of this scene is surely a striking fea- 
ture of it. 

“One of my fellow-lodgers, probably,” panted Lehming, as he slowly re- 

sumed his ascent. When he entered the reading-room his usually dark and 
sallow face was so ashy that his companion was alarmed by it. 

‘* Lie down on your sofa,” said Wetherel with a sort of dictatorial kindness, 
quite natural to him. ‘These piles of stairways are too much for you. You 
must positively give up this nonsense of refusing advances out of the estate, 

and take enough to put you in comfortable lodgings. A man with a heart 
disease mustn’t have his bedroom on the top of St. Simeon’s pillar.” 

Lehming thought to himself that, if Edward knew who was near, he also 
might turn pale. Then his mind glanced to Nestoria, hidden away in her own 
room, doubtless in extreme terror, perhaps fainting. But he kept his lips 
sealed upon the mystery; the time had not come for revelations. 

‘Don’t disturb yourself about me,” he muttered. ‘Take a seat and tell 
me the news.” 

Wetherel related the story of his southern expedition: how he had searched 

WNew Orleans for the murderer of his uncle; how he had searched, and found 

not. Lehming listened to him as one listens to a hum of conversation in an- 
other apartment, the sound of which is audible, but the words indistinguish- 
able. His mind was filled, to the almost complete exclusion of other ideas, 

by a constant reiteration of two tremendous queries. Was this girl, who had 
just fled from Edward’s presence, Nestoria Bernard? And, if so, what unen- 
durable emotion, what terrible secret, had driven her to evade her betrothed 

lover? She might be the murderer; but no, that was impossible. She might 
know that Wetherel was the murderer; but no, that also could not be accepted. 

Tossed and whirled by these scaring suspicions and desperate denials, no won- 
der that Lehming listened without hearing. 

But there was another auditor, who was even far more agitated than he, 
and who could scareely be said to draw the breath of the living. It must be 
explained that, when Nestoria looked over the stairway rail and saw her 
former lover, she lost her self-possession and fled, as thoroughly frightened and 

bewildered people do, without considering whither. Instead of rushing to 
her own room, she had leaped back through the open door of the study, and 
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then, driven on by the noise of advancing feet, had taken refuge in a closet. 

The closet was large and nearly empty; it contained nothing but a timeworn 

chair which had been set aside by some bygone lodger; but this chair saved 
the girl from falling, and so from discovery. 

Dropping into if, she at first leaned back against the wall; but presently it 
seemed to her that the wild beating of her heart would surely be audible 
throngh the partition; and bending forward, she rested her arms upon her 
knees, with her head drooping. Im this posture, and absolutely without stir- 

ring a muscle, she sat through the whole interview. Is it not easy to imagine 

the whirling tumult of struggling thoughts and emotions which filled the girl’s 
brain and heart while she listened to Edward’s voice and heard his story? 

Was it true that he had been seeking for the murderer? Whatcould it mean? 
Was he innocent? Oy was this search only a piece of monstrous and desper- 

ate hypocrisy? How could she disbelieve in his guilt? With her own eyes 
she had seen him strike the blow. And yet he had the assured tone of one 
whose soul is laden by no crime. There were moments when she was upon 

the point of rushing into the room and throwing her arms around his neck, or 

rather falling at his feet. Then the bloody scene in Judge Wetherel’s study 
rose before her, and she shrank within herself at the thought of touching such 
“a criminal. 

Still, she could not denounce him; somehow he was yet too sweet and 

beautiful to be brought to public scorn and to punishment; she felt that, even 

if she should face him with that intent, her tongue would be palsied. So she 
sat quiet, and listened; she answered and disputed him without being heard; 

she took such part in the dialogue as a ghost might. Indeed, it seemed to her 
at times as if she were really dead, and only present there as a helpless, 
speechless, and utterly wretched spirit. Then there was an impression of an- 

other ghost, the spectre of the murdered Judge Wetherel, crouching in the 
darkness beside her and hearkening to the discourse without. She almost felt 
this terrible visitant, and yet she did not stir a finger’s breadth. She was 
tempted to scream aloud, and she withstood the seared urgency. Only an im- 

agination made potent by lifelong familiarity with spiritualized beliefs could 
have inflicted such suffering. Only a character of singular firmness and self- 
command could have endured such an ordeal. 

But we must return to the audible and visible participants in this extra- 
ordinary scene. By the time that Wetherel had finished the narrative of his 
adventures in New Orleans Lehming had recovered his power of attention. 

‘** And so you learned nothing,” he said. ‘“ The supposed trace was a de- 
lusion of the police.” 

“I merely wasted my time,” replied Edward. ‘Of course that is no mat- 
ter. It is my duty to give my life to this mystery so long as there is a gleam 
of hope that it can be cleared up. To sit down quietly would be to confess 
myself a villain and to be one. How canI draw an easy breath until I have 
taken this noose of guilt and peril from around my own neck and put it where 
it belongs? You don’t know how horrible I find it to be pointed at in the 
streets. The other day a boy called out, ‘There he is.’ He meant some one 
else, but I thought he referred to me, and I stopped as if a policeman had col- 
lared me. Jam sometimes weak enough and babyish enough to declare that 
there never was any torture like mine.” 

“How many innocent ones, since the foundation of the world, have suffered 
likewise!” sighed Lehming. ‘It perplexes and pains one’s spirit to think of 
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the mass of calumniation and undeserved sorrow that has been borne in all 
the ages. We suffer for each other’s misdeeds as often as for our own.” 

“There was one Innocent who suffered for all the guilty,” said Wetherel. 
‘‘ But for the remembrance of that, I think that I might have been driven to 
suicide.” 

At hearing these words Nestoria searcely restrained herself from coming 
out of her hiding-place and laying her hand on his shoulder. 

‘“‘T deserve it all,’ continued Edward. ‘* My life has been such that men 
might well suspect me of crime.” 

Jo Nestoria this sounded like a confession of blood-guiltiness, and of course 
iike a very incomplete and inadequate confession, showing no profound and 
salvatory repentance. To Lehming, on the contrary, it seemed the exagger- 
ation of a scrupulous soul, looking upon the ordinary excesses of youth as 

enormous misdeeds. ‘Thus variously do we judge our fellow creatures, accord- 
ing to our differing lights and points of view. 

“We must not deal over-harshly with ourselves,” said Lehming. ‘* Do 

you remember how John Bunyan looked back upon his Christmas bell-ring- 
ings as deadly sins, and marvelled that Heaven had not visited him with in- 

stant judgment in the midst of them? It was undoubtedly an extravagance 

of self-condemnation. You should be careful to ayoid such excesses of aus- 
terity. The Divine Reason is perfectly reasonable.” 

‘““T shall keep watch of myself,” observed Wetherel, after a pause. 

“Thanks to my good health, my mind is mainly even in its pulse. I believe 
that I do not habitually overestimate my responsibilities and culpabilities. 

Repentance is just, but remorse is folly. I trust that I perceive the distine- 
tion between the two.” 

Notwithstanding the gravity of Leming’s own spirit, he eould not help mar- 

velling at the gravity of his comrade. Here was a young man, who two 
months before had seemed destined to be a worldling for life, but whose char- 

acter had now become solemnized, and, if we may use the timeworn phrase, 

spiritualized. He was still the same in person and face, tall and strong and 
upright, with fresh blonde cheeks and brave blue eyes and an air of hardy 
virility. But in soul he was another; he was the historical Wetherel; he was | 
the Puritan. 

‘*You had to break off your medical studies,” resumed Lehming, anxious 
to render the conversation more lightsome and to brighten his young friend’s 
mood. , 

‘*T shall go on with the course,” replied Edward. ‘‘I am resolved to be a 
physician. It seems to me the profession in which I can make myself most 
useful to my kind. A doctor can be a philanthropist without impertinence 
and as a natural part of his vocation. If he can do nothing better, he can 

ripe and nauseate poor people gratis,” he added, with a faint flash of that hu- 
mor which belonged to him as a Wetherel, though in him it had of late been 
much in abeyance. 

Once more Nestoria was almost uplifted and borne into his presence by a 
throb of sympathy, of forgiveness, and of love. The mere word doctor was a 

claim upon her affection because it had been the title of her father. 

At this moment there were steps in the passage, and Miss Jones appeared 
at the door of the study. . 

“TI quite bee your pardon, Mr. Lehming,” she said in that stilted tone 
which she was apt to use before strangers. “ But I intrude upon you to ask 
if you haye seen anything of my little friend. ” 
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‘Ts she out?” asked Lehming with a start of alarm. ‘* How could she go 
out alone at this hour?” 

‘Tt is even so,” mouthed Imogen Eleonore. ‘I have searched for her ip 
yain. She must have fled into the dark, dark night.” 

All at once it occurred to Lehming that Nettie Fulton might have taken 

refuge in his closet; and with equal rapidity it flashed across him that in such 

case she must be Nestoria Bernard. No other supposition could account for 
the confusion and fright which must have been necessary to precipitate her 
into such a hiding-place. 

What should he do? Should he open the door, drag the girl into the pres- 
ence of Wetherel, and force a solution of this fearful riddle? 

CHAPTER XXXVI. 

WILL SHE FLY? 

“T CANNOT repress the anxiety which fills me soul,” murmured Imogen 
Eleonore, who was obviously elocutioneering at the soul of Edward Wetherel. 

Lehming felt that this young lady was oppressive; it certainly would not 
do to open. the closet door in her presence; he was nervously anxious to get 
rid of her. 

‘‘Is itnot possible that your friend has taken a walk with Mr. Bowlder?” 

he suggested. 
Imogen had advanced into the room with the deep and dark intent of 

getting herself introduced to the handsome and handsomely attired young vis- 

itor; but as Lehming did not present her, she was obliged in decency to come 
toa halt and to devise some “thrilling ” speech, under cover of which she 
might beat a retreat. 7 

* Your weird supposition is worthy of hopeful consideration,” she said with 
the even utterance of an automaton, and thereupon swepi—as she would have 
described it—out of the room, considerably irritated against Mr. Lehming. 

“You have annoyed your friend, I am afraid, on my account,” gently re- 

marked Wetherel—a changed and bettered young man certainly, for time was 
when he would have been hardheartedly amused at the discomfiture of this 
intrusive young lady, and would have, made satirical remarks on her obvious 
craving after male company. 

“She is a good-hearted, well-meaning girl,” replied Lehming. ‘I must 
say in excuse for her that I have made her welcome to this room and what 
there is init. But she ought to have seen that we wished to be in private.” 

He was a little less considerate than usual, because the mystery of the 
closet perplexed and agitated him almost unendurably. What would be the 
result if he should fling open that door and bring these two people face to face? 
Was one of them the murderer, and did the other know it? If he should re- 
veal Nestoria to Wetherel, it might give her an unsupportable shock; it seamed 
to him in his excitement that it might drive her mad, or kill her on the spot. 
In vain did he argue with himself that the mystery ought to be solved, and 
try to feel that it was his duty as a man and a Christian to hurry it to a solu- 
tion. He made such progress as travellers toward the polar sea have made 
when the ice-fields under their feet slipped southward faster than they could 
toil northward. At the end of a minute of tumultuous reflection his senti- 
ments had drifted him far back from the deed to which his conscience sum- 

‘ 
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moned him. It seemed to him as if untraversable spaces bad intruded be- 

tween him and that closet door; as if he could not reach it though he should 
journey toward it all night; as if it were in another planet. 

At last this sensitive and compassionate soul gave up the struggle to take 

hold upon a duty which a puissant imagination filled as full of perils and eruel- 
ties as the embrace of the deadly * Virgin” of the Inguisition was full of Enives. 

Ile resolved that he would not precipitate a revelation; that he would suffer 
the girl to escape from her doubtless agonizing concealment; that he would 

see her alone the next day, and plead with her for an explanation; that he 
luust even run the risk of her flying during the night. 

‘If you don’t mind a little chilliness, we will go into my bedroom,” he 
said to Wetherel. ‘‘It will give my disappointed fellow-lodger a chance to 
come back here and get a book, if she wants one.” 

“Certainly,” replied Edward. ‘‘ We can wear our overcoats. Besides, I 
shall not stay long. I must take a look at my text-books before I go to bed.” 

The two young men quitted the study, and were soon closeted in the bed- 
room. 

‘‘T wanted to speak to you about our cousin,” continued Lehming, revert- 
ing to the subject which he had had in mind half an hour before. Then he told 

of the foreigner whom he had met at Mrs. Dinneford’s, and hinted his fears that 
the man was wooing Alice with some chance of success. Wetherel had little 

to communicate concerning Poloski except that he was a gambler and was 
supposed to be a fortune-hunter, and that he might or might not be a count. 

‘*T am astonished that Alice should seem to care for him,” he frowned in a 
rather imperial way, very natural to male Wetherels. ‘She has always 
known that I had no opinion of the fellow.” 

“Our girls are so easily carried away by a title!” said Lehming. “Tt is 
natural; a title is a general letter of introduction; it opens the way to good 
society everywhere. And yet such a marriage as this would probably be a 
sud affair. American women are hardly ever happy with foreign husbands; 
they get too little consideration and have to concede too much obedience. 

Moreover, this man may not be a noble; may be a vulgar and rascally im- 

postor.”’ 

‘‘T must see to this!”’ observed Edward with the air of one who could not 
help feeling himself to be the head of the family, however much he might 

strive after the grace of meekness. ‘‘I am somewhat responsible for the ac- 
quaintance.” 

“Tf we do nothing else all our lives, we shall have work enough in nn- 
doing our mistakes and mischiefs,” said Lehming, a man whose almost stain- 
less purity of conduct did not save him from the inguisitions of conscience. 

‘Next there was some talk about Wetherel’s plans for the future. It ap- 

peared that he intended to devote himself to the betterment of the industrial 

classes. 
‘‘T shall practise gratuitously in the main,” he said. “I shall look up 

such patients as other physicians cannot afford to have. But that is not all. 
Do you know that our artisans and workingmen generally are running to 
their ruin, through ignorance of the elements of political economy? Look af 
these strikes. The strikers don’t know that the raising of wages involves the 
raising of expenses. What they need is not higher pay, but cheaper living. 
Our present system of taxation is a plundering of the poor, Our tariff seems 
to be speciunlly designed to enhance the cost of the materials of labor and of 
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the necessaries of life. It works almost exclusively for the benefit of a few 
hundred capitalists and monopolists, who are rich enough to overawe und per- 
haps to bribe our politicians. But you know all this; I won't tire you witb it. 

What I propose isa course of lectures to workingmen on political economy 
and on household economy also. ‘The laboring elasses need all sorts of practi- 

cal instruction. They are absurdly and ruinously extravagant; their wives 
have silk dresses, and their babies velvet jackets. I find young fellows who earn 
twenty-five dollars a week and spend half of it in cigars, drinks, frolicking, 

nilitia displays, and other follies. They grow] at capital without seeing that 
they are themselves to blame for the fact that they are not capitalists. But 
the subject is too attractive; it is ivritatingly inexhaustible. I become tire- 
some when I commence on it.” 

“Will democracy destroy us?” sighed Lehming. ‘In a democracy every 
citizen is tempted to want to be as fine and as much at leisure as any other 
citizen. And the women are madder than the men; their one demand is for 

idle elegance,” 
“Our cultivated classes must put their shoulders to this load,” declared 

Wetherel, with the enthusiasm of youth. ‘*Can’t you give a lift? You know 
that abundant pecuniary means are at your command. By the way, when 

will you take your share of that estate?” 

“ How long can the settlement be put off? ” inquired Lehming. 
**A year from the decease.” 

“Give me that time,” smiled Walter, a pygmy who was fit to have the 
power of a giant, so little was he likely to abuse it. ‘*I know perfectly well 
that [am not an heir, and I don’t want to be hustled into heirship. Of course 

you give the Dinnefords whatever you like, and they will probably submit, 
and ought to. They are women, and are used to being supported by others, 
and to have others decide for them. Buta man is responsible for his own 

moral code in matters of property. I must have time to consider this business 
of taking your money. Let us talk of it toward the end of the year.” 

“ Very well,” nodded Edward with a fine tranguillity, and took his departure. 

Lehming now returned to his study, looked with a beating heart into the 
closet, and found it empty. On the floor of it, however, he discovered a little 
silk neckerchief which he recognized as belonging to Nettie Fulton. There 
was of course no longer much doubt in his mind that the girl had been hiding 
there, and almost as little donbt that she was the refugee from the horror and 

mystery of Sea Lodge. After gazing at the neckerchief for a moment, he 
wrapped it carefully and one might say reverentially in a piece of white paper, 
and put it in the breast pocket of his coat, very near his beating heart. Then 
he went softly to the door of Miss Jones’s room, tapped gently, and, when the 
schoolma’am made her appearance, asked if Miss Fulton had returned. 

“Yes,” answered Imogen Eleonore. ‘I went to inquire for her in the 
wpartment below, and came back as quick as ever I could, and here she was. 
I should like you to tell me, sir, what I am to think of it,’’ she added, with an 
air of laying all the responsibility on Lehming. 

But the young man had no desire to talk over the matter, and so he said he 
was glad that Miss Fulton had been found, and began to smile himself away. 

‘I can’tstand this much Jonger,” continued Miss Jones in a hissing whisper, 
much like the voice of a blown football suffering from a puncture. “I think 
you ought to speak with her about her mysterious ways,” urged this young 
woman who was bursting with a long-endured colic of curiosity. “She's us 
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pale as a spectre of the gloomsome night, and she won’t tell me where she has 
been.” 

Lehming halted.) ‘Call me, if she seems to be ill,” he said energetically. 

Then, without further hearkening, he glided hastily away, whereupon Imogen 
slammed her dooy in g pet. 

The burdened Lehming returned to his study, and seated himself before his 
smouldering fire. He was sorry that Miss Jones should be offended; but in a 
minute or so he had entirely forgotten her. He could think only of Nestoria— 

how to prevent her from taking flight, perhaps before morning, and how to 
draw her out of her doubtless wretched and possibly wrongful seclusion. He 
felt sure that never during her whole life could she have any real happiness, 

unless she revealed all that she knew (and she must know something) of the 
murder of Judge Wetherel. He was persuaded that it was her duty to make 

such a revelation, eyen though it should fill her heart and other hearts with 
incurable sorrow. ‘The supposition that she might herself be the assassin he 
rejected absolutely, notwithstanding that it was held by many people, and a 
reward had been offered for her apprehension. Then he had to grapple with 

the terrible hypothesis that, if she accused any person of blood-guiltiness, that 
person would probably be Edward Wetherel. 

** Well, so be it,’ he whispered, drooping his head to his Knees and burying 
his face in his hand. ‘It is her duty to bring the wrong-doer to punishment, 
though she and all of us suffer grief and shame beyond estimate. If blood be 

upon fis soul, she must give him up, and we must all give him up. QO, 
Heaven! with this thought upon my mind, how could I face him as calmly as I 
did! O, almighty and pitying Father, let it not be as we think! Let that cup 

pass from us! But if it must come to our lips, give us strength to drink it! 

No, there must be no putting away of justice; there must be no eyasion a right- 

eousness. She must speak, and [ must make her.” 
So he went on, fighting with suspicions and horrors, for hour after hour. 

We often hear of passing a night without sleep; it is an almost superhuman 

feat and seldom accomplished; but Lehming did it. His mental trouble alone 
might not have kept him waking, but he felt it his duty to watch against the 
flight of Nestoria. 

Wrapping himself in his overcoat, he moved his chair close to his partially 

open door, and listened for the sound of stealthy feetin the passage. If he found 
himself inclined to doze, he paced the room for a minute or two In his stockings, 

and then resumed his ward. The dull bum and murmur of the great city around 
him sank little by little into a perfect, solemn, and awful silence. From time 

to time a bell, which he remembered that he had never heard before, gave him 

notice of the death of the hours. This solitary sound, recurring after such 
weary intervals, and striking into the midst of tragic reflections and anmeties, 
seemed to him funereal. His powerful and sombre imagination awoke at the 
summons, spread its raven wings, and flew abroad through the night, seeking 

out spectacles of sorrow. He heard in fancy all the bells that ring for the 

burial of men, extorting the fierce or despairing grief of mourners all over 
the world. He saw the black, slow corteges of those who cannot be comforted. 

The vast ocean of universal human niisery rolled in upon and swelled his own 
wretchedness. It was such a night of sadness and boding as only a most sen- 
sitive imagination ean know. 

A little after two in the morning he started up from his seat with an im- 
pression that footsteps were gliding through the hall toward the stairway 
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Stepping out of his room as noiselessly as possible, he put forth one hand ata 

venture in the darkness, and caught a figure wrapped in a shawl or some 
other womanly vestment. There was a low cry, and an attempt at retreat ; 

but Lehming held firm with one trembling hand, while with the other he drew 
a match against the wall. As he expected he beheld the slight form and child- 
like face, now pale and terrified enough, of Nettie. 

‘What do you stop me for?” she burst out in a harsh, eager, passionate 
whisper. 

“Come into my study and let me speak to you before you go,” he replied. 
“* My poor child, only one moment!” 

APPLE BLOSSOMS. 

OADED with blossoms the green sweetings lean, 

Tossing their snowy flakes over the green, 

Breathing their sweets through the closed window screen, 
Waking in memory’s hall 

Music of yoices that long time have slumbered, 
Lovelight of faces that long have been numbered 
With the bright spirits from earth disencumbered— 

Brought back at the sweet blossoms’ call. 

The sweetings have bloomed seven times since I. made 
A wreath of their buds for a dear little maid 

Who left us that day for her bridal arrayed, 
Sweet as the blossoms she wore, 

She was our youngest, my sweet little sister ; 

Tears drowned her bright smile, as weeping I[ kissed her. 
Then she went from us; for three years I missed her, 

Ere she was with us once more. 

With us to die—so she said when she came. 
Climate had shattered the delicate frame; 
Eyes showed how surely the soul’s burning flame 
From ashes would soon burst away. 

When the green sweetings their blossoms were throwing 
Over the road, all the garden bestrewing, 
Just as this morning you see they are doing, 

Here in this chamber she lay. 

A new blossom opened in heaven that day; 
The soul-flame had burst from its ashes away } 
The apple trees shed all their blossoms that day, 

And freighted the air with perfume. 
These sweet apple blossoms! she loved them go dearly, 
And they, in their beauty, seem like her so nearly, 
That of her they bring me fresh whisperings yearly, 

Like dew upon memory’s bloom. 
CLARA CLAYTON. 



LIFE ON THE PLAINS. 

HE close of the last article left my command on the Washita, still sur- 
rounded by a superior but badly defeated force of Indians. We were 

burdened with a considerable number of prisoners and guite a number of our 

own and the enemy’s wounded, and had in our possession nearly nine hundred 

ponies which we had just captured from the enemy. We were far away—just 
how far we did not know—from our train of supplies, and the latter with its 

escort was in danger of capture and destruction by the savages if we did not 

act to prevent it. We felt convinced that we could not, in the presence of so 
large a body of hostile Indians, hope to make a long march through their 

country, the latter favorable to the Indian mode of attack by surprise and 
ambush, and keep with us the immense herd of captured ponies. Sucha 

course would only encourage attack under circumstances which would almost 
insure defeat and unnecessary loss tous. We did not need the ponies, while 
the Indians did. If we retained them they might conclude that one object of 
our expedition against them was to secure plunder, an object thoroughly con- 

sistent with the red man’s idea of war. Instead, it was our desire to impress 
upon his uncultured mind that our every act and purpose had been simply to 
inflict deserved punishment upon him for the many murders and other depre- 

dations committed by him in and around the homes of the defenceless settlers 
on the frontier. Impelled by these motives, I decided neither to attempt to 
take the ponies with us nor to abandon them to the Indians, but to adopt the 
only measure left—to kill them. ‘T’o accomplish this seemingly—like most 
measures of war—cruel but necessary act, four companies of cavalrymen 
were detailed dismounted, as a firing party. Before they reluctantly engaged 

in this uninviting work, I took Romeo, the interpreter, and proceeded to the 
few lodges near the centre of the village which we had reserved from destruc- 

tion, and in which were collected the prisoners, consisting,of upward of sixty 

squaws and children. Romeo was directed to assemble the prisoners in 
one body, as I desired to assure them of kind treatment at our hands, a subject 

about which they were greatly wrought up; also to tell them what we should 
expect of them, and to inform them of our intention to march probably all that 
night, directing them at the same time to proceed to the herd and select there- 
from a suitable number of ponies to carry the prisoners on the march. When 
Romeo had collected them in a single group, he, acting as interpreter, ac- 
quainted them with my purpose in calling them together, at the same time as- 

suring them that they could rely confidently upon the fulfilment of any prom 

ises I made them, as I was the ‘* big chief.”> The Indians refer to all officers 

of a command as * chiefs,” while the officer in command is designated as the 
‘‘hio chief.” After I had concluded what I desired to say to them, they sig- 
nified their approval and satisfaction by gathering around me and going 
through an extensive series of hand-shaking. One of the middle-aged squaws 
then informed Romeo that she wished to speak on behalf of herself and 
companions. Assent having been given to this, she began the delivery of 
an address which for wisdom of sentiment, and easy, natural, but impassioned 
delivery, might have been heard with intense interest by an audience of cul- 
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tivated refinement. From her remarks, interpreted by Romeo, I gathered 
much—in fact, the first relinble information as to what band we had attacked 

at daylicht, which chiefs commanded, and many interesting seraps of informa- 
tion. She began by saying that now she and the women and children about 
her were in the condition of captivity, which for a long time she had 
prophesied would be theirs sooner or later. She claimed to speak not as a 
squaw, but as the sister of the head chief of her band, Black Kettle, who had 

fullen that morning almost the moment the attack was made. He it was whp 

was the first to hear our advance, and leaping forth from his lodge with rifle 
in hand, nttered the first war-whoop and fired the first shot as a rally sional to 
his warriors, and was almost immediately after shot down by the opening vol- 

ley of the cavalry. Often had she warned her brother of the danger the vil- 
lage, with its women and children, was exposed to, owing to the frequent raid- 

ing and war parties which from time to time had been permitted to go forth 
and depredate upon the settlements of the white men. In the end it was sure 

to lead to detection and punishment, and now her words had only proven too 
true. Nota chief or warrior of the village in her belief survived the battle of 
the forenoon, And what was to become of all these women and children, be- 
reft of everything and of every friend? True, it was just. The warriors had 
brought this fate npon themselves and their families by their unprovoked at- 

tacks upon the white man. Black Kettle, the head chief and the once trusted 
friend of the white man, had fallen. Little Rock, the chief second in rank in 

the village, had also met his death while attempting to defend his home against 
his enemies; others were named in the order of their rank or prowess as war- 
riors, but all had gone the same way. Who was left to care for the women 
and children who still lived? Only last night, she continued, did the last war 

party return from thesettlements, and it was to rejoice over their achieve- 
ments that the entire village were engaged until a late hour dancing and sing- 

ing. ‘This was why their enemies were able to ride almost into their lodges be- 
fore they were aroused by the noise of the attack. For several minutes she 
continued to speak, first upbraiding in the bitterest terms the chiefs and war- 
riors who had been the canse of their capture, then bewailing in the most plain- 

tive manner their sad and helpless condition. Turning to me she added, ‘* You 
claim to be a chief. This man” (pointing to Romeo) ‘says you are the big 

chief. If this be true and you are what he claims, show that you can act like a 

great chief and secure for us that treatment which the helpless are entitled to.” 
After the delivery of this strongly melodramatic harangue there was intro- 

daced a little by-play, in which I was unconsciously made to assume a more 
prominent part than either my inclinations or the laws of society might ap- 
prove. Black Kettle’s sister, whose name was Mah-wis-sa, and whose address 
hud just received the hearty approval of her companions by their earnest ex- 
pression of Ugh!” the Indian word intended for applause, then stepped into 
the gronp of squaws, and after looking earnestly at the face of each for a mo- 
ment, approached a young Indian girl—probably seventeen years of age—and 
taking her by the hand conducted her to where I was standing. Placing the 
hand of the young girl in mine, she proceeded in the Indian tongue to the de- 
livery of what I, in my ignorance of the language, presumed was a form of 
administering a benediction, as her manner and gestures corresponded with 
this idea. Never dreaming of her purpose, but remembering how sensitive 
and suspicious the Indian nature was, and that any seeming act of inattention 

or disrespect on my part might be misunderstood, I stood a passive participant 
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in the strange ceremony then being enacted. After coneluding the main por- 
tion of the formalities, she engaged in what seemed an invocation of the Great 
Spirit, casting her eyes reverently upward, at the same time moving her 
hands slowly down over the faces of the young squaw and myself. By this 
time my curiosity got the better of my silence, and turning to Romeo, who 
stood near me, and who I knew was familiar with Indian customs, I quietly 
inquired, ‘* What is this woman doing, Romeo?” With a broad grin on his 

gwvarthy face he replied, ‘* Why, she’s marryin’ you to that young squaw!” 
Although never claimed as an exponent of the peace policy about which so 
much has been said and written, yet I entertained the most peaceable senti- 

ments toward all Indians who were in a condition to do no barm nor violate 

any law. And while cherishing these friendly feelings and desiring to do all 
in my power to render our captives comfortable and free from anxiety regard- 
ing their future treatment at our hands, I think even the most strenuous and 

ardent advocate of that peace policy which teaches that the Indian should be 
left free and unmolested in the gratification of his simple tastes and habits, 
will at least not wholly condemn me when they learn that this last touching 

and uninistakable proof of confidence and esteem, offered by Mah-wis-sa and 
oracefully if not blushingly acquiesced in by the Indian maiden, was firmly 

but‘respectfully declined. The few reasons which forced me to deny myself 
the advantages of this tempting alliance were certain circumstances over 

which I then had no control, among which was a previous and already solem- 
nized ceremony of this character, which might have a tendency to render the 

second somewhat invalid. Then, again, I had not been consulted in regard to 
my choice in this matter—a trifling consideration, but still having its due infin- 
ence. I had not had opportunities to become acquainted with the family of 
the young damsel who thus proposed to link her worldly fate with mine. Her 

father’s bank account might or might not be ina favorable condition. No op- 
portunity had been giyen me to study the tastes, disposition, or character of 
the young lady—whether she was fond of music, literature, or domestic duties. 

All these were questions with which I was not sufficiently familiar to justify 
me in taking the important step before me. I did not, however, like certain 
candidates for office, thrice decline by standing up, and with my hand pressed 
to my heart say, ‘‘ Your husband I cannot be”; but through the intermedia- 
tion of Romeo, the interpreter, who from the first had been highly entertained 

by what he saw was an excellent joke on the big chief, and wondering in 

his own mind how I would extricate myself without giving offence, I ex- 

plained to Mah-wis-sa my due appreciation of the kindness intended by her- 

self and her young friend, but that according to the white man’s laws I was 

debarred from availing myself of the offer, at the same time assuring them 
of my high consideration, ete. Glad to get away to duties that called me else- 
where, I left with Romeo. As soon as we had turned our backs on the group, 
I inquired of Romeo what object could have been in view which induced 
Black Kettle’s sister to play the part she did. ‘* That’s easy enongh to under- 

stand; she knows they are in your power, and her object is to make friends 
with you as far as possible. But you don’t believe anything she tells you, do 

you? Why, that sgquaw—give her the chance, and she'd lift your or my scalp 
for us and never wink. Lord, I’ve heerd 'em talk fine too often to be eatched 
so easy. To hear her talk and abuse old Black Kettle and the rest that I hope 

we've done for, you'd think that squaw never had had a hand in terturin’ to 

death many a poor devil who’s been picked up by them. But it’s a fact, 
i 

eS 
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‘taint no two ways *bout it. I've lived with them people too long not to know 
‘em—root and branch. When she was talkin’ all that palaver to you ‘bout 
protectin’ em and all that sort of stuff, if she could ’a know’d that minute that 

these ontside Injuns was *bout to gobble us upshe’d ’a been the very fust one to 
ram a knife smack into ye. That's the way they allus talk when they want 
anythin’. Do you know her game in wantin’ to marry that young squaw to 
you? Well, [ll tell ye; ef you’d’a married that squaw, then she’d ’a told ye 
that all the rest of °em were her kinfolks, and as a nateral sort of a thing 

you'd ’a been expected to kind o’ provide and take keer of your wife’s rela- 
tions. That's jistas I tell it to you—fur don’t [Iknow? Didn’t I marry a young 
Cheyenne squaw and give her old father two of my best ponies for her, and it 

wasn’t a week till every tarnal Injun in the village, old and young, came to my 

lodge, and my squaw tried to make me b’lieve they were all relations of hern, 
and that L ought to give "em some grub; but I didn’t do nothin’ of the sort.” 
* Weill, how did you get out of it, Romeo?” ‘*Getoutofit? Why, I got out by 
jist takin’ my ponies and traps, and the first good chance [ lit out; that’s how 

I got out. I was satisfied to marry. one or two of em, but when it come to 
marryin’ an intire tribe, *scuse me.” 

At this point Romeo was interrupted by the officer in command of the men 

detailed to kill the ponies. The firing party was all ready to proceed with 
its work, and was only waiting until the squaws should secure a sufficient 
number of ponies to transport all the prisoners on the march. The troopers 
had endeavored to catch the ponies, but they were too wild and unaccus- 
tomed to white men to permit them to approach. When the squaws entered 
the herd they had no difficulty in selecting and bridling the requisite number. 
These being taken off by themselves, the work of destruction began on the re- 

mainder, and was continued until nearly eight hundred ponies were thus dis- 
posed of. All this time the Indians who had been fighting us from the 

outside covered the hills in the distance, deeply interested spectators of 

this to them strange proceeding. ‘The loss of so many animals of value was 
i severe blow to the tribe, as nothing so cogpletely impairs the war-making 

facilities for the Indians of the Plains as the deprivation or disabling of their 
ponies. 

In the description of the opening of the battle in the preceding chapter, I 

spoke of the men haying removed their overcoats and haversacks when 
about to charge the village. ‘These had been disposed of carefully on the 

cround, and one man from each company left to guard thei, this number be- 
ing deemed sufficient, as they would be within rifle-shot of the main command; 
besides, the enemy as was then supposed would be inside our lines and sufli- 
ciently employedin taking care of himself to prevent any meddling on his part 
with the overcorts and hayersacks. This was partly true, but we had not 

exleulated upon Indians appearing in force and surrounding us. When this 
did oceur, however, their first success was in effecting the capture of the*over- 
coats and rations of the men, the guard barely eseaping to the village. This 
was a most serious loss, as the men were destined to suffer great discomfort 
from the cold; and their rations being in the haversacks, and it being uncertain 
when we should rejoin our train, they were compelled to endure both cold and 
hunger. It was when the Indians discovered our overcoats and galloped to 
their capture, that one of my staghounds, Blucher, seeing them riding and 

yelling as if engaged in the chase, dashed from the village and joined the In- 
dians, who no sooner saw him than they shot him through with an arrow. 
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Several months afterward IJ discovered his remains on the ground near where 
the overcoats had been deposited on that eventful morning. — 

Many noteworthy incidents were observed or reported during the ficht. 
Before the battle bevan, our Osage allies, in accordance with the Indian cus- 
tom, dressed in their war costume, painting their faces in all imaginable col- 
ors, except one tall, fine-looking warrior, who retained his ordinary dress. 

Upon inguiring of the chief, Little Beayer, why this one did not array himself 
as the others had done, he informed me that it was in obedience to a law among 

all the tribes, under which any chief or warrior who has had a near relative 
killed by an enemy belonging to another tribe, is not permitted to don the war 

costume or put on war paint until he has avenged the murder by taking a scalp 
from some member of the hostile tribe. A war party of the Clleyennes had 

visited the Osage village the preceding summer, under friendly pretences. 

They had been hospitably entertained at the lodge of the warrior referred to 

by his squaw, he being absent on a hunt. When ready to depart they killed 
his squaw and destroyed his lodge, and until he could secure a scalp he must 

go on the war path unadorned by feathers or paint. After the battle had been 
waged for a couple of hours in the morning, I saw this warrior approaching, 
his horse urged to his highest speed; in his hand I saw waving wildly over- 
head something I could not distinguish until he halted by my side, when I 
perceived that it was an entire scalp, fresh and bleeding. His vengeance had 

been complete, and he was again restored to the full privileges of a warrior—a 
right he was not long in exercising, as the next time IE saw him on the field his 
face was completely hidden ‘under the stripes of yellow, black, and vermilion, 

the colors being so arranged apparently as to give him the most hideous vis- 
age imaginable. 

Riding in the vicinity of the hospital, I saw a little bugler boy sitting on a 

bundle of dressed robes, near where the surgeon was dressing and caring for 
the wounded. His face was completely covered with blood, which was trick- 

ling down over his cheek from a wound in his forehead. At first glance I 
thought a pistol bullet had entered@his skull, but on stopping to inquire of him 

the nature of his injury, he informed me that an Indian had shot him in tlie 
head with a steel-pointed arrow. The arrow had struck him just above the 

eye, and upon encountering the skull had glanced under the covering of the 
latter, coming out near the ear, giving the appearance of haying passed 
through the head. There the arrow remained until the bugler arrived at the 
hospital, when he received prompt attention. The arrow being barbed could 

not be withdrawn at once, but by cutting off the steel point the surzeon was 
able to withdraw the wooden shaft without ditheulty. The little fellow bore 

his suffering manfully. I asked him if he saw the Indian who wounded him. 
Without replying at once, he shoved his hand deep down into his capacious 
trousers pocket and fished up nothing more nor less than the sealp of an In- 

dian, adding in a nonchalant manner, “If anybody thinks I didn’t see him, I 
want them to take a look at that.” He had killed the Indian with his revolver 

after receiving the arrow wound in his head. 

After driving off the Indians who had attacked us from the outside, so as to 

prevent them from mterfering with our operations in the vicinity of the village, 
parties were sent here and there to look up the dead and wounded of both sides. 
In spite of the most thorough search, there were still undiscovered Major 
Elliott and nineteen enlisted men, including the sergeant-major, for whose 
absence we were unable to satisfactorily account. Officers and men of the 
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various commands were examined, but nothing was elicited from them except 
that Major Elliott had been seen about daylight charging with his consmand into 
the village. I had previously given him up as killed, but was surprised that 
so many of the men should be missing, and none of their comrades be able to 
account for them. All the ground inside of the advanced lines held by the In- 
dians who attacked us after our capture of the village was closely and eare- 
fully examined, in the hope of finding the bodies of some if not all the absen- 
tees, but with no success. It was then evident that when the other bands at- 

tempted to reinforce our opponents of the early morning, they had closed their 
lines abont us in such manner as to cut off Elliott and nineteen of our men. 
What had been the fate of this party after leaving the main command? ‘This 

Was & question to be answered only in surmises, and few of these were favora- 
ble to the escape of our comrades. At Jast one of the scouts reported that soon 
after the attack on the village began he had seen¢a few warriors escaping, 
mounted, from the village, through a gap that existed in our line between the 

commands of Elliottand Thompson, and that Elliott and a small party of troop- 
ers were in close pursuit; that a short time after he had heard very sharp firing 
in the direction taken by the Indians and Elliott’s party, but that as the firing 

had continued for only a few minutes, he had thought nothing more of it until 
the prolonged absence of our men recalled it to his mind. Parties were sent 
in the direction indicated by the scout, he accompanying them; but after a 
search extending nearly two miles, all the parties returned, reporting their 

efforts to discover some trace of Elliott and his men fruitless. As it was now 

lacking but an hour of night, we had to make an effort to get rid of the Indians, 
who still loitered in strong force on the hills, within plain view of our position. 
Our main desire was to draw them off from the direction in which our train 
might be approaching, and thus render if secure from attack until under the 
protection of the entire command, when we could defy any force our enemies 
could muster against us. ‘The last lodge having been destroyed, and all the 
ponies except those required for the pursnit having been killed, the command 
was drawn in and united near the village. Making dispositions to overcome 
any resistance which might be offered to our advance, by throwing out a 

strong force of skirmishers, we set out down the valley in the direction where 
the other villages had been reported, and toward the hills on which were col- 
lected the greatest number of Indians. The column moved forward in one 
body, with colors flying and band playing, while our prisoners, all mounted on 
captured ponies, were under sufficient guard immediately in rear of the ad- 
vanced troops. For a few moments after our march began the Indians on the 
hills remained silent spectators, evidently at a loss at first fo comprehend our 
intentions in thus setting out at that hour of the evening, and directing our 
course as if another night march was contemplated; and more than all, in the 
direction of their villages, where all that they possessed was supposed to be. 
This aroused them to action, as we could plainly see considerable commotion 
among them—chiefs riding hither and thither, as if in anxious consultation 
with each other as to the course to be adopted. Whether the fact that they 
could not fire upon our advance without endangering the lives of their own 
people, who were prisoners in our hands, or some other reason prevailed with 
them, they never offered to fire a shot or retard our movements in any man- 
ner, but instead assembled their outlying detachments as rapidly as possible, 
and began a precipitate movement down the valley in advance of us, fully im- 

pressed with the idea no doubt that our purpose was to overtake their flying 
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people and herds and administer the same treatment to them that the oceu- 
pants of the upper village had received. This was exactly the effect I desired, 
and our march was conducted with such appearance of determination and ra- 
pidity that this conclusion on their part was a most natural one. Leaving a 
few of their warriors to hover along our fianks and watch our progress, the 
main body of the Indians, able to trayel much faster than the troops, soon dis- 
appeared from our sight in front. We still pushed on in the same direction, 
and continued our march in this manner until long after dark, by which time 
we reached the deserted villages, the occupants—at least the non-combatants 
and herds—having fled in the morning when news of our attack on Black Ket- 

tle’s village reached them. We had now reached a point several miles below 
the site of Black Kettle’s village, and the darkness was sufficient to cover our 

movements from the watchful eyes of the Indian sconts, who had dogged our 
march as long as the light favored them. 

Facing the command about, it was at once put in motion to reach out 

train, not only as a measure of safety and protection to the latter, but as a ne- 
cessary movement to relieve the wants of the command, particularly that por- 

tion whose haversacks and overcoats had fallen into the hands of the Indians 
early in the morning. By ten o’clock we reached the battle ground, but with- 
out halting pushed on, following the trail we had made in striking the village. 
The march was continued at a brisk gait until about two o’clock in the morn- 
ing, when I concluded it would be prudent to allow the main command to halt 
and bivouac until daylicht, sending one squadron forward without delay, to re- 
inforce the guard with the train. Colonel West’s squadron was detailed upon 
this duty. The main body of the troops was halted, and permitted to build 
huge fires, fuel being obtainable in abundance from the timber which lined the 

valley of the Washita—our march still leading us up the course of this stream. 
At daylight the next morning we were again in our saddles and wending 

our way hopefully toward the train. The location of the latter we did not 
know, presuming that it had been pushing after us since we had taken our 
abrupt departure from it. Great was our joy and safisfaction, about ten 
o'clock, to discover the train safely in camp. The teams were at once har- 
nessed and hitched to the wagons, and without halting even to prepare break- 
fast, the march was resumed, I being anxious to enecamp at a certain point 

that night from where I intended sending scouts through with despatches to 

General Sheridan. Early in the afternoon this camp was reached; 1t was near 
the point where we had first struck the timbered valley, at the time not know- 

ing that it was the valley of the Washita. Here men and horses were given 
the first opportunity to procure a satisfactory meal since the few hasty morsels 

obtained by them during the brief halt made between nine and ten o’clock the 
night we arrived in the vicinity of the village. After posting our pickets and 
rendering the camp secure from surprise by the enemy, horses were unsad- 
dled, tents pitched, and every means taken to obtain as comfortable a night as. 

the limited means at our disposal and the severities of the season would per- 
mit. After partaking of a satisfactory dinner, I began writing my report to 

General Sheridan. First I sent for California Joe, and informed him that I 

desired to send a despatch to General Sheridan that night, and would have it 
ready by dark, so that the bearer could at once set out as soon as it was suffi- 

ciently dark to conceal his moyements from the scouts of the enemy, who no 
doubt were still following and watching us. I told California Joe that I had 
selected him as the bearer of the despatch, and he was at liberty to name the 
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number of men he desired to accompany him, as it was a most perilous mis- 

sion on which he was going. The exact distance he would have to ride in or- 

der to reach General Sheridan’s headquarters at Camp Supply could not be 

determined. ‘The command had occupied four days in accomplishing: it, but 

California Joe, with his thorongh knowledge of the country, and the experi- 
ence of our march, would be able to follow a much more direct route than a 
large command moving with a train. 

He did not seem in the least disturbed when told of his selection for this er- 
rand, so fall of danger. When informed that he might name the number of 
men to accompany him, I supposed he would say about twelve or more, under 
command of a good non-commissioned officer. Very few persons in or out of 

the military service would have cared to undertake the journey with much less 
than ten times that force, but he contented himself by informing me that be- 

fore answering that question he would walk down to where the scouts were in 
camp and consult his “‘pardner.” He soon returned saying, ‘‘ ve just been 
talkin’ the matter over with my pardner, and him and me both concludes that 

as Safe and sure a way as any is for him and me to take a few extra rounds of 
ammunition and strike out from here together the very minnit it’s dark. As for 

any more men, we don’t want ‘em, because yer see in a case of this ’ere kind 
thar’s more to be made by dodgin’ an’ runnin’ than thar is by fightin’, an’ two 
spricht men kin do better at that than twenty; they can’t be seen half as fur. 
Besides, two won't leave as much of a trail for the Injunsto find. If my pard- 

ner an’ me kin git away from here as soon as it is plum dark, we’ll be so fur 
from here by daylight to-morrer mornin’ the Injuns never couldn’t tetch hide 
nor har of us. Besides, I don’t reckon the pesky varmints ’|l be so overly keen in 

meddlin® with our business, seein’ as how they’ve got their han’s tolerable full] 
settin’® things to rights at home, owin’ to the little visit we’ve jist made ’em. J 
rather s’pect, all things considerin’, them Injuns would be powerful glad to call 
it quits for a spell any way, an’ if I ain’t off the trail mightily, some of them 
‘ere head chiefs as ain’t killed will be headin’ for the nizhest Peace Commis- 
stoner before they git the war paint clean off their faces. This thing of pump- 
in’ *em when the snow’s a foot deep, and no grass for their ponies, puts a new 
wrinkle in these Injuns’ sealp, an’ they ain’t goin’ to git over it in a minnit 
either. Wal, I’m goin’ back to the boys to see if I can borrer a little smokin’ 
tobacker. I may want to take a smoke on the way. Whenever you git yer 
dockiments ready jist send your orderly down thar, and me and my pardner 
will be ready. I’m mighty glad I’m goin’ to-night, for I know Gineral Sheri- 
dan “ll be monstrous glad to see me back so soon. Did I tell yer I used to 
know the Gineral when he was second or third lootenant and post quartermas- 
ter in Oregon? That must ’a been afore your time.” 

Leaving California Joe to procure his ‘* tobacker,” I assembled all the offi- 
cers of the command and informed them that as there was but an hour or two 
in which I was to write my report of the battle of the Washita, I would not 
have time, as I should have preferred to do, to send to them for regular and 
formally written reports of their share in the engagement; but in order that I 
might have the benefit of their combined knowledge of the battle and its re- 
sults, each officer in response to my request gave me a brief summary of some 
of the important points which his report would have contained if submitted in 
writing. With this information in my possession, I sat down in my tent and 
penned, in as brief manner as possible, a report to General Sheridan detailing 
our movements from the time Elliott, with his three companies, discovered the 

12 
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trail, up to the point from which my despatch was written, giving particularly 

the main facts of our discovery, attack, and complete destruction of the village 

of Black Kettle. It was justabout dark when I finished this despatch and was 
about to send for California Joe, when that loquacious personage appeared at 
the door of my tent. ‘I’m not so anxious to leave yer all here, but the fact 

is, the sooner me and pardner are off, I reckon the better itll be in the end. 
I want to put at least fifty miles *tween me and this place by daylight to-mor- 
rer mornin’, so if yer’ll jest hurry up yer papers, it'll be a lift for us.” 

On going outside the tent I saw that the “‘ pardner” was the scout Jack 
Corbin, the same who had first brought the intelligence of Elliott's discovery 
of the trail to us at Antelope Hills. He was almost the antipodes of California 
Joe in regard to many points of character, seldom indulging in a remark or 
suggestion unless prompted by a question. These two scouts recalled to my 

mind an amicable arrangement said to exist between a harmonious married 
pair, in which one was willing to do all the talking and the other was perfectly 

Willing he should. The two scouts, who were about to set out to accomplish a 

long journey through an enemy’s country, with no guidessave the stars, neither 

ever having passed over the route they proposed to take, and much of the ride 

to be executed during the darkness of night, apparently felt no greater, if as 

creat, anxiety as to the result of their hazardous mission than one ordinarily 
feels in contemplating a journey of a few hours by rail or steamboat. Cali- 

fornia Joe was dressed and equipped as usual. About his waist and under- 
neath his cavalry greatcoat and cape he wore a belt containing a Colt re- 

volver and hunting knife; these, with his inseparable companion, a long Spring- 
field breech-loading rifle, composed his defensive armament. His ** pardner,” 
Jack Corbin, was very similarly arrayed except in equipment, his belt con- 

taining two revolvers instead of one, while a Sharps carbine supplied the place 
of a rifle, being more readily carried and handled on horseback. The mounts 

of the two men were as different as their characters, California Joe confiding 
his safety to the transporting powers of his favorite mule, while Corbin was 

placing his reliance upon a fine gray charger. Acquainting the men with the 

probable route we should pursue in our onward march toward Camp Supply, so 

that, if desirable, they might be able to rejoim us, I delivered my report to 
General Sheridan into the keeping of California Joe, who, after unbuttonine 
numerous coats, blouses, and vests, consigned the package to one of the nu- 

merous capacious inner pockets with which each garment seemed supplied, 
with the remark, ‘‘I reckon itll keep dry thar in case of rain or accident.” 

Both men haying mounted, I shook hands with them, wishing them God-speed 

and a successful journey. As they rode off in the darkness California Joe, ir- 
repressible to the last, called out, ** Wal, I hope an’ trust yer won’t have any 

scrimmage while I’m gone, because I'd hate mightily now to miss anything of 
the sort, seein’ I’ve stuck to yer this fur.” 

After enjoying a most grateful and comparatively satisfactory night’s rest, 
the demands of hunger on the part of man and beast having been bountifally 
supplied from the stores contained in our train, while a due supply of blankets 
and robes, with the assistance of huge catnp-fires, enabled the men to protect 
themselves against the intense cold of midwinter, our march was resumed at 
daylight in the direction of Camp Supply. Our wounded had received every 
possible care and attention that a skilful and kind-hearted medical officer 

could suggest. Strange to add, and greatly to our surprise as well as joy, 
Colonel Barnitz, who had been earried into the village shot through the body, 
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and, as all supposed, mortally wounded, with apparently but a few minutes 

to live, had not only survived the rough jostling of the night march made 
after leaving the village, but the surgeon, Dr. Lippincott, who was uncensine 

in his attentions to the wounded, reported indications favorable to a prolonga- 
tion of life if not a complete recovery. This was cheering news to all the 
comrades of Colonel Barnitz. I well remember how, when the Colonel was 

first carried by four of his men, in the folds of an army blanket, into the vil- 
lage, his face wore that pale deathly aspect so common and peculiar to those 
mortally wounded. He, as well as all who saw him, believed his end near 
at hand. But like a brave soldier, as he was and had proven himself to 
be, death had no terrors for him. When asked by me, as I knelt at the side 

of the litter on which he was gasping for breath, whether he had any messages 
to send to absent friends, he realized the perils of his situation, and in half-fin- 
ished sentences, mingled with regrets, delivered, as he and all of us supposed, 

his farewell messages to be transmitted to dear ones at home. And yet, de- 
spite the absence of that care and quiet, not to mention little delicacies and 
luxuries, regarded as so essential, and which would have been obtainable under 
almost any other circumstances, Colonel Barnitz continued to improve, and 

before many weeks his attendant medical officer was able to pronounce him 

ont of danger, although to this day he is, and for the remainder of life will be, 
disabled from further active duty, the ball by which he was wounded haying 

severed one of his ribs in such a manner as to render either riding or the 
wearing of a sabre or revolver too painful to be endured. By easy marches 

we gradually neared Camp Supply, and had begun to descend the long slope 
leading down to the valley of Wolf creek, the stream on which we had en- 

camped three nights when we first set out from Camp Supply in search of 
Indians. | 

With two or three of the Osage guides and as many of the officers, [ 
was riding some distance in advance of the column of troops, and could indis- 
tinctly see the timber fringing the valley in the distance, when the attention of 
our little party was attracted to three horsemen who were to be seen riding 

slowly along near the edge of the timber. As yet they evidently had not ob- 
served us, the troops behind us not having appeared in view. We were 
greatly at a loss to determine who the three horsemen might be; they were 
yet too distant to be plainly visible to the eye, and the orderly with my field 
glass was still in rear. While we were halting and watching their move- 
ments we saw that they also had discovered us, one of their number riding up 
toa small elevation near by from which to get a better view of our group. 
After studying us for a few moments he returned at a gallop to his two com- 
panions, when all three turned their horses toward the timber and moved 
rapidly in that direction. We were still unable to determine whether they 
were Indians or white men, the distance being so great between us, when my 
orderly arrived with my field glass, by which I was able to catch a glimpse of 
them just as they were disappearing in the timber, when whose familiar form 
should be revealed but that of California Joe, urging his mule to its greatest 
speed in order to reach the timber before we should discover them. They had 

evidently taken us for Indians, and well they might, considering that two of 

our party were Osages and the others were dressed in anything but the regula- 
tion uniform, To relieve the anxious minds of California Joe and his com- 
panions, I put spurs to my horse and was soon bounding down the plains lead- 

ing into the valley to join him. I had not proceeded over half way when the 
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scouts rode cautiously out from the timber, and California Joe, after shading 
his eyes with his hand and looking for a few moments, raised his huge som- 
brero from his matted head, and waving it above him as a signal of recogni- 
tion, pressed his great Mexican spurs deep into the sides of his humble-looking 

steed, if a mule may receive such an appellation, and the three seouts were 
soon galloping toward us. 

The joy at the meeting was great on both sides, only dampened somewhat 
on the part of California Joe by the fact that he and his comrades had taken 
to the timber so promptly when first they discovered us; but he explained it 
by saying, **I counted on it bein’ yon all the time when I fust got my eye on 
yer, until I saw two Injuns in the squad, an’ forgettin’ all about them Osages 
we had along, I jumped at the conclusion that if thar war any Injuns around, 
the comfortablest place I knowed for us three was to make fur the timber, and 
there make a stand. We war gettin’ ready to give it to yer if it turned out yer 
war all Injuns. Wal, ’m powerful glad to see yer agin, an’ that’s sure.” 

From his further conversation we were informed that Jack Corbin and him- 
self had made their trip to General Sheridan’s headquarters without hindrance 
or obstacle being encountered on their way, and that after delivering the des- 
patches and being well entertained in the mean time, they, with one other scont, 
had been sent by the General to endeavor to meet us, bringing from him a 
package of orders and letters. 

While the column was overtaking us, and while California Joe, now in his 
element, was entertaining the attentive group of officers, scouts, and Osages 
who gathered around him to hear him relate in his quaint manner what he 
saw, heard, and told at General Sheridan’s headquarters, I withdrew to one 

side and opened the large official envelope in which were contained both offi- 
cial and personal despatches. These were eagerly read, and while the satisfuc- 
tion derived from the perusal of some of the letters of a private and congratu- 

Jatory nature from personal friends at Camp Supply was beyond expression, 
the climax of satisfaction was reached when my eye came to an official-look- 

ing document bearing the date and heading which indicated department head- 
quarters as its source. We had but little further to go before going into camp 

for that night, and as the command had now overtaken us, we moved down to 
the timber and there encamped; and in order that the approving words of our 
chief should be transmitted promptly to every individual of the command, the 
line was formed and the following order announced to the officers and men: 

CANADIAN, AT THE JUNCTION OF BEAVER CREEK, INDIAN TERRITORY, 

November 29, 1868, 

GENERAL FIELD ORDERS No. 6.—The Major General commanding announces to this ecom- 

mand the defeat, by the Seventh regiment of cavalry, of a large force of Cheyenne Indians, noder 

the celebrated chief Black Kettle, reénforced by the Arrapahoes under Little Rayen, and the Ki- 
owas under Satanta, on the morning of the 27th instant, on the Washita river, near the Antelope 
Hills, Indian Territory, resulting in a loss to the savages of one hundred and three warriors killed, 

including Black Kettle, the capture of fifty-three squaws and children, eight hundred and seyenty- 
live ponies, eleven hundred and twenty-three buffalo robes and skins, five hundred and thirty-five 

pounds of powder, one thousand and fifty pounds of lead, four thousand arrows, seven hundred 
pounds of tobacco, besides rifles, pistols, saddles, bows, lariats, and immense quantities of dried 
meat and other winter provisions, the complete destruction of their village, and almost total anni- 
hilation of this Indian band. 

The loss to the Seventh Cavalry was two officers killed, Major Joel H. Elliott and Captain 
Louis McL.. Hamilton, and nineteen enlisted men; three officers wounded, Brevet Lieutenant-Col- 
enel Albert Barnitz (badly), Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel T. W. Custer, and Second Lieutenant T. 
Z, March (slightly), and eleven enlisted men. 

. The energy and rapidity shown during one of the heaviest snow-storms that has visited this 

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, IN THE FIELD, DEPOT ON THE oe 
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section of the country, with the temperature below freezing point, and the gallantry and bravery 

displayed, resulting in such signal success, reflect the highest oredit upon both the officers and 
men of the Seventh Cavalry; and the Major-General commanding, while regretting the loss of such 
gallant officers as Major Elliott and Captain Hamilton, who fell while gallantly leading their men, 

desires to express his thanks to the officers and men engaged in the battle of the Washita, and his 
apecial congratulations are tendered to their distinguished commander, Brevet Major-General 

George A. Custer, for the efficient and gallant services rendered, whieh haye characterized the 
opening ofthe campaign against hostile Indians south of the Arkansas, 

By command of 

Major-General P, H. SHERIDAN, 

(Signed) J, SCHUYLER CROSBY, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel, A. D, C., A. A, A. General. 

This order, containing as it did the grateful words of approval from our re- 

vered commander, went far to drown the remembrance of the hunger, cold, 
and danger encountered by the command, in the resolute and united effort 
made by it to thorouchly discharge its duty. ? 

Words like these, emanating from the source they did, and upon an ooca- 
sion such as this was, were immeasurably more welcome, gratifying, and sat- 
isfactory to the pride of officers and men than would have been the reception 
of a budget of brevets, worded in the regular stereotyped form and distrib- 

uted in a promiscuous manner, having but little regard to whether the re- 
cipient had bravely imperilled his life on the battle-field in behalf of his 
country, or had taken particular care to preserve that life upon some field far 

removed from battle. | 
The last camp before we reached Camp Supply was on Wolf creek, about 

ten miles from General Sheridan’s headquarters. The weather had now 
moderated to the mildest winter temperature, the snow having melted and - 
disappeared. 

Fron this point [ sent a courier to General Sheridan soon after going into 
camp, informing him of our whereabouts and the distance from his camp, and 
that we would reach the latter at such an hour in the forenoon, when the offi- 
cers and men of my command would be pleased to march in review before him 

and his staff as we finished our return march from the opening of the winter 
campaign. Officers and men, in view of this, prepared to put on their best ap- 
pearance. Atthe appointed hour on the morning of December 2, the com- 
mand moved out of camp and began its last day’s march toward Camp Sup- 
ply. Considering the hard and trying character of the duty they had been en- 
gaged in since leaving Camp Supply, the appearance of officers, men, and 
horses was far better than might naturally have been expécted of them. 
When we arrived within a couple of miles of Genera] Sheridan’s headquarters, 
we were met by one of his staff officers with a message from the General, that 

it would give him great pleasure to review the Seventh Cavalry as proposed, 
and that he and his staff would be mounted, and take up a favorable position 
for the review near headquarters. In approaching Camp Supply by the route 
we were marching, a view of the camp and depot is first gained from the point 
where the high level plain begins to descend gradually, to form the valley in 
the middle of which Camp Supply is located; so that by having a man on the 
lookout, to report when the troops should first make their appearance on the 

heights overlooking Beaver creek, the General was enabled not only to receive 
timely notice-of our approach, but to take position with his staff to witness our 
march down the long gradual slope leading into the valley. The day was all 
we could wish—a bright sun overhead, and favorable ground for the maneu- 
vring of troops. 

I had taken the precaution to establish the formation of the marching 
column before we should appear in view from General Sheridan’s camp, so 
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that after our march began down the beautifully descending slope to the val- 
ley, no change was made. Inmiany respects the column we formed was unique 
in appearance. First rode our Osage guides and trailers, dressed and painted 
in the extremest fashions of war according to their rude customs and ideas, As 
we advanced these warriors chanted their war songs, fired their guns in tri- 
umph, and at intervals gaye utterance to their shrill war-whoops. Next 

came the scouts riding abreast, with California Joe astride his faithful mule 
bringing up the right, but unable, even during this ceremonious and formal oceca- 
sion, to dispense with his pipe. Immediately in rear of the scouts rode the In- 
dian prisoners under guard, all mounted on Indian ponies, and in their dress, 
conspicuous by its bright colors, many of them wearing the scarlet blanket so 
popular with the wild tribes, presenting quite a contrast to the dull and motley 
colors worn by the scouts. Some little distance in rear came the troops formed > 
in column of platoons, the leading platoon, preceded by the band playing ** Garry 
Owen,” being composed of the sharpshooters under Colonel Cook, followed in 

succession by the squadrons in the regular order of march. In this order and 

arrangement we marched proudly in front of our chief, who, as the officers 
rode by giving him the military salute with the sabre, returned their formal 
courtesy by a graceful lifting of his cap and a pleased look of recognition from 

his eye, which spoke his approbation in language far more powerful than 

studied words could haye done. In speaking of the review afterwards, Gen- 
eral Sheridan said the appearance of the troops, with the bright rays of the 
sun reflected from their burnished arms and equipments, as they adyaneed in 
beautiful order and precision down the slope, the band playing, and the blue 
of the soldiers’ uniforms slightly relieved by the gaudy colors of the Indians, 

both captives and Osages, the strangely fantastic part played by the Osage 
cuides, their shouts, chanting their war songs, and firing their guns in air, all 

combined to render the scene one of the most beautiful and highly interesting 
he remembered ever having witnessed. 

After marching in review, the troops were conducted across the plain to 
the border of Beaver creek, about a quarter of a mile from General Sheridan's 

Camp, where we pitched our tents and prepared to enjoy a brief period of 
rest. 

- We had brought with us on our return march from the battle-cround of the 
Washita the remains of our slain comrade, Captain Lonis MeLane Han-il- 

ton. Arrangements were at once made, upon our arrival af Camp Supply, to 
offer the last formal tribute of respect and affection which we as his surviy.or¢ 
comrades could pay. As he had died a soldier’s death, so like a soldier he 

should be buried. On the eyening of the day after our arrival at Camp Sup- 
ply the funeral took place. A little knoll not far from camp was chosen as the 

resting-place to which we were to consign the remains of our departed com- 
rade. In the arrangements for the conduct of the funeral ceremonies, nde 
liminary or important detail had been omitted to render the occasion not ehly 
one of imposing solemnity, but deeply expressive of the high esteem in which 
the deceased had been held by every member of the command. In addition to 
the eleven companies of the Seventh Cavalry, the regular garrison of Camp 
Supply, numbering seyeral companies of the Third Regular Infantry, the regi- 
ment in which Captain Hamilton had first entered the regular service, was also 
in attendance. The body of the deceased was carried in an ambulanes as a 
hearse, and coyered with a large American flag. The ambulance was pre- 
ceded by Captain Hamilton’s squadron, commanded by Brevet Lientenant- 
Colonel T. B. Weir, and was followed by his horse, covered with a mourning 

7 
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sheet and bearing on the saddle—the same in which Captain Hamilton was 
sented when he received his death wound—the sabre and belt and the reversed 
top-boots of the deceased, ‘The pall-bearers were Major-General Sheridan, 
Brevet Lieutenant-Colonels J. Schuyler Crosby, W. W. Cook, and T. W. Cus- 
ter, Breyet Major W. W. Beebe, Lieutenant Joseph Hall, and myself. 

Our sojourn at Camp Supply was to be brief. Wearrived there on the 2d 
of December, and in less than one week we were to be in the saddle with our 
numbers more than doubled by reinforcements, and again wending our way 
southward over the ronte we had so lately passed over. 

Before setting out on the last expedition, I had stated to the officers in a 

casual manner that all parties engaged in the conduct of the contemplated 
campaign againsf the Indians must reconcile themselves in advance—no mat- 
ter how the expedition might result—to becoming the recipients of censure and 
unbounded erificism; that if we failed to engage and whip the Indians—labor 
as we might to accomplish this—the people in the West, particularly alone 
and near the frontier, those who had been victims of the assaults made by 

Indians, would denounce us in unmeasured terms as being inefficient or luke- 
warm in the performance of our duty; whereas if we should find and punish 
the Indians as they deserved, a wail would rise up from the horrified humani- 
tarians thi ughout the country, and we would be accused of attacking and kill- 
ing friendly and defenceless Indians. My predictions proved true; no sooner 
was the intelligence of the battle of the Washita flashed over the country than the 

anticipated cry was raised. In many instances it emanated from a class of per- 
s0ns truly good in themselves and in their intentions, but who were familiar to 

ly a very limited degree with the dark side of the Indian question, and 
whose ideas were of the sentimental order. There was another class, however, 

equally loud in their utterances of pretended horror, who were actuated by 
pecuniary motives alone, and who, from their supposed or real intimate knowl- 

edze of Indian character and of the true merits of the contest between the In- 

dians and the Government, were able to give some weight to their expressed 
opinions and assertions of alleged facts. Some of these last described actually 
went so far as to assert not only that the village we had attacked and destroyed 
was that of Indians who had always been friendly and peaceable toward the 
whites, but that many ofthe warriors and chiefs were partially civilized and 
had actually borne arms in thegUnion army during the war of rebellion. The 
most astonishing fact connected with these assertions was not that they were 
uttered, but that many well-informed people believed them. 

The | svernment, however, was in earnest in its determination to admin- 

ister ‘pre r and deserved punishment to the guilty; and as a mark of ap- 
proval of the opening event of the winter campaign, the following telegram 
from the Secretary of War was transmitted to us at Camp Supply : 

LIKUTENANT-GENERAL SHERMAN, St. Louis, Mb. 
. WAR DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON City, December 2, 1868. 

T congratulate you, Sheridan, and Custer on the splendid success with which your campaign 
_ Is begun. Ask Sheridan to send forward the names of officers and men deserving of special men- 

“tion. (Signed) : J. M. SCHOFIELD, Secretary of War. 

It was impracticable to comply with the request contained in the closing 
portion of the despatch from the Secretary of War, for the gratifying rea 
that every officer and man belonging to the expedition had performed his 
part in rendering the movement against the hostile tribes a complete suce 

G. A, CusTER 



JAPANNING THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. 

ILL there ever be a universal language? We have the authority of a 
President’s message for hoping there may. Mr. Grant looks for the 

universal language to come in with the universal republic. And to the mag- 
nanimous American patriot so much of the official ideal as contemplates a 
United States of Earth does not seem at all utopian. Why should not man- 
kind, from Fuegians to Esquimaux, from Lapps to Hottentots and Australian 

Bushmen, all have the right to vote for President? And who doubts that they 
all would vote for an American President? Why, too, should the Hon. Speek- 
speekee of Feejee be doomed to waste his eloquence at little insular man-bakes 
and missionary barbecues, when he is of right entitled to his hour’s spread in 
the ‘*Congressional Globe” ? But the practicability of a universal language 
will not be so readily admitted. We may bring hundreds of diverse nations, 
but how bring thousands of diverse tongues, into Z pluribus unum? 

Mr. Arinori Mori, Japanese Charge d’Affaires near the American goyern- 
ment, has suggested a solution of this problem. His suggestion is in the form of 

a letter, dated in June of last year, and printed in the newspapers. It is notim- 
probable that this letter, falling under the President’s eye, may have contributed 
its half toward inspiring: his stereoscopic prevision of the universal and unilin- 

gual republic of the world. But Mr. Mori’s proposition presupposes a despo- 
tism rather than a democracy; for only the former could supply the force re- 

quisite to work the machinery. He proposes to concoct a foreign language for 
forty million people, and make them take it. A republic is not a strong enough 
zovernment for so heroic a practice as that. Therefore the universal lancuage 
must precede the universal republic, and so autocrats may have yet a benefi- 

cent work to accomplish before they can reasonably be called upon to perish 
from the earth. | 

Mr. Mori's letter is addressed to W. D. Whitney, Professor of Sanskrit and 
Compatative Philology in Yale College, from whom he says he expects an 
opinion af an early day as to the feasibility of his plan. Mr. Whitney’s opin- 
ion has not yet transpired. Itis presumable that his Sanskrit functions and his 

preéngagements in comparative philology have been too engrossing for him 
to give attention to so radical and chimerical a project as this of Mr. Mori’s 
must appear to a man who has passed his whole life in contemplating the bean- 
tiful slow growths, and slower seminations, and lingering decays of the lan- 
vuages of extinct civilizations. ‘T’o a mind so trained, this proposition to take 
a live language, prune off its crooked and sapless superiluities, and transplant 
it bodily across the widest ocean, could hardly seem other than preposterous. 

Yet the thing may be guite practicable nevertheless. The fact that lan- 
guage hitherto has proceeded by evolution and transfusion is by no means con- 
clusive against the revolutionary process. No experiment like this proposed 
by Mr. Mori has ever yet been tried. <A trial may show that it has been re- 
served for a Jupanese diplomat to discover, and a Japanese emperor to put in 
operation, the very means by which the ideal of the fond old philologers and 
the brave anticipations of our sanguine President are to be realized, and the 
universal Janguage spread over the earth. For, if Mr. Mori’s experiment 
should succeed with the Japanese, why would it not be immediately repeated 
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by the other Oriental despotisms, till soon the great Asiatic majority of the hu- 
man race should be found speaking the language of Great Britain and America 
—reformed, indeed, but perfectly intelligible to all the English-speaking peo- 
ple of the globe? 

But let us not outrun Mr. Mori’s dream. Let us first see what his dream 

is, and whether if seems realizable. He thus states it: 

The spoken language of Japan being inadequate to the growing necessities of the people of 
that empire, and t00 poor to be made, by a phonetic alphabet, sufficiently useful as a written lun- 

guage, the idea prevails among many of our best educated men and most profound thinkers, that 

if we would keep pace with the age, we must adopt some copious, expansible, and expanding Eu- 

ropean language, print our laws and transact all public business in it as soon as possible, and 

haye it taught in our schools as the future language of the country, to the gradual exclusion of our 

present language, spoken and written, 

Now, if the like of this were proposed with reference to any great people 

of the western civilization, it would not be worth while to dream any further. 
The great European languages have regularly expanded with the modern 

growth of thought; have taken in the terminology of the new sciences and 
compassed the new in literature, and are each felt to be amply sufficient for 

the present and future necessities of the people speaking them. Thus they all 
stand on a footing of equality, and each is claimed to be as good as another— 

and a great deal better. Any attempt to substitute one for another would be 
resented as the insult of rival to rival, and would be the signal of war. There 
is not government enough on both sides of the Atlantic to work the machinery 

of a compulsory education here, such as Mr. Mori’s scheme contemplates for 
Japan. But there it is different. The arrested civilizations of the Orient have 
their arrested languages also. Mr. Mori represents that the spoken Japanese 

is “inadequate to the growing necessities of the people, and too poor” to be 
worth writing with a phonetic alphabet, and that ‘tthe written language has 
little or no relation to the spoken lancuage, but is mainly hierogly phic—a mod- 

ification of the corruption of the Chinese.” ‘That is, the Japanese mind has 
caught the contagion of progress from the western civilization, and begun to 

seize ideas that ite poor language cannot furnish expression for. Japanese 
students, graduating at American and European colleges, and returning home, 
find their learning shut up to them from the comprehension of their country- 

men by the rigorous limitations of their native language. The cramped poy- 
erty of this, as compared with the copious and expansive speech through which 
they have been introduced into a new world of thought, must gall them con- 

tinually. The need of a better language indeed, since so much of European 
and American thought has got infused into the national life of Japan, is prob- 

ably felt and deplored by all the leading intellects of the empire. They can- 
not fail to perceive that the current of the world’s progress, suddenly setting in on 
them, has overfilled and overflowed the capacity of their lancuage, and that if 
they would accumulate and utilize the former, the latter must be either en- 
larged or replaced to hold it. But the impracticability of enlarging a lan- 
guage that has grown out of and hardened round a stationary civilization, as 
the shell round a snail, must also have impressed them. Replacement, then, 
would be seen to be the only feasible measure, and would therefore be favored 
rather than resisted by the intelligent party; and, to gain popular assent to it, 
an effective appeal could be made to this newly-awakened zeal for national 
progress and rivalry, which has become Japanese public sentiment. Make 
the people see that a new language is the direct way to the admired new ciyil- 
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ization, and the coveted new commercial and political greatness of Japan, and 
their marvellous imitative faculty would readily be enlisted in its acquisition. 

Popular sentiment, however, is of much less consideration in Asia than in 
America or Europe. The Oriental ruler is in the habit of supplying the arti- 

cle ready-made. This saves the people trouble. And it saves them greater 
trouble to take it just as it is made, without any dilution of private opinion. 
They value their individual ownership of heads too highly to admit any per- 
sonal prejudices into them to invalidate their title. Hence, if the Mikado of 
Jupan were to decide a new language necessary for his empire, and should 
supply one and furnish the means of instruction in it, there would be no poten- 
tial opposition to the measure, The adoption of it would be understood to be 
not only a test of fealty but an imperative duty. 

Then, whether Mr. Mori’s project is practicable or not, would seem to de- 
pend very much on the disposition of the Mikado. He is reformatory, even 
revolutionary; but can he be expected to go the length which this proposition 

of his American minister seems to take it for granted he will go? His late 
rapid and radical progress in westernization (to evolve a word that the Japan- 
ese will need) justifies great expectations of him. Here, for instance, are some 

of the most notable of his advances in the single year 1872: February 2, the 
second day of the Japanese new year, he received the congratulations of thie 
foreign ambassadors in person, for the first time; February 26, abolished the 
Japanese costume and prescribed the European e ess at court; March 15, pro- 

claimed the pardon of native Christians (followed up this year with a full tol- 

eration of the Christian religion); March 23, accorded permission to deal in 
land—a corollary to the recent abolition of the feudal system of native chiefs; 
May 4, abolished the law forbidding women to enter certain sacred shrines and 

Buddhist temples; May $1, issued an edict permitting Buddhist priests to eat 
flesh, to let their hair grow, to wear common clothes, and to marry; Septem- 

ber'14, instituted an important fiscal change by allowing land taxes to be paid 
in money instead of produce—another corollary to the abolition of the feudal 

system; October 14, inaugurated in person the completion of the railroad from 
Yokohama to Yeddo; November 14, abolished the yoshiwarra, a monstrous 

legalized form of prostitution; and made the year memorable for Japan by 
closing it with December and adopting the western calendar. 

What may not be hoped from a Mikado who does such a year’s work as 
this? Mr. Mori can well propose when his lord disposes like that. And there- 

fore what he proposes, in view of his representative relation to the Japanese 

government and of the official tone of his language, may be regarded as at 

least a semi-authoritative intimation of whatis forming as a purpose In the im- 

perial mind. So that the experiment of propagating language by the revolu- 

tionary method is probably to be tried at an early day, on the grand scale and 
under the favorable auspices above indicated. 

As to the European language to be selected for the Pree: Mr. Mori 
says: ‘*The English language would be our first choice for very many rea- 

sons.”’ A leading reason doubtless is that the Japanese have had the earliest 
and best opportunity of becoming acquainted with the English. The great 
Enelish-speaking governments, their commercial neighbors, of British India on 
the west, of Australia on the south, and of America on the west of them, have 

brought them into closer and more frequent conversance with this than with 
any other of the western languages. Another reason is, that the English prom- 
ises to be the most available for that high conmmercial career toe which they as- 
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pire, since not only their forementioned:commercial neighbors, but also the 
ascendant naval commerce of the world, speaks English. A great reason is 

that America speaks English, and they have been looking most to America for 
their instruction and example in the new civilization. But the paramount rea- 

son for their preference of English is to be found in the language itself, in its 
superior adaptability to their purpose. 

The English and the east Asian languages have one important affinity 
which it is interesting to consider. It is their lack of inflections. While the 
languages of the arrested civilizations advanced to a certain point and stopped 
short of the inflectional staze, those of the progressive races developed copious 
inflections, which appear anciently to have increased In exuberance in direct 

proportion to the advance in civilization. But in modern times this proportion 
has been in process of reversal. The later tendency of the foremost languages 
has been to the discarding ofinflections. The great Komanic languages, French, 
Italian, and Spanish, are each more or less bobtailed Latin. And even the 

German, the oldest and so the most inflectional of the five great representative 
tongues of modern civilization, Is minus the vocative and the ablative of the 
ancient grammar, and has its simpler new declension and new conjugation. 

But the English, the youngest of the five, casting its old Teutonic sloughs of 

infleetion one after another, has come to be almost as clear of grammatical ac- 

cidents as the Japanese itself; which never had any accidents, because it has 
never had any growth, but has remained the mere monosyllabic prattle of hu- 
manity’s babyhood during the thousands of years in which the western devel- 
opment of the race has been passing through the lingual stages of Turanian 
arolutination and Aryan inflection, and returning at last, by the modern pro- 
eess of particles and auxiliaries, to nature’s primal simplicity in this language 

of our America. Thus have the progressive languages of mankind spread 
round the world, flowering in a thousand glorious forms, and dying and giving 
seed to their successors, till now this last, inheriting the wealth and vigor and 
the fine subtleties of all the civilizations back of it, and embodying the greatest 
literature as a whole in existence, yet almost clean stripped of the old gram- 
mitical artificialities, offers itself as the facile link for completing the circuit 
and uniting the waiting East and the careering West together. 

| So, Mr. Mori and his intelligent countrymen prefer the English with good 
reason. But he objects to the language that it is without ‘law, rule, or order 
in its orthography,” and that it has a perplexingly “ large number of irregu- 
lar yerbs,” which, moreover, are the most frequent of occurrence in the lan- 

guage. The first objection is the strongest arraignment of English that can 
be made. There is no defence to it. Such another conglomeration of incon- 

gruities and absurdities has perhaps not been seen since phonetic alphabets 
were invented. But the case is bad enough without the overstutement that 

our orthography has no “law based on etymology.” ‘The fact is, the law of 
etymology is precisely that which has made it and kept it the monstrous thing 
itis. These gnarls and snarls of letters with which our frequent little words 
offend the Japanese eye are due mainly to their Saxon etymology. And it 
continues to this day to be our inflexible law of etymology that words bor- 
rowed from other languages be taken in in their literal entirety, with all their 

foreign airs upon them. Hence such hideous and ineredible English as 
drachm, psychomachy, phthisicky, caoutchouc, and the like. However, it mnst 

be admitted that the law is one not specially helpful either to the native child . 
in his spelling-book or to the one-languaged foreigner seeking English litera- 
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ture. The difficulty is confessed. It is repellent and appalling. While the 
lawless irregularity of our old conjugation might be got along with, as being 
no worse than the verbs of other languages present, this monstrous orthosra- 
phy of ours is a mountain in the way. Yet, for all that, the structure of the 

English is so simple and rational, so free of useless verbal changes, illogical 
idioms, and fuctitious genders, so direct and consonant with the plain pro- 
cesses of thought, that, Mr. Mori’s opinion to the contrary notwithstanding, it 
is the easiest language there is for a foreigner to learn to use with propriety 
and effect. He may not pronounce it well—fault of the orthography—but he 
will readily acquire such a command of it as to do his thinking in it in pre- 
ference to his vernacular, and to wield it admirably as a literary instrument; 
a thing that foreigners rarely do with any other language whatever. What 
literary performance in any alien tongue can be set beside the English speeches 
of Carl Schurz, the Prussian, or of Louis Kossuth, the Hun? Yet both of these 

taught themselves the language after they were grown men. ‘The editor of 
an influential German daily, who writes and speaks his vernacular every day 

in the year, and has done so ever since he came to this country, at adult age, 
before which he knew no English, has assured me that the latter comes the 
more natural to him and is the easier for him to write and speak. What lan- 
cuage, indeed, could a native of eastern Asia, trained to methods of thought 

so different from ours, what other language of the West could he learn to 
write with the propriety and idiomatic naturalness which characterize this let- 
ter of Mr. Mori’s? 

Nevertheless it must be conceded that the English is tenfold more difficult 

of acquisition than it ought to be, and that, as Mr. Mori says, “* not only Ene- 
lish-speaking people, but ‘the world at large, would be vastly benefited by a 
thorough recast of English orthography, making the written language what it 
claims to be, phonetic, instead of hieroglyphic on a phonetie basis.” Such a 
recast has been repeatedly attempted in England and in this country. Without 
success, of course. The learned of both countries, against whose consent the 
revolution could not move 2 wheel, have never felt the need of such a reform. 

Conservatism, too, is opposed to it. So are the untold millions of money 
invested in books of the established typography. Etymology asserts its law, 
denouncing the innovation in the name of all it holds sacred of antiqnity. 
Webster, merely for dropping two letters from exceptionally superfluous uses, 

is caviled at and dishonored—nay, dishonoured with a «, and cayilled at with 

«a double 7; and British scholarship still maintains these old uses, with the old 
British obstinacy. 

But, as Mr. Mori observes, ‘‘many of the reasons which make Americans 

and Englishmen hesitate to attempt radical changes in their language for their 

own people do not apply to the case under consideration; which is the adap- 
tation of the English language to the necessities of a foreign nation of nearly 
40,000,000 souls, thousands of miles distant from the two great English-speak- 
ing nations.” Here radicalism may have its perfect work. It is a question 
of furnishing a people with a new language the easiest possible for them to 
learn, and as absolutely simple and regular as it can be made without being 
rendered unintelligible to the nations from which it has been adopted, and 
with which it is desirable to hold close and constant intercourse. And here 
again the English asserts its superiority. Reduce it to perfect recularity, and 

it would still be about as readily understood by Englishmen and Americans 
as their own form of it. The child’s spontaneous generalizations, gooder, 
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goodest, badder, baddest, mucher, muchest, conyey the meaning as clearly as 
the exceptional forms which he must learn with painstaking as he grows 
older. So of mans, childs, oxes; Ihave beginned; I be, thow be, he be. Regu- 

lar forms can be substituted for nearly all the inflectional irregularities of the 
- language without obscuring its meaning or impairing its force. And such a 
substitution is what Myr. Mori proposes, thus: 

My proposition is to prepare and place in our schools, and in the hands of the people at 

large, spelling-books, dictionaries, rrammars, and other text-books, teaching what may be termed 
‘simplified English.” In other words, I propose to banish from the English language, for the use 

of the Japanese nation, all or most of the exceptions which render English so difficult of acquisi- 

tion, ; 

But why not al/? If absolutely phonetic orthography and absolutely reg- 

ular pluralization, comparison, and conjugation are desirable, surely they are 
practicable in this reyolution. The whole is as easy as the half. It will not 

shock the speakers of established English any more to hear that this reform 
have beed beginned in Japan than to hear that it has been beginned. But the 

shock to English ears is of yery small concern in the matter any way. eed 
and Aaved would sound just as fitting to unaccustomed Japanese ears as been 

and had, and would conserve a great principle besides. Admitting two or 
three irregularities, however, and following out Mr. Mori’s idea, behold the 
whole doctrine of inflections in four sentences: 

1. Adjectives and adverbs haye inflections as follows: an drops 2 before 
' Initial consonants; ¢izs and that pluralize into these and those ; and such as ad- 
mit of comparison form it either by adding e7v and est or by prefixing more and 
nwst. 

2. Nouns have one inflection. for either the possessive case or the plural 

number; whichis formed by adding s to singular endings that will unite 
therewith, and es to such as will not. 

3. Pronouns have, at mosf, five inflections, for the possessive and the ob- 
jective case singular and the three cases plural; to be learned from. para- 
digms. 

4. Verbs have two inflections. for the present participle and the past 
tenses; that for the present participle being formed by adding zzg, and that 
for the past tenses by adding d to endings that will unite therewith, ed to end- 
ings in? and d, and # to all others; except that be has were for preterit and 
been for perfect participle; have has had, and do, did. 

The future tenses and the moods would form with auxiliaries, as at present. 
Thus, the conjugation in the singular number—the plural being the same— 
would runas follows: I love, thou love, he love; I loved, thou loved, he loved; 
I have, thon have, he have loved; I had, thou had, he had loved; I shall, thou 
will, he will love or have loved; I, thou, he may, can, must, might, could, 
would, should love or have loved. 

That would be the sum total of the study of inflections. All the rest to be 
learned of grammar would be only arrangement and construction. The syn- 
tax, too, would be greatly simplified by the discarding of numbers and persons 
from the verb, several rules of agreement being thus dispensed with. Then 
the introduction of a new personal pronoun, capable of representing nouns of 
all persons, numbers, and genders, would obviate that “ inherent difficulty re-. 

specting the form of the pronoun personal” which even the good old Goold 
Brown recognizes, and so complete the simplification. 

Finally, as to the letters to be employed for the new phonetic orthogra, 
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phy. As far as they would go, they should be those of our present alphabet. 
But, with a view to the easier reduction of continental Europe to the sway of 
the universal language, they should represent the same sounds they have in 
the continental languages, as far as consistent with a symmetrical scheme. 
All over-refined shades of sound, however, should be repudiated. Such hair-~ 

splittings of pronunciation as are attempted in our dictionaries by noting three 
different sounds of a in fat, fast, and fare, whereas nine-tenths of the good 
speakers of English make them all the same, or by noting a difference in the 
vowel sounds of herd, bird, word, curd, when the difference does not even cast 

a shadow in the utterance of the most schoolmasterish man in America—no 
such hair-splittings should be tolerated in the reformed alphabet. ‘Then, sup- 
pose this alphabet were somewhat as follows, the combined letters, az, aw, ot, 
in, ng, sh, zh, th (thin), th (thick), being more closely combined and cast each as 
one character: 

a, as in far or o in not: far, nat. Ol as in voice or oy in boy: vois, boi. 
a, as in fat: fat. iu, as win mute or ew in mew: miut, min. 
e,as ain mate: met. p, b, as in pene, find: pain, baind. 
é, as In met: met. t, d, as in tear, dear: tir, dir. 

‘j, as ein le: bi. f,v, asin fain, vane: fen, yen. 
i, asin din: bin. k, g, as in kind, gone: kaind, gon. 
0, asin vor orainall: or, ol. ¢, j, as ch in church, 7 in judge: core, jG}. 
0, aS in word or u in but: word, bot. s,z, asin seal, zeal: sil, zil. 
0, as in note; not. sh, zh, as sh in shall, z in azure: shal, 
u, as in rude or 90 in pool: rud, pul. azhor. 
u, as in pull or oo in book: pul, buk. th, th, as in thin, then: thin, then. 
w (always initial), asin woo: wu. n,ng, as in win, wing: win, wing. 
y (always initial), as in ye: yl. l, r, as in low, row: 16, ro. 
ai, as J in Jreland: Airlond. h, m, as in home: hom. 
au, as ow in cow: kau. 

Now, with this alphabet, let us see how Mr. Mori will look in his own lan- 
guage. Take the first extract from his letter, as above: 

‘Thi spikt langguéj ay Japan biing inadikuet tu thi groing nisésitiz ay thi pi- 

polz ay thit émpair, and tu pur tu bi mekt, baie fonetik alfabeét, sofishéentli yusful 
iz e raitid langguej, thi aidia privelz emong meni ay aur gudist edyuketid manz and 
most profaund thingkorz that if wi wud kip pes with thi ej, wi most edapt som ko- 

pios, ékspainsibol, and €kspanding Yurodpian langguéj, print aur loz and transakt ol 
poblik biznés in it as sun &s pasibol, and hav it tict in aur skulz az thi fiueor ling- 

guej av thi kontri, tu thi gradyuol ekskluzhon ay aur prézént langguej, spikt and 

raitid.”’ | 

It looks a trifle strange and uncouth to eyes educated in the phonetic hiero- 
elyphs cf English orthography. Probably it might look equally so to the pic- 

torially trained eyes of the Japanese scholar. Buta brief habituation to its 
appearance would correct that impression, while the neat simplicity of the 
scheme could not but captivate the unprepossessed Japanese mind. With this, 
the present fine art of spelling would become one of the lostarts. Acqnisition 
of the sounds of the alphabet and of the pronunciation of words would consti- 
tute the whole study of orthography. Every writer of the language would 
spell as he pronounced. If he pronounced according to the dictionary, he 
must spell right. And to make pronunciation a thing always to be seen and 

not to be helped, all print should be accented. 

With such a phonotypie print and a script modelled on phonography, with 
the grammatical reforms above indicated and the whole English vocabulary to 
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quarry in, the Japanese would possess a language that might offer itself for 
the race of universality without a rival; a language capacious enough for all 
that the present has, and capable enongh for all that the future can bring, and 

= yet so simple and easy that, with sufficient appliances, all the children of their 
country could be taught to read, write, and speak it effectively in one year. 

Though the process will have to be more gradual, yet with the means it is in 
the power of the Mikado to command, it might be an accomplished fact by 
1880. It could be commenced with the importation of a thousand American 
schoolmasters and schoolmistresses, to be distributed to a thousand normal 
schools for the training of native teachers. How grand an opening for the 

school-teaching talent of our New England! 
But the details of execution may appropriately be left to Mr. Mori and the 

Japanese government. If he can influence it to undertake and carry out his 
project, immortality is assured for him in his own country; and when the new 
language shall have pushed west and proselyted China, winning Ah Sin from 

his monosyllabic nasals and his Pireon English; absorbed the Indies and con- 
formed to itself the British speakers there; then, careering north and west, 
swept the continent clean of Turanian, and Semitic, and dead Aryan; and 

finally, coming’ into Europe by the old route of its ancestry, conquered at last 
its kindred continental tongues, Great Britain and America having already 
Japanned their English and naturalized it in Africa and the Isles long before; 
then the mighty benefaction of Mori shall be fully appreciated, and gratefully 

celebrated in eloquence and song that shall be intelligible round the world. 

| CoaTEs KINNEY. 

DREAMING EYES. 

ELL me, O tell me, the drift of the dream, 
Floating, in liquid light, over 

The marge of those blue depths of wonderful gleam, 

That lily-blooms daintily cover; 
Tell me the rare fancies jealously hid 
Under each down-drooping, silken-fringed lid. 

Show me the vision where life overstreams 
In amethyst, ruby, and beryl; 

Or better, for love’s sake, thy dreamland that seems 
All lonely, o’ershadowed, and sterile; 

Thy jewels would gleam in the gold of my heart, 
But thy poverty waken its tenderest art. 

O eyes, dreaming eyes, I would pass through your gate, 
Lo the innermost truth of their seeming, 

Yet, outside their holy of holies must wait— 
Unineasured the source of their dreaming ! 

Still hopeless I question, no kind voice replies, 
And I’m lost in the blue of two soft, dreaming eyes. 

Mary Bb. DonGe. 
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‘““WOMAN'S RIGHTS” AGAIN. 

HE more I think upon this ‘** woman’s rights” agitation, the more disor- 
ganizing and destructive itseems tome. Every time I look at it, it pre- 

sents itself in a new light, but a licht always unfavorable. Therefere, though 

I have already twice addressed some remarks on this subject to the readers of 

* The Galaxy,” I am not afraid of going over any old ground in speaking of it 

a third time. : 
There are movements very bad in themselves, and much to be deprecated 

on many accounts, respecting which, however, we cannot affirm that they are 

anarchie and destructive of social and political order. Thus, the prohibitive 

aquarians, if they could have their way, would prune down our liberties terri- 
bly; and their proceedings have actually done much to impair public morals 

in the very important elements of truth and honesty. But history shows that 

nations may exist for a long while, and even prosper after a fashion, with 

very little morality and no liberty to speak of. On the other hand, the doc- 

trines popularly known as ‘‘socialist” or ‘*communistie” directly attack the 

framework of society by striking at the existence of certain important and ne- 
cessary Classes, and generally by setting different classes against one another. 
And the woman’s rights movement is still more anarchic, because it sets the 

sexes against each other, making a man’s foes emphatically those of his own 
household, and raising throughout the land an infinity of plusquam civilia 

bella. 

This mark and stamp the question bears from the beginning. For you can- 

not begin to discuss it (and this is one of its chief pities and miseries) without 
making odious comparisons between the sexes, and arraying them against each 
other. The advocate of ‘‘woman’s rights” asserts that women haye always 
been oppressed and defrauded by men; that they are oppressed and defrauded 

still, though not to so great an extent as formerly; that they thus snffer, al- 
though—perhaps because—they are on the whole more moral and virtuous 

than men; that if they are admitted to an equal share of political power, this 
superiority in virtue will make itself felt by the improvement of our political 

institutions. The objecter, in dealing with these assertions of man’s Injustice 
and woman’s superiority, is obliged to suggest modifications to some of them, 
to question others zm toto, and to play the part of an unfavorable critic on wo- 
man as woman in several of her mental and moral developments. Nearly all 

the arguments in favor of female suffrage and other “rights” of woman either 
assert or imply the moral inferiority of man. Nearly all the answers to them 
assert or imply the combined moral and intellectual inferiority of woman. 

We all know what is meant by ‘nagging,’ and what a miserable habit it 
is, When man and wife, or any two persons closely connected and living to- 
gether, take a pride and pleasure in taunting each other with their mistakes 
and faults and infirmities. The woman’s rights agitation inevitably tends to 
“nagging”? on a national seale, and, if it pervaded the whole community, 

_ would set our men and women at mutual fault-finding, and substitute hostility 
for attraction 
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And as we go further into the question we see the original antagonism and 
distrust by no means decreasing, but rather branching out into new forms. 

Take marriage for instance. Not only the poetic and sentimental, but the re- 
ligious idea of marriage isa union. Rend the marriage service of the Protestant 

Episcopal Church; note how the notions of permanence and endurance—tena- 
cious endurance—are repeated Initagainandagain. Now lookatthe programmes 
of the ablest female agitators, such women as Mrs. Henry B. Stanton, who ealls 
herself Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton. What do we find? A partnership, and 
a partnership in which one at least of the partners is extremely suspicious and 
distrustful of the other; in which the woman peddles out her person, as a lorette 

who is entertained on shares might do, and the contingencies of discord and 
separation and termination are never for a moment left out of sight. 

I am perfectly aware of all that recent philosophers and jurists have said 

about the progress of society from status to contract. But it seems to me that 
there are some relations from which the element of status can never be entire- 

ly removed; é. g., the parental and filial. Suppose a woman disowns her son 
—nd such things do happen—does he therefore really cease to be her son? 
Suppose a young man leaves his home, takes a new name, is even adopted by 
another family; is he not still the child of his parents? Whether the relation 

of marriage is one from which we can entirely expel the idea of status, we 

need not trouble ourselves to examine at length. I am inclined to think that 
we cannot, and that the very attempts of legislators in this direction show that 
we cannot. ‘Thus the French law declares marriage merely a civil contract, 

but makes it lifelong—a grave distinction from other personal contracts, and 
one which introduces something very like the idea of status. But fortunately 
we are not obliged to answer this question. We. have a simpler and better 

point to make, namely, that if we could completely expel the element of status 

from the marriage relation, 1t would not be desirable. It would not be a step 
forward in civilization and morality, but the reverse. 

If we make marrixge purely and simply a contract, wherein does it differ 
from concubinage? Some clergymen call such marriage “legal” or “ legal- 
ized” eoncubinage—a very inadequate and almost unmeaning expression, since 
concubinage is not necessarily illegal, nor are concubines ovtlaws; in many 
civilized communities they have definite legal rights. Many, perhaps most 
laymen would answer that marriage legitimatizes the children; but a French- 
man would not say so. He knows that this distinction does not constitute the 
differentia of marriage in all countries, and that in his own country a father 
may legitimatize a son born out of wedlock, and authorize that son to take his 
name.” Of course you may distinguish this contract from others of the sort by 
legal artifices. Thus the French law (as we have had occasion to observe) 
makes it indissoluble during the life of both parties. We all know approxi- 
mately wliat the consequences of this legal proviso have been in France. It is 
not necessary to speak of them particularly. 

Returning from this digression to our main theme, we follow the woman’s 
rights movement into politics, and we find that very radical changes in legis- 

lation are promised as the result of female suffrage. The new legislation, 
we are told, will be something very superior to all that man’s unaided wisdom 
lias yet achieved. Whether such prove to be the case or not, it will apparent- 
ly be something very different, something not in accordance with the views of 

* There are notorious, we may say fainous examples of this in France at the present day. 
Emile de Girardin is one, 
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most men, and only to be carried out by attaching a fraction of the male sex 

to a nearly solid female phalanx. A good deal of yagueness hangs over tlis 
(let us hope remote) possibility; the only definite point as yet seems to be the 

adoption of the aquarian shibboleth into the woman’s rights platform, and a 
threatened coalition of the two fanaticisms; but the gener@l drift of the com- 

ine dispensation is this, that the women will force their pet refornis on the men 

—that is, on the majority of the men. Here again we have opposition of the 
sexes, disunion and hostility, as the prominent ideas evoked, rather than unien 
and affection, the tendency of all which is anarchic. 

But there remains a possible alternative, which ambitious female agitators 
and over-sentimental men would do well to consider. Whatever moral supe- 

riority be claimed for women, it can scarcely be denied that in the sum of all 
three classes of qualities, the physical, mental, and moral, men are the strong- 
er, and likely to remain so for some generations. If, then, any general antag- 

onism of the sexes were provoked in any way, women, being the weaker, 

would naturally go to the wall. In seeking a shadow they would lose the sub- 
stance, and their last state might be worse than the first. 

COINCIDENCES AND ACCIDENTS. 

ONE of the English magazines recently contained an article on extraordi- 
nary coincidences. The writer appeared to be struck with their number, and 
to be rather surprised at the possibility of the occurrence at all. To me it 
rather seems surprising, when we consider the perpetual movement of the 

world’s kaleidoscope, that the same figure does not repeat itself more fre- 

quently. Coincidences strike us because they are noticed, while the almost in- 
numerable opportunities of coincidences which yield nothing naturally attract 
ro attention. To take a very familiar illustration: we are talking of a per- 

son; suddenly he appears; the circumStance is remarked; probably some 

one of the company quotes the old saying, ** Talk of the devil,” ete. But no 
one thinks of remarking the hundreds and thousands of times when we speak 

of a person and he does not come. 
The greater number of examples, the greater the likelihood of coincidences, 

according: to the ordinary rules of chance. Many of the hits of the soz-disant 
phrenologists—or, as they should properly be called, craniologists—may be ac- 

counted for in this way. The occasional verification of the ** Herald’s ” polit- 
ical prophecies in former days comés into the same category. 

The coincidence is one of the common improbabhilities of the sensational 

romance—inm probable, however, not on account of its occurrence, but on ac- 

count of its repetition. Probably few persons, whose life experience has not 
been of the narrowest, are unable to recall some one remarkable coincidence 
affecting themselves or coming within their observation. The improbability 
consists in representing a number of such coincidences as occurring within 
the limited experience of a few individuals during a portion of their lives. 

A Judy whom I knew was in the habit, when a school-girl, of predicting 
the future of her playmates, especially in reference to their marriages. She 
had a fixed idea that one of them would marry “an old man who coughed all 
night,” and she was accustomed to imitate the peculiar congh of the destined 

bridegroom. Long after, when this friend had lived to become a mature 
woman, she married a man older than herself, who subsequently to their mar- 
riage was attacked with bronchitis, and realized the prediction to the letter. 

The reader is of course prepared to hear that all the other predictions of the 
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school-girl about her other friends went wide of the mark. If several of them 
lind proved true, it would have been thought, even in this skeptical age, that 
there was something uncanny about the woman. And if we found a charac- 
ter in a novel represented as habitually uttering true predictions of the future, 
we should at once cry out against the improbability. 

When I lived in Paris, I once received, the day before Christmas, some can- 

vas-back ducks from a New York correspondent. As there were more of 
them than I could dispose of while they were fit to eat. 1 sent one pair toa 
friend who was certain to appreciate them. The epicure was sitting in grave 

counsel with his sister, making out the menz of their Christmas dinner. They 

had reached the roast. ‘* Oh!” he exclaimed, “‘if we only had a pair of canvas- 
backs!” The words were hardly out of his mouth when the door opened, and 

my servant appeared with the ducks. Often in his life has * Jerry” C 
devoutly wished for this or that desirable but absent article of provender; 
never before or since has his prayer been so patly answered. Herein lies the 

improbability of the sensational romance, English or French in origin, work 
of Dumas or Hugo, of Reade or Braddon, that its heroes and heroines are al- 

ways finding what they want just when they need it. 

Indeed, may we not say that all the improb:bilities of the sensational school 
are reducible to the head of too frequent occurrence? The adage that “ truth 
is stranger that fiction” meets with startling verification every now and then. 
Both physical accidents and moral phenomena occur which wring from us the 
involuntary exclamation, ‘* How improbable this would seem in a work of fic- 

tion!” Probably there is no one single adventure in the most sensational ro- 
mance to which a parallel might not be found in real life. The improbability 
consists in bringing a number of these exceptional accidents within the life- 
time or 4 portion of the lifetime of one person. It is the ‘‘sham-sample swin- 
dle” ina rather different sense from Charles Reade’s. Middleton said of the 
legends about the early futhers and saints, that miraculous events were more 
frequent in them than non-miraculous events; and similarly, some of our 
modern schools of fiction adopt the extraordinary as a rule, and only admit the 

ordinary as an exception. And perhaps they are right, for after all who shall 
sity that the arete, the differentia, the essence of the romance, as distinguished 
from the novel, is not its abnormal atmosphere and dramatic exposition of 
things exceptional? (Something that has been said above requires explana- 
tion. We find in romances many single things which, in one sense, are more 

than improbable; they are impossib!e. But this impossibility is of a qualified 
nature. It consists in their being contrary to fact; growing out of the author’s 
ignorance of some recondite or at least not altogether obvious fact—physical, 

legal, historical, of ay class you please. As when certain soporifics which 
act only after several hours are represented as acting instantaneously, or 
when certain events which would be illeg:l in the country where the scene is 
laid are described as happening by due process of law. If you looked at these 
incidents &@ priort, without knowledge of the special facts, you would not see 
anything even strange about them. Thius, in the case of soporifics, we know 
that there are some which do act immediately. And, to take an instance from 

the most erratic of Victor Hugo’s books, there is nothing very startling or in- 
credible in the supposition that as late as Queen Anne’s time one class of 
English sheriffs or constables were called weapontakes—that they carried an iron 
sword as the sign of their office, and executed their arrests by a touch of the 

sword, The only objection to it is that it is not a fact, but a pure invention of 
the author.) 
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I shall now relate two accidents—one serious, the other trivial—which illus- 
trate in a marked manner the occasional improbability of realities. 

One befell a connection of mine, the son of an eminent professor, and him- 
self a scientific man of some note. He was superintendent of a mining estab- 
lishment. ‘The masses of ore taken from the mine were broken up with sledge- 
hammers in board shanties and log huts. One day 4s he was walking among 
these huts, a fragment of ore flew out through a knot-hole and struck him 
directly in one eye, which it destroyed, and he came near losing the other eye, 
hut ultimately after along illness regained the partial use of it. Now see how 
muny chances there were against every element of this accident. First, that 

there should be a knot-hole at the requisite height; then that a fraoment 

should be small enough to pass through the hole; then that it should pass; 

then that the superintendent should be walking by just at that time; finally, 
that the curve described by the projectile should direct it exactly to his eye. 

The chance against any one of these events was great; against all of them to- 

gether it must have been very great. 
The other incident happened to myself. I have never found any one who 

would believe it, and therefore do not expect the reader to do so; yet, often as 

I have thought over all the circumstances of it, I have never been able to find 
any reason for suspecting error or self-deception. When a youth of fifteen, 
and still wearing round jackets, I was sauntering one fine summer day ina 
garden. I noticed a large bee hovering over a flower. Half mechanically, I 

took out my pocket-handkerchief, tied a loose knot in one corner, and fillipped 

it at the bee. The insect disappeared. Supposing that it had fallen into the 
flower-bed, I replaced my handkerchief, without untying the knot, in the 
pocket of my loose jacket and saunteredon. Some twenty minutes after I had 

occasion to take out the handkerchief; noticing the knot I untied it, and to my 
no small surprise found the bee inside, rather the worse for wear, but still 
showing signs of life. Now, as I have said, Ido not expect any one to believe 

this; yet the rationale of the process is tolerably clear to me. The Knot, orig- 
inally loose, was opened still more by the act of striking, so that its folds could 
admit the body of the bee, if violently thrust into them. And what happened 
was just the converse of this; the handkerchief lighted so that the Knot was 
thrust violently around the bee, took it up, and carried it off. But the ablest 

jugeler might try fora long while unsuccessfully to imitate this accidental 

and involuntary performance. 
Literary coincidences which appear to be plagiarisms are very common. 

One very ordinary form of them—probably the most ordinary—is the pun. 

Some events, some names, suggest puns by their mere mention. Hundreds of 

people may make such puns independently of one another. But serious popu- 

lar topics also will often suggest the same ideas simultaneously to men of the 

same. habits of thought and generally concordant opinions. 

Even more numerous are what we may call illiterate coincidences. Plau- 
sible mistranslations (e.g., mistaking the dative of solus for the dative of so/*) 
are repeated by generation after generation of schoolboys and freshmen. The 
bull about the two-legged bird that ate the fruit has been made over and over 
again by persons unaware of its classicality asa Joe. It will probably be less 
frequent in future, since the two-legged cat, on which it was founded, is rap- 
idly ceasing, if it has not entirely ceased, to be a common household animal. 

I will conclude with a singular instance, showing how a coincidence in 

* Solo for soli occurs in the old statutes of the University of Cambridge! 
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reading—or misreading—may throw light on the composition of a work and 
the working of the author’s mind. At least I believe it to be a coincidence; 
but it is possible that I have only found a huge muare’s nest. The reader shall 
judge for himself. 

Flaubert’s extraordinary book ‘‘Salammbo” is a classic-historical novel, 

having for its subject the quasi civil conflict between the Carthaginians and 
their mercenaries after the first Punic war. Among its peculiarities is its minute 
fidelity to historical truth, in which it differs from all books of its class with 
which Iam acquainted. There is, however, one remarkable exception to this 

historic accuracy, a fearful episode of the author’s invention. We are told 
that Hamilear destroyed the main body of the mercenaries in a mountain pass 
called the Saw. ‘The details are not given by the historian; but Flaubert has 

filled them in after his own nightmare fashion. He represents Hamilcar as 
making a grand batiwe of the lions and other wild beasts, which, always abund- 
ant in that country even to the present day, had multiplied bevond their usual 

numbers during the war. He drives them all into the defile, and they devour 
the mercenaries to the last man. 

How eame the novelist, elsewhere so scrupulous, to make this ghastly addi- 
tion to the facts of his history? An accident suggested to me what I believe 
to be the answer. 

After reading ‘‘Salammbo,” I was moved by curiosity to look at the original 

account of the mercenaries’ war in Polybius. Polybius is not exactly a classi- 
cal author; he does not enter into any curriculum or academic cowrse, and 
those portions of him which a student is most likely to read (the only ones which 
I had read previously) are the political disquisitions alluded or referred to by 
Heeren, Arnold, and other historians. | 

So I turned to the chapter or section of Polybius which treats of this war. 
A man does not always begin to read a book or subject at the beginning, any 
more than he always begins to write a book or essay at the beginning; and [ 
happened to dip into Polybius just at this incident of the Saw defile. And 

there I read to this effect: that Hamilear, having blockaded the mercenaries in 
the defile with all his army and the wild beasts (¢hersi dative of theres) de- 
stroyed them all. Here then was evidently the nucleus of Flanbert’s terrible 
tableau, and I could not but admire the skill with which he had worked up the 
historian’s brief mention of this strange and hideous mode of warfare. 

But when I came to read up the history in order, [ soon found that wild 
beasts (theres) was the term regularly employed by Polybius for the Cartha- 

ginian war elephants. Only in one place (as far as I can recollect) does he 
use the word elephantes, and then he immediately explains it by theres. 

It now struck me that when Flaubert conceived the idea of writing this 

book (suggested in all probability by the Sepoy mutiny) and began to read up 
his subject, he had first opened his Polybius just in the same place as I dil, 
and had conceived at once his terrible vision of Hamilear’s great man-hunt 

and’ more than gladiatorial show; and that afterwards, when he came to find 
out what Polybius really meant by wild beasts, he still thought the tableau too 
good to be lost, too valuable for literary purposes, and therefore retsined it, 
Of course, as I said, this may be only a mare’s nest, but plense to observe that 

the hypothesis accounts exactly for the fact, and that no other hypothesis will 
explain the fact so well. 

CARL BENSON, 



LINGUISTIC AND LITERARY NOTES AND QUERIES. 

No. I. 

T the suggestion of the editor of ‘‘The Galaxy,’ I shall present to its 
readers some of the queries which have been addressed to me upon lin- 

cuistic and literary subjects, and answer them to the best of my ability. LIhope 
that my correspondents will not be displeased at seeing their communications 
in print, as they refer to subjects so absolutely impersonal, and as the initials 

only of the signatures are given. ‘The purpose in the publication of these let- 
ters is not to transgress privacy, nor to feed vanity, nor to expose ignorance; as 
indeed none could be exposed except my own. But the subject is manifestly 
one of very general and unusual interest at the present time among persons 
not without education and of not a little intelligence; and it is thought that 
the publication of some of the many letters which are addressed to the author 
of ** Words and their Uses” (a volume which owes its existence to similar in- 
quiries), would be a significant expression of that interest, and not unaccepta- 

ble either to their writers or to the pubi. Some of these communications re- 

fer to very simple matters, doubts as to which it is difficult to understand. 
But they will not'on that account be suppressed; on the contrary, a few of them 
will for that very reason be published, that it may be seen from the style in 
which they are written what manner of wen they are who are discussing these 
questions, who are unable to decide them to their own satisfaction, and who 

seek upon them an opinion which is, I fear, as much overvalued by some as it 
has been contemned, time will show with how much justice, by others. 

‘HAD RATHER” AND **HADN’T OUGHTER.” 

The first letter that I shall make the occasion of comment is the following, 

which brings up a subject that was lightly touched in my last article in *“* The 
Galaxy” (January, 1873)—the use of had in such sentences as ‘‘ I had rather 
be excused,” ‘* You had better go home”: ; 

COLLEGE, January 11, 18753. 

Sir : Allow me to call your attention to an expression which appeared twice in three consec- 

utive numbers of the “‘ Nation” for the last month. On page 326 of No. 386, in the paragraph 

about the Boston fire, we read : “ Asif a hundred horses had not better haye been killed,” etc.; 

and on page 374 of No. 389 it is suggested in regard to the rhetoric indulged in by the Life Insu- 

rance Actuary, that he “ had better have avoided ” it. 

I wrote to the “‘ Nation ” mentioning these, asking the fayor of an explanation or a reason for 

their use. Three numbers have been issued since then, but no notice seems to have been taken 

of the request. I do not care to raise a discussion, and shall say nothing more to them about it ; 

but yet I cannot rest satisfied with the employment of expressions of such doubtful propriety by a 

paper of the standing and pretensions of the “ Nation.” This, therefore, is my apology for writing 

to you. I desire to know whether the phrases above quoted are correct or not. 
I think they are not mentioned in vour work “* Words and their Uses,” but I was glad to see 

mention made in “‘ Language According to Sample,” in the January “Galaxy,” of the frequent 

employment of had for would; reading that, 1 felt a security in the position [ had taken in address- 
ing the “ Nation,” though the particular case in hand was not spoken of. Allow me to state here 
what I then did, as a possible reason for the substitution, and to ask if [ was right. 

The frequent employment in conversation of the sound of the final d as a common contraction 
for had and would, in connection with rather and better, might easily cause the phrase J had rather 

to be subatituted for J would rather in conversation, through the colloquial “I'd rather”; and thus 

if might pass into writing, The same applies to better. Does this afford a sufficient explanation? 
In this same note I cannot forbear asking if there is good authority for such expressions as 

“ There wre a considerable number of helpless women,” * Such things have always beea to be ex- 
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pected,” and “ the two first.” All these have occurred in very recent numbers of the same paper. 
I ask for information for myself and others. 

Hoping you will notice this only at your convenience, and not allow me to trespass upon your 
time, I am, sir, yours reapectfully, 

By S.C. 

F. S. C. should not have been surprised that no notice was taken in the 
‘* Nation” of his request. An editor cannot allow his columns to be filled with 
justifications of his phraseology or that of his contributors, in reply to the dis- 
turbing queries of distressful readers. Nor can he recognize in any one the right 
to call him to account in that respect; no more than for the opinions he chooses 

to publish. Should his readers feel aggrieved upon either of those points, 
there is the sovereign remedy—not to buy the paper. It is only when it suits 

his own purposes that he can be expected to justify himself upon such subjects. 

He onght to be, and of necessity he must be, the sole judge of propriety in such 
matters. Misrepresentations of matter of fact he may rightly be called upon 

to retract, or to give the misrepresented party the opportunity of correcting. 

There his responsibility ends. 
As to the phrase in question, F. 8S. C. is wrong in his supposition that had 

vaiher is the fruit of contraction common to both kad and would. Doubtless 

Td rather may represent I would rather; and when intended as a contraction 
of that phrase, it might be misapprehended as a contraction of [had rather. It 

is true also that both phrases are used by writers of good standing. But the 
conclusion drawn by F. S. C., and by other correspondents, and even by some 
eyammiarians, is not warranted; for J had rather, you had betier, and the like, 
linve been in common use for centuries, as was mentioned in the article re- 

ferred to in the January “Galaxy.” On the other hand, that fact proves only. 

itself; that is, a certain frequency of use. It does not show that the phrase in 

question is the best for its purpose, or that it is a reasonable use of language; 

although the latter is always to be presumed in a phrase or a construction of 

long established usage. It may be added, as of some interest and x conclu- 

sive against the suggested contraction, J’d for I would, that the J in should and 
would was pronounced until about a century and a half ago; and was so 

strongly insisted upon that we have to go back only about two hundred years 

to find the contraction of I would printed I’/d, which shows that J’d was then 
a contracted form of I had. 

The question as to the correctness of had rather, and the unfavorable judg- 
ment upon it expressed in *‘ The Galaxy,” have been discussed in an essay in 

the ** Educational Monthly,” the writer of which gives half as many pages to 
the subject as I gave lines. The tone of his remarks is magisterial and severe ; 
but it lacks that rough flavor of personal discourtesy which some champions 
of usus et preeterea nihil think becoming in them—an assumption that I shall 
not dispute—or which, perhaps, they find themselves compelled to use as sea- 
soning to give some zest to the flat dulness of trite platitude. There is so 

much satisfaction in meeting a manly and fair opponent, that I wish there were 
more in the * Educational Monthly’s” article that was directed against my po- 

sition. But in fact there is very little of it that concerns me, and that little is 

easily disposed of; for almost all of the writer’s argument and irony is put 
forth against those (for it seems that there are such) who regard iad in phrases 

like J had rather go as ‘‘an auxiliary verb,” and who find fault with it in those 

constructions because “it will not parse.”* Now, even as to whether there 

*"* The whole dificulty as to the propriety of saying ‘had rather,’ ‘had better,’ ‘had as lef,’ 
ete., arises from regarding had as an ‘auxillary verb’ in the common weap de of that term. 

In a certain sense, no doubt, itis an auxiilary, Dare, in the sentence ‘1 dare do It,’ and és said, 
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really be such a thing as an auxiliary verb I very much doubt; and as to 

whether any English sentence would “ parse ” I have not once concerned my- 
self since I came from under the ferule that tenderly guided my earliest years. 
It may be that it would have been better for me and for my readers if I had 
done so; but that does not affect the fact that I have not; and the only wrong 
done me by the author of the article in question is that he speaks of my little 
paragraph as ‘‘ the latest instance of this kind of criticism”; meaning the aux- 
iliary and the parsing kind. According to the view that I take of the Enelish 

Janguage, parsing is the merest superfluity, either as training for its mastery 
or as a means of its analytic study. It is the beauty and the glory and the 

strength of the English language that it is almost absolutely free from any of 

those restraints that make parsing possible and profitable in other languages ; 
and that in writing it there are but two requirements—to select the words that 
will convey your meaning, and to arrange them as nearly as possible in the or- 

der of the thought that you wish to express. The writer in the ‘* Educational 
Monthly ” seems to think otherwise; and he does battle with antagonists of his 

own faith. It must be admitted that of them he makes great siaughter. But 
I shall not weep over their remains. Let the dead in grammar bury their 
dead. It is none of my funeral. 

The only point that I brought forward for consideration (and in doing so I 

spoke rather as a recorder of doubts that were making themselves felt than as 
an opponent of one form or the advocate of another) was, whether in the 
phrases in question had is the best word, or, if you please, a good word, the 

right word, to convey the intended meaning. The meaning of a word is de- 

termined ina great measure by precedent, ‘‘authority,” usage. As to this I 
am told with much impressiveness of manner—as if it were something that 

this little boy should have learned before he sat down to write his composition 
—that *‘ Hence, consistently with grammatical principles, as well as with long 
established, unquestioned English usage, and that too of the best and most 

careful writers in the language, we hesitate not to write ‘ had rather’ and * had 
better’ whenever it suits our purpose.” This is amazing—or rather it would 
be, had it not been practised upon me twice heretofore by two Yankees, one 

in New England and one in Old; for it is a mere repetition in substance, and 

even in words, of what I myself set forth: ‘* This [phraseology] has the sanc- 
tion of usage for centuries, not only by the English-speaking people gener- 
ally, but by their greatest and most careful writers.’’* 

Two points, however, in the judgment pronounced by this critic, need conn- 
ment; in one case very brief, in the other more extended. The phraseology is 
said to be consistent with grammatical principles. Now, as I have said be- 
fore, with what are called grammatical principles in the English language I 
profess to have no concern whatever; and therefore, whether any construction 

is in conformity with them or not is, ad hoc, a matter that I cannot rightfully 

be called upon to take into consideration. 
The second point is the assertion that this usage is ‘unquestioned ’”—an 

assertion which seems to have been too thoughtlessly made. I deny it; and 
to the contrary produce not only a seore of such letters as that printed above 
(although they are evidence of some weight), butthe very grammarians whom 
the writer in the ‘‘ Educational Monthly” feels called upon to withstand, to- 

in the sentence ‘Hanno is said to have reached the shores of Arabia,’ may be called auxiliary 
verbs. So ad, when used in the forms under consideration, may be said to be an auxiliary ; thas 
is, it aids in complementing the phraseology whioh embodies the predicate of the sentence.”—P, 62. 

* See The Galaxy” for January, 1878, p. 63, and the revised edition of “* Words and their 
Uses,” p, 417, 
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erether with a writer on language of the learning and acumen of Archbishop 

Trench, and an orator of the high repute of Wendell Phillips, beth of whom 
this very writer in this very article brings forward for castigation because of 
what is a deliberate avoidance of the phraseology ‘* had better.’ Manifestly, 

therefore, the fact is thus directly to the contrary of this writer’s too incon- 
siderate and unquaNfied assertion. The phraseology zs questioned. It is now 

called upon to pass under the judgment of what I have before called the court 
that pronounces judgment upon language— ‘ta mixed commission of the com- 

mon and the critical, before whom precedent and good usage have presump- 
tive authority, on condition that they bear the test of criticism, that is, of rea- 

son.” And what I have thus far done is little more than to venture the pre- 
diction that the verdict of that court will be awainst such uses of words as had 

rather be and had betier go, and that therefore they will suffer gradual, although 
not very slow extinction. 

But let us examine the passages quoted from Archbishop Trench and Mr. 

Phillips. The former, in his book on ‘* Bible Revision,” wrote: ‘‘ It appears 
with variations slight indeed, but yet which wonld better have been avoided.” 

The latter, in a speech reported February 21, 1866, sxid: “ Governor Parsons | 
said he would like a million of dollars; and the eloquent apostle said he 

thought Massachusetts could better lend it.’ In both these instances the 
distinguished gentlemen were incorrect in their phraseology. The prelate 

should have written, ‘‘ but which yet might better have been avoided; the ora- 
tor should have said, ‘he thought Massachusetts might better lend it.” But 
observe that in both cases, as far as ‘‘ would better” and “could better” are 

concerned, there is no question of grammar. As far as mere grammar and 

the requirements of “* parsing” go, might, could, would, and should suit the con- 
struction equally. The error was, in the one case, that the writer used would 
when his meaning was might, and in the other that the speaker used could 

when his meaning also was might. Itis a mere question of the meaning of 
words, not of syntax, or even of rhetorical construction. | 

To consider this question of the meaning of the verbs to be used with bct- 
ter and rather and the like words: let us take an example quoted in the 
‘* Educational Monthly’s” article from Boyd’s “ Leisure Hours”: ‘*’The most 
meddlesome of tattling old women knows when she may venture to repeat 
Mrs. Grundy’s opinion, and when she had better not.” Here it is said that 
‘“had better not” ‘is equivalent to ought not or should not,” and that ‘* neither 
would, nor might, nor even should will fill the place of had alone,” and express 

the meaning. I venture to say that this decision is wrong. Of course neither 

“‘she would better not” nor “* she should better not” isadmissible. But is not 
might the proper correlative of may? and as we should say *‘ when she may ven- 

ture to speak and when she might better hold her tongue,” so would it not be 

proper and exactly expressive to say ‘‘ when she may venture to repeat Mrs. _ 
Grundy’s opinion and when she might better not [repeat it]”? The use of 
had for all the different shades of meaning in might, could, would, and should, 
seems to indicate a rude and indiscriminating manner of speech; and if these 
Yarious méanings could not be expressed, a barbarous poverty of language 
would be indicated, or at least an inflexibility and narrowness akin to that of 

the Latin use of amarem for I might love, and I could love, and I would love, 
and I should love.* But see again that the question is not a grammatical one; 
not one of syntax or even of rhetorical construction, but of the mere meaning 
of the word that is to be used. ‘The error is of precisely the same sort as that 

* Seo “ Words and their Uses,” p, 312. 
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in the sentence, ‘* The book can be seen by any person at this office,” which 
I find in a journal of the highest standing. What was intended to be expressed 
was neither the ability of any person to see the book, nor the visibility of the 
book, but permission to any person fo see it. The writer meant to say, ** The 

book may be seen by any person,” etc. 
And now as to the meaning of had, which is all with which I have any di- 

rect concern. Its ‘* grammatical character,” to the consideration of which the 

writer in the ‘* Educational Monthly ” gives so much attention, and which he 
discusses with discrimination if not with correct conclusion, is nothing at all 
to my purpose. 

Have, of which had is the preterite form, expresses simply present posses- 
sion. If it ever implies or seems to express any other meaning, that is only 
in virtue of the association of ideas, or by figure of speech. In the sentence **I 
have a duty to perform,” obligation is expressed, but it is expressed by the 
sentence as a whole; have expresses merely present possession. It asserts 
that the performance of a duty pertains to, belongs to the speaker. It per- 
tains to me to perform a duty—it belongs to me to perform this duty. So in 
the sentence “ I have to go home,” obligation is expressed; but in this case, as 
in the other, and in all others of a like construction, have expresses simply 
present possession. So we say, using the possessive pronoun, * It is yours to do 
thus or so;”’ z. e., ‘* You have to do thus or so.” And so the Latin form of ‘I 
have to go,” is eundum est mihi. To signify that an action must be done, the 
impersonal gerund is combined with the dative of possession. The subject of 
the obligation, ¢. e., the person that has to do something, is expressed by thie 
dative ; and that the dative has a possessive force, even with regard to material 
objects, of course no one moderately acquainted with Latin needs to be reminded. 
That in all such phrases have, in any of its tenses, expresses simple possession 

at some time, seems too clear to need further enforcement or illustration. 
And so in the sentence ‘* Deal with others as you would have others deal w&h 
you”’ (which is another of those examples brought furward as illustrative of 
the notion that have expresses obligation rather than possession), Aave expresses 
merely present possession, although in combination with would it implies voli- 
tion as to present, or rather as to indefinite time. It can have no other mean- 
ing than that which it has in the question, ‘‘How would you have others deal 
with you?” which seems to be just the same that it has in the tailor’s qrestion, 

‘‘ How will you have your trousers made? or in Celia’s threat to Rosalind, 
“ We must have your doublet and hose plucked over your head.” 

Consequently, in the sentence ‘I have had this cold for more than a week,” 
which is brought forward in this article as a critical crwx for my discomfiture, 
had, in my judgement, can express only past possession. The whole sentence 
expresses both past and present possession, but Aad only that which is past. 

‘‘T had this cold for more than a week” expresses the possession of the cold 
“for more than a week at some time past. ‘I have this cold” expresses pos- 
session of the cold at the time present, and we cannot add ** for more than a 

week,” because that takes in time past. And if we wish to express past pos- 

session also, we must combine had with have. - 
But there is one other use of had brought forward by the critic of the 

“ Educational Monthly” which cannot be passed over, He cites Cowper’s 
line addressed to his mother’s portrait; 

Oh, that those lips had language! — 

and also the sentence, ‘I wish I had his opportunities;” to which I add an- 
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other, ‘‘1f I had him here, it were better.” It is adroitly put that ‘Cowper of 
course means, ‘ Would that they now had language, and could speak to me!’ 

Had does not express a perfected or even a past possession, for the lips re- 
ferred to never had spoken. It merely assumes a present non-possession, and 
helps to express the wish that the power of speech were possessed.” I admit 
that this construction (and this only of all that are produced or that have occur- 

red to me) does seem to show that my assertion that had always expresses 
perfected or past possession was too sweeping. But let us examine the con- 
struction. In all these sentences had is put in the stead of might have, could 
have: “O that those lips mighi have language!” “I wish I could have his 
opportunities; and this construction is merely the use, the idiomatic use, of 
what grammarians call the imperfect subjunctive for the imperfect potential. 
So in the third sentence, ‘* If I had him here, it were better,” the same idiomatic 

conversion has taken place in both verbs; and the sentence in its normal form 
is, ‘If I could have him here, it would be better.” This substitution is formally 

recognized by the grammarians as idiomatic in regard to had and were. (See 
Lindley Murray, ‘‘ Etymology,” sec. 7, vol. I., p. 1:6, ed. 1824.) Whether it 
is directly traceable to the Anglo-Saxon use of haefod for had or might have, 
and of waere for were or would be, I shall not undertake to say. But that the 
usage is not at all dependent upon a sense of obligation conveyed by this use 
of Aad (the explanation of the writer in the ‘“‘ Educational Monthly’) is very 
clear from the fact that the same use of the preterite obtains, in almost all, if 

not all yerbs. £&. g.: He could not do it if he tvved ; 7. e., if he should try, etc. ; 

I would break with him if it broke my heart; 7. e., if it showld break my heart. 
She would not listen, charmed he never so wisely; 7. e., should he charm, etc. 

The idiom is exactly the sume as in 

had he a thonsand lives, 

What were ten thousand to a wrong like mine? 

Milton pushed this idiom to the extreme, writing, in the Areopagitica, “ And 
he who were pleasantly dispos’d could not well avoid to lik’n it,” etc.; that 
is, ‘‘he who should be pleasantly disposed could not,” ete. 

But such sentences as ‘*I liad rather be a doorkeeper in the house of my 
God,” ete., and “I had rather be right than President,” cannot be thus 
resolyed. For **I would have rather be a doorkeeper,” etc., ‘I would have 
rather be right,” ete., are incongruous, and at variunce with reason. The in- 
congruity of * I had rather be,” etc., is that of the combination of the sign of past 
time with that of present time—Aad be—which is shown by the obvious con- 
gruity of the combination of had with the sign of past time, been; for, to “I 

had rather been a doorkeeper,” etc., ‘I had rather been right,” ete., there is 
no logical objection. These may properly be substituted for “I would have 
rather been a doorkeeper,” ete., ‘I would have rather been right,” ete. The 
question as to which form shall be preferred is one merely of taste and usage. 

We may now consider the following couplet from ‘* Marmion,” which is 
brought forward as “* presenting an instance of the correct use of had rather”: 

You shall wish the flery Dane 
Had rather beén your guest again, 

Upon this there is the following comment: 

Here had, of conras, is equivalent to might have. But had the poet, under the idea that had rather 

should be would rather, written 
You shall wish the flery Dane 
Would rather been your guest again, 

what’ a logical and self-consistent phraseology "we should have had in “ wou/d rather been" | 
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But we are thankful that Sir Walter’s instincts were more trustworthy than some people’s gener- 
alizations are. 

This is very sad business. Some people might suggest that Sir Walter’s 
instincts as to the nse of language were not always trustworthy; he, although 
standing next to Shakespeare in imaginative genius, being one of the most in- 

eorrect among the distinguished writers of our language. And then some 
people might also suggest that in this instance some people certainly have 
never questioned that he was guite right, and that this example is a correct 
use of had rather, in which “had” doubtless 7s equivalent to might have. And 
therefore of course we may be sure that some people cannot avoid asking 
whether. if Sir Walter’s instincts had led him to write “had rather be your 
guest again,” that is, ‘might have rather be your guest again,” those in- 

stincts would still have been more trustworthy than some. people’s generali- 
zations are? | 

Here we seem to have unearthed the origin of the illogical form which has 
its type in J had rather be. It is the perversion-of an idiom—the mistaken, or, 

as we sometimes say, the slipshod use of the form expressive of past time (the 
imperfect tense) in combination with that expressing present time; the proper 
use of had with been or spoke, and the like, having led to a thoughtless and in- 
correct use of it with de or speak, and the like; and the only objection made by 
me to the use of J had rather be, t. e., that had expresses perfect and past posses- 

sion, seenis to be sustained. 
As a further illustration of the law of this construction, let us consider an- 

other example. A lady said, ‘‘’The floor had better be bare than have that 

carpet; indeed, I don’t know but it had best be bare any way.” ‘This is one of 
the cases in which we are told by the advoeate of had rather be that had ex- 
presses obligation. It may be admitted, at least for the sake of the argument, 
that in these cases the whole sentence does express a sort of obligation. But 

the point is not the meaning of the sentence, but of had. If had expresses ob- 
ligation with the comparative and the superlative, it should express the same 
with the positive; and we shonld say ‘** The floor had well be bare,” which we 

do not say, nor even ‘‘ The floor had as well be bare.” But we may and do 
say, The floor might well, or might better, or might best be bare. So we may 

consistently and logically say, The floor had for might have] best been hare, or 
had [or might have] better been bare, or had [er might have] as well been bare. 

Thus again we find that had does not express a wish or willingness or an obli- 

gation, but merely past possession; and that even in its idiomatic substitution 

for could, would, or might have, like that of were for could, would, or might be, 
its ‘‘ preterite ” or past signification must not be lost sight of. 

It is not surprising to find that the advocates of had rather place themselves 
in a position which involves the defence of that peculiar locution which is most 
frequently heard in the form hadz’t oughter. For example, in the article under 

consideration, this sentence is cited with approval by way of illustration: “A 
lesson which requires so much time to learn had need be early begun with.” 
This, we are told, is from a book called **The Government of the Tongue”; 
but it need hardly be said to any reader who will consider the sentence for a 

moment, that the tongue concerning whose government the author writes 
is not the English tongue. An intelligible sentence less worthy of imitation 
could hardly*be produced. ‘The verbs in it and the preposition are in a very 
unhappy state of bereavement. It is difficult to see what is the object of either 
‘requires ” or “learn,” or what function ‘‘ with” performs in the expression 

of the author’s thought. However forlorn of grammar, no one who is not be- 
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reft of common sense can avoid seeing that the correct form of the sentence 

(assumine that the writer’s words are to be used) would be: A lesson which it 
requires so much time to learn [or which requires so much time to learn it] 

has need to be early begun [or to be begun early]. We can put up with bad 
conduct or bear with a wayward friend, and in going through a course of study 
we can begin with a certain lesson. But after we have said that a certain les- 
son has need to be early begun, it is difficult to discover any other consequence 

than confusion from the addition of wiih to begun—as difficult as to discovers 
whut is the function of goé in the sentence “I have got a dollar in my pocket,” 

or what that assertion means more than “I haye a dollar.in my pocket.” To 
return to the particular point in question: in the phrase ‘had need to be early 
begun with,” seed means merely ought. For example, we may say, with the 

sume meaning, that sucha lesson needs to be begun early, or that it ought to 
be begun early. But those who most affect the use of had in such constructions 

would say that it ‘‘ had ought to be begun early,” unless indeed they were of 
the opinion that it did not need such early attention, when they would proba- 
bly say that it ‘‘hadn’t oughter.”” Indeed, this very critic tells us that ‘‘ need 
here is an adverb corresponding to better in the foregoing examples,” 7. e., 
**had better,” ete. This being the case, if we may turn the verb need into an 

adverb, and say “had need,” we may surely do the same with the verb ought, 
and say ‘““had ought” or “hadn’t ought.’ Those who do so will doubtless be 

grateful for this grammatical defence of the locution which they so much af- 
fect. It may be questioned, however, whether there is any more reasonable 
ground of defence of hadn't ought io be than there is of had rather be and had 

better be, of which it is the worthy, if not the legitimate offspring. 
Appended to the discussion of had rather, and as a “ rider,” is the following 

paragraph: 

Mr. White, moreover, thinks that Aad cannot consistently be used to express “ future action.” 

We suppose he means to say “ to express futurity,” for had does not ordinarily express “ action.” 

Commonly, futurity is not expressed ‘Yn English by a single word. What is called the “ future 

tense” of verbs is simply a combination of two present-tense forms. Thus, “‘ shall go” as truly 

consists of two presents as ‘‘am to go.”’ A verb in the present that conveys the idea of temporal 

proclivity or of reaching forward in time, when combined with another verb, in the present, neces- 

sarily expresses more or less the idea of futurity; as, “‘I may go; ” ‘‘ You need not go; ” “ [ hope 

to be present;” “‘ You ought to give your consent; ”’ “He is tocome.” Even the past forms of 

some verbs, such as could, might, should, would, may bé used with certain presents to denote fu- 

turity; as, “‘ I would go were I you;” “ He could come if he wished ;” “ One might, after repeated 
trials, succeed.” 

I shall not dispute whether “ futurity” would have been a more exact ex- 
pression than ‘future action,” but accepting the suggestion, I pass to the con- 
sideration of the essential points here brought forward. We have here an ap- 
proximiition to a just appreciation of what, as this writer well says, ‘‘is called” 
the future tense of English verbs; that is, that there is no such future tense. 
But the eritic is not quite correct in the view that he presents of that so- 

called tense, as will be seen on a short examination. It is true that shall go 

as truly consists of two presents as am fo go; for the assertion is untrue as 
to both; because it is not true that the so-called future tense of English verbs 
‘is siniply a combination of two present-tense forms.” It consists of the combi- 
nation of a present with an infinitive form. This combination, and not that 
of two presents, is found in both the examples cited: thus, am, present, ani 
to go, infinitive; and go shall go is merely the abbreviated form of shall, pre- 

sent, and to go, infinitive. J will go is merely I will to go, it is my will to go. 
Nor is it true that commonly futurity is not expressed in English by a single 
word. On the contrary, it is, and has for centuries been yery commonly ex- 
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pressed by a single word: ¢. g., ‘I go a fishing;” “I sail for England to-mor- 
row;” “He marries her next week,” or, “he marries her,” or simply “he 
marries "—wxrorem ducit. And it will be seen that in no one of the exan- 

ples given above does a single verb ‘‘ express futurity ” either ‘‘ more or less.” 
Thus, “‘I may go” merely expresses contingent ability: I may [be able] to 
go; and as I may be able to go, it is inferred that I possibly shall go. ‘You 
need not go” touches the mere present necessity of going: There is not need 

‘ for you to go; which does not exclude the possibility that there may yet be 
need, ‘‘I hope to be present” expresses merely, I hope [now] to be present 
[then], and so forth. In fact the English verb has no future tense. It has 
but two tenses: the indefinite, called the present, and the definite, called the 
preterite; and all relations of time to being, acting, or suffering are expressed 
by combinations of these tenses with each other, or with participles, or with 
the infinitive.* 

YOU WAS. 

—— COURT STREET, BOSTON, March 28, 1873. 

DEAR Sirk: The expression “If I was you,” or “If you (singular) was,” etc., is very mech in 

vogue among the more cultivated of our people. Is there any authority, or at least authority of 

any weight, to support the use of the singular form of the auxiliary in such cases? Pardon me for 

obtruding such a question upon you, ete, 
Very truly, 

G. L. H. 

If the point of G. L. H.’s inquiry is the use of if with was, the answer is, 
that even among educated people, and careful writers, the ‘ subjunctive” 
form seems to be passing ont of favor and of use; probably because it is 

regarded as superfluous. But of course this is not true as to you was, which 

seems to be the chief source of my correspondent’s trouble. I can call 

to mind no authority of any weight for the use of you was. But thie pre- 

sent apparent inconsistency of the locution is not chiefly in the use of ** the 
singular form” of the verb. For you is now, and has long been, the pronoun 
of the second person singular, as truly so as J is of the first. The most signifi- 
cant fact here is the use of the verb of the first or the third person, wes, with 

the pronoun of the second. This I suspect to be not the result of mere negli- 
gence. It prevails too much, as my correspondent witnesses, among edu- 

cated people, even in Boston, to be so regarded; and I am inclined to the 

opinion that it is one sign of the modern tendency of langnage to simplifica- 
tion, combined with an intuitive effort to distincuish the singular you from the 
plural. One of the most remarkable phenomena In the history of language is 
the substitution, centuries ago, In the western tongues, of the pronoun of the 
second person plural for that of the second person singular, which has obtained 
in English, more or less, for five hundred years. This_appears to have been 
caused by the operation of an inexplicable sense of discourtesy in the use of 

thow, or rather in the use of the second person at all. In the generation be- 
fore the last it was customary in families of the strictest and most thorough 

breeding for the children never to address their parents as *t you,” but to say, 

for instance, ‘Does father think thus?” ‘“* Will mother do so?” The awful 
mystery of the etiquette of sz and wsted is one of the first difficulties the learner 

of Spanish has to encounter. And one cannot open the first pages of Shake- 

* See the chapter on ‘‘ The Grammarless Tongue,” in “* Words and their Uses,” pp. 305-308. In 
support of the essential parts of that chapter, and also of that on ‘‘Is Being Done,” see the essays 
on “ Indo-Enropean Futures” and“ Passive Formations” in the recently published “ Essays 
Philological and Critical,” by the late lamented Professor Hadley—a master at whose feet I was 
hardly worthy to sit, and whom Professor Whitney has with equal generosity and truth recog- 
nized as “‘ America’s best and soundest philologist.” 
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speare without encountering this problem. In the lone dialogue in the second 

scene of the * Tempest,” Miranda always uses you in speaking to her father; he 

always wu in speaking to her. Ariel, as a supernatural being, addresses 
Prospero as thou. When Ferdinand enters, Prospero immediately, and always 
when speaking harshly, ¢hows him; but in one speech, in which he addresses 

him kindly, and with a recognition of the young man’s rank, he uses you. 

When this change was made, the plural pronoun took with it the plural form 

of the verb; which seems, moreover, to huye been welcomed for its own sake, 

because 16 got us rid of wast and wert. For in cases in which thow was per- 

missible, and indeed was on the lips of a speaker or the pen of a writer, we 
find a change to you, which seems plainly for the mere purpose of ease from 

the formul and ponderous thow wast and thou wert. And now this very fre- 
guent use of you was among people of some education has the air of a move- 

ment toward making was, throughout that tense, the singular form of the verb, 

as were 1s the plural. The old second person singular is gone forever, al- 

thongh its lifeless form is embalmed in the Hebraism of prayer, and in poetry, 
which always affects archaism. It is dangerous to predicate «a negative; but 

IT should hardly hesitate to say that there cannot be produced in prose an ex- 
ample of its use, except with the obvious consciousness of the reproduction of 

an archaic form, within one hundred and fifty years, that is, for five gene- 

rations—two more than our national, or rather our independent, federal 
existence. ‘ Thou lovest” is as dead as * thou hast holpen,” @. e., “you have 
helped.” 

‘‘A THREE-TAILED BASHAW,” AND ‘“‘A SOUL ABOVE BUTTONS.” 

SOMERSET CLUB, BOSTON, March 25, 1873, 

Sirk: I haye looked in vain through that copious collection of sententious passages, Bartlett’s 
“ Familiar Quotations,” for the following couplet, which I am sure is much more frequently heard 

than very many of the quotations given in that yolume: 

"Tis a mighty fine thing to be father-in-law 

To a very nragnificent three-tailed bashaw. 

Can you inform me where it is to be found? You will excuse me for troubling you with sucha 

question, but, etc, Yours truly, 
A. D, 

The lines are in Michael Kelley’s long-forgotten English operetta ‘‘ Blue 
Beard,” which was produced in London about the end of the last century, and 

the libretto of which was written by George Coleman the younger. The occa- 

sion of them, or who sings them, I cannot remember, nor whether they occur 
in a solo or a concerted piece; for the opera has not been heard during the 
present generation, and I have not seen the score of it since I was a boy. 

It would be obviously unfair to judge Mr. Bartlett’s remarkable performance 
by its failore to give the authority for such a familiar quotation as the one in 

question; but if is nevertheless true that Coleman’s three-tailed bashaw has a 
much better right to a place in such a collection of household words than very 
many other things which are to be found there. According to my observation, 

Mr, Bartlett has erred very largely on the side of fulness—the right side cer- 
tainly in such a book as his; but too many of the passages which he embalms 

are so far from being * familiur” that they are really unknown to the general 
reader, except for their marshalling upon his pages. The omissions are conse- 
quently few, but some of them are striking from their absence. We have just 
seen one instance; here is a query from a lady about another: 

ORANGE, NEW JERSEY, February 4, 1873. 
DEAR Sik; Will you, who know, ete., ete., etc., oblige one of your most grateful readers by tell- 

lng me what is meant by the phrase so often heard, ‘* A soul above buttons” ? I know, of course, 
what it means; as indeed how should I not? for hear it evory time there is one of those useful 
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(but annoving) articles missing from the wristband or collar band of the shirt of a gentleman of my 

acquaintance, who thereupon twits me with having a soul above buttons—which indeed I haven’t ; 

but he means I haye—that is, that [ think they are too trifling to engage my attention. Bul what is 

the allusion, and what is the origin of the phrase ? I have asked many friends of a literary turn in 

vain; but J am sure that the author of “ Words and their Uses,” ete., etc., ete ; and I hope he 

will pardon, etc., etc., etc., and give another occasion of thankfulness to one of a sex that he 

sometimes touches rather sharply. With mucb respect. 
F. E. F. 

Oddly enough, we owe this phrase also to George Coleman the younger. It 
occurs in ** New Hay at the Old Market,” an interlude produced for a special 

occasion at the Haymarket theatre in 1798 or 1799, and afterward played asa 
farce with the title ‘Sylvester Daggerwood,” that being the name of its prin- 
cipal personage. Daggerwood is an imbecile, stage-struck creature, whose 
amazing conceit and miserable incompetence combine to produce the fun of 
the play. Speaking of himself he says, ‘‘My father was an eminent button- 
miaker at Birmingham, and meant to marry me to Miss Molly Metre, daughter 

to the rich director of the coal works at Wolverhampton; but I had a soul above 
buttons, and abhorred the idea of a mercenary marriage.” From this speech, 

the only remnant of that now utterly forgotten trifle, which would hardly fill 
i page of ‘The Galaxy,” ‘‘a soul above buttons’ came to be applied to 

a person whose pride and pretensions are much above his merit and his 
condition. 

EMPLOYEE. 

NEW YORK, March 25, 1873. 

Sr : During the publication of “ Words and their Uses” in “ The Galaxy,” I looked for some- 

thing about the French word employee, which has come so much in yogue here ef later years. I 

hoped to find an opinion upon it, if not in the chapter upon “ Words that are not Words,” at least 

in that upon “‘ Misused Words”; butin vain. Will you have the kindness to give me your judg- 

ment as to the propriety and need of the new usage, and much oblige your admiring reader, 

F. A. H. 

This correspondent tempts me to the expression of personal preference, 
to which I fear that I have already manifested too strong an inclination, even 
in discussions of language which were avowed to be chiefly on the grounds of 
taste, judgment, and reason. I confess at the outset that Iam prejudiced by a 

strong feeling against this word. The introduction of employee is the sign and 
fruit of a foolish and ‘“snobbish”™ dislike to the word servant; a simple and 

honest word which, with all that it implies, I like. Peter avows himself the 

servant of the Lord Jesus Christ; a British officer is proud to say that he serves 
Wer Majesty; companies of actors, of whom William Shakespeare and John 
Philip Kemble were members, were His Majesty’s servants; the servants of a 

household seem to me to hold a place in it which is perfectly respectable, and 
which only their own conduct can degrade; I myself am a servant of the 
United Stutes, and I hope that no one will ever call me an employee. I cannot 
see why those who serve a railway company, or a hospital, or any corporate 
body, mercantile firm, or individual, should not be called its or his servants. 
But it is to be said that employee has a claim to a place amonga goodly 
family of words—nominee, one who is nominated; payee, one who is paid; 

mortgagee, grantee, trustee, referce, patentee, devotee, etc.; and so employee, 

one who is employed. Then let those who prefer, and who use it, recognize it 
boldly as an English word, which they may do with perfect propriety, and call 
their servants or themselves (if being servants they do not wish to be so call- 
ed) employees, and not vex their souls and their vocal organs, together with 

the ears of their hearers, by writing employés and talking of omploy-yays. 
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SUCH. 

My. White, on page 61, January number of ‘‘ The Galaxy,” says: “ Dr. Peters has such well- 

won eminence as a physician, etc.” Is such ever correctly used as an adverb, as it must be in this 
LIStance ? 

January, 1873. 

An Honorary Doctor of the Common Law might easily fill two duodecimo 

pages with examples of a corresponding use of such by writers of repute; but 
none the less if it is an adverb here, Mr. White was wrong. This, however, 

should trouble his readers as little as it does him; he never having set up his 
own English as a standard or a model, believing, as he does, that ‘‘ Physician 

heal thyself” was one of the silliest demands ever made, and that it is as silly 
uow as If was eighteen hundred years ago. A physician, a good physician, is 

much more concerned about his patients’ ailments than about his own. 

BOTH. 

A correspondent asks me to refer lina to the second instance (mentioned in 

my letter to the ‘* Nation,” published in the ‘‘New York Times,’ June 7th, 
1873), of the use of oth to mean three, my first example having been cited 
from Chaucer. In the old ballad of ‘‘ The Merchantand his Son,” he will find 
these lines: 

All thys euntré wyll speke therof, 

both woman, child, and man. 

Z. 113. 

POCKET-HANDKERCHIEF AND NECK-HANDKERCHIEF. 

NEW YORK, March 28, 1873. 
DEAR SiR: Please pardon me for asking you why we speak of a pocket-kandkerchief and of a 

neck-handkerchief, and if these words are both correct, and if so, why, I would not intrude upon 

your valuable time, as I am an entire stranger to you, but, ete., etc. 

Very respectfully yours, 

S. S. 

A good etymological dictionary and a little reflection would have shown 
5. 5. that both the compound words as to which he inquires are indefensible, 

and are to be classed among words that are not words. And although I 
answer him with pleasure, I also tell him that it would have been much better 
for him if he had come by his knowledge in the way that I have pointed out 
than by writing « letter to me, or to any one else about the matter. Kerchief 
is an Anglicized and corrupted form of the French couvrechief, an antiquated 
word, the last syllable of which is the obsolete chief, the head. I find among 
my memorandums an interesting passage from the ancient French poem * Le 
Roman de la Rose,” written about A. D. 1310, which shows both the com- 
pound and the Simple words in striking juxtaposition. 

Tantost Abstinence contrainte 
Vest d’une robe cameline, 
Et s’atourne comme beguyne, 

Et ent Wung large couvrechie/, 
Et dang blane drap couvert son chief, 

Kerchief thus meaning originally a cloth to cover the head, it is right enough 
to call a similar cloth for the neck a neck-kerchief, and one for use in the 
land a hand-kerchief; but pocket-handkerchief and neck-handkerchicf are the 
abomination of superfluity and the effervescence of haberdashery. 

RicHARD GRANT WHITE. 

14 
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AN INCIDENT OF THE TAEPING REBELLION. 

66 Ne Colonel, we are ready for 
your yarn. Our illustrious 

friend, the tea-taster here, says he never 
saw a handsome Chinawoman: you arean 
older resident than any of us, suppose you 
give us your experience with the fair Ce- 
lestials ; or this would be a good opporta- 
nify to tell us the history of that pearl 
you seem to treasure so highly. The night 
is young; here are cheroots and brandy 
and soda ad littum; the Po-yang is steam- 
ing along as steadily as a pacer, and we 
have a long stretch of river before reach- 
ing Nanking, which will give ample time 
for your story; so let us hear from you 
without delay.” | 

Thus urged, the Colonel commenced the 
following narrative, which I give as near- 
ly in his own words as I can remember: 

Those of you who were not residents of 
China at the time, will at least have heard 
of the anomalous condition of political af- 
fairs which existed during the fall and 
winter of 1860-61. Far away at the 
north, where the muddy waters of the 
Pei-ho mingle with those of the Gulf of 
Pe-chi-li, the allied fleets of England and 
France were anchored, supplying with 
munitions of war their respective armies,, 
which, after reducing the forts at its 
mouth, had passed up the river and were 
rapidly marching on Peking. Hight hun- 
dred miles south, another noble fleet was 

waiting to carry to distant portions of the 
earth the wealth of teas and silk which 
centres in Shanghae. At this time, how- 
ever, all business was suspended ; the Tae- 
ping rebels had surrounded the city and 
foreign settlement, and the same govern- 
ments which were fighting the imperial- 
ists at the north were here protecting 
them. Up to this point the rebels had 
carried everything before them, and ap- 
pearances indicated a possibility of their 
overthrowing the existing government and 
establishing a dynasty of their own. The 
ancient city of Nanking, falling into their 
hands, had been made thar capital. Beau- 
tiful Soochew, the P of China, had 
also been captured, and twenty thousand 
persons, irrespective of age or sex, been 

put to the sword. The river in front of 
Shanghae was filled with bodies floating te 
and fro with the tide, clinging in ghastly 
groups to the cables of the ships, and 
tainting the air with poison, which soon 
afterward broke out in the form of chol- 
era. In spite of all these horrors, the 
sympathies of almost the entire foreign 
population of China were with the rebels. 
Always denying any intention of interfer- 
ing with Europeans, they had sent emis- 
saries into the foreign settlements, offer- 
ing, in case the city was given up to 
them, to protect all foreigners, and afferd 
every facility for trade on a more liberal 
basis than then existed. But the policy 
of the English and French was opposed to 
any such course; once in possession of 
Peking, the key to the country was in their 
hands, and they were in a position to dic- 
tate terms to rebels and imperialists alike. 
Again, the Taepings professed Christiani- 
ty; their leader had been educated by Mr. 
Roberts, an American missiunary, who 
had followed the victorious army to Nan- 
king and taken up his abode in that city. 
Their invariable course on the capture of 
a town was to destroy the temples and 
idols, and it will be readily understood 
that none were more anxious for their suc- 
cess than the English and American mis- 
sionaries. | 

Early in the spring of 1861, a party of 
Chinese, comprising portions of the fuam- 
ilies of the Tien Wang (the chief rebel 
king), the Wang Chung, his brother, and 
another of the **‘ Wangs,”’ after undergo- 
ing a long imprisonment and horrible tor- 
tures in the loathsome dungeons of Can- 
ton, had, by the ami of a **‘ medium” 
which is no less powerful in unlocking 
gates in China than the rest of the world, 
succeeded in making their escape and 
reaching the protection of the British flag 
at Hong Kone. From thence, after re- 
cruiting awhile, they were forwarded by 
some well-disposed persons to Shanghae, 
and there found an asylum in the house 
ofa friendly missionary. Although their 
presence was supposed to be known only 
to the inmates of the house, it was at last 
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discovered by the ** Tau-tai,’’ or governor 
of the city of Shanghae. Here was a 
chance for adyancement which seldom oc- 
curred, and all the resources of a wily 
Asiatic were brought into play to entrap 
them. Unable to touch their persons 
while in the foreign settlement, a reward 
of twenty thousand taels (over twenty-six 
thousand Mexican dollars) was offered for 
their Aeads; an inducement to assassina- 
tion almost irresistible in a country where 
such a sam is a fortune scarcely dreamed 
of by the masses ofthe people. Surround- 
ed on every side by spies, their position 
was becoming so precarious that it was at 
last determined to attempt to forward 
them to their friends at Nanking. ‘To 
this end the assistance of Mr. O , the 
senior of the firm with which I was then 
engaged, was solicited, and by him the 
exclusive management and control of the 
expedition was assigned tome. I confess 
to feeling but very little sympathy with 
the rebels, but could foresee in the at- 
tempt a fund of adventure, and if success- 
ful an opportunity of seeing the Taepings 
in their stronghold, which might never 
occur again. 

As secrecy and despatch would be the 
great auxiliaries to the success of the ex- 
pedition, no time was lost in making the 
necessary arrangements. A small tug- 
boat (you must all ef you remember the 
Ta-sung) of great speed and power was 
immediately chartered; the missionary 
who had the refugees in charge was to see 
them on board, and I was to join them at 
midnight. Sitting at the mess dinner that 
evening, it would occasionally flash across 
my mind that I might be getting myself 
into a very pretty scrape; but the passa- 
ges of good-natured chaff which usually 
enlightened our dinners at Toong-foo, and 
the prospect of excitement the coming 
week would afford, soon dispelled all 
gloomy thoughts. Shortly after twelve 
o'clock my boat was pulled alongside the 
steamer, and the captarn, meeting me at 
the gangway, imparted the pleasing in- 
telligence that our passengers were on 
board. Orders were immediately given 
to get under way, and a few minutes later 
we were threading our way by the light 
of a waning moon through the shipping, 
toward the little village of Woo-sung, 
where the Whan-poo unites with the main 
current ofthe Yang-tsze-kiang. Some 
anxiety to know whether the Tau-tai, hay- 
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ing received information of our scheme, 
had prepared to intercept us at that 
point, induced me to remain on deck, and 
in fact every one was on the alert. Rap- 
idly we sped on, the only noise, the dull 
splashing of our paddles on the water, or 
the distant sound of a gong from some 
anchored junk, in homage to a river dei- 
ty. Onward, until the white walls of the 
Village were seen gleaming in the moon- 
light; past huge war junks, the red- 
bound muzzles of their guns almost touch- 
ing us; past great southern traders laden 
with rice, their huge wall sides and the 
staring eyes fixed on their bows looming 
up through the darkness with weird ef- 
fect; past rakish lorchas, ‘‘long and 
low,” disguised pirates waiting, like 
crouching tigers in a jungle, to fall upon 
their prey. 

Nothing interfered with us, and we 
were soon on the broad bosom of the Yang- 
tsze, heading westward toward the terra 
incognita, The river seemed, like all na- 
ture, in a deep repose; its low banks seen 
far distant through the soft haze of the 
mellow moonlight. A stream of silvered 
water was dashing from each bow. Astern 
in our wake a long slow of phosphorescent 
licht danced and bubbled in the swell, and 
the whole scene was one of almost magic 
beauty. 

Turning to go below, my eyes were sud- 
denly fixed upon a figure standing in the 
companionway, which at first I could not 
but believe was a vision created by the 
time and scene. Another look convinced 
me that the apparition was indeed hu- 
man, and one of my charges. Classing 
them with the usual herd of natives, it 

had never occurred to me that one so 
lovely could exist among the race. The 
figure was that of a young girl apparently 
about eighteen years of age; tall, and 
supple of form, the absence of the marked 
features of the Chinese proclaimed her 
high Mongolian origin; large, lustrous 
black eyes, soft as a doe’s, but full of latent 
fire; askin, now paled by long imprison- 
ment, soft as a peach; lips like cherries, 
between which could just be seen two 
parted rows of pearly teeth. Conversa- 
tion was of course out of the question, but 
by signs [ assured ber as well as I cOuld 
of her safety, and shortly afterward went 
to my own cabin with something to dream 
about, and more interest than ever in the 
undertaking. 
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When morning broke we were far on 
our way; past ‘* Ployer Point,’’ dreaded 
for its pirates, and over the broad Lang- 
shan, crossing where the river is so wide 
as to leave us almost out of sight of land. 
Keeping close to the north bank, out of 
the strong current, we pushed along at 
full speed throughout the day ; occasion- 
ally passing some junk, the crew of which 
gazed in idle wonderment at the strange 
apparition of the flying steamer. Going 
below, to the cabin appropriated to the 
refugees, to ascertain if their wants had 
been attended to, I had an opportunity 
of examining the party. ‘There were ten 
of them in all: two men, three women, 
and five children; all looked subdued after 
their long trials and sufferings, but hope 
now beamed from their eyes. Again I 
saw my fair vision of the previous night; 
as she greeted me with a smile of recog- 
nition, she looked none the less lovely in 
the clear daylight. A long robe of deli- 
cate crimson crape enyeloped her form ; 
the rich masses of her beautiful hair were 
drawn back and hung in one heavy braid 
behind, betokening her maidenhood; a 
narrow band of rich embroidery crossed 
her forehead, in the centre of which was a 
single pearl resting on a leaf of blue en- 
amel, 
grace and dignity of her manner which 
made her appear ‘‘ every inch a princess,”’ 

and such was the name by which we ever 
after called her. 
We were now about fifty miles from the 

city of Chin-kiang, the last imperialist 
barrier we should haye to pass before 
reaching the debatable ground, beyond 
which lay the rebel dominions. We had 
intended to pass this place at night, trust- 
ing to the darkness and the fleetness of 
the steamer to,carry us by in safety ; but 
an accident destroyed all our plans and 
nearly cost us our liberty, perhaps our 
heads. About midnight the captain, pi- 
lot, and myself were standing by the pi- 
lot-house, anxiously straining our eyes for 
the first glimpse of the lights of the junks 
at anchor off Chin-kiang, when suddenly, 
directly ahead of us, appeared a clear 
white patch of sand. We had observed it 
some minutes before, but supposed it to be 
but’ the gleam of the moonlight upon the 
water. ‘*Stop her!’’ cried the captain 
to the engineer on watch; “ full speed 
astern! ’’ but too late. Going at almost 
full speed, we struck the bar; the steam- 
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er’s bows were lifted high in air; a heavy 
list to one side, and we were at a stand- 

still. Every effort was immediately made 
to release us from this unpleasant posi- 
tion; heavy anchors were carried astern, 
and all the force of the windlass strained 
upon them, backed by the engines reversed 
at full power. But nothing availed; we 
were still within tidal influence, and had 

struck at the top of the flood. When the 
water receded we were almost high and 
dry, and nothing remained for us to du 
but lighten the steamer. The few men 
we had worked like Trojans; everything 

movable was carried to the beach; an- 
chors, chains, eyen the coal, which was 
fortunately in large square lumps of pat- 
ent fuel, all were piled upon the shore. 

In following too closely the bank of the 
river, we had unconsciously run past a 
long, narrow point of land into a false 
channel. This point, being covered with 
thick groves of bamboo and willows, sery- 
ed to screen us from boats passing on the 
main river. Here we passed three miser- 
able days, expecting every moment to see 
some imperialist yessel bearing down upon 
us, and in our perfectly helpless condition 
a resistance would have bean very feeble. 
Still, what arms we had were kept load- 
ed, andalways within reach. The thought 
of our little princess falling into the 
hands of our enemies was almost unbear- 
able. Often, as I sat lookiag over the 
water at the wood pigeons flying between 
the bamboo groves, and wondering when 
a turn in the tide of our affairs would 
come, she would steal tu my side and 
speak to me in a language as unintelligi- 
ble as Hebrew; but lovking into the dark 
depths of her eyes, [ could read her 
thoughts, and did my best to comfort her. 

At last, on the morning of the fourth 
day, the tide rose unusually high; a heavy 
strain was immediately brought upon the 
anchors planted astern, and to our un- 
speakable joy the steamer slowly moved 
from her sandy bed, and in a short time 
was flouting in deep water. No time was 
lost in replacing the coal on board, and in 
a few bours we were ready to resume our 

journey. We were now only some four- 
teen miles below Chin-kiang; but, impa- 
tient and almost reckless after the long 
detention, we determined not to wait for 
the shelter of night, but make a bold dash 
past the place, trusting to chance or some 
expedient of the moment to carry us by in 
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safety. In less than an hour we were in 
sight of the beautiful ‘‘ Silver Island,” 
which divides the river below Chin-kiang. 
The decks were cleared of every obstruc- 
tion, arms loaded and placed in readiness, 
and all our Chinese ordered to keep close- 
ly concealed in their cabin. As we ciear- 
ed the point opposite Silver Island, and 
the broad stretch of the river was before 
us, we were immediately brought face to 
face with the *‘imps.’’ A large fleet of 
heavily armed war junks was anchored off 
the city, stretching nearly to the opposite 
shore, while for a mile or two beyond 
smaller gunboats, each propelled by twen- 
ty or thirty large oars, were moored to the 
banks. As we neared the junks we could 
see their sides lined with huge shields 
painted in every conceivable device calcu- 
lated to strike terror to the hearts of their 
foes, and their decks crowded with sol- 
diers in different uniforms, all bearing the 
circle-enclosed characters on breast and 
back, signifying their different regiments. 
As they stared at our rapid approach, we 
were evidently mistaken, as®1 had pre- 
sumed we would be, for a despatch-boat 
from the Governor of Shanghae to the 
commander of the forces at Chin-kiang. 
Onward we dashed under a fearful 

pressure of steam, the throttle-valve wide 
open and the little steamer bounding 
along as though she knew that life and 
death depended on her speed. Steering 
for the widest opening in their line, we 
were a hundred yards beyond them be- 
fore they perceived that our intention was 
not to turn. Then arose a deafening din 
of gongs and yells froma thousand throats, 
as though pandemonium had been turned 
loose. A blinding flash almost in our 
very faces, a deep roar, and a heavy shot 
passed harmlessly over us ; another and 
another followed, until the whole line of 
junks was hidden in a dense cloud of sul- 
phurous smoke, through which the flashes 
of the guns followed each other in quick 
suceession. However, nothing touched 
us; the elevation of the guns, as usual 
with the Chinese, being so great that all 
the shot passed over us, and we could see 
them far ahead throwing spouts of water 
high in the air. As the smoke hid us 
from them the firing gradually ceased, 
but we were not yet out of danger. 
While our attention had been drawn to 
the junks, the fleet of gunboats lying 
along the shore had east off, and with 
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their heayy sweeps pulled out to intercept 
us; but they miscalculated the speed 
with which we were going, and were un- 
successful in their attempts to hook on to 
the sides of the steamer. One fellow, 

more bold than the rest, had pulled direct- 
ly across our bows, and as we steered to 
avoid sinking him, a noose on the end of 
a long bamboo was dexterously thrown 
over the steamer’s bitts and hauled taut. 
‘Twenty pairs of hands immediately grasp- 
ed the rope and dragged the gunboat 
alongside of us ; a crowd had gathered in 
the bows preparing to jump on board, 
and had already commenced thrusting at 
us with long spears ornamented with tufts 
of human hair, when with a bright gleam 
through the air an axe descended witha 
thud on the gunwale, severing the rope 
and leaving the boat dancing in our wake. 
They immediately opened fire on us with 
the gingalls and long matchlocks, some 
of the balls passing unpleasantly close to 
our heads and burying themselves in the 
wood work of the steamer ; but no damage 
was dorie, and with the exception of an 
occasional shot from a junk fastened to the 
bank we were free from further molesta- 
tion. 

While the firing was at its height and 
the din the loudest, glancing around I 
saw our little princess occupying her fa- 
vorite position in the companionway. 
The light of battle was in her eyes, and 
she looked as though she would have 
liked a hand in the fight herself. Fearing 
lest a stray shot might wound her, I en- 
deavored to persuade her to go below ; 
but gently repulsing me she maintained 
her position until the last gun was fired 
and the last boat out of sight, when she 
regoined her companions. 

We were now fifty miles from Nan- 
king and out of all danger. As evening 
closed in we passed through a barren 
tract of country, uninhabited except by 
some miserable fishermen who had built 
their straw huts upon the bank. ‘The 
river, narrowed to half its former width, 
ran deep and rapid between hills covered 
with a thick growth of stunted cedars ; 
no junks were met with and no life dis- 
turbed the solitude, except when a flock of 
white cranes, returning from their feeding 
grounds, would fly slowly overhead. At 
length, on the summit of a distant hill, 
we could see the pagoda which stands 
like a beacon overlooking the city of Nan- 
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king, and as our coming was unannounced 
it was deemed expedient to anchor for 
the night. At early daybreak, while the 
deep shadow of the hill under which we 
had anchored still rested over the water, 
we were again under way, and in an hour 
the walls of Nanking were before us, the 
water batteries bristling with guns and 
lined with a motley crowd of rebels. 
Passing what is known on the charts as 
Theodolite Point, we came to anchor off 
the mouth of the little creek which runs 
along the walls, and, unzertain of the re- 
ception we should meet with until our 

errand was known, awaited some com-- 
munication from the shore. 

After a short delay a boat containing 
one man, evidently an official of some 
kind, came off, and he was immediately 
passed down to the cabin of our passen- 
gers. Returning shortly, he gaye us to 
understand that a large boat would be 
sent, and accompanied by one of the 
refugees returned to the shore. In the 
eourse of an hour or so the boat came 
alongside, and our passengers ahd their 

bageage were safely transferred thereto. 
As they went over the side the little 
princess, who had won all hearts by her 
gentleness, courage, and general hearing, 
so different from the usual class of Chi- 
nese women, turned, and, pointing to the 
distant city, intimated that we should 
meet again. 

To our great surprise nothing of the 
city proper of Nanking could be seen 
from the river; the walls came close to 

the bank, enclosing some hills erowned 
with watch-towers, beyond which lay the 

thickly populated portion of the town. 
Suburhs there were, coming to the water's 

edge, but all surrounded with a melan- 

choly air of poverty and desolation. The 
day passed wearily from the reaction fol- 
lowing the previous excitement, but with 
the morrow came a message from the 
‘Tsing Wang or prefect of the city, invit- 
ing us to visit it. ' 

Declining them offer of a boat, feeling 
more comfortable as well as secure in our 
own gig pulled by half a dozen stout Las- 
cars, we started fora long rew of six miles 

up the creek to the water-gates—by which 
we should gainentrance to the city. Our 
way led under the massive walls—said to 
be thirty miles in circumference and sixty 
feet high—brown and mossy with age 
and covered in places with dense masses 
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of creeping vines; on the banks lay 
bleached skulls and skeletons, the re- 
mains of the former defenders of the 
place or of the besiegers slain in the at- 
tack. No attempts at cultivation were 
visible, but everything seemed to wear an 
air of apathy and desolation. 

An hour’s rowing brought us to the 
gate, where we were met by an escort of 
soldiers ; swarthy-looking fellows in red 
uniforms, with the universal target on 
their breasts—villanous-locking  cut- 
throats, wearing the conventional queue 
of the Chinese, but the rest of the hair 
growing wild and unkempt. Some had 
red turbans on their heads; all were bare- 

footed and armed with every conceivable 
weapon, from the hair-tufted spear to the 
modern fowling-piece. Passing through 
a massive gateway, turning at a sharp 
angle in the wall, and through another 
gate, and we were in the far-famed city 
of Nanking. Here more soldiers and a 
number of active little Tartar ponies were 
awaiting us, the caparisons of the lat- 
ter not less nique than the trappings of 
the men. Said I to myself, Shade of Me- 
Clellan! must I ride in that saddle? 
Fancy an old-fashioned Spanish demi-peak 
affair covered with faded blue velvet, huge 
iron stirrups with leathers about six inches 
in length, and a badle to correspond. 
Avoiding the stirrups, I threw one leg 
over the horse, and with my toes nearly 
touching the ground gaye the order to 
proceed. Surely Falstaff never accumu- 
lated such a crowd of rag-tag and bob- 
tail as formed our escort. Hooting, 
shouting, and jostling one another, they 
all pressed forward to get a sight of the 
Yung Qui Tsi, or foreign devils, who had 
ventured among them. 

The deserted state of the city struck 
me with surprise; much of it was in 
ruins; grass growing in the streets, and 
all the stores with the exception of the 
apothecaries’ closed. Occasionally we 
saw the timid face of a woman peering 
from a half-opened doorway, or a group 
of noisy soldiers gathered round a tea- 
house; but of the active bustling popula- 
tion usually found in a Chinese city, there 
was none. With the exception of the 
Wangs’ palaces, of which but little could 
be seen from the street, all the buildings 
had an air of decay and ruin. How the 
people were fed was a mystery until we 
were shown large granaries filled with 
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rive, the spoil from the conquered dis- 
trict. 

Passing through several streets, all 
more or less deserted, we at length reach- 
ed the palace of the Wang Chang. Here 
we were requested to alight, much to my 
relief, as the searification of my unfortu- 
nite body was about complete. Two 
huge doors, ornamented with yellow 
dragons, each possessing an incredible 
number of claws, were opened, admitting 
us into a large courtyard, the sides of 
which were adorned with cells that ap- 
peared to be used indiscriminately for the 
stabling of horses and the confinement of 
criminals. Crossing this courtyard, we 
came to another pair of doors ornamented 
in a like gorgeous manner, passing which 
we were ushered into a very beautiful 
sarden. It was divided into little minia- 
ture lakes, covered with the broad leaves 
of the lotas flower and filled with fat 
sluggish carp—little aquariams contain- 
ing a thousand delicate marine plants, 
through which gogeled-eyed goldfish 
lazily swam. MRustie bridges crossed the 
water, beyond which were beds of caudily 
eolored chrysanthemums, with here and 
there a bush of delicate camellias and fra- 
grant magnolias, while over upright 
trestles ran a beautiful convolvulus cling- 
ing to everything that would afford a 
hold for its tender shoots. 

Crossing the garden, we reached the’ 
porch of the main building, where we were 
requested to wait until it was ascertained 
whether his serene high mightiness had 
completed his toilet and was in readiness 
to receive us. Afterashort delay a gong, 
struck by some fellow behind the scenes, 
announeed that all was ready ; the doors 
flew open as if by magic, and we were 
ushered into the audience chamber. 
We were by no means struck with the 

splendour of the apartment.- It was a 
large hall lighted by lattices cut in fan- 
tastie designs ; through the centre ran a 
pavement of colored tiles leading to a 
raised platform, on which was a large 
table covered with red cloth; along the 
sides were ranged heavy, square-built 
chairs with red cushions, and little black 
wood tables for the reception of refresh- 
ments. Against the wall in various places 
hung large paper pictures representing 
characters in mythology, and suspended 
from the ceiling were lanterns of various 
descriptions. 
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Advancing up the hall, we became aware 
of the presence of a fine-looking old gen- 
tleman seated behind the table. His free, 
thoroughly Chinese in feature, yet benev- 
olent in expression, was adorned with a 
long flowing imperial and moustache, 
white as snow. A robe of yellow satin, 
exquisitely embroidered in colored silk, 
covered his person; on his head he wore 
a curious affair, half crown, half tiara, 
made of the same material as his gown, 
but profusely studded with precious 
stones. As we approached, he rose and 
bowing slightly welcomed us—in Chinese, 
of course—to his house. We bowed in re- 
sponse, but our escorts dropped on their 
knees, and every man sow-towed by knock- 
ing his head vigorously against the floor 
until permission was given them to rise. 
With the aid of an interpreter the 

prince alluded to the success of our expe- 
dition, invited us to a dinner the next 
day, informed us that horses would always 
be in readiness to take us wherever we 
wished to go, and left it optional with us 
to take up our residence in the city or re- 
turn to the steamer. ‘lea and cheroots 
were produced, but the time began to 
hang very heavily, and it was a relief 
when a party of soldiers entered, bringing 
with them a wretched-looking object, who 
had been arrested on suspicion of being 
an imperialist spy. While the examina- 
tion was progressing, one of the children 
who had been of our party entered the 
room dressed in his imperial robes, and 
recognizing me jumped in my lap with 
every expression of joy. IL wanted to 
question him about the princess, but could 

not address the interpreter without at- 
tracting the attention of the old gentle- 
man. Presently the child left me, as I 
surmised, to inform the rest of my pres- 
ence within the palace, and svon, to my 

delight, I saw a white hand waving to 
me from behind the lattice-work with 
which the upper portion of the room was 
divided. Watching an opportunity when 
the attention of the prince was wholly en- 
grossed by his prisoner, I slipped through 
a door which opened conveniently near my 
seat, and in another instant was in the 
presence of the. princess. She looked 
really beautiful as she stood leaning 
against an immense vase of delicately 
tinted porcelain, from which the sun- 

beams were throwing off rays of colored 
light filling the whole apartment, and 
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flashing on the robes of richly embroider- 
ed yellow satin in which she was dressed. 
I think it must have been a species of in- 
toxication which caused me to rush for- 
ward and clasp herin my arms. I con- 
fess it, gentlemen, l was awfully spooney, 
and for an instant all sorts of ridiculous 
ideas of remaining there, abandoning the 
world, etc., flashed through my mind; but 
the cries of the poor prisoner as he was 
heing led away for execution restored my 
reason. With one long embrace I tore 
myself away and slipped into the audience 
¢hamber, from which my absence seemed 
scarcely to have been noticed. Signifying 
iny desire to return to the steamer, the 
prince, after repeating his offer of hospi- 
tality, suffered us to depart. Mounting 
our ponies and escorted in the same man- 
ner as before, we soon reached the creek. 
As I was stepping into the boat a boy 
handed me a small package ; upon exam- 
ining it | found it contained the pearl the 
little princess had worn on her brow. 

The following day we returned to the 
city, and mounting our ponies rode 
through the streets, visiting several of 
the Wangs’ palaces, which were the only 
places of interest we could discover, but I 
saw nothing more of the princess. Pass- 
ing out of the south gate, we rode across a 
plain to a little hill, on which stood the 
ruins of the far-famed porcelain tower. 
All that vandalism had left of this once 
beautiful structure was a pile of bricks of 
finest porcelain, some white, others color- 
ed blue and green. ‘The huge corner 
pieces, formed into fantastic shapes of 
dragons and all sorts of birds, beasts, and 
fishes, lay broken and scattered about. 
Directing the boatmen to collect a quan- 
tity of bricks as souvenirs of our visit, we 
avain returned to the city. 

The next day an officer of the treasury 
came off to settle with us for the charter 
of the steamer, at the same time bringing 

with him some presents from our friends. 
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Having nothing more to detain us, the an- 
chor was hove up, our bows pointed down 
the river, and passing Chin-kiang under 
cover of night, in three days we were 
again in Shanghae. 

The Colonel dropped his halfemoked 
cigar into the cuspidore, and taking a long 
pull at the brandy and soda, announced 
his intention of retiring; but clamorous 
cries for the completion of his story, 
forced him to go on: 

Well, gentlemen, there zs a sequel to 
my story, and a very sad one. ‘The little 
princess was sent to the harem of the 
Tien Wang. 

Three years later the imperialist troops 
had surrounded and closely besieged Nan- 
king. The Tien Wang, by his fearful 
blasphemies, had entirely alienated the 
sympathies of foreigners from himself and 
his cause, and giving himself up to a life 
of licentiousness, neglected the interests 
of his followers. Aided and led by skilful 
foreign officers—among whom were the 
plucky but unfortunate Americans, Ward 
and Burgevine—the now disciplined im- 
perialist troops had recaptured Ningpo, 
Soochow, and a host of smaller places, and 
at last Nanking, the last stronzhold of the 
Taepings, its garrison almost literally 
starved to death, fell into their hands. As 

the conquering hosts poured through the 
shattered cates, putting to death the rem- 
nants of its famine-stricken defenders, the 
Tien Wang with his own hand applied 
the torch to his magniflcent palace, and, 
with his two hundred wives, perished in 
the flames. When the victorious troops 
reached the spot nothing was to be seen 
but a heap of charred ruins. Raking 
among the ashes they dragged out the 
great square seal of the chief rebel king; 
the only trophy which remained to them 
of that great rebellion, which for fifteen 
years had held possession of the richest 
portion of the country, and shaken to its 
very base the throne of their Emperor. 

Witttay M. Tiveston 



THE MARTYR OF BALAKLAYVA, 

LL the world has heard of the fa- 
mous ** Charge of the Light Bri- 

gade,’? and of the words of Bosquet, ap- 
plied to it, ** O’est magnifique, mais—ce 
n’est pas la guerre.’” We haveall agreed 
with Tennyson that ‘* some one had blun- . 
dered’; but most of the blame has fallen 
on the wrong shoulders. ‘The popular 
verdict has in substance been, that Cap- 
tain Louis Nolan, of Lord Raglan’s staff, 
being an impetuous cavalier, consciously 
or unconsciously wrested the real meaning 
of an order which he carried, into an au- 

thorization of the senseless sacrifice of the 
Light Brigade, and that his only excuse 
was that he was the first man killed in the 
charge. ‘The careful Kinglake, with pa- 
tience and industry the most remarkable, 
has succeeded in unravelling from the 
conflicting stories of various witnesses a 
full, true, and minute account of this fa- 
mous charge, and of everything connected 
with it, from the demeanor of Lord Rag- 
lan overlooking the field from the edge of 
the Chersonese, down to the sabre cuts of 
individual horsemen among the Russian 
guns; an account extending over one- 
fourth of the volume in which it is con- 
tained,* or more than a hundred printed 

ges. A conscientious examination of 
this mass of testimony will show that the 
blame of the blunder will be found to rest 
with the very nan who has escaped with 
least censure. We refer to Lord Lucan, 
commander of the English cavalry divi- 
sion, whose conduct, rightly considered, 
appears without a shade of excuse, mark- 
ed by every fault which a leader could 
possibly exhibit, except that form of phy- 
sical cowardice which actually runs away. 
lt was he that blundered, and blun- 
dered wilfully ; and the evidence will show 
that, had Nolan been listened to, the 
charge of the Light Brigade might have 
been as splendid in success as it was glo- 
rious in disaster, | 

In order to understand this fully, a rap- 
id summary of the topography and moye- 
ments of the battle of Balaklava is neces- 
wary, to which we beg the reader’s atten- 
es Kinglake’s “Invasion of the Crimea,” vol, 

tion. On the 25th of October, 1854, the 
allied armies lay around the south side of 
Sebastopol, ina semicircle. ‘Che ground 
they lay on was a lofty table land, in form 
nearly an isosceles triangle; the point be- 
ing Cape Chersonese; the two sides 
washed by the Black sea and Sebastopol 
roadstead ; the base, bordered by the Sa- 
pounye Ridge, looking down on the low 
rolling ‘*‘ plain of Balaklava.’? ‘This ta- 
ble land was known as the ‘* Chersonese.”’ 
Sebastopol was cut into one side of the 
triangle like a horseshoe. In one of the 
base angles lay the little harbor of Bala- 
klaya, the Enelish storehouse, but outside 

of the lines, exposed to attack from the 
country at large. The other angle was 
occupied by the plateau of Inkerman, 
equally weak. In the usual fashion of 
the Crimean war, these weak points were 
left to the English, the astute French 
holding the impregnable Sapounyé Ridge 
with Bosquet’s corps of observation, and 
haying a comfortable storehouse and har- 
bor for their siege corps, under Genera! 
Foy, in Kamiesch bay, high up near the 
apex of the triangle, and secure frem mo- 
lestation. Balaklava harbor was defend- 
ed by some two thousand men, under Sir 
Colin Campbell, in a chain of earthworks 
close to the town. The ‘‘ plain of Bala- 
klava’’ was about a mile north of the 
harbor, and was by no means a flat sur- 
face. Although much lower than the 
Chersonese, it was divided into the north 
and south valleys by ranges of low hills, 
running east and west, at right angles to 
the bluifs of the Sapounyé Ridge, the base 
of the triangle. The central range of 
these low hills was traversed from end to 
end by the Woronzoff road, and thus 
gained the name of Causeway Ridge. 
Five redoubts were built along it, and oe- 
cupied by some two or three thousand 
Turks. On the other side of the north 
valley lay the Fedioukine hills. ‘The 
south valley was bounded by.the Kamara 
and Balaklava heights. On this ground 
was fought the battle of Balaklava, the 
north valley being the scene of the Light 
Brigade charge, the south valley of that 
of Scarlett’s ** Heavies.”’ 
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Early on the morning of the 25th of 
October, General Liprandi, with some 
twenty-five thousand Russians, of whom 
about four thousand were cavalry, storm- 
ed the line of ‘Turkish redoubts on the 
Causeway Ridge, and threatened Balakla- 
va. ‘he movement was in the nature of 
a surprise, and quite successful. ‘The 
only forces on the plain were Lord Lu- 
can’s two brigades of cavalry, about twelve 
hundred strong; and they stood looking 
on at the disaster of the Turks without 
any apparent ability to check the Rus- 
sians. ‘The French covering force, in- 
trenched along the Sapounyé Ridge, turn- 
ed out, but also remained idle spectators ; 
and the allies had the mortification to see 
the enemy complete the conquest of the 
redoubts with hardly any resistance. 
Lord Raglan, from the edge of the Cher- 
sonese, looked down on the battle, and 
despatched orders for two divisions of 
English infantry to leave the trenches at 
Sebastopol and march to the help of the 
threatened seaport. He saw that the 
Russians had paused in their conquests. 
Part of their infantry hung around the 
captured redoubts on Causeway Ridge, 
part were on the Fedioukine hills, while 
their cavalry was advancing up the north 
valley in a heavy mass. A few squadrons 
crossed Causeway Ridge. and made a dash 
at Balaklaya, but were easily driven off 
by a single volley from Sir Colin’s infan- 
try. ‘Che light and heavy brigades under 
Lucan were hovering aimlessly on the 
skirts of the battle, doing nothing. Their 
battery of horse artillery tried a little 
harmless cannonading, but soon fell back, 
out of ammunition. 

Lord Raglan was not a rash comman- 
der. On the contrary, early in the morn- 
ing he had sent an order withdrawing the 
cavalry to the foot of the upland, té save 
it till the infantry could come up. This 
order ran thus: 

Cavalry to take ground to the left of second 
line of redoubts occupied by Turks, 

This, now called the *‘ first order,’’ Lu- 
can obeyed with scrupulous fidelity, al- 
though, as was his custom, he growled 
and grumbled. So particular was he to 
obey the spirit as well as the letter, that 
he requested Captain Wetherall, the aide- 
de-camp, to remain and indicate the exact 
spot meant by Lord Raglan, which the 
latter did. Then occurred a pause in the 
battle. The Russians, satished with their 
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work, and afraid to risk its results, re- 
mained clustered round the redoubts, pre- 
pared to carry off the guns. Their cayal- 
ry alone moved up the north valley, till 
they were checked by some shots from the 
French batteries on the Chersonese. Then 
they turned to the left, crossed Causeway 
Ridge, and prepared to descend into the 
south valley. Almost at the same time 
Raglan despatched the ** second order”’ to 
Lucan, directing him to send eight squad- 
rens of heavy draguons to support Sir Co- 
lin at Balaklava. This also Lucan obey- 
ed, and sent General Scarlett, with the 
Heavy Brigade, up the south yalley. The 
‘* Heavies,’ moving peacefully along the 

valley among gardens and vineyards, were 
passing the deserted camp of the Light 
Brigade, when, all of a sudden, the whole 
Russian cayalry trotted over the slope and 
came down on them just as they turned 
the corner of a plantation. It was a com- 
plete surprise to both; but Scarlett did 
the best thing possible. He formed line 
and charged, straight up hill, three hun- 
dred against three thousand. The one 
chance in his fayor was, that Ryjoff, who 
commanded the Russian cavalry, turned 
out to be an idiot. His men stood stock 
still, got cut to pieces, and finally fled in 
some confusion, owing to nothing but the 
imbecile orders of their leader. They 
recrossed the ridge into the north valley, 
unpursued by the “ Heavies.”’ 
Now came another pause. Lord Car- 

digan, with the ** Lights,’’ was sitting in 
his saddle ‘*‘damning the Heavies for 
having the luck of the fight,’ without 
having sense enough to charge the re- 
treating foe and complete his rout. The 
Russian cavalry, much cowed, fell back to 
the very end of the north valley, thus 
leaving Causeway Ridge and the Fediou- 
kine hills occupied by long columns of 
foot, faced towards Balaklava, with a 
great gap between them. The general 
form of the Russian array, therefore, was 
that of a long mule-shoe, the heels turned 
straight toward the Chersonese. A good 
blow witha hammer on the point of either 
limb of the shoe was likely to roll it back 
on the toe, represented by the cowed eay- 
alry. By Ryjoifs mistake, the Russians 
were exposed to a total defeat, if the 
English or French had sense to seize the 
opportunity offered them, of enfilading 
both wings of their enemy at one time. 
Raglan on the Chersonese saw it. He 
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knew the value of time, and saw that his 
infantry was not yet near enough to use 
in the operation. He sent the ‘* third 
order,’ running thus: 

Cavalry to advance and take advantage of any 
opportunity to recover the heights. They will 
be supported by the infantry which have been 
ordered, Advance on two fronts,* 

This order would seem to be explicit 
enough. The cavalry was to advance, 
the infantry was to support. Instead of 
this, Lord Lucan, with a strange per- 
versity, kept his cavalry halted, waiting 
for the infantry. Heseemed to think that 
the infantry ought to do the fighting, while 
ha was tosupport them. It has been seen 
already how prompt he was to obey any- 
thing likea ‘* supporting ’’ or ‘* waiting * 
order. ‘* Fighting *’ orders he construed to 
suit himself. He halted his whole force 
near the entrance of the yalley and remained 
there, idly watching the Russians, for 
over half an hour, waiting for the infan- 
try. Raglan, from the top of the Cher- 
sonese, saw all this, saw the Russians 
carrying off the captured guns to the rear 
with extra teams, saw his opportunity 
slipping away, and nothing done. Then 
at last he dictated the memorable *‘ fourth 
order,’’ and called up Captain Louis No- 
lan, selecting him from among all his 
staff to carry 1. And Lord Raglan well 
knew his man, He knew that the young 
captain was as capable of handling cav- 
alry as any man in Europe, far more so 
than any man at that time in the Crimea. 
A perusal of Nolan’s brilliant work on 
cavalry would satisfy a good judge that 
the man was familiar with what cavalry 
could and could not do. No one ever in- 
sisted more strongly on its being ‘‘ the 
arm of the moment’? than Nolan. No 
one Was more averse to its being sacri- 
ficed than he. To him, a born cavalry 
leader, Raglan intrusted the order : 

Lord Raglan wishes the cavalry to advance 
rapidly to the front, and try prevent the ene- 
my carrying away the guns. Troop of horse 

* We are aware that Kinglake (vol. II., p. 491 
note) accepts the alteration which Lord Lucan 
afterwards so-cunningly—put_in, which makes 
the order read “the infantry which have been 
ordered to advance on two fronts,” instead of 
the original, which is admitted to haye begun 
“advance” with a capital A. Mr. Kinglake, in 
his leniency to Lucan, misinterprets the order. 
It is obviously Lucan with his two brigades 
who is to advance on two fronts, not the infan- 
try. 
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artillory may accompany. French cavalry is on 
your left. Immediate. 

(Signed) R, AIREY. 

Sir Richard Airey was the quartermaster 
general, whoseems to have acted as chief 
of staff to Raglan. The French cavalry 
was D’Allonyille’s brigade of Chasseurs 
d’Afrique, which had just advanced op- 
posite to the other heel of the mule-shoe— 
the Fedioukine hills. 

One would think this order plain 
enough. ‘The Russians were carrying off 
guns on the Woronzoff road from the re- 
doubts. Their flanks were exposed. 
Their cayalry was completely cowed by 
the charge of the ‘‘ Heavies.’’ A vigor- 
ous charge on two fronts, as had been ex- 
plicitly directed in the ‘‘ third order,’’ 
must have swept them off the ridge in 
dismay pell-mell on the cavalry at thie 
end of the yalley. Such a charge would 
haye taken them thus : 

BALAKLAVA AS IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN. 
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On the other side of the valley, a few 
minutes later, the French cayalry, who 
had a general to lead them instead of a— 
Lacan did execute just such a manceuyre 
as above shown, stampeding the Russians 
without suffering any corresponding loss, 
silencing their batteries, and completely 
neutralizing the whole of the Russian 
left wing, by the charge of a single regi- 
ment of four squadrons, of which only 
two were actually engaged. (Kinglake, 
lI, 544.) 

As it was, matters stood thus when 
Nolan left Raglan, bearing the ‘* fourth 
order.”? The Russians were clustered on 
the two hills, the English and French 
cavalry stood looking on, Lucan was in 
his usual neryous irritable state, when 
the gallop of a horse was heard. A tall, 
slender young officer, with trim figure 
and black moustache, was coming down 
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a steep descent at full speed, with a white 

envelope stuck in his belt; and every eye 
was on him in a moment. 

It was Captain Nolan, in his scarlet 
shell-jacket, a little forage cap set on one 
side of his dark curls, his face full of joy 
and eagerness. 
An audible murmur went through the 

ranks: 

‘*Orderscome! Nolan’s the boy that’ll 
show us the way to move.’’ For Nolan 
was well known and universally beloved. 

In another moment he dashed up and 
saluted; then handed his letter to Lord 

Luean. The cavalry general tore it open 
with the nervous haste characteristic of 
every movement of his lordship. When 
he read it over his countenance changed. 
Then his lordship broke out, something 
in this style: 

‘* Why, good heavens, sir! what can he 
mean? With the little force at our com- 
mand we can barely hold our own, much 
lessadvance. It is perfectly suicidal. How 
can we advance ?”’ 

Nolan’s eye began to blaze. He had 
just come from the high ground whence 
the wifole Russian position could be seen 
at a glance. Knowing that his order 
eontemplated the doubling back of the 
Russian columns and saving the guns 
in the redoubts, he was impatient of the 
pragmatical objection of this captious old 
man. 

In a stern distinct tone he spoke to 
Lord Luean: 

‘* Lord Raglan’s orders are, that the 
eavalry should attack immediately.”’ 

‘* Attack, sir?”’ cried Lucan angrily. 
‘* Attack what? What guns, sir? ’’ 

Nolan threw his head back indignantly, 
and pointed to the Causeway Ridge, 
where the Russians were busily at work 
trying to haul away the captured guns. 
The group was standing at the right of 
the entrance to the north valley. 

‘There, my lord, is your enemy,’’ he 
said, ‘‘ and there are your guns,”’ 

The captain forgot that he was talking 
to an excited and impracticable man. 
Wrongheaded Lucan chose to fancy that 
he pointed to the end of the valley, and 
with all the obstinacy of his nature kept 
to the error. 

‘‘ Very well, sir, very well,’’ he said 
aagrily. ‘* The order shall be obeyed. 
lL wash my hands of it.”’ 
He wheeled his horse, and trotted off 
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to where Lord Cardigan sat in front of 
his brilliant lines, gnawing his gray 
moustache and chafing over his inaction. 

Then said wrongheaded Lucan : 
‘* Lord Cardigan, you will attaek the 

Russians in the alley: a? 
The earl dropped his sword in salute. 
** Certainly, my lord; but allow me to 

point out to you that there is a battery in 
front, a battery on each flank, and the 
ground is covered with Russian riflemen.”’ 

‘* | can’t help it,”’ said Lucan snappish- 
ly ; ‘fit is Lord Raslan? s positive order 
that the Light Brigade is to attack the 
enemy. We haveno choice but to obey.”’ 

Then Cardigan bowed his head. 
** Very well, my lord,’’ was all he said. 

Then turning to his staff, ** The brigade 
will advance,’’ he said quietly. 
Meantime Nolan, after his sharp pas- 

sage of arms with the division commander, 
had ridden off to the Light Brigade him- 
self, where he was cheerfully talking ta 
his sworn comrade and friend, Captain 
Morris of the 17th Lancers. Now that he 
had maintained his position as mouth- 
plece of the cominander-in-chief, against 
the impudent fault-finding of Lucan, he 
felt happy. His beloved cavalry was to 
be launched at last on its glorious mis- 
sion against the Causeway Ridge, and 
already D’Allonyille was preparing to as- 
sault the other flank of the Russians. 
Who can wonder that enthusiastic 

Nolan told Morris that he was going to 
see the brigade through the charge? It 
was his privilege to do so, and his heart 
beat high with hope. Little did he know 
of the extent of pig-headed stupidity natu- 
ral to the two members of the English 
aristocracy who respectively commanded 
and led that charge. 
A clear sharp voice was soon see in 

front of the brigade now formed in three 
lines. Lord Lucan rode away to the 
‘* Heavies,’’? and Nolan galloped round 
the rear to the left of the brigade, as the 
sharp voice cried: 

“Light Brigade 
march ! ”’ 

In a moment the front line was away, 
as steady as if on parade, at a rapid trot, 
following an erect gentleman, mounted 
on a chestnut thorourhbred, and wearing 
tight scarlet trousers and a blue fur- 
trimmed jacket, the front a perfect blaze 
of gold. 

The erect gentleman was as slender in 

forward — trot — 
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figure, as alert in gesture as a boy of 
twenty, and yet that man was fifty-seven 
years old, and the Earl of Cardigan him- 
sell, 

But hardly had they started, when 
Nolan uttered a ery of astonishment and 
“age. | 

** Good God! are the fools going to 
charge down the valley ?’’ he shouted. 

Then, setting spurs to his horse, he 
dashed out of his pluce and galloped mad- 
ly across the front, waving his sword, 

** Where are you going, my lord?’’ he 
shouted. ‘*That is not Lord Raglan’s 
order! Change front to the right. ‘This 
way! ‘This way! The batteries on the 
ridge! ”? 

Lord Cardigan was as hot-tempered in 
his way as Lord Lucan. The audacity of 
an officer presuming te cross his front was 
enough. For that officer to address his 
brigade was an additional insult. He 
spoke not a word, but pointed grimly for- 
ward with his sword. Nolan’s words 
were lost in the thunder of hoofs, and all 
that was seen was his figure crossing the 
front and wildly gesticulating, pointing 
to Causeway Ridge. 
Then the Russian batteries opened. 

There was a flash, a boom, and a second 
flush in the air,a little cloud of white 

smoke, and a loud spang! as the first 
shell burst in the faces of the trotting 
line. Poor Nolan threw his arms up 
with a fearful shriek, and fell back in his 
saddle, stone dead, struck through the 
heart. With a low groan of rage the 
rushing horsemen quickened their pace 
and dashed on, at a wild gallop, into the 
valley of death. 
The seeret of Balaklava perished with 

Nolan. 

All the world knows the sequel: how 
the devoted horsemen ran the gauntlet of 
those batteries into the midst of which 
the miserable Lucan bad planged them 
without a shadow of an excuse, by a fla- 
grant disobedience of a plain order (the 
‘‘third’’) in the beginning, and next by 
a flagrantly false interpretation of the 
‘* fourth order *’—an interpretation so false 
that Nolan himself never conceived it pos- 
sible such a thing could be meant until the 
first line had actually started. Lucan be- 
gan by insulting his commander through 
his staff officer. The staff officer did all 
he could to enforce his orders, and lost his 
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life in trying to correct the inconceivable 
mistake into which Luean had compelled 
Cardigan to fall. That this crossing of 
the brigade front by Nolan could have had 
no Other object, appears very clearly by 
the evidence adduced (‘** Kinglake,’’ I1., 
510-13) ; and that he was perfectly right 
in so dving, no American officer will 
doubt. ‘Lhe question of who was wrong 
in the previous dispute is argued by Mr. 
Kinglake in a manner unfavorable to No- 
lan, it is true; but as the historian sub- 

mits all the facts with perfect candor, 
American officers will be able to form a 
much more correct opinion than the au- 
thor of the ** Invasion of the Crimea,’’ as 

to who was culpable, under sound milita- 
ry usage. | 

If, as he intimates (II., p. 504) some 
English officers actually hold that Lord 
Lucan ought to have put Nolan under ar- 
rest after his last words, ‘* There is your 
enemy ; there are your guns,”’ for disre- 
spect, then, indeed, are no blunders in- 
credible in a service holding such tradi- 
tions in regard to the position of a staff 
oficer charged with an order. In our 
Own service there could be no such dis- 
pute. Nolan would be clearly in the 
right all through, and Lucan deserving 
of nothing better than cashiering for his 
conduct in the matter. In fact, in our 

service, the staff are apt to presume to al- 
most any extent on their delegated au- 
thority, oftentimes acting as their gener- 
al’s representatives without any direct or- 
der whatever. But that sucha state of 
things, however hard it may be to the 
line, in the ease of an overbearing mem- 
ber of a general’s staff, is nevertheless bet- 
ter than the dispute between Lucan and 
Nolan, cannot be doubted. 

But that Russian shell proved a good 
friend to Luean. It slew the only man 
who could indisputably have proved him 
responsible for the blunder. He did not 
realize the full extent of the boon at 
first. Two days after the full disaster 
was over, he even incautiously admitted 
that he knew well enough which guns 
were meant by Lord Raglan’s order: 
not the guns at the end of the valley, but 
those on Causeway Ridge. (Kinglake, 
Il., 499, note.) But subsequent reflee- 
tion, and the generous forbearance of Lord 
Raglan, induced him to alter his tone. 
Nolan was dead. What was easier than 
to throw dirt on his graye and lay the 
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blame on him? ‘That Luean did so, the 
history of the Balaklava controversy 
shows. ‘lhe menof-routine, who had so 
long disliked Nolan for his talent and en- 
thusiusm, croaked out in sneering chorus, 
‘* See what your fine cavairy-book writer 
amounts to. A blundererafterall. Lucky 
for him he was killed.”’ 

‘The dead Nolan could not answer; the 
living Luean could speak in Parliament 
if he was not worth much in the field. 
Cardigan was his brother-in-law, and the 
two stuck together against the world, al- 
though they hated each other cordially. 
Between the two the dead man’s repu- 

tation was ruined, and all because he was 
poor and friendless. ‘There was none to 
defend his memory. Kinglake himself, 
while carefully exhuming the truth, seems 
so blinded by the prejudice engendered by 
these two powerful noblemen, that he 
speaks only in a pitying and apologetic 
tone of the unfortunate Nolan, blaming 
him gravely for disrespect to what he 

a , 
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seems to consider a superior officer. In 
fact, one thing about his whole conclusions 
is very noticeable. Nolan, dead in 1854, 
is blamed ; Cardigan, dead a year before 
the book was published, is blamed with 
some sharpness; Lucan, the real and only 
cause of the disaster, as shown by the 
facts, is hardly blamed at all. 

But then Luean is still alive, and an 
earl is a very powerful man in England. 
With perfect fairness and diligent effort 
after truth, it is yet evident that the gla- 
mour of rank is not without its effect on 
the historian. ‘Therefore, it has seemed 
peculiarly fitting that the justification of 
the gallant Nolan, and the exposure of his 
titled calumniator, the incapable Lucan, 
should be attempted, even at this late 
day, by one who has seen, under a Buford 
and a Sheridan, what cavalry can do 
rightly handled, and who is prouder of 
nothing in the world than the name of 
‘* volunteer cavalryman.”’ 

Launce Poyntz. 

‘ SUBNSELEN LIQ, 

-USH! the night is calm and quiet, 
| And the crescent moon hangs low ; 

Silence deep and wide hath power, 
And the south wind wanders slow 

Through a casement where the curtain 
Faintly rustles to and fro. 

Like a spirit softly sighing 
Flits it all the chamber round, 

W here the dim lamp fading, dying, 
Just dispels the gloom profound ; 

Hangs above two happy dreamers, 
By love’s perfect promise crowned. 

Eyen through the gates of slumber 
To the shadowy land of rest 

We still clasps his long-sought treasure 
Closely, closely to his breast, 

W ith the ardor of a passion 
Long denied and long repressed. 

With his lips still warm with kisses - 
Close and clinging as his own, 

Sighing still in happy dreaming 
For the joy his heart hath known— 

Sweetly, peacefully, he slumbers 
In the arms about him thrown. 

And she gazes at him thinking— 
Not of all her dreary years— 

Only of this isle of glory, 
Reached with many doubts and fears, 

Over love’s frail bridge of rainbows 
Fading in a mist of tears. 

Then she nestles still more closely 
To the heart so kind and dear, 

W Irispering, ‘* Loye me, love me, darling, 
All my hope and rest is here, 

And without thee earth is nothing 
But a desert cold and drear. 

‘Oh, that every night my slumbers 
Micht be so supremely blest, 

Bounded by thy dear embraces, 
Kissed from passion into rest ; 

I would ask no better heaven, 
Sheltered thus and thus caressed.” 

Fan them gently, odorous south wind, 

And begone on pinions fleet, 
Nothing in thy nightly journey 

Shall thy wandering vision greet, 
Half as perfect in fulfilment, 

Satisfying and complete. 
Mary L. Rrrrer. 



HUNG IN ARMOR. 

Wee you eyer at Gairskittery? 
~ No? Well, never go ; formeasles, 

famines, quacks, unpaid bills, tight stays, 
bad wine, and the ringleader of all our 

demagogues came from thence; so I will 
not describe it. The reader always likes 
to have some share in the book or article 
he is reading. It flatters him when the 
writer concludes that he knows enough 
to fill up details, 

I will merely mention that my tale be- 
gins at twelyeo’clock M. ; that themonth 
is August; that the trembling aspen 
treas were on one side of the road, and 
the broad sea on the other. Don’t you 
perceive that you know all the rest? that 
the trees are green, the ocean restless and 
duzzling, the sun hot, and the road intol- 
erably dusty? 

And now imagine on this road, back in 
the medimwval ages, not Mr. G. P. R. 
James’s solitary horseman, but two men, 
father and son, both shrewd country fel- 
lows, trotting along on two donkeys. 

** Shall we get there in time?’’ quoth 
the son. 

** Yes, it comes off at two o'clock, and 
now it is only a quarter past twelve.’ 

‘* | want to see it very much. No doubt 
he will be hung with the stolen armor on 
him.” 

* Yes, and that will be a grander sight 
than a black coat and a white tie.’’ 
“How did he get the idea of stealing a 

coat of mail?’’ 
** Not a hard idea to get." 
‘No, it was the armor that was hard 

to get,’’ said the son, who wanted to be 
witty. ‘* Was it very handsome ?’’ 

‘* Magnificent! All inlaid with gold.’’ 
““ And was he caught as he carried it 

off?” 
** Yes, for a suit of armor is not moved 

about as silently as a feather-bed ; so he 
very soon came toa place called‘ Stop !’” 

** Did the servants in the castle catch 
him??? 

‘+ Not they—they were frightened-——”’ 
‘* Of course,” interrupted the son, ‘* else 

there would be no fun in being a rob- 
ber,”* 

“* Nor any excitement in being robbed. 

But they did not think that there was any 
robber in the case.” 

‘* What then? ”’ 
“ They thought it was a ghost. The 

rascal, who was as strong as a horse, car- 
ried the suit of armor in front of him, se 
that it looked as if a giant or the Com- 
mendatore in ‘ Don Giovanni ’ was tramp- 
ing downthe stairs. Lt made a most hor- 
rible noise. Unluckily for the thief, the 
lord of the castle, who was as bold as 
Baron Munchausen, and feared neither 
ghosts nor men, had not yet fone to bed. 
He had been absorbed.in reading a heroie 
book ealled ‘ Squeeky,’ which was written 
in a country where they have abolished the 
have-his-earcass act, and all the brigadier- 
generals are presidents of colleges. He 
was quietly ascending the stairs as the 
thief was coming down, and he just ar- 
rested him; and as they lived in a coun- 
try where honest men can recoyer their 
own, the Baron sent him off to prison.” 

** And he was tried? ”’ 
‘* Yes, and sentenced to be hung in the 

stolen armor.” 
‘* But why, inthe name of old Nixon? ’”’ 

‘* Aha! The lord of the castle knew 
very well what he was about. He hada 
keen eye to the main chance; a suit of 
armor in which a man has been hung is a 
talisman. He had conceived a scheme 
greater than any ever concocted in the 
_windy brain of a first-class political econo- 
mist. He would wear this armor in the 
impending war; and the story spreading 
far and wide, the enemy’s knees would 
double up with fear, and no one would 
dare to touch the man eased in that awful 
suit.’’ 

** How veryclever! Come, let us hurry ; 

for after hearing all this | would gtve 
all I have, and a little more too, to see the 
hanging.” 

So the father and son jogged on, and 
half an hour after they reached Gnair- 
skittery. | 

There was an immense crowd in the 
square. In the centre was 4 very fine 
gallows, of magnificent rosewood, not very 
tall, for the criminal was a low fellow, 
hut still there was ample room for him to 
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dance between heayen and earth, and the 
rope was already twisting about in the 
wind like an eel hung up by his tail. 

The criminal would have an uninter- 
rupted view of the ocean, if that was any 
consolation ; and besides, those who know 
say that hanging is not unpleasant. 

Our two donkey-men pushed into the 
crowd, and waited with the rest, but 

with less fatigue than the rest, as they 
were mounted, 

They did not haye to wait long. At 
precisely two o'clock the prison gates 
swung open, and the procession appeared. 

The robber was dressed in the splendid 
armor. He was mounted on an ass, with 

his head turned toward its tail. His 
visor was down and so was his head. His 
hands were tied behind him. Judging by 
his attitude, his reflections were not 
agreeable. 

They rode him in front of the gallows. 
It was an unwelcome sigcht., He was 
wishing that he knew nothing about what 
was happening te him; he enyied a little 
dog that somebody kicked. A butterfly 
flew past. He thought it insulting to 
him, which was rather a hasty induction; 
but he had yery little time to correct er- 
rors in reasoning, for the hangman put 
up his ladder, and the priest read the 
sentence. 

The thief never stirred; and the spec- 
tators watched the motionless figure, and 
hoped that he would not be guilty of the 
audacious swindle of dying before he was 
hung. 
They ordered him to get down, but he 

remained silent and motionless as the 
sphinx. 

Then the irritated hangman seized him 
by the arms and pulled him down, and 
stood him on the ground. In one minute 
he had gone through the alphabet from 
an upright [ to a zig-zag Z. 

‘Is there anything you want?” growl- 
el the hangman. 
sess it 
‘* What is it?—and be quick.” 
‘My pardon.”’ 
The judge and the lord of the castle 

shrugged their shoulders, and motioned 
to the hangman to proceed. 

He tried to make the thief go up the 
ladder, but it was no easy matter. It is 
really absurd, but you have no idea of the 
difficulty of persuading some people to 
die, 
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With superhuman effort the hangman 
hoisted him up, and nearly exploded him- 
self in doing it, while the thief kept 
praying that Heayen a gift would give 
him, which would enable him to eyapor- 
ate then and there intoammoniacal or de- 
moniacal gas; and condense comfortably 
back again somewhere outside of Gair- 
skittery. 

But making personal use of gases 
was not so common in those days as 
now; so the nouse was slipped round his 

neck, and with a vigorous kick the hang- 
man launched him into space. 

Lhe crowd applauded and shuddered, 
and little children, with long curls fluat- 
ing behind them like golden clouds, were 
held up by their mothers, the better to 
see the show. 

The body twisted and turned, and then 
hung down stiff. The Z became [ again. 

The men on the donkeys had watched 
breathless till if was over. ‘* Well.”’ 
said the son, ** the poor wretch has paid 
dear for not stealing the armor.”’ 

‘* But he meant to steal it, and the will 
has been made to suffer for the deed. 
Jayelins! it was not very pleasant to 
see.’ 

Twenty minutes after, our travellers 
trotted away. ‘They stopped in the little 
town, where they had money to receive, 
and toward nightfall they departed for 
home, quite riotous with good luck and 
good spirits; for they had collected their 
money,and were aiso filled with wine. 

The next day, just before daylight, two 
soldiers came from the castle to take down 
the body, and return the now inyaluable 
armor to theirlord. But they met withan 
unexpected surprise. The gallows was 
there, and the rope twisting in the wind, 
but the man in armor was not. 

The soldiers rubbed their eyes and 
clanged their sabres and brandished their 
poleaxes ; then they stabbed, poked, prick- 
ed, scratched, and ripped up all the bushes 
far and near, but no man in armor turned 

up, any more than the one who was to be 
eut down; and what was strangest of all, 
the rope was neither broken nor seyered, 
but just as it had been before the execu- 
tion took place. 

Fast they hurried home to tell the un- 
welcome news to the lord of the castle, 
who would not believe them, but set out 
to look for himself. He was such a high 
and mighty lord that he thought the crium- 
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inal might be there to oblige Azm, and so 
it was a pity that he saw just what the 
vthers had deseribed. 
What had become of the dead man? for 

dead he was, as all the people knew. Had 
some other thief taken advantage of the 
night to carry off the armor? That was 
plausible, but what did he want of the 
body? «Had his friends and relations been 
there? That was not unlikely, only he 
had no friends or relations, and if he had, 
they would have taken the body and left 
the armor. 
The lord of the castle was in despair. 

He was ‘‘ sold,’ as they say in these de- 
generate days. He advertised a great re- 
ward: no one came for it. He caused all 
the houses to be searched: it was boot- 
less: ‘Then he consulted a wise man of 
ancient Gotham, the same one who plant- 
ed a hedge around the cuckoo to keep 
spring all the year, and to him he pro- 
pounded this question : 

‘* How can a man who has been hung 
escape from the rope by which he is sus- 
pended? *’ 

The wise man from Gotham took three 
weeks to study up this subject, and gaye 
this answer: ‘** He cannot.’ 
Then the lord of the castle put this 

question: ‘* A thief who could not steal 
when he is alive, being condemned to 
death for stealing—can he steal after he is 
dead?” 

The wise man std ait tGeL Oni upon 
his hand, and looked as wise and old as 
anything except the difference between 
right and wrong, and replied, ‘* Yes.’’ 

The lord of the castle asked him, 
+ Howie? 

lle said he could not tell; and he was 
the wisest man of his time. 
They sent him home, and began to be- 

lieve that the thief was a sorcerer, and 
ordered masses to lay his vindictive spirit, 
for they believed that he would take 
speedy vengeance on the lord of the castle 
and all who had helped to bang him. 

The moon 0’ nights waxed and waned, 
and @ month passed by. ‘The gallows 
still stood there, despised and neglected, 
Never had a gallows so betrayed the un- 
suspecting confidence of the public. 

And the lord of the castle wandered 
about asking for his armor, from man, 
from woman, and from the devil, who he 
now believed had personated the thief. 

Nothing came of it, 
15 
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At last he was just about to give it up, 
When one morning as he awoke a great 
noise and shouting reached his ears, com- 
ing from the public square. 

Ilis servants rapped hurriedly upon his 
door, and as he opened it they screamed 
together, *‘My lord, my lord, do you 
know what has happened?’ 

** No; butif you will hold your tongues. 
long enough, [am going toask. What is 
Lk?” 

** A miracle!’ — 
** Really ?”’ 
‘** Yes! the criminal—he is there on the: 

gallows, with your armor, and dead! ”’ 
** Dead? ”’ 
** Quite dead! 

aa AA) | ad 
‘* Did he have spurs on when he was: 

hung? Steel spurs, my lord?” 
es No.” 

‘* But he has them now,’’ cried the- 
men, their eyes rolling wildly with fright ;. 
and then they gasped out in awful whis- 
pers, ‘‘ And his helmet, my lord! His- 
helmet is not on his head. He has taken 
it off. He has placed it carefully on the- 
ground, and he hangs bareheaded! ”’ 

The lord of the castle turned pale. 
There was nothing like it in **‘ Squeeky ”’— 
not eyen a pumpkin ghost or a pasteboard: 
bogy to be seared at. It was contrary to- 
nature for a dead man to come back and: 
hang himself again—contrary to nature: 
in every sense; and in those medizyal 
ages there were no Foxes to say and geese- 
to believe that spirits came back. It. 
must be the Monarch of Evil himself! 
But the Baron had never been afraid of 
man, or the potentate just mentioned, andi 
he was not going to begin now; so with a 
deep returning flush on his face, the ex- 
pression of which grew firmer every mo- 
ment, hé dressed himself quickly and ran 
down to the square. 

It was eyen so. The thief hung bare- 
headed, the spurs on his feet, the helmet 
on the ground beneath him; and everybo- 
dy was shouting, ‘‘ A miracle! a mira- 
cle!” 

‘‘ He has repented,’’ cried some, ‘* and 
come back and rehung himself! ’’ 

‘‘He has always been here,’’ cried 
others, ‘‘ only his sorcery concealed him.’’ 

‘* But why thosespurs? THe must haye 
gone away on some unfinished business. 
What a fool to come back at all!” 

for the Baron, surer than ever of 

Only ——’’ 
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the inestimable, life-preserving talisman 
which he who wore the armor would pos- 
sess, he carried off his property trium- 
phant. He took the spurs too, which was 
practical justice perhaps, but not exactly 
a point of honor. 

The ** Saturday Review ’”’ of those me- 
dizeval days gave three versions of this 
strange story. 

The wise man of ancient Gotham de- 
clared, through the pages of the ‘* Re- 
view,’ that if at the last moment the suf- 
ferer had will enough, he might absorb 

his body into his wd7; and as the will is 
Invisible, the body would be invisible like- 
wise; but the body reappeared at the end 
of a month because his will suddenly 
** caved in,’’ so tosay. This was a capi- 
tal theory, and might be essayed bey all 
the poor dear murderers, if they could seé 
that it led to anything at all satisfactory 
in the end, which it don’t. — 

The next version was offered by Dr. 
Phthisgig, who was then delivering lec- 
tures in the Centre of Creation, otherwise 
-ealled ‘* The Hub.’’ ‘The ** Reyiew’’ had 
just reported a remarkable one, in which 
the learned doctor had proved inductive- 
ly, deductively, productively, and seduc- 
tively, that spiders carried their ears in 
their legs. ‘This profound philosopher 
maintained that the animal on the gallows 
eseaped, but being pursued by an awful 
phantom ealled Remorse, he could not 
endure his life longer than a month, and 
had come back to be pious and good and 
do justice on himself. Dear old Dr. 
Phthisgig! L honor him for believing 
that there is something divine in the worst 
natures. ‘True, when his wife puts her 
boots on of a morning, she finds little 
‘snakes squirming up, Which the good man 
has tucked up in the boots togkeep s 
and warm over nixht. But never mind, 
his heart is all right: and he*: “the sim- 
plest, pleasantest, kindliest Bl 

many good, and pious, 
sophers do congregate. 
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safe . 

*Dominie= 

Sampson of a philosopher in all the ‘Hub ; me 
which is saying octavo volumes, where so Gre 

and learned philo- times. 

[AuG. 

“* Javelins!’’ exclaimed the father, 
** what’s that? ”’ 

The son tumbled upside down off the 
donkey, and yelled with all his might. 

© O—l!”’ groaned the man on the 
gallows; ‘* bave mercy! help me down! ”’ 

With quaking knees the father mount- 
ed the ladder, and found that the rope had 
caught round the helmet instead of the 
neck of the thief, who was as alive as 
alive could be. 

Accordingly he took him down, and, 
penetrated with pity, the two men car- 
ried him to their home. 

Alas! why is it that a man who has 
once stolen will steal again? Is it foree 
of habit, methodic science, special, innate 
depravity, or predestination? Sheltered, 
fed, and kindly entreated, this scamp 
made up his mind to steal the country- 
man’s donkeys, his daughter, and the 
spurs, which were an heirloom of value. 
In fact there was nothing else of value to 
steal. 

And so one night when the church clock 
chimes struck the last quarter to eleven, 
there was a sudden ery in the eountry- 
man’s house of ‘* Help! help! murder! ”’ 
for the gag with which the thief had 
sought to stifle her cries had fallen from 
the young girl’s mouth. In an instant, 
with a horrible oath, her father was on 
him. He threw him down; he stamped 
his foot on his prostrate body; he lifted 
the fellow and hurled him across the 
room; he hustled him into another, and 

there, with his son’s help, he bound him 
fast, and the next night the two men car- 
ried the wretch back to the gallows, 
dressed in the stolen armor, and taking 
off the helmet to make sure this time that 
the rope fitted his neck, once more he was 
swung into the air, ane this time he hung 

yy the neck until he was dead. 
The spurs, which were buckled on the 

s of the mailed boots, they forgot to 
ove. ‘The young girl was safe, and 

loes- not think of trifles at such 

Of these three versions you ean choose 
But thirdly, and finally, a medizyval “which you please. 

reporter, who had ‘* interviewed *’ every- 
body upon whom he could lay hands, de- 
clared that those country fellows going 
home at night passed the gallows on their 
way. | 
A long and pitiful groan sounded in 

their startled ears. 

As for the lord of the castle, he put on 
his armor, which was to be such a sure 
talisman against squibs, and crackers, 
and boiling pitch, and guns, and sal 
labalas, and lightning, and ‘striding off 
to the wars he was killed the ven first 
man. 



THE PARKMAN MURDER. 

OSTON papers of about November 
25, 1849, contained notices like the 

following : 

$3,000 REWARD! 

Dr. GRORGE PARKMAN, 4 well-known citi- 
zen of Boston, left his residence, No. 8 WALNUT 
ATREET, on Friday last. Heis 60 years of age, 

about 5 feet 9 inches high; gray hair, thin 
face, with a scar under the chin; light com- 
plexion, and usually walks very fast. Ife was 
dressed in a dark frock-coat, dark pantaloons, 
purple silk vest, with dark figured black stock, 
and black hat. 
As be may have wandered from home in con- 

eequence of some sudden aberration of mind, 
being perfectly well when he left his house; or, 
as he had with him a large sum of money, he 
muy have been fonlly dealt with, the above 

reward will be paid for information which will 

lead to his discovery, if alive; or for the detec- 

tion and conviction of the perpetrators, if any 

injury may have been done to him. 
A suitable reward will be paid for the dis- 

covery of his body. 
ROBERT G, SHAW. 

Robert G. Shaw was a brother-in-law 
of the missing man. 

Dr. George Parkman was a well-known 
member of one of the well-known fami- 
lies of Boston. His brother, the Rev. Dr. 
Francis Parkman, was pastor of the North 
(Unitarian) Chureh on Hanover street. 
Ile was not himself at this time in regu- 
lar practice, but had become a consider- 
able owner of real estate in small parcels, 
buying and selling both houses and lands 
in the city with such frequency that the 
transfers of this class of property in which 
his name appeared occupied no incon- 
an, ara in the registry of deeds. 
He made a business of loaning money in 
sinall sums upon bond and mortgage, and 
was reputed an austere and exacting 
creditor. 
Among Dr. Parkman’s unfortunate 

_ debtors was Dr. John W. Webster, pro- 
fessor of chemistry both in Harvard Col- 
lege and at the Medical College or 
Grove street in Boston, not far from Be 
bridge leading to Cambridge, and close to 
the Charles river. Professor Webster 
lived with his faunily, a wife and several 
daughters, in Cambridge. His business 
relations with Dr. Parkman dated as far 
buck as 1842, at which time he had bor- 

rowed from him $400, giving his note 
therefor. This note had not been fully 
paid by 1847, when Dr. Parkman 
and a few others made Professor Web- 
ster an additional loan, in connection 
with which Dr. Parkman took a mort- 
gage on all of Professor Webhster’s per- 
sonal property, including his household 
furniture and cabinet minerals. ‘This 
mortgage, which was in part security for 
the unpaid balance of the note of 1842, 
was in all for the sum of $427.27, or 
thereabouts. 

So matters stood in 1849, when Dr. 
Parkman learned that Professor Webster 
had sold these same mortgaged minerals 
to Robert G. Shaw, who, of course, was 
entirely ignorant of his brother-in-law’s 
claim upon them. Dr. Parkman was 
naturally greatly incensed at this breach 
of honor, as he considered it, on the part 
of his debtor, whom he seems at once to 
have charged with fraudulent intent, 
and forthwith set about forcing payment 
from him. Professor W ebster’s remuner- 
ation for his lectures at the Medical Col- 
lege was derived wholly or in part from 
the sale of tickets to the students, and 
Dr. Parkman went so far as to consult 
the selling agent on one or two occasions 
with referenee to any funds of Professor 
Webster’s that might be in his hands. 
In this and other ways he followed up his 
debtor very closely, always with demands 
for the payment of the debt, and threats 
and intimations of what would happen if 
it wasnot paid. Finally, on the morning 
of November 23, 1849, Professor Webster 
ealled at Dr. Parkman’s house in Boston, 
and then and there made an appointment 
with him to come to his rooms in the 
Medieal College at half-past one o'clock 
that afternoon to.effect a settlement. Dr. 
Parkman kept the appointment. Ile was 
seen approaching the Medical College and 
entering Professor Webster’s rooms a few 
minutes before the hour named, and he 
wis never seen again. 

Dr. Parkman’s family, unacquainted 
with the fact of this appointment, were 
made anxious by his failure to return to 
dinner, for he was a very punctual man. 
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When night came and he still did not 
appear, they were alarmed, for he was a 
thoroughly domestic man, The next day, 
Saturday, the 24th, was one of great un- 
easiness not only to his family but to his 
friends; and the police haying been in- 
formed of his disappearance, search was 
instituted. Handbills were posted, and 
advertisements published in the papers, 
one of which appears at the head of this 
article. Butall to no purpose. ‘he fly- 
ing rumors of his haying been seen here 
and there were traced and hunted down, 
and found to be’ without any tangible 
basis. And little by little the conviction 
settled upon the minds of his relatives 
and friends that he had met with foul 
play at the hands of some person or per- 
sons unknown. 

About four o’clock on the afternoon of 
Sunday, the 25th, the next day but one 
after the disappearance, Professor W eb- 
ster called on the Rey. Dr. Francis Park- 
man, to say that he had seen by the 
‘Transcript,’ only the evening before, 
that Dr. George Parkman was missing, and 

he came to inferm the family that he was 
st his rooms im the Medical College by ap- 
pointment on the Friday before, about 
half-past one, at which time and place he 
had paid him money—$483 and some odd 
cents was the amount. ‘* He had some 
papers in his hand,’’ said Professor Web- 
ster, ‘‘ and he took out one and dashed 

his penacross the paper.”” ‘Then, he went 
on to say, Dr. Parkman went out and left 

the Colleze, walking with great haste, 
and guing, as he thought it possible, to 
Cambridge, to cancel the mortgaze—a 
matter which, on receiving the payment, 
he had promised to see to. 

This information, the first which the 
family received of this interview of the 
missing man with Professor Webster, 
served to confirm their worst apprehen- 
sions. It seemed reasonable to suppose 
that on leaving the Medical College he 
had been followed by some one, waylaid, 
and murftered for his money. Acting on 
this presumption, the search for the body 
was curried on with renewed yigor. The 
whole West End of the city, in which 
quarter the greater partof Dr. Parkman’s 
real estate was situated, was gone over 

with the utmost thoroughness. It was 
thought that he might have been enticed 
into sone of the tenement houses which 
be owned, and killed by one of his ten- 
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ants. ‘These houses were hunted hich 
and low. The river was dredged. On 
Monday, merely asa matter of form, the 
Medical College was searched. Professor 
Webster was in one of his rooms when 
the officers presented themselyes, and, 
though the door was locked, opened it, 
admitted them, and accompanied them 
into his laboratory below. ‘The visit was 
a briefone. ‘The officers came again the 
following day, and on reaching Professor 
Webster’s apartments were received hy 
him with the same politeness he had 
manifested the day before. They told 
him that they had no suspicions of him, 
but were only obeying general orders, 
which was entirely true, The neighbor- 
hood was being searched ; for form’s sake 
the Medical College must be, where the 
missing man had last been seen. Pro- 
fessor Webster made no objection to their 
looking through his rooms, but wished 
that ‘‘ nothing might be turned over.’’ 
There was a small room divided off in 
the rear of one of the apartments which 
one of the officers made a movement as if 
to enter. Professor Webster remarked 
that that was a room in which he kept 
his valuable and dangerous articles, and 
the officer accordingly drew hack, with 
the remark that he did not care to ** get 
blowed up.”’ The yarious features of the 
premises were examined with what seem- 
ed sufficient care, but no discoveries of 

importance were made. The appearance 
of things was entirely natural. In one 
place was a furnace, the fire in which 
was brightly burning. In the southwest 
corner of one room stood a large tea-chest, 
which on being opened was found to be 
filled with tan, a layer of minerals oceu- 
pying the top. Some of the officers took 
up the minerals and looked at them with 
passing curiosity. The stairs which led 
to the lower laboratory on the cellar floor 
were noticed to be spotted in one place, 
but as if by water. ‘In due time the 
search at the Medical College was com- 
pleted, and the officers left, to prosecute. 
their investigation in other quarters. 
Not one of them seemed to have had any 
Suspicion as to the facts. 

There was one man, however, whose 
suspicions had been awakened. This was 
Elijah Littlefield, for a number of years the 
janitor of the college building. ‘The fol- 
lowing train of circumstances prepared his 
mind for the conyiction which slowly took 
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possession of it, that Professor Webster 
_ knew something about Dr, Parkman’s 
disuppearinee, 

On the 19th of November, the Monday 
previous to the futal Friday, he had been 
present at an interview between Professor 
Webster and Dr. Parkman in the rooms 
of the former, He was assisting the 
Professor at the time in some chemical 
preparations, and overheard in part the 
conversation which took place between 
him and Dr. Parkman. It related to a 
mortgage and other money matters, and 
was marked by something like hard 
words. It was evident that the two men 
were not on amicable terms. Later on 
the same day Professor Webster had ques- 
tioned Littlefield about a vault under the 
entry floor, designed as a receptacle for 
the remains of subjects from the dissect- 
ing-room in thesame building ; his ques- 
tions relating to its exact situation, to 
the way in which access had been had to 
it at a certain time previous for the pur- 
pose of effecting repairs, to the possibility 
of getting a light into the vault, etc., ete. 
He said in explanation that he desired to 
get some gas out of the vault with which 
to tryanexperiment. The day following, 
Tuesday, Littlefield had received from 
Professor Webster a note to be delivered 
by a trustworthy messenger into Dr. 
Parkman’s hands. On the morning of 
Friday he made Professor Webster’s fire 
as usual, and at about a quarter before 
two p.M., while looking out the front 
door, he saw Dr. Parkman approaching 
the building, walking very fast. He did 
not, however, see him enter, having him- 

self iinmediately gone into a room near by 
to await the close of Dr. Oliver Wendell 
Holmes’s lecture, when he was to help 
clear away his things. After discharg- 
ing this latter duty, he came down and 
locked the front door, Dr. Holmes going 
away about a quarter past two. ‘The 
lectures being over for the day, it was 
then his business to clear out the furnaces 
and stoves. He did this with respect to 
those which warmed several of the lec- 
ture-rooms, and then proceeded, as was 
his wont, to ‘‘ clear up ”’ the rooms oceu- 
pied by Professor Webster. ‘The door by 
which he usually entered he found bolted. 
There were other doors. He tried them 
one after the other. They were likewise 
bolted. He, however, heard some one 
walking about inside, and recognized the 
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sound of the Cochitaate water running. 
Then he went back to lis kitchen (the 
janitor and his family lived in the col- 
lege) to wait until Professor Webster 
should have got through. A little after 
four he returned to the bolted doors. 
They were still bolted. About half past 
five, while sitting in his kitchen, foot- 
steps were heard on the back stairs that 
led froin the front entry. Going out into 
the entry, he saw that it was Professor 
Webster coming down. ‘he Professor 
had a candle in his hand, which he blew 
out and left on the settee, and then pass- 
ed out through the shed. Littlefield, 
having a party to attend that night, de- 
ferred a third attempt to get into the 
rooms for the purpese of ** clearing up”*’ 
until his return, about ten o’clock, and 
then he found the laboratory door still 
locked—an occurrence which he did not 
remember ever to have known before. 
On Saturday morning he got into the lec- 
ture-room, but could not get through a 
private room into the lower laboratory. 
A little later in the day Professor Web- 
ster appeared, and requested Littlefield to 
make a fire for him. Littlefield did so, 
and heard Professor Webster in his rooms 
at various times during the day. He 
also heard the water running. ‘There 
were no lectures this day in Professor 
Webster’s rooms. On Monday and Tues- 
day these incidents were repeated with 
unimportant variations; the janitor re- 
peatedly attempting to enter the rooms, 
and as often finding the Professor in oe- 
cupation at unexpected hours or else the 
doors fastened. On ‘Tuesday he found 
him in the lecture-room, locked in. He 
offered to build a fire in the furnace, but 
Professor Webster said no, ‘' the things 
for his lecture that day would not stand 
much heat.’’ It was ‘Thanksgiving week, 
and there were to be no lectures at the 
college alter Tuesday, yet on Wednesday 
Professor Webster was in his rooms early. 
That afternoon Littlefield, passing up one 
of the staircases, felt heat through the 
wall which he knew must come from a 
fire in a furnace in Professor Webster's 
laboratory, which was seldom if ever 
used. After making one or two unsue- 
cessful attempts to enter the apartment 
by the usual approaches, he succeeded in 
gaining access by a window, and found, 
as he suspected, a fire in this unused fur- 

nace. It was covered, however, by a 
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piece of soapstone, on which had been 
laid seyeral pots of minerals and an iron 
cylinder, and the janitor did not venture 
to move anything. He saw nothing of 
Professor Webster. It should be said 
here that Littlefield had accompanied the 
officers in their examination of the pre- 
mises on Tuesday. 

All the foregoing circumstances, with a 
few others of the same sort, were quite 
enough to awaken suspicion in Little- 
field’s mind, but a suspicion so dreadful 
that he was some time in fairly entertain- 
ing it, and altogether loath to impart it 
to anybody but his wife. But by this 
time the middle of the week, the suspi- 
cion had become well defined, and he se- 
cretly determined to make some further 
investigations on his own account. It 
was beginning to be felt outside, he saw, 
that if the body of Dr. Parkman was to be 
found anywhere, it would be somewhere 
within the walls of the Medical College, 
the building which he had been seen to 
enter on the Friday before, and never to 
leave. Who so likely to be connected in 
people’s minds with the disappearance of 
such a man, under such circumstances, as 
the janitor of the building? Littlefield 
reasoned that perhaps his own safety lay 
in the detection of the real criminal. 

On Thursday, the 29th, he began his 
operations. It was Thanksgiving day. 
His first object was to get access to the 
vault of Professor Webster’s private privy, 
the only place which had not been search- 
ed before. It had seemed to him that on 
Tuesday when the officers approached the 
privy door, which opened out of the lower 
laboratory, and had inquired, ‘* What 
place is this?’’ Professor Webster had 
tried to draw their attention to other 
parts of the room. 

It is unnecessary to describe in detail 
the method or the progress of the janitor’s 
explorations in the cellar of the Medical 
College. It is enough tosay that by dint 
of much secrecy and no little labor, and 
encouraged by some of the authorities 
whom he found to be already sharing his 
own suspicions, he succeeded in breaking 
through the heavy brick wall which di- 
vided off the vault from the cellar. There 
was no opening whatever to the vault 
save that in the seat above, but through 
the interstices in the stone at one side the 
tide water of the Charles river ebbed and 
flowed. The yault was thus so arranged 
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as to be regularly and thoroughly cleansed 
of its liquid contents, while any solid body 
it would necesearily retain. And here, in 
this dark and fetid chamber, on Friday, 
the 30th, just one week from the disap- 
pearance of Dr, Parkman, Littlefield dis- 
covered portions of his dismembered and 
mutilated body. With them were towels 
marked with the letter ‘* W,’’ similar to 

those used by Professor Webster in the 
rooms above, 

The effect of this astounding discovery 
upon Littlefield, and upon those to whom 
it was at once communicated, including 
some of the friends of the murdered man, 
as well as the uuthorities, can better be 
imagined than described. A thorough . 
reexamination of Dr. Webster’s apart- 
ments was immediately instituted, and re- 
sulted in further terrible revelations. In 
the furnace above referred to were found, 
mixed and more or less fused with the 
slag and cinders resulting from the com- 
bustion of coal, great numbers of human 
bones, as well as several blocks of artifi- 
cial teeth. And to crown all, when the 

tea-chest which on their first visit the of- 
ficers had dismissed with a passing glance, 
filled as it apparently was with minerals 
packed in tan, was now dragged out into 
the middle of the floor and turned over on 
its side, there fell out not only minerals and 
tan, but portions of a dismembered and 
mutilated body. When these portions 
were put in apposition with those found 
in the yault, the result was a human body 
minus head, arms, both feet, and the 
right lee from the knee down; anda body 
which in certain marked features corre- 
sponded yery strikingly to that of Dr. 
Parkman. As+such it was identified be- 
yond a doubt by those who were best @e- 
quainted with him when liying; and i 
there had been a doubt it would have 
been set aside by the testimony of the 
dentist, who positively recognized the 
mineral teeth as part of a set which he 
had made for Dr. Parkman several years 
before. 

Under these circumstances there seem- 
ed only one course to be pursued—to ar- 
rest Professor Webster. His arrest was 
in fact determined upon as soon as the 
janitor had made the first of these discoy- 
eries in the vault. That very night the 
officers repaired to his house in Gam- 
bridge. He was informed that another 
search was about to be made at the Medi 
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eal College, and it was felt to be desira- 
ble that he should be there at the time, 
Ile responded willingly to the summons. 
On the way back in the carriage to Bos- 
ton, conversation turned upon the efforts 
that had been made to find Dr, Parkman’s 
body, and Professor Webster named a 
lady in that part of Cambridge known as 
the ‘* Port’? who was understood to have 
some information bearing on the case. He 
proposed that they should call upon her 
on the way. ‘The ofhcers, however, 

thought that that errand had better be de- 
ferred. On reaching Boston the carriage 
wis driven past the street leading to the 
Medienl College and drew up at the door 
of the jail. 

‘* What does all this mean?”’ asked 
Professor Webster of one of his conduc- 
tors, as they led bim into the inner office. 

‘* Dr. Webster,’’ was the officer’s reply, 
‘vou recollect I told you at the bridge 
that soundings had been had above and 
below the bridge. We have been sound- 
ing in and about the College. We have 
done looking for the body of Dr. Park- 
man. We shall not look for his body any 
more; and you are now in custody on the 
charge of the murder of Dr. Parkman.”’ 

At first Professor Webster was but lit- 
tle affected by this announcement, except 
that he wished word to be sent to his fam- 
ily. He soon became visibly excited, 
however, and afterward greatly prostrat- 
ed. Later in the evening he was taken to 
the Medical College and confronted with 
the remains which had been found in the 
vault. His agitation here was extreme ; 
he attempted to drink, but could not; and 
the help of the officers was necessary to 
enable him to stand. His perspiration 
was so profuse as to be noticed by others 
throngh his clothing. 

‘* Why don’t they ask Littlefield?”’ he 
said, as he was put into the carriage to be 
carried back to the jail. ‘* He can ex- 
plain all this. He has the care of the dis- 
secting-room.”’ 

And then he was left in his cell for the 
night, in apparently great distress of 
mind and body. 
On the following day he casually re- 

marked: This is no more Dr. Park- 
man's body than it is my body; and how 
in the world it came there I don’t know.” 
And then he added: ‘* 1 never liked the 
looks of that Littlefield, the janitor. I op- 
posed his coming there all [ could.”’ 
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Poor man! It is not strange that 
such a bungling attempt to divert suspi- 
cion from himself in two different direc- 
tions at thesame time, was regarded as a 
betrayal of a guilty secret which he alone 
possessed. 

This week of immunity had not passed, 
however, without other attempts to throw 
the investigation off the track, and shield 
the real criminal. Upon the trial the 
following letters were presented, there 
being no little evidence that each of them, 
though in a disguised handwriting, was 
the work of Professor Webster himself: 

Boston, Noyember 31, 1849, 

4 

Mr. Tukey,* 

DEAR 51k: I haye been considerably interest- 

ed in the recent affair of Dr. Parkman, and I 
think I can recommend means, the adoption of 
which might result in bringing to light some of 

the mysteries connected with the disappearance 

of the aforementioned gentleman, 

In the first place, with regard to the searching 

of honses, etce., I would recommend that partic- 

ular attention be paid to the appearance of cel- 
lar floors : Do they present the appearance of 

having been recently dug into and covered up 
again ; or might not the part of the cellar where 
he was buried have been covered by the piling 
of wood? Secondly, have the outhouses and 

necessaries been carefully examined ? have they 

been raked sufliciently ? 

Probably his body was cut up and placed ina 

stout bag, containing heavy weights, and thrown 

olf one of the bridges—perhaps Craigie’s—and I 

wowd recommend the firing of cannon from 
some of these bridges, and from various parts 
of the harbor and river, in order to cause the 

parts of the body to rise to the surface of the 
water. This, I think, will be the last resort, and 

it should be done effectually. 

And I recommend that the cellars of the 
houses in East Cambridge be examined. 

Yours respectfully, 
VIs. 

The next letter was also addressed to 
Mr. Tukey, and was postmarked Novem- 
ber 26: 

Dr. Sir—— 
You will find Dr. Parkman 
Murdered on brooklynt 
heights. yours, M.—— 

Os ptain of the Dart. 

The next and last, which was also di- 
rected to Mr. Tukey, was dropped in the 
East Cambridge post-office. It was en- 
closed in a light pink envelope, looking 
something like chemical filtering paper: 

Dr. Parkman was took 

on Bord the ship hereulon 

and this is al L dare to say 
as I shal be kild 

Est Cambge, one of 

* Mr. Tukey was the City Marshal. 
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the men 
give me his watch 

but I was feared to 
keep it and throwd 
it in the water rigt side 
the road to the 

Cam bige to 
Bost. 

The sensation produced by the arrest of 
Professor Webster, followed as it was by 
the prompt verdict of the Coroner's jury 
laying the murder of Dr. Parkman to his 
charge, and his indictment by the Grand 
Jury for the crime, was profound; and 
when the case came to trial the following 
March, before the full bench of the Su- 
preme Judicial Court of Massachusettts, 
Chief Justice Lemuel Shaw presiding, as- 
sisted by Associate Justices Samuel Wilde, 
Charles A. Dewey, and Theron Metcalf, 
it attracted uncommon attention through- 
out the country. The prosecution was 
conducted by Attorney-General John H. 
Clifford and George Bemis, Esq., and the 
defence by the Hon. Pliny Merrick and Ed- 
ward D. Sohier, Esq. 

The theory of the prosecution was of 
eourse plain. It was that Professor Web- 
ster, in debt to Dr. Parkman, and har- 
assed beyond endurance by his creditor, 

secured his presence in his rooms at the 

Medical College on the fatal Friday, at a 

time when he would be free from ordinary 
eccupations and interruptions for several 
days; and that he then and there murder- 
ed him with the intent of utterly destroy- 
ing the body piece by piece in the fire or 
by chemical means, in the use of which he 
had skill and experience ; in which pro- 

cess he was discovered and arrested, with 

the undestroyed parts of the body of the 
victim still on his hands. ‘The several de- 
tails of this theory were supported by the 

amplest and strongest sort of cireuistan- 

tial evidence, some of which has already 

been presented. 
Professor Webster’s plea was ‘‘ Not 

guilty ;’’ and his defence was restricted to 
the proof of his previous excellent char- 
acter and high standing; of his natural 
bearing during the days immediately fol- 
lowing Dr. Parkman’s disappearance, 
when, as was alleged, his hands were 

reeking with the blood of murder; and 
also of the theory that Dr. Parkman had 
been seen on the streets of Boston subse- 
quent to the time of his interview with 
the prisoner at the Medical College. 
Could the latter point have been estab- 
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lished to the satisfaction of the jury, it 
would of course have changed the whole 

complexion of the case, and several trust- 
worthy witnesses testified in the most 
positive manner to haying thus seen Dr. 
Parkman. But to the minds of the jury 
the evidence was so overwhelming that 
he had never gone out of the Medical 
College after entering if by appointment 
with Professor Webster on that Friday af- 
ternoon, that nothing could stand against 
it; and the belief of his subsequent ap- 
pearance was set down as an instance of 
mistaken identity. 

It would be interesting, but within the 
limits proposed for this article it is im- 
possible, to sketch the course of the trial 
of this remarkable case in detail. Suffice 
it to say that on the eleventh day the 
case was given to the jury, at which junc- 
ture Professor Webster availed himself 
of his privileze of making any statement 
he chose in his own defence. His brief 
remarks, which were founded upon the 
presumption of his entire innocence of the 
crime with which he was charged, were 
chiefly in attempted explanation of some 
of the circumstances connected with the 
evidence against him. ‘* My very calm- 
ness has been brought against me,” he 
exclaimed. ‘* My trust has been in my 
God!’ The authorship of the anony- 
mous letters he most solemnly and posi- 
tively denied. 

The jury were prepared for a speedy 
though not precipitate verdict. It ap- 
pears that the twelve good men and true 
composing it, representing four different 
religious denominations, had agreed to 
the suggestion of the foreman, made at 
an early stage of the trial, to hold brief 
religious services every evening, soliciting 
divine guidance in the discharge of their 
momentous duty. When the case had 
been closed, and they finally retired to 
make up theit verdict, they again, before 
anything was done, united in prayer, the 
foreman calling upon one of the jurors to 
lead. A yote was then taken consecu- 
tively on the following questions : 

First. Are the remains of a human body, 

found in the Medical College on the 50th of No- 

vember, 1849, those of the late Dr. George Park- 

man? 

Second. Did Dr. George Parkman come to 
his deuth by the hands of Dr. John W. Webster, 
in the Medical College, on the 23d of November, 
1849? 

Third. Is Dr. John W. Webster guilty, as set 
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forth in the indictment, of the wilful murder of 
Dr. George Parkman? 

On each of these points the vote was 
unanimously in the affirmative, some dis- 
cussion preceding the decision of the sec- 
ond and third—and the jury with heavy 
hearts returned to the court-room to render 
their verdict of ** Guilty.’? ‘The effect of 
the announcement upon the prisoner was 
severe. When eyen the public had ex- 
pected that the jury would disagree, 
what must not have been his hopes? As 
the terrible answer of the foreman fell 
upon his ear, hestarted like a person shot ; 
his hand dropped upon the rail in front, 
his chin drooped upon his breast; and 
alter remaining thus a moment or two, 
he sank into the chair, covering his eyes 
with his hands. And when the presiding 
justice, in solemn but tender language, 
had concluded the sentence of death, the 
prisoner sank further back in his chair 
and wept. Then taking out his handker- 
chief, and wiping his face, he leaned for- 
ward and rested his forehead upon the 
bar, as if to conceal the current of his 
tears from the thousand eyes that were 
turned upon him; and in this position 
he remained some little time undisturbed. 

Professor Webster subsequently paid 
the penalty of death affixed to the crime 
of which he bad been convicted. Before the 
execution of fhe sentence, and in the 
hopes of effecting a commutation of it, he 
made a confession, to the effect that he 
wurdered Dr. Parkman, not premedita- 
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tedly, but in the heat of passion, caused 
by the irritating demeanor of his importu- 
nate creditor, and that the attempted de- 
straction of the body was an afterthought 
entirely. ‘This confession was not credited 
by the Governor and Council of the State, 
before whose notice it was brought in the 
hopes of saving the life of the unhappy 
iman—the former, at least, believing that 
Professor Webster enticed his victim to 
his death with the deliberate purpose of 
making way with the body by means 
at his hand, and thus concealing the 
crime, or at least destroying the evidence 
of it. 

It is also understood that Rufus Choate 
was at first solicited to undertake Profes- 
sor Webster’s defence, and that after a 

full examination of the case he consented 
to do so, provided the act of killing should 
be admitted and provocation be alleged in 
palliation of it; but this proposition was 
declined by the prisoner, or by those act- 
ing in his behalf, from what motives we 
leave the reader to determine. ‘There 
was little doubt at the time but that this 
line of defence would have proyed suc- 
cessful, and the crime, if crime was 

proved, thus have been extenuated. 
And so has passed into history one of 

the most remarkable murder cases of this 
country and this century, which, ghastly 
as its details may be, deserves remem- 
brance at such a time as the present, in 
view of its bearings on criminal juris- 
prudence. 

THE DOVES OF SAINT MARK. 

HREADING our way through alleys dark, 
Lo! ina breadth of liberal sun 

Laughs the piazza of Saint Mark, 
Gay with a triple Gonfalon! 

Flies the flag of United Italy 
Where the Winged Lion once pawed the air; 

And the Doves of Peace, on pure plumes, prettily 
Flutter into the square. 

King Victor Emmanuel enters Rome, 
Venice, to-day, joins festival 

With Italy all, for deliverance come 
From alien thrones and from priestly thrall. 
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Bat, divine with the Cross, in which all belieye, 
No blot on the festa is that fair church, 

Matched but in dreams or in pageants of eve, 

W here the pigeons build and perch. 

From the Campanile towering high, 
Where man, with the birds and the bells, may view 

The Tyrol peaks on the northern sky, 
And Adria’s spousal ring of blue; 

From the long arcades of the palace-fronts, 
Out of the dazzle of soft blue air, 

Swilftly, suddenly, all at once, 

They come from everywhere. 

None to startle them, none to molest, 

Fearless as harmless, those ring-doves tame 

Have been fed for centuries, by bequest 
Of a tender-hearted Venetian dame ; 

And as gentle a lady from over the sea , 
Calls them now to her lily hand, 

A golden-grained cornucopia 

Her symbol of command. 

All about her those lovely things 
Float, and flutter, and perch, and-coo, 

With a glisten of wings, and of rainbow rings 
On the soft necks arching up to view. 

Snowily gowned in purest white, 

Their white plumes touch her like flakes of snow— 
A more heavenly sight, O my heart’s delight, 

Charmed never this earth below! 

O my love, and my treasure-trove! 

Blissfully blest beyond words to speak, 

A moment half jealous of even the dove, 

That pecks at thy shoulder and dainty cheek, 
[ smile at the thought; and thy form above 
A yision of sweet Saint Mary bends, 

W here a virginal charm with thy rose of love 
Like the lily’s perfume blends! 

O simple doves, to Madonna dear! 
O lily-like Mary from over the sea! 

Welcome, O people assembled here, 
Their innocence to your jubilee! 

For it seems most meet, as it is most sweet, 

That by one from the world an Italian found, 

With a rapture of Peace and of grace complete, 
Should Italy’s joy be crowned! 

Witiram Greson. 
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** An infinite deal of nothing.” 

ELIBCEUS returned to Arcadie in 
the autumn of 1862, from a tem- 

porary encampment on Ship Island, 
He had not at that epoch bled for the 

country of his adoption, it is true; but 

that he had suffered in another sort for 

the cause, any one who has spent a sum- 

mer in the semi-tropical climate of the 

gulf islands, and experienced the rack and 
torture of the ** broken-bone fever,’’ can 
testify. | 

Meliboeus had been an exceedingly pas- 
sive verb under those ¢ireumstances—and 

the command of General — 
After that brilliant display of naval 

pyrotechnics which resulted in the sur- 
render of New Orleans, the troops were 
transported toa new parade-ground, being 
permitted to exchange the shining shores 
of Ship Island for the pared plaza on 
which the Custom House of that city 
fronts. 

Uncheered by visions of the tented field, 
by a reasonably near prospect of engaging 
in battle’s magnificently stern array—for 
it was in the days when ‘* masterly inac- 
tivity *’ non-conducted the war—Melibceus 
resiened, and came droopingly bome. 
We knew the conquering-hero element 

Was in him, as the nusic was in the mar- 
ble Memnon, and that it needed only that 
the sun of opportunity should dawn for 
him to bring it out; but, alas! for him 
and for many another who were longing 
tu strike for their altars and their sires, 
that sort of sun was much obscured in 
thoxe first dark days. 
With w clear appreciation of the good 

there is in evil we laid aside our lint-rav- 
elling, resolyed ourselves into an amateur 
hospital corps, and, acting upon that en- 
tire faith in our intuitions which women 
will persist in accepting for substantial 
proof, made him a hero in spite of him- 
self, 
No donbt, in our state of splendid vas- 

saluge, we did find a peculiar delight in 
sympathetic ministrations; possibly we 
are never so content as when some one 
else is disquieted,and the need to be petted, 
ooddled, and made much of, makes us 

mistress of thesituation. Melibeeus could, 
if he would, make profound revelations 
thereanent 
He was reduced to that degree of weak- 

ness and pliancy that he became a non- 
resistant in fact, if not in principle. He 
was not precisely propped on beds of ama- 
ranth and moly, but on their modern sub- 
stitute of easiest dormeuse and downiest 
pillows; he was coaxed to bask in sun- 
niest nooks; he was tempted with creams 
and jellies; he was spoiled with endless 
flowers, like a prima donna ; he was lit- 
erally stayed with flagons and comforted 
with apples. 
We could not do enough for him—Ca- 

priccia and Fantaisie, twin sisters differ- 
ently beautiful, ministering to his mind 
and moods, with song, story, and gay 
banter, a sort of thrust and parry our 
maids were skilful at; while for my poor 
part, I invented potages, happy to exer- 
cise my one humble talent in a hero’s be- 
balf. In short, between us, he was as 
nearly done to death with kindness as a 
man may be and survive. 

Thus it became a matter of gallantry on 
his part to recover, and with a due sense 
of noblesse oblige, the dear boy presently 
gratified us and rewarded our care by 
amending. 

Then it beeame imperative that Meli- 
beens should be amused. It was in vain 
that Capriccia dropped her soporific ro- 
manzas, and thrummed fandangos in her 
most con fuoco style; he only fidgeted. 
It was useless for Fantaisie, a rosebud set 
with little wilful thorns, to entreat in her 
own cunning and contrary way, ‘‘ Sweet 
master, be patient;”’ it was a virtue his 
fractiousness would not assume. 

As he began to evince pronounced symp- 
toms of returning eagerness for martial 
surroundings, for reyeille, roll-eall, tat- 
too, and taps, to develop a restless dispo- 
sition to march and countermarch, we 
were agreed that our invalid required 
cautious treatment. 

We considered the case in council, and 
resolved to try the effect of a substitute. 
We could not procure the cannonade 
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of a mortar fee!, nor the explosion of the 
Hazard powder-imills—the latter bas in- 
deed a fine eltect, but is not to be depended 
upon oftener than once in a season—hbut 
we could rely on the pop of an old fowl- 
ing-piece in our possession, and we thought 
that the attendant excitement and com- 
bustion would be comparatively harmless. 

Therefore, one bright, beautiful morn- 
ing late in October, Fantaisie being duly 
commissioned—for I regretted to observe 
that Capriccia’s enthusiasm lagged in the 
presence of firearns—Fantaisie proposed 
to Meliboeas a gunning expedition. 
He withheld his acceptance, to ask 

dubiously : 
‘* What game can we try for?”’ 
‘* Well—woodcock !”’ I suggested, not 

because I had any definite knowledge on 
that point, but because I was rather led 
away by the idea, which seemed to me im- 
posing. ‘The girls congratulated me 
afterward on what they called my narrow 
escape, for I might have said prairie 
chicken. 

I confess we trembled at our audacity, 
when we saw how eagerly Melibceus 
jumped at the suggestion, and how gayly 
he wearied himself in officious prepara- 
tions for the forthcoming sport. 

Sport, indeed! but of another variety 
than that for which the twain set out. 

Fantaisie, who was acting commissary- 
general, thought it the correct thing to 
don a sort of uniform, to distinguish her 
from the rank and file as she said, and ap- 
peared in a costume modelled upon that 
of the Figlha del Regyimento, even to the 
canteen slung over the shoulder. 
We could sive them no direction to the 

ecovers—I think that is what they are 
called—in which the variety of game they 
were after would lurk; indeed, I have 
since understood that its propensities are 
toward heaths rather than thickets. 

Be that as it may, the two plunged 
bravely through heayy ploughed land 
and over the open country, across lots and 
purple turnip fields, through farmyards 
and meadows, as the whim of the moment 
and Melibceus dictated. 

His masculine stride took the lead and 
kept it, and the march had altogether the 
appearance of a straggling Indian-file. 

Although this expedition shows, in the 
light of other days, from its comic point 
of view, it had its terrors, and was, to one 
of the party at least, hut very tragical 
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mirth, Its trials were manifold, and 
chiefly afflicted the huntress, who was 
inexperienced and full of vague alarms 
lest the gun should ‘* go off at the han- 
dle,”’ as she rather inaptly designated 
the butt of that weapon, not being versed 
in sporting phrase, nor in a condition to 
comprehend Meliboeus’s repeated explana- 
tions. 

It was all very well to talk largely 
about the pop of a fowling-piece that was 
safely stored away in the garret; but when 
it came to the actual pulling of the trig- 
ger, the sensation was dreadful—a blaze 
of burning powder, a stunning report, a 
dense puff of smoke, and a detestable 
odor of villanous saltpetre, combining to 
produce a quick thud of the heart and a 
pricking of the thumbs as if something 
wicked were approaehing. 

But Melibceus brightened up from his 
convalescent pallor and seemed to enjoy 
himself exceedingly. From his coigne of 
vantage he surveyed the occasional evi- 
dences of irrepressible feminine trepida- 
tion, and with all the suavity of which 
masculine superiority is capable—sympa- 
thy with such fears being out of the ques- 
tion—offered a reassuring 

‘* Now, Fantaisie, don’t be scared! 
Pooh! pooh! my dear child, there really 
isn't the slightest danger.”’ 
He wasted ammunition in the most 

prodigal fashion on bull-frogs, on rail- 
fences, and on marsh blackbirds; he 
aimed too high-—a common error in those 
days—and he aimed too low ; but no feath- 
ered or amphibious family circle was be- 
reft by his prowess. Hespent an hour in 
the dark recesses of a pine grove popping 
away at the crows, who appeared to have 
a sort of trysting-place on a blighted tree, 
where they convened, and cawed and 
eroaked with much method. But they 
manifested a good deal of uneasiness, and 
would not sit still long enough on any 
perch for Melibceus to ** get a good sight 
on them,’’ and they too escaped un- 
scathed. 
Among the bujlets he had provided was 

not one moulded by destiny to so much 
as singe the plumage of a crow; but the 
tree was hit often enough to prove that 
Meliboeus had made several excellent 
misses, and it was surprising what ex- 
treme satisfaction he seemed to derive 
from the evidence. 

The clane* rookery having taken 
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sudden flight toward a distant corn-field, 
Melibosus turned with perplexing uab- 
ruptness, and in a tone of commingled 
sarcasm and reproach inguired ; 

** How about woodcock ?”’ 
‘The yery sense of responsibility that 

lay heavy on her heart made Fantaisie 
instant and clever in creating a diver- 
sion. 

‘** Meliboous,’’ she said briskly, in the 
tone in which one announces a pleasant 
discoyery, ‘‘ you are quite tired out— 
moreover, it is lunch time! Rest here 
a while, on this old stone wall, which is 
not comfortable, 1 grant you, but very 
picturesque, and be ministered unto.” 

He was inclined to disapprove of the 
arrangement, evidently ; but the restora- 
tive virtues of a flask of ‘* native grape,”’ 
Which be it known is not a turbulent 
liquor as expressed in Arcadie, and sun- 
dry dainty bits of the breast of chicken, 
held him in check; and he assented on 
the ground that it would be well to let 
the gun *‘ cool off a bit’’ in a corner of 
the fence, 

Perched on the wall among the bram- 
bles and the high blackberry bushes, Fan- 
taisie detained her charge just so long as 
the junkets and the native grapes held 
out; and then the fractious im-patient 
Was off again. 

Nothing remained for her but to follow 
the trail with that unquestioning meek- 
ness which we are taught to believe so 
well becomes the weaker sex. 

Over some seyen miles of diversified 
country Melibceus chose to conceive that 
their route lay, and over it they tramped, 
climbing hills, exploring woods, fording 
streams, skirting marshes, and scurrying, 
when Fantaisie got the lead, through 
pastures filled with herds of very fero- 
cious horned beasts; but never a wood- 
eock’s whirr greeted their ears. ‘* Nor 
do | to this day,’’ said Fantaisie in after 
confabulation, when this episode had be- 
come a merry reminiscence, ‘* know how 
that noble wild fowl looks in the pride of 
life and among his native heather; al- 
though I have beheld him with pleasing 
frequency despoiled of his feathers, truss- 
ed, done to a turn, and garnished with 
ruby jelly.’’ 

The day had been charming as a serene, 
blue-skied, sunny specimen of autumnal 
weather, if not altogether a success as 
viewed from a sporting standpvint. They 
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had hunted, however, and after all the 
hunt was the prineipal thing. Meliboeus 
had had plenty of exercise and practice, 
which he needed—that is to say, the ex- 
ercise ; they had lunched al fresco, and, 
by reason of keen appetites and short ra- 
tions, had obeyed the hyvienie rule to 
desist before satiety ; and still Meliboeus 
was for fresh woods and pastures new, in 
search of the bird Fantaisie had long since 
secretly rejected as belonving to the orni- 
thology of Arcadie. 

Yet on she went with Enid-like docility 
and submission, her anxious eyes intent 
upon thicket and underbrush, and failing, 
as eyes persistently downcast must, to 
note the signals heayen flung out, the 
tattered cloud-banners unfurled across 
the blue, until a few large drops patter- 
ing on the leaves warned her to sounda 
retreat. 

Low mutterings of thunder announced, 
like a hoarse pursuivant, that, dressed in 
a little brief authority, Jupiter Pluvius 
meant to reign—and rained accordingly. 

Melibceus instantly assumed command, 
and the tactics of the first Bull Run were 
hurriedly enforced. It was a masterly re-~ 
treat; there were no stragglers. 

In an adjacent field «a ruinous cattle- 
shed offered the only protection near at 
hand. ‘To the shelter of this the monarch 
of the herd had already retired with his 
bovine charge, which stood huddled to- 
gether in that impassive patience pecu- 
liar to kine and stoies; but the sight of 
that chevaux de-frise of bristling horns 
struck a new panic to Fantuisie’s heart. 

Melibceus hurried her unwilling feet to 
this bucolic retreat, and not until he had 
her safely protected from tbe rain did he 
find time to observe the exceeding pallor 
of her lips. 

‘* Demoralized, as sure as a gun!” he 
exclaimed, laughing. 
‘“Whose gun?’ asked Fantaisie 

promptly, and with such a naughty ac- 
cent Meliboeus had the grace to laugh on 
the other side. 

In truth she was horribly afeared, but 
she was not going to let him fathom her 
large capacities in that line. 

Meliboeus was for wrenching off some 
of the loose boards and constructing a seat 
for Fantaisie in the dryest corner of the 
shed, but to do so he must penetrate be- 
yond the enemy’s lines, and the possible 
consequences of such rash endeayor 
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wrought Fantaisie into a dramatic state 
of persuasiyeness. 

‘Don’t,dear boy! Whatif youshould 
be gored off in the bloom of your youth? 
What should I do?’ Every word of 
which was doubly underscored, and there- 
by rendered extremely significant. 

The sun, which had gone out in the sky, 
seemed to have left its brightness a legacy 
to Melibceus’s features, which suddenly 
took onan unwonted radiance Fantaisie 
saw her blunder when too late, and braced 

herself for the encounter. In those days 
Wwe were sO impressed with the never-sur- 
render spirit, that no doubt we gave ita 
too wide application. 

‘* Dear boy!’ repeated Meliboeus with 
plenty of confusing emphasis. ‘* You 
have cared for me so tenderly since I have 
been inyalided ! 
most frequent thought that has haunted 
my pillow in all this time has been the 
longing to know, when your gentle hands 
performed their unwearying kind offices, 
how much of it was for ‘ love of country,’ 
and how inuch for love of&—Melibceus? ” 
Or words to that effect. 

Into the rhythm of the falling rain, that 
wove a monotonous running accompani- 
ment on the shed roof, broke the music 
of Melibceus’s voice, dolce and appasiona- 
ta, as he continued his tender solo. 

Thou, dear heart, to whom I confide 
this gentle episode, canst thou not, out of 
thine own sweet experience, guess that 
the brief and tedious of it was love? 

Fantaisie made a gallant stand against 
the flattering tale, in her darling way 
snubbed the dear boy a little for his own 
good, and essayed to answer, when hard 
pressed for it, allegorically. 

Pallas only knows what screed she 
would have invented and palmed off upon 
him by way of not answering, for your 
point-blank yea and nay are extremely dif- 
ficult of enunciation on occasions of this 
sort, but Meliboeus youd have none of 
it unless it meant ‘* ves.”’ 

But a woman’s heart is like a stitHeR: 
bird’s nest, and instinct still teaches her to 
hide it cunningly, and flutter witha great 
show of caution in another direction. 

‘“1t is clearing up; we can soon go,”’ 
said Fantaisie. 

‘* My answer first,’’ pleaded Meliboeus, 
hesitating on the brink of an eestasy. 
‘* Am [ to get my marching orders, or is it 
—perhaps—yes?”’ 

A BRACE OF WOODCOCK, 

Do you know, dear, the 

[Aua. 

‘* When did allegory ever mean no?’’ 
she asked with sudden audacity; and 
then the flushing cheeks went down 
among the wild roses she had plucked 
from the hedge an hour before, whose pe- 
tals immediately paled their ineffectual 
fires, so contrasted with a maiden’s blush. 

Clean over the brink went the dear boy 
at that, and did so entreat her past all 
saying nay——but not to this end was 
the story of their adventure twisted. 

To relate all the tender nothings of that 
half hour, when, prisoners of the rain, they 
waited under the cattle shed, were a very 
pleasant thing indeed, and sung lamenta- 
bly moreover, if chanted in this connec- 
tion, because—they were after woodcock, 
they were, and to run down a heart, 
though an agreeable episode in the lives 
of most women and men, was aside from 
the main purpose of the day’s sport. 

The minutes fled apace; the kine fe- 
turned to their browsing ; the wind sob- 
bed intermittently, but the great passion 
of tears was ended. 

They who set forth jubilant in the 
morning, now in demurer mood sallied out 
over the wet pasture, and struek into the 
dripping, umbered woods in quest of the 
home trail. The day had been too much 
for Meliboeus, and Fantaisie, tenderly 
anxious as she marked his lagging steps, 
searched her empty scrip in vain for some 
remaining crumbs whereby to sustain his 
flagging strength. Improyident that they 
were, eyery cate had vanished. 

The embowered path led them. by turn- 
ings hitherto unexplored, to a dwelling 
hidden there, miles away from any other 
human habitation, as the highway ran—a 
lowly cottage, whose smoking chimney 
suggested no thought of the peace which 
a heart that was humble might look for 
under its dilapidated eaves; but, which 
was more to the purpose, its troops of 
poultry suggested some excellent dissem- 
bling, for here the empty game-bag might 
be provided with a domesticated cock born 
in the wood, in lieu of the bird of that ilk 
which had thus far failed to come and be 
killed. 
A dusky, free-born matron who sat on 

the threshold, surrounded by a numerous 
brood of orange-tawny babies, advanced 
with a swimming Juno gait, of languor 
born, to parley with the strangers at her 
gate; and the preliminaries in the shape 
of two fifties, postal currency, were tran- 
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sited across the pickets from Melibceus’s 
purse to her pocket. 

Melibcous converted the adjacent corn 
patch into an ambuseade, charged, took 
aim, and fired; a noble cock, all ruffled 
with the intent to sound his shrill clarion, 
reluctantly gave in after a strong protest. 

He loaded the fowling-piece and fired 
again; chanticleer the second, of even 
more splendid proportions, expired on the 
spot, 

** Meliboous,’’ quoth Fantaisie, survey- 
ing the remains, which he was tying up 
by the legs for transportation, ‘* that time 
you shot a fine shoot.’’ 

He beamed upon her beatifically, quite 
agreeing with her decision, and again 
they took up their line of march, this be- 
ing the order of their going: side by side, 
Fantaisie shouldering the gun, the weary 
hero laden with the spoil. 
Time is, our tedious tale should here 

have ending; one brief scene more, and I 
have done. 
The two came home to us in triumph 

certainly, for we accepted the poultry as 
veritable game, and were much exercised 
as to the correct mode of serving it; but 
withal we detected an underlying con- 
sciousness in their looks that excited our 
suspicions. Not but that the latter had 
been pleasantly alert for a reasonable pe- 
riod already, romance lovers that we were. 
We were fairly clever at diagnosis of 

the heart’s tertian, and we flocked out to 
meet them in congratulatory procession. 
Assured that the fowling-piece was in no 
danger of going off, Capriccia made for 
the game-bag. It was empty. 
“But how many hath he killed?” she 

demanded quizzically. 
“A brace and a half,’’ was Fantaisie’s 

demure reply, 
** A better half,”* put in Meliboeus with 

a smile and a glance at his companion. 
Did they suppose us ignorant of that 

pleasant lore? Why, for my part, I was 
young myself once, and whatever else I 
may haye veer ea the tender memories 
of my own June time are saeredly laid 
away in rosemary, as a long silent yoice 
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should say, ** Prithee, love, remember.’’ 
So we old turtles from our withered bough, 
we liye our heyday in another’s joy and 
keep the memory green. 

Fantaisie, in plight so muddy as to make 
the judicious grieve, hastened into retire- 
ment on pretext of resuming her ‘* streel,”’ 
as my neighbors from Dublin and Mr. 
Thackeray call it. We followed to assist 
at the ceremony. 

Perched on the bed, with her little slip- 
per heels rattling a tattoo on the floor, 
Capriccia thoughtfully surveyed the tran- 
sition from field dress to the garb which 
the proprieties rendered the only wear in 
Areadie at that era, and presently mur- 
mured in a mixed and gustatory way— 
which I regret tou say was a habit of hers 
in those salad days, when she was, as you 
shall see, green in judzment—something 
whereof the gist was condemnatory to 
Melibceus as a snapper-up of unconsid- 
ered trifles. 

Fantaisie at her mirror, knotting about 
her fair throat the innumerable fluttering 
ends of ribbon yelept ‘‘ bridles,’’ as the 
fashion was in 1862, answered the chal- 
lenge with a charming smile and a sooth- 
ing yet pitying condescension. 

‘* My poor Capriccia, enjoy your dear 
wit and gay rhetoric while you may; but 
I sometimes fear that you were born to 
speak all mirth and no matter. Come, 
girls, let’s haye no more fooling about it, 
but give me your blessing.’’ 

And we gave it translated into kisses. 
When the darling had prettitied for her 

lover's eyes to her heart’s content, we de- 
scended interlinked like the three Graces 
to the impatient Nimrod, who, instantly 
usurping his own privileges of a some- 
what later date, criticised and compli- 
mented his beloved, and with an air of de- 
lighted proprietorship gathered up the 
silken streamers, demanding of Capriecia: 

‘‘These pretty gauds, are they not 
snares and delusions? ”’ 

And she, pulling a saucy little moue, 
answered dryly : 

** Ay, springes to catch—woodcock !”’ 
I wonder if she meant—— 

IsaBELLA Grant Merepiru. 



THE REVOLUTION OF 1848 IN BERLIN, 

PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS. 

Cy OS PA TORS 

Parr I, 

HE news of the excitement in Paris, 
springing out of a demand of the 

people for a reform of the election law, by 
which two hundred thousand votes repre- 
sented the wishes of thirty million per- 
sons, was read in Germany with unusual 
interest. Would the reform banquets 
take place? Would M. Guizot yield? 
These were the questions. It was pre- 
sumed the result would be a change of 
ministry. The day approached. The 
German newspapers gaye accounts, in 
ghort paragraphs, of the arrangements on 
a monster scale. The resolution of the 
people was manifest, the attack upon the 
government open and stern, and conduct- 
ed by leaders of ability and courage. The 
stronz, wise King of the barricades, of an 
iron inflexibility, with an army of eighty 
thousand men under his immediate com- 
mand, upheld by the loyers of order and 
the lovers of money, stood pledged to put 
down what he considered a treasonable de- 
mand. Jt resembled the approach of two 
armies on the plain of battle. The eyes 
of Europe were bent on Paris. 
By my little Berlin morning newspaper 

of the 25th of February, I saw that the 
negotiations between a fraction of the cen- 
servative majority and the banquet com- 
mittee had been once more resumed. If 
the opposition would abandon the ban- 
quet, the conservatives would sacrifice the 
ministry. But the committee replied in 
portentous words: Yoo late! The ques- 
tion is one of principle. The banquet will 
take place! 

The next day brought the news: The 
banquet did not take place! It had been 
forbidden. M. Guizot had seen the dan- 
gerand metit. ‘lhe first impulse was to 
smile, the next to consider what would be. 
the consequence of all this. 

Berlin had been to this time the quiet- 
est metropolis of Kurope—without politi- 
cal movement, without a press, without 
public meetings. People sat about all 
day on the seats in the Linden and Thier- 

garten, sometimes asleep. You should 
have lived here to appreciate the aston- 
ishment at the next news. A revolution! 
A complete revolution! Fragments of in- 
telligence, contradicting each other, came 
like shocks of a cannonade or elaps of 
thunder, each more astounding than the 
Jast. Louis Philippe had abdicated and 
fied under the name of Mr. Smith. The 
Duke de Nemours had been rejected. 
The Duchess d°Orleans was regent. The 
Count de Paris was King. A republic 
was proclaimed. The people were up. 
The Tuileries,-the Palais Royal, Neuilly, 
etc., were In flames. 

Then other reports. The principal lead- 
ers of the movement had been already 
swept away by the mighty spirits their 
spells had raised. The royal family, 
men, women, and children, were flying 
for their lives, east, north, separated, 
breathless, like half&drowned sailors wash- 
ed from a wreck and clinging to the rocks. 
The Berlin newspapers sent forth extras. 
The telegraph from Cologne to Berlin (the 
old-fashioned thing was often interrupted 
by the night and the clouds) plied its 
task. There were fora time no journals 
or letters from Paris. But letters began 
to come from fugitives at Valenciennes, 
Brussels, and Cologne. The inhabitants 
of Europe saw, some with terror, some 
with triumph, that this reyolutien was a 
real one. ‘Lhe bewilderment, the tumult, 

the consternation, the joy, the horror, the 
movement in the streets, the crowds col- 

lecting everywhere, can scarcely be de- 
scribed. I met a young attaché of the 
French Legation lounging leisurely along 
the Linden. I asked him, ** Are you so 
quiet? Haye you heard the news?” 
‘*No.’? He had heard nothing. I told 
him. He turned red, then pale, then 
started off, and I have never seen or heard 
of him since. 

Some days passed merely drinking in 
the news, reading the journals, catching 
the reports. The French newspapers, 
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when they arrived, were really very curi- 
ous. ‘There was a breathlessness about 
them. ‘They spoke in short fragments as 
if yet panting. ‘They smelled of powder, 
They almost smoked ! 

This great event of course arouned all 
Europe. Business ceased. From the King 
in his instantly assembled council to the 
poor laborer in his dark shop, surrounded 
by his starving children, all was agitation 
and expectation, no one knew of what. 

For some time strange sympathies went 
on, working confusedly through the cen- 
tral regions of the metropolis. Each mail 
seemed to play electric fires into the air of 
Berlin. The rapid decrees of the French 
Provisional Government, the abolition of 
the Chamber of Peers, of the Chamber of 
Deputies, of titles of nobility, appeared to 
the radical party to promise the total over- 
throw of royalty as an old institution used 
up. It was the broad dawning of a mew 
day. Many thought that poverty, sorrow, 
and crime were atanend. The lion was 
to lie down with the lamb. The millen- 
nium was come. Others feared that Eu- 
rape, suddenly eut from her moorings, 
was about to drift off some nameless pre- 
cipice. The Bourse, the Conditoreten, 
the cafés, the reading-rooms were throny- 
ed. Excited multitudes besieged the 
newspaper offices. Carriers of extras were 
almost plundered. At the corners and in 
the squares groups discussed or read 
newspapers. Cvuriers arrived, others de- 
parted. Carriages thundered to and fro; 
soldiers strode back and forth, bent on 
breathless errands, one knew not whither 
or for what. 

‘The first news had been brought to the 
King on Sunday, the 27th of February, by 
the Duke of Brunswick. On the Ist of 
March the government newspaper, the 

“Universal Prussian Gazette,’’ sounded 
the alarm. ‘he German princes and peo- 
ple were warned to be ready and united. 
The note was taken up by the Diet of the 
Germanic Confederationat Frankfort. ‘The 
people of Germany Bice rather startled 
than calmed by an appeal from this body, 

‘*Germany,”’ thus it ran, ‘must be 
raised to the rank which belongs to her 
aniong the nations of Europe. But this 
can only be effected by union, legal pro- 
gress, and a united development.”’ 
The agitation was in the mean time in- 

creased by events in surrounding States. 
Every day brought accounts of a new rey- 

16 
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olution, Baden, Hesse-Cassel, Hesse- 
Darmstadt, Bavaria, Saxony, Wurtem- 
berg, Suxe-Weimar, Nassau, in fact near- 
ly all the German States, rose with the 
broadest demands, 

In every case the sovereign was obliged 
to cumply.’ There was a stereotyped list 
An election law, comprising all classes, a 
popular constitution, the responsibility 
of ministers, jury trial, a German parlia- 
ment, the inviolability of private letters, 
the right of public meeting, the army to 
be reduced and sworn to the constitution, 
the organization of a national guard (in 
other words, the arming of the people), 
and the unconditional freedom of the 
press.* 

A month before, these demands would 

have been treason. They were now has- 

tily granted. Where the sovereign hesi- 
tated, the people rose on the garrison, 
stormed the palace, burned the public 
buildings, and wrested their demands by 
the axe and erowbar, which by some spell 
were victorious over firearms, as the rab- 
ble without muskets were over regular 
troops. 

Europe appeared about to organize her 
family of monarchies into a league of re- 
publics. Three governments offered a for- 
midable opposition, Of Russia I shall not 
here speak. 

Austria was the second. Her founda- 
tions had trembled, not sunk, beneath the 
shocks of the French republie of 1798. 
She had come at last victorious out of the 
long disastrous struggle with the terrible 
Napoleon. In a great degree governed 
under the influence of the Roman church, 
she was supposed to lie an immovable ob- 
stacle in the way of progress. She had 
just declared herself ready to march 
troops into Lombardy to preserve order in 
her [talian provinces. The waves of rev- 
olution, it seemed, must break in yain 
agiinst a rock which had maintained its 
place for so many centuries against so 
Inany tempests. 

Prussia seemed equally impregnable. 
She had an army of one hundred and twen- 

* In the subsequent conflict a poor fellow, a 
servant, mortally wounded, was carried hack to 
the house of his master, The Intter asked him, 
“What on earth have you been such a foo) for ? 
Why have you taken up arms againat your King 

and government ? Have you ever suffered a 
single act of oppression ? For what haye you 
thrown away your life?” The dying man an- 
swered, “ Smoking in the Thiergarten | ” 
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ty thousand. The King’s power was un- 
limited, In his person he united eyery 
legislative and executive function. His 
cabinet order was law. With one frontier 

on the Baltic, one on Russia, another on 
Austria (both enemies to insubordination, 
looking upon a free press and representa- 
tion as a sort of leprosy, and wishing 
France blotted from the map of Europe), 
Prussia, with a kind goyerninent, a hber- 
al system of education, justice purely ad- 
ministered, a people it was supposed pen- 
etrated with loyalty, a Queen generally 
beloved for her amiable qualities, and a 
history full of glory—Prussia waited with 
astonishment rather than fear. She lay 
ike a tall ship upon a sea just beginning 
to heave beneath the advancing tempest, 
and it was curious to see, at short inter- 

vals, in her sudden concessions, now a 

spar, now a flag, now a sail fly off, carried 
away by the rising wind, 
A word upon the previous history of 

Prussia. Her late monarch, Frederick 

W illiain III., after the total shipwreck of 
his army and throne in the disastrous 
battle of Jena (1806), had been obliged 
with his family to fly from his metropolis. 
Berlin was occupied and arbitrarily dom- 
inated by Napoleon and his victorious 
troops. For about seven years Prussia re- 
mained a mere French dependency. WNa- 
poleon made no secret of his intention to 
reduce it to its former insignificance as a 
petty margraviate, if not to extinguish 
it altogether. He treated the King as his 
vassal, and so rudely insulted, humbled, 
and calumniated the noble and yirtuous 
(Jueen Louisa that she died of a broken 
heart. Prussia was reduced to less than 
one-half her former area, A large part 
of her territory and her principal fortresses 
were occupied by French troops, who 
threatened and oppressed the people with 
heayy contributions. The King himself 
was surrounded by spies, and a character- 
istic attempt was made by Napoleon to 
seize his person, hold him a French pris- 
oner, and place Jerome Bonaparte upon 
the throne. After the ill-boding retreat 
of the French fro.n Moscow, the King en- 
tered into an alliance with the Emperors 
of Russia and Austria, and called upon his 
people to throw off the yoke and drive the 
detested foe out of Germany. By a pro- 
clamation, dated 18th March, 1813, he pro- 
mised as an incentive to their exertions, 
after the war to bestow upon them a 
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liberal constitution. The nation rese to 
a man, it may almost be said to a woman 
and a child. Napoleon had sown the 
wind and now reaped the whirlwind. He 
was hurled headlong trom the throne of 
Europe and chained to his lonely rock, 
and the yenerated monarch of Prussia 
reascended his throne, enjoyed between 
twenty and thirty years of prosperity and 
peace, and sank into his grave without 
performing his promise with regard to 
the constitution. But the people of Prus- 
sia had not manifested any desire to re- 
mind him of it. The events of his reign 
had been so striking and painful, his op- 
position to the tyrant had been so perse- 
vering and at last so successful, and his 
character inspired so much esteem, that 
the nation was willing not to disturb his 
declining years with questions of political 
changes. 

His son, Frederick William LY., after 
occupying the throne seven years, had 
plainly and publicly declared on the 11th 
of April, 1847, that @ hit of paper 
should never come between God and him 
in the guvernment of his people. ‘he 
discontent with which this was received 
was not loud but deep. He had, how- 
ever (in his opinion, a sufficient perform- 
ance of the promise of his father), united 
the local assemblies ofeach of theeight pro- 
vinces into one body, and conyoked it the 
previous year at his palace in Berlin. It 
was upon the opening of this shadow ofa 
representative assembly, that he had uot- 
tered the reinurkable declaration above 
mentioned. The Landtag was dismissed 
without any guaranty of its being called 
together again. It had humbly entreated 
for periodicity, but in vain. It was not 
elected by the people, and had no other 
power than that of a consultative body. 
‘he press continned subject to a rigorous 
censorship; the right of association was 
still denied, and the right of jury trial ex- 
cept in the Rhine province. In short, Prus- 
sia was almost as complete an absolutism 
as Russia. The King made the law in his 
closet, responsible only to God; and the 
finest army in the world, devoted to him, 
and not like that of France ready to fra- 
ternize with the people, stood waiting one 
word from his lips to enforee any com- 
mand and repress any insurrection. The 
famous Landtag had been ealled and dis- 
missed with the unceremonious irrespon- 
sibility of an Oriental monareh, with- 
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out in any way changing the character of 
the government. Was this the perform- 
ance of the promise made by Frederick 
William III.? Was this the reward of 
the war of liberation? Yet the people 
had remained perfectly quiet, and but for 
the extraordinary events now electrifying 
Europe would probably have continued 
so. Rebellion, which under a weaker 
sceptre might have become reyoiution, 
here seemed insanity. Add to this that 
the King was personally popular! His 
character was conceived to be full of 
graces, His affubility was winning, his 
benevolence unbounded. His witticisms 
were repeated by the people. Mercy was 
supposed to be one of his qualities. <A 
brutal ruffinan, who some time before had 
fired two pistols into his carriage, with 
the Queen at his side. had been brought 
to the seaffold against the strong solicita- 
tion of the royal pair. He was, moreover, 
distinguished by his piety; and while 
many around him were endeavoring to 
overthrow the Scriptures and to disprove 
the idea of a Supreme Being, like his fa- 
ther, Frederick William II[., and his 
brother, the now reigning Emperor of 
Germany, he was a sincere believer in 
Christianity, and on all occasions publicly 
gave the glory to God. In short, bating 
that old question of the promised consti- 
tution, the King was appreciated and es- 
teemed by the nation.* 

* When Crown Prince, he was one summer 
morning walking in the garden of Potsdam in 
the simple uniform which he usually wore. 
His path was crossed by a poor old woman, 
vainly endeavoring to coax or drive forward her 
donkey, loaded with vegetables. In her dis- 
Lress she called to the officer. “Whatcan I do for 
you, my good friend?” said the Crown Prince. 
“tT will take him by the bridle and pull him for- 
ward,” said the woman, “and you go behind 
and pneh” At it they both went. The old 
woman pulled and the Prince pushed, until 
the little animal was compelled to move. The 
woman thanked the officer and said * she would 
be alwaya ready todo the like for him.” The 
Crown Princess, who had witnessed the scene, 
How came np and said remonstratively: “ Fritz, 
what have you been doing?” “I have only 
been following the example of my dear father, 1 
have so often seen him push donkeys forward 
in my life, that I thought there could be no 
harm in my doing the same.” 
As an Instance of bis wit, he once attended the 

first representation ofa new tragedy so stupid 
that he left the theatre after the third act. In 
the lobby he found one of the servants asleep. 
* Poor fellow,” said he, “no doubt he bas been 
listening through the keyhole.” 
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This was the monarch who, as one safe 
on shore, looked upon the shipwreck of 

Louis Philippe, and even jested at it. 
I'he news of the proclamation of the re-’ 
public in France had been communicated 
to him in the midst of his council. ‘* Gen 
tlemen,”’ said he smiling, ‘* I summoned 
you under the regeney ; I dismiss you un- 
der the republic.’’ 

The agitation throughout the whole of 
Europe became more tumultuous. The 
King took oceasion to grant the before re- 
fused periodicity to the Landtag. <A 
committee of this body had held its last 
session on the 4th of March in the Berlin 
Schloss. In disinissing them, their royal 
master had made the first concession to 
the spirit of the times, but with a dis- 
eourse which implied that it was a grace, 
not a right, or given through fear. It is 
incomprehensible that he could haye so 
much misunderstood what was passing 
around him. A change was coming 
which he could no more prevent than the 
advance of the spring. He could impede 
it by his cabinet orders just as much as 
he could have impeded the advance of 
time by setting back the hands of his 
clock. 

W hile thus enthroned in his castle and 
surrounded by the guards, he pleased 
hinrself with the idea that the revolution- 
ary mania would be arrested at the Prus- 
sian frontier, and that he could there bid 
its proud waves be stayed. But a great 
part of the population of his metropolis 
(excepting the nobility) were united in 
one determination. ‘The time had come 
for the promised constitution. Addresses 
began to circulate. They proceeded from 
the respectable middle classes—the Bur- 
yerschaft. ‘Chey required at first simply 
the organization of a sort of popular 
guard, to consist of citizens armed for the 
preservation of public order; also a com- 
mission for the adoption of measures in 
favor of the working classes. ‘The winter 
had been of almost unexampled severity, 
and mnany parts, particularly Silesia, bad 
suffered from a frightful extremity of dis- 
ease and famine. 

On the 8th of March a petition from 
the burghers was presented to the city 
corporation, requesting them to vote an 
address to the King for the immediate con- 
vocation of the Landtag, that he might 
hear the real voice of his people; express- 
ing also a wish for freedom of the press, 
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a system of fair representation, and the 
amalgamation of the entire German peo- 
ple into one nation. | 

These bold demands caused a perfect 
panie on the Exchange. The public se- 
curities had fallen nearly fifty per cent. 
Handbills suddenly appeared upon the 
walls of the barracks, urging the troops 
(the usual garrison of the city was ten or 
twelve thousand) not to fre upon the people. 
At the same time were remarked hordes 
of strange new faces, ragged, desperate 
looking men. These birds of ill omen 
everywhere increased innumber. Provided 
with stout sticks, clubs, etc., they paraded 
about the town in companies. One day I 
particularly remarked in a group of six 
a giant ruffan, armed with a heavy axe, 
which from time to time he played about 
his head in sportive impatience for the 
momentous hour. The police did not 
know who they were or whence they 
came. 

In reply to the handbills, I heard that 
the soldiers had been addressed several 
times by their officers on the subject of 
military subordination, strict obedience, 
and fidelity to their King, and that these 
appeals had been responded to with hearty 
cheers. The crowds in thestreets increas- 
ed daily. ‘The city garrison was strensth- 
ened ; besides which, many troops, march- 
ing through on their way to the Rhine, 
where a corps of observation had been or- 
dered, filled the town with the pomp of 
military parade. Reports began now to 
circulate freely of an intended outbreak. 
It was to be to-night, to-morrow night, 
next Thursday. An address had been 
‘sent to the King. They were going to 
wait the answer to that. And then—— 

The students now appeared on the 
scene. Who is unacquainted with their 
strange ways? In German polities they 
are usually a prominent party. There 
were about 1,800 in the Berlin university. 
Distinguished by particularities of ecos- 
tume, odd habits of life, and daring char- 
acter, they are formidable foes to every 
species of oppression. ‘Their usages are 
established by immemorial traditions, 
according to which they drink, smoke, 
sing, study, and fight. It is said there is 
in some universities a duel every day. 
In the hour of peace the student is seen 
with long hair, and often a beard which 
no razor has eyer profaned, a velvet coat 
and open collar, gravely indifferent to the 
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glances attracted by the extrayagances of 
his dress, a volume of Kant or Hegel in 
his hand, pacing some shadowy ayenue of 
the Thiergarten, lost in study or thought. 
But when the trump of war resounds, a 

more daring soldier never mounted the 
breach or led a forlorn hope. On the 8th 
of March, as we learned, the Berlin stu- 
dents had drawn up an address to the 
King and meant to present it in a body, 
but that His Majesty had caused them to 
be notified of his intention not to receive 
them. The president of the police, how- 
ever, disclaimed the wish to forbid their 
laying such an address before the throne, 
and even offered himself to see it deliver- 
ed in two hours. But no personal inter- 
view! No deputation! The students 
declined this offer, and resolved to form 
themselves into a solemn Fackelzug (a 
torch-light procession), and thus parade 
that night through the principal streets. 

I have no space to enumerate the inci- 
dents indicating the extreme and uni- 
versal excitement. Among them were 
the increasing masses of people in the 
streets, squares, and around the Sehloss, 
and also the assemblies every evening at 
the pleasure garden, called the Zelten 
(the Tents), in the park. The weather 
being singularly fine, these meetings were 
held before the door, and increased from 
hundreds to 30,000. At one of them an 

address was voted, containing in respect- 
ful terms the following nine demands : 

1. Unconditional freedom of the press. 2. 
Perfect freedom of speech. 3. Amnesty of all 
persons prosecuted for political offences. 4. 
The right of assembling and of association. 5. 
Equality of religious confessions. 6. Jury trial 

and independence of the judiciary. 7. Reduc- 
tion of the standing army (the strength as well 
as the pride and glory of the Prussian mon- 

archy), and the arming of the people, with free 
election of their leaders. 8. Full representa- 
tion. 9. Immediate convocation of the Prussian 
Diet. . 

When the dumb animal beaten by Ba- 
laam turned and spoke, his master could 
scarcely have been more astonished thon 

the King, to find himself thus addressed by 
his long patient people. But he saw not 
the angel standing in the way. The 
heavenly messenger was hidden from his 
eyes by bristling bayonets and thronging 
troops. There was a moment when a 
decisive course, and the frank, voluntary 
sacrifice of far less than he was eventually 
forced to yield, would have made him one 
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of the most influential and popular mon- 
archs of Europe. ‘There is a puint in the 
storm where the wise captain cuts away 
the mast and flings the cargo cyerboard. 
It was the misfortune of Frederick Wil- 
liam not to pereeiye this moment. He 
overrated his own strength. He under- 
rated the danger. Instead of recognizing 
in the turbulent heaving of Europe a 
crisis in history, reaching to its founda- 
tions, he met it as a local disturbance, 
with appliances more calculated to in- 
crease than to calin it. Instead of in- 
stantly conceding demands based on jus- 
tice and common sense, and rendered sa- 
ered by a solemn promise and a contract 
of which the other party had executed the 
condition, he fell back into the error that 
the old state of things must be preserved. 
To yield would betray weakness and m- 
crease the danger. ‘The president of the 
police, Minutoli, was therefore sent to 
interfere as he had done before with the 
students. He notified the committee that 
His Majesty had determined noé¢ to receive 
the deputation personally. With the 
mildest persuasions the president coun- 
selled the committee to abstain from their 
purpose, ‘The address could be forwarded 
by the city post. Headded that he would 
Oppose any attempt to seek a personal in- 
terview, even should blood flow. ‘Lhis 
was received with the greatest discon- 
tent. After many propositions, among 
which one was to communicate the ad- 
dress to lis Majesty by the intermedia- 
tion of Alexander von Humboldt, it was 
determined to present it by the hands of 
the city corporation, This important 
meeting lasted till midnight. It con- 
sisted of the Burgerschaft. It was held 
in the open air. The appeals of the ex- 
cited speakers were answered by unac- 
customed thunders of applezuse. The syl- 
van glades of the beautiful forest which, 
planted with flowers and ornamented with 
Jakes of gold fishes, statues, and fairy 
bridges. had till now been the haunt only 
of peaceful pleasure, were suddenly con- 
verted into a battle-field, where a great 
people stood in threatening array against 
their monarch. Emissaries of the police 
were recognized among the auditory, and 
around, between the trees and in the not 
very distant night shadows, glittered the 
helmets and weapons of the mounted 
dragoons. Revolution had raised its 
head in presence of the drawn sword, 
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On the 8th of March appeared a cabinet 
order on the freedom of the press. One 
universal cry for this privilege had gone 
up from Europe. In an age of railroads, 
steamships, and inereasing education, it 
seemed not only unjust but ridiculous 
that an enlightened nation of fifteen mil- 
lions, a nation of science and universities, 
of trade and manufactures, should be 
bound, like children in a nursery, to read 
what the government chose and nothing 
else; that thought, cireulating about the 
globe like the breezes of heaven, with 
their perfume and their seeds, should be 
arrested at the frontier of Prussia by a 
cordon of gendarmes. ‘The censorship was 
the unnatural support of an unnatural 
state of things. ‘Lhe pyramid was stand- 
ing on its apex instead of its base. In 
some countries, for instance Austria and 
Russia, the extreme to which this restric- 
tion was exercised almost passes credit. 
The news of important public events some- 
times circulated from mouth to mouth, as 
before the art of printing. Foreign ga- 
zettes were withheld for days, and then 
delivered with articles blotted or cut out. 
In some cases they were not delivered at 
all. Berlin was more liberal than Vien- 
na and Petersburg, but it had occupied a 
point much nearer them than the healthy 
and rather plethoric condition in this par- 
ticular of England and the United States.* 

The people were determined to see this 
hateful system abandoned. ‘The cabinet 
order contained the following passage : 

Inasmuch asthe Diet of the Germanic Cenfed- 

eration has resolved that each State is at liberty 

* It is difficult for an American to comprehend 

the importance which European statesmen 
soinetimes attach to & newspaper paragraph. 
It is equally diflicnlt for many a Enropean 
statesman to conceive the indifference, con- 

tempt, and even amusement with which the 
American government and people regard, when 

unjust, the most violent newspaper articles, 
Not long before the revolution of 1848, an official 

person, with signs of consternation, showed me 

a low New York journal, which some German in 

America had sent to the Prussian Minister of 
Police. The paper contained a ferocious attack 
upon the King of Prussia, obviously by some 
drunken or crazy fellow, charging him with 

every crime, and threatening vengeance. My 

friend, with this fearful document in his hand, 

seemed to think it was about to become an in- 
ternational if not a European question, and that 
at least diplomatic relations might be suspended 
between the United States and Prussia. My 
unaffected hearty laugh puzzled him as much as 
the article had done, but I believe I succeeded 
in putting bim right, 
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to abolish the censorship of the press under 
guarantee, etc., and inasmuch as I have for a 

long period regarded this as a foundation for 

the erection of a new Germanic law of the press 
in my dominions, under the necessary guar- 

antees, if l were not withheld in this as in many 

other important matters by the earnest wish for 

a general German code, I accordingly author- 
ize the ministry to take the necessary measures 
to urge to a speedy decision the propositions L 
have alreacly made before the Diet. Should this 

be delayed by any unexpected difficulties, I will 

then tuke the initiative in a radical reform of the 

law of the press, subject to the subsequent sup- 

port of the Diet. 

There were not wanting some who were 
satisfied with this. It was, however, gen- 
erally regarded as insufficient—enough to 
proyoke but not to calin, and injaudicious- 
ly affecting ignorance of or indifference to 
the events to which it owed its reluctant 
appearance. Some declared it insincere 
—it was trifling with the people. 

In the mean time the metropolis contin- 
ued to present a more and more imposing 
appearance as the stage of historical 
events, such as I had read of in the closet, 
but never expected to behold in real life. 
Significant incidents succeeded each other 
with rapidity, increasing in number, 
deepening in gravity and picturesqueness. 
The startling drama swept on with a more 
irresistible flow, like a stream approaching 
the brink of the cataract. ‘The immense 
throngs which every evening blocked the 
streets and squares, although without 
acts of violence, indicated the peril of 
the moment. ‘The deadly material gath- 
ering around might be exploded by any 
accident. Nor were there wanting hands 
ready from the most various motives to 
apply the torch. 

Enthusiasts imagined a Utopia would 
arise upon the ruins of the old dynasties. 
Thousands of workless, breadless laborers 

and numerous pro/etaires had been made 
to believe a new system of things would 
secure them leisure and plenty. The com- 
munist looked to a division of property ; 
the infidel hoped, in destroying the throne 
of a monarch whose piety had displeased 
the rationalists, to break the chains not 

only of government but religion, and place 
the human mind under the dominion of 
his only god, human reason; the Pole in 
a revolution saw the resurrection of his 
country and vengeance for years of wrong ; 
the Israelite wanted enfranchisement 
from restrictions; the emissary from 
France was ready to fight for the red re- 
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public, as the panacea for all human 
woes; and many a ‘‘lewd fellow of the 
baser sort’’ hailed battle and anarchy as 
the hound snuffs the scent of blood upon 
the wind—looked with sayage joy upon . 
the overthrow of government, and felt that 
in universal slaughter and pillage he had 
everything to gain and nothing to lose. 
Among these elements the principal 

one was the class of honest and patriotic 
citizens simply bent on the pursuit of 
their just rights, deeming the present a 
proper opportunity to demand them, and 
hoping to obtain them without bloodshed. 
Thus the people were up, resolute for an 
immediate change. 

But the King and his ministers, the po- 

lice and the troops, began now to show 
signs of impatience, and an intention not 
to yield to force or to be mastered by a 
mob. Certain publications were confis- 
cated. The censorship, in this very mo- 
ment of its downfall, exercised its powers 
with new severity. The military were 
paraded in heayy masses. Squadrons of 
cavalry, with their flashing helmets, 
breastplates, and swords, swept through 
the streets. These manceuyres were an- 
swered by new and larger public meet- 
ings, by the circulation of printed address- 
es, by demands for a ministry of labor 
The famous address from the Zelten, with 
its nine rights, was thrown out of the cor- 
poration. A deputation of the people 
then boldly requested an audience of His 
Majesty. They were unceremoniously re- 
fused, and briefly advised to desist from 
their purpose. The King did not like 
such demonstrations. 

On the 13th a report was circulated 
that the monster meetings in the Zelten 
were not to be endured any longer. The 
troops had received orders to disperse 
them. 

I believe it was on the evening of the 
13th that the first violence proceeded from 
the government. A public meeting in 
the Thiergarten, thirty or forty thousand 
in number, was driven back by mounted 
gendarmes to the Brandenburg gate and 
the adjoining large square called the Pa- 
riser Platz. As the crowd filled the lat- 
ter place a shriek of terror announced an 
attack from a body of cavalry, who clear- 
ed the square with their drawn swords. 
This unwise act fell like a live spark 
upon the inflammable public mind, and 
only increased the general excitement 
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As the weather during this period was 
marvellously bland and beautiful, the soft 
air wand Italian sky after a peculiarly se- 
vere Winter increased the vast throngs. 
The houses seemed emptied of their in- 
habitants, who poured forth literally by 
hundreds of thousands. ‘The whole pop- 
ulation, including large additions of 
strangers, filled the streets and squares. 
After the cavalry at'ack in the Pariser 
Platz, the royal Schloss began to be the 
point of attraction. ‘The military here 
once more charged upon the multitude. 
Many were wounded, among them some 

respectable persons who happened to be 
on the spot by mere accident or in the 
routine of business. They who desired 
a revolution must have marked with tri- 
umph these ill-judged measures. On the 
Same evening the shop of a gunsmith was 
attacked, and the cry went forth, ‘*‘ Arms! 
arms! *’ ‘The Schloss was filled with 
troops. In the Royal Bank one hun- 
dred und sixty soldiers, with loaded mus- 
kets, stood all night ready for action. It 
is said, and is doubtless true, that the 
military were provoked by scofts and in- 
sults, not unmingled with stones. At ten 
or eleven the crowds dispersed and the 
town was quiet. 
On the 14th the corporation presented 

an address. It contained these passages : 
MOST HIGH, GREAT, AND MIGHTY KING! 

MOST GRACIOUS KING AND LORD! 
The grave and momentons events of the past 

days. flying from land to land, fillthe mind with 
anxiety such as we have never before experi- 
enced, and with the belief of the approaching 
new birth of the German nation, The 
German people feels deeply and strongly that it 
has become ripe enough to sit in the councils of 
its princes and explain its intellectual and ma- 
terial necessities by the noble use of a free 
press. . , Under the perilous circumstan- 
ces all unite in the wish that your Majesty 

should immediately call tovether the Landtuag. 
It is the unanimous conviction of the 

Burgersebhatt that the country imperatively re- 
quires the immediate completion of the Prussian 
constitution, The attempt to effect this gradu- 
ally, under the existing circumstances, will ex- 
cite, instead of calming, the public mind, . . . 
The desire has also become stronger for the in- 
stitution of the trial by Jury. . . . Also the 
ejnalization of religions creeds, 

His Majesty replied in rather a conyer- 
sational tone. ‘ He was gratified that at 
such an excited period the public order had 
not been essentially disturbed. With re- 
gard to the address itself, he could say 
the chief request contained in it was al- 
ready granted. He had several days ago 
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concluded to conyoke the Landtag, Le 
looked forward to it with the fullest eon- 
fidence. Let its watchword he, * Free 
people, free kings.’’ One passave, how- 
ever, In the address he must refer to, 

in Which he could not acquiesce. It was 
that which opposed the gradual formation 
of the constitution. There were certain 
things which did not permit of haste. 
The example of a neighboring nation of-: 
fered a lesson, where within the memory 
of man filteen constitutions had succeeded 
each other, and where recently the seltf- 
erected fabric had fallen to the ground. 
A house which’ required a year and a half 
could not be completed in six weeks. 
Care must be taken also not to build it on 
sand. ‘* Bold but prudent.’? ‘hat was 
the watchword of every zood general. It 
must not be forgotten. He would not for- 
get it. These questions could be settled 
only by the Landtag, ete. 

The rvyal patent, conyoking the Land- 
tag on the 27th April, appeared on the 
same day. ) 

This speech was another mistake. It 
wanted frankness and tact. The deputa- 
tion represented the Prussian people. In 
a crisis which shook nearly every throne 
of Europe it had respectfully demanded 
certain rights. ‘True, they were sweep- 
ing refurms, but they had been essentially 
promised by his royal father, and the time 
had come to speak out clearly whether 
they were to be conceded or not. The 
moment was too perilous for trifling. In 
this, as in all affairs, che only true course 
was decision and perfect sincerity, Dan- 
ger must be met face to face. It must be 
examined coolly and honestly. We must 
conclude either to fly from it, to yield to 
it, or to vive it battle. Prudence di¢tated 
concessions. Wisdom and dignity re- 
quired of the King to say: ‘* Your de- 
mands are just, and [ concede them. The 
hour of self-development has arrived for 
the Prussian people. I haye disinissed my 
ancient ministers. IL bave placed myself 
at the head of the constitutional party. 
I love my faithful and brave soldiers, but 
I will not depend upon their musket balls 
and bayonets. [ commit myself to the af- 
fection and god sense of my subjects. 
Rally around me, all lovers of rational lib- 
erty, and in the sudden transition from an 
old t) a new system, 1 count on your sup- 
port to preserve order.’’ 

Turopore 8. Fay. 



THE LOUISIANA CREOLES. 

HE Paris of Louisiana Creoles is 
New Orleans. When the sugar 

crop has been gathered and found to yield 
fairly, those of the country turn their 
faces in the direction of the city of win- 
ter delizhts, and for three months or more 
turn ‘their backs on the Teche and the 
Coast, ‘This season is looked forward to 
with large hope through eight months of 
mosguitoes and heat, by the whole family, 
especially the younger members. <A day 
does not pass over the heads of Anastasie 
and Lisette, after their arrival, before 

they have inspected the reflections of the 
Rue de la Paix in the handsome shops of 
Canal street. 

Canal street is the dividing line be- 
tween France and America, That por- 
tion of the city on the upper side is the 
domain of Colambia’s sons; that below, 

of the children of the Gaul. In America 
there is thrift and cleanliness ; detached 
frame houses surrounded with green gar- 
dens, orange trees with their golden fruit 
relieving on sombre foliage. White is 
the prevailing color of the dwellings, and 
they usually stand behind four sreat 
columns which give the tenement the ap- 
pearance of something incidentally at- 
tached. ‘lhe spacious portal promises 
much, which is not made good by what 
lies behind it. Dorie grandeur without 
and mean proportions within are charac- 
teristic. But northern brethren must 
share the responsibility of this pretentious 
mode of construction. for the overloaded, 
gaping fagade is nearly as common in 
the fashionable quarters of northern cities © 
as in the city of the Gulf. 

In the interiors of these columned 
dwellings, the civilization has much the 
same character as that found in other 
cities of the Southwest. Morally, there is 
chureh-going and a healthy religious 
fuith; mentally, a roughness and self- 
assertion usually found in partially edu- 
cated Anglo-Saxons ; materially, an ab- 

sence of art in the kitchen and the draw- 
ing-room., According to local authority, 
the most remarkable men of the country 
are to be found here. In a word, Jeffer- 
son Bricks abound. The leading lawyer 

\ 

possesses legal attainments superior to 
Jeremiah Black or Caleb Cushing, and 
the county statesman is equal to Bismarck 
or Seward. 

In the lower part of the town Sunday is 
a day of recreation. During the fore- 
part there is much going to and fro to 
mass. ‘T'he old cathedral on Jackson 
square is filled to overflowing ; negroes 
and quadroons stand or kneel about the 
portals with devout faces, and the men 
with uncovered heads. Mass over, the 

women linger about the issues to discuss 
the questions of finery and social cancan. 
Old negro women in yellow turbans, at 

the corners of the edifice outside, are 

seated behind little stands bearing can- 
dies, oranges, and bananas. By one 
o’clock the churches are emptied; then 
there is general visiting during the after- 
noon, at which there is lively chat of a 
local character. ‘Tloward evening there is 
eonyivial dining, to which family connec- 
tions gather in groups at the house of the 
senior, senerally a father or grandfather. 
Here figure the characteristic dishes of 
daube and rice mixtures, flanked with red 
wine. These repasts furnish the occasion 
for exchange of information touching the 
advent of a new litter of kittens, the pos- 
sible deaths and marriages of neighbors, 
and matters of like import. ‘They are en- 
joyable feasts, and the time spent on them 
probably furnishes the happiest hours of 
the week. At night, among the higher 
classes, musical and dancing soirées fre- 
quently take place. I was present at one 
of these, as a spectator. ‘The front of the 
house was closed, but the back looked out 
ona broad veranda and spacious garden 
of southern flowers and trees, and through 
the open doors and windows the perfume 
of the magnolia was wafted by a soft 
south wind, gentle asa maiden’s whisper. 
Without, a group or two sat in the midst 
of the moon-tinted shrubbery; within, 
there was the badinage of the French salon 
doubled with American flirtation, and 
the entrainant music of Offenbach. To 
the Creole, in all this there was no guile. 

But the centre of Creoliun delights of a 
Sunday evening is to be found at the 
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Frengh thentre, usually filled to its capa- 
city. ‘The Gascon butcher—who monopo- 
lizes the killing of beeves as Moses does 
the vending of cheap clothes—repairs to 
this resort with wife and children, on this 
one night out of the seven. Shopkeepers 
and artisans of every kind do likewise, if 

_their means permit. The best doges are 
retained by the better classes, who on 
Sunday affect a negligent costume, how- 
ever much they may adorn themselves on 
ether nights. This is the occasion for 
representing the kind of comedy usually 
seen at the Palais Royal of Paris, and the 
mirth is Llomeric. The eating of bon- 
bons and ices and drinking of lieht bey- 
ernges between the acts, is part of the en- 
tertninment, as in the minor theatres of 
the French capital. No fixed, taciturn 

fuce meets the eyes, and no English word 
reaches the ear. The enclosure is as 
much in France as if the scene transpired 
at Bordeaux. 

It is a relief to turn from the hard, dry, 
pushing, utilitarian American, to this 
tuilder and more artistic type. It is like 
getting out of the blare of trumpets into 
the sound of the gentle flute—out of the 
whizz and whirr of steam and wheels into 
the bosom of pastoral nature. 

Creoles are described as the descend- 
ants of European ancestors, Spanish and 
French. In Louisiana the number of 
Spanish descent is small compared to 
those of French, and the Creole may gen- 
erally be regarded as a Frenchman a few 
generations removed. H- is proud of his 
origin, and considers himself in some 
sense a Gaul. Some uninformed persons 
of Europe, and even of the United States, 
have a vague idea that there is negro 
blood in the veins of this race. This 
furnishes amusement to the good-natured 
Creole, and annoyance to the sensitive 
one. ‘The influence of caste has kept the 
races apart here as elsewhere in the 
United States, as far as marriage is con- 
cerned ; but union not recognized by law 
has always been tolerated, which accounts 
for the numbers of mixed race, classed as 
negroes, 

The American criticises his Creole 
neighbor with severity. He avers that 
he. is neither practical, energetic, nor 
able; that he isa stumbling-block in the 
way of progress. These words may rest 
on some foundation, but they require 
modification. If the deficiencies exist 
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which are charged to his account, the 
Creole has compensating qualities for 
which his eritical neigkbor does not give 
him eredit. If happiness is to be taken 
asa guide and test of excellence in man, 
the Creole is nearer the right path than 
the American, for the latter compared 
with him is a sombre, perturbed soul. 
The probabilities are that steam and tele- 
graph haye lessened the sum of joy on 
earth ; in the slower times of turnpikes 
and mail-coaches, life was deeper and 
mellower. The Creole still lingers in the 
past, dallying with the flowers of love 
and sentiment, while the American hur- 

ries forward with unhappy haste to pluck 
the thorns of ambition and pelf. One is 
like a steam-tug, wheezing, tugging, and 
tossing ; the other like a Nile-boat loiter- 
ing along the shores of lotus-land. 

The American is only satisfied when all 
foreign elements are thrown into the na- 
tional turning shop and come out turned 
to his Own exact proportions. ‘The Ore- 
oles for generations have steadily refused 
to be planed, and this irritates the Amer- 
ican. He of Anglo-Saxon stock regards 
American civilization as the highest in 
the world, and insists that this Creole na- 
tive shall square himself to it, but he per- 
sistently refuses—he prefers his own. 
Elsewhere the turning shop works suc- 
cessfully. The Indians are shaved down 
almost to annihilation; Mexicans of Cali- 
fornia and ‘Texas assume the national 
shape; Alaskans even are being cut down 
to the required model; and as for the 
Irish, they are hardly landed on the Bat- 
tery before declarations are filed and they 
are turned out after the approved pat- 
tern. The Creole alone resists, and to the 
urgent demands of the Anglo-Saxon neigh- 
bor his ‘* Non, monsieur,’”’ comes back as 
unerringly as the refrain of Poe’s raven. 
The Creole is wedded to Louisiana soil 

as the American has never been. Often, 
when the latter has made his fortune, he 
hies him to other lands to enjoy it. The 
descendant of the Gaul clings to the land 
of sugar until the end. He may once or 
twice make excursions to the country of 
his fathers, to dip himself anew into that 
civilization which he affects, but he gen- 
erally returns to find truer happiness in 
the place of his birth. He has a proverb 
to the effect that he who is accustomed to 
Mississippi water can never relish any 
other. 
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The Acadians—abbreviated to ** Cajens” 
by our laconic race—form a small portion 
ofthe Creole population. They first settled 
in Nova Scotia, and thence proceeded to 
Louisiana, where they have clung to their 
little possessions with tenacity ever since. 
They turn up the soil and cultivate the 
cane like the first settlers, and are but 

ineagrely successful. They detest inno- 
vation, and the steam plough and the 
new-fangled sugar-house are not in favor. 
To adopt them inyolyes outlay, risk, much 
thinking and fretting. It is simpler to 
give them a wide berth, and digest well 
by day and sleep well of nights. This is 
Acadian philosophy. 

The American employs the word Aca- 
dian in an uncomplimentary sense. A 
Utopian dreamer and idler is implied— 
one who sits on the skirts of progress. 
The reproaching American delves and 
digs in the shadow of life while his cheer- 
ful neighbor pleasantly basks in the sun- 
shine. ‘lo one, the world is a workshop ; 
to the other, a great fair. The Acadians 
are the least intelligent of the Creole pop- 
ulation, and occupy small patches of land 
along bayous and fhe coast, which are 
just sufficient in extent to satisfy the 
wants of their simple lives. Their dwell- 
ings usually contain two chambers, are 
of one-story, and barely peep above the 
bayou ridge and the level coast. A cur- 
tain frequently hangs across the doorway 
to keep out the mosquitoes. ‘This Is an 
object of luxury, for, however much these 

insects annoy strangers, they trouble the 
indigenes very little. The latter aver 
that the richer blood of the new-comer 
offers a daintier feast and invites attack, 
and that there is no remedy save in con- 
tinuous residence. Be this as it may, the 
sujourner soon discovers that these pests 
poison the pleasure of daily life during the 
eizht or nine months of the year. Indeed, 
some may be seen throughout the twelve. 
Generally the little house of the Acadian 
is surrounded by a small orange grove, 
which is the principal support of the 
family. Before the oranges are ripe, 

cunning fruit-venders from the city buy 
them on the tree for future delivery. ‘The 
part behind.the house is usually devoted 
to the cultivation of cane, which some 
more affluent neighbor grinds for the 
owner on shares. ‘To make one hogshead 
of sugar is usually the height of Acadian 
ambition; to make two is to bathe in 

Pactelian waters. 
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There is general integrity of chagacter 
in the Creole. In the city of his heart— 
New Orleans—lie may go to the theatre 
and dance on Sundays, for which he is 
continually reproyed by his neighbors ; 
but, as arule, he may be depended on for 
the fulfilment of mundane obligations. 
He lives long. Fair food and wine, easy 
digestion, and a pleasant life, senerally 
carry him, with but little incidental sick- 
ness, pust the line of fourscore. Thus 
his death follows with the natural se- 
quence of night to day. A Creole prov- 
erb puts it that at last he dries up and 
blows away. He is hospitable actording 
to his means, which are usually limited, 
compared to those of the American. He 
is not cosmopolitan, taking little interest 
in anything outside of his local affairs ; 
but whenever his mind moves. out of the 
home grooye, it travels Franceward to the 
cradle of his race. It is against his na- 
ture to feel that interest in our national 
institutions and progress common to Amer- 
ican citizens. National prosperity and 
civilization are words that fall still-born 
on his indifferent ear. That part of 
Louisiana inhabited by his own people 
alone awakens his interest. Patriotism 
for the United States, as a rule, is a dead 
language which he does not speak. To 
assume that he does would only be an af- 
fectation, and he wisely refrains. 

He is habitually polite, and in this he 
is strikingly superior to his American 
neighbors. ‘To employ a figure after the 
fashion of the Creole, a rough manner is 
like raspy, crude wine, which passes the 
palate under protest and grates the 
throat; a polished manner is like a fine 
wine, which is welcomed, chapeau bas, by 
the sentinel of the stomach, and slips down 
the larynx as smoothly as a velvet ribbon, 
conferring happiness in its passage and 
leaying behind it a lingering taste of fra- 
grance. ‘lhe memory clings to the form 
of a polite act with remarkable tenacity. 
A man cedes his place to a woman with 
polite word and smile, and she remem- 
bers the donor for weeks; another sur- 
renders the place roughly: she reluctantly 
accepts, and he who confers the favor 
passes out of her mind as soon as he is out 
of sight. 
A young Creole woman enters a full 

car on Rampart street, and a rough An- 
glo-Saxon at the other end rises to Ins 
feet. ‘* Pray keep your seat—I can just 
as well stand,’’ observes the young wo- 
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man, to which he hag. the heart to re- 
spond: ** I don’t care whether you stand 
or nut—L'm going to get out.’?’ One can 
liuagine the chagrin of this young per- 
son, and how unhappy this man made 
himselfas well as others. Peace is the 
rout, happiness the growth, and polite- 
ness the fruit of life, Only a pacific soul 
may be bappy, and only a happy man 
may be polite. Vindictive natures are 
oecasionally polite through effort, but 
tlley may not be consistently and untir- 
ingly so. 

The Creoles have conserved their lan- 
fuage, many of them speaking but imper- 
fect Enylish. Considering the genera- 
tions they have been American citizens, 
their French is quite pure. A few pecu- 
liarities are observable. The word vazl- 
fant is used for fort. Thus, they fre- 
quently say, C'est une femme vaillante, 
when they mean a woman physically 
strong. When they wish to describe a 
crowd in a house, they often say that it is 
foulé—c'est foule—a form of expression 
never heard in France. For years the au- 
thorities haye not allowed their language 
to be taught in the public schools, but the 
Creoles adhere to it with as much tenaci- 
ty as ever. 

There are people in the lowest class in 
rural districts who do not speak English 
at all, and French but poorly. In this 
case their language is called Gumbo—the 
French of the African race. ‘This is a re- 
stricted and grotesque vocabulary, in 
which some words are employed of dumes- 
tic coinage that would puzzle the most 
erudite Frenchman. Nagn—nagn, in the 
sense of mollasse, very solt, is an example. 
In moments of forgetfulness the word is 
sometimes pronounced by edueated Cre- 
oles, learned in childhood from a negro 
nurse, but in presence of a stranger they 
hasten to correct themselves. ‘There is 
another peculiarity observable, which con- 
sists in using old words which are French, 
but fallen into desuetude in France. 

African fetishism has been perpetuated 
among the blacks under the name of vou- 
dovism—pronounced by them houdouism 
—and has extended to the lower class of 
whites. There is some sort of an organi- 
zation among the believers in this Ethio- 
pian importation, directed by one whom 
they call the queen houdou. ‘Their su- 
perstitious muamumeries are conducted in 
secret, and are often mischievous. Like 

. 
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the blacks and Arabs of northern Africa 
and Exypt, they attribute great influence 
to the unseen EHyil Eye, which blights 
Whateyer it looks upon. ‘his fetishism, 
fostered by ignorant white men as well as 
blacks, is more widely spread and deeply 
rooted in the South than northern men 
are inclined to believe. A short time ago, 
when one of the prominent State officials 
of Louisiana—a black man—was on his 
death-bed, a split chicken, newly killed, 
Was surreptitiously introduced under his 
head by a yvoudou worshipper, to cure 
him, where it was discovered just before 
his death by two white men, one a jour- 
nitlist and the other a municipal ofhcer. 
This incident furnishes a curious commen- 
tary on the mental condition of this peo- 
ple. 

As an adjunct to the Creole element, 
there is a quadroon population, which is 
something apart. It is the issue of Creole 
and French parents on one side, and ne- 
gro-mixed on the other, which, through 
training and education furnished by white 
parents of superior condition, is different 
in character from any other people of the 
United States. Many of these quadroons 
have received a finished education in 
France, where the privileges they enjoyed 
of a social kind have unfitted them for as- 
sociation with the ordinary mulatto and 
negro of Lonisiana ; hence they form a so- 
ciety by themselves. 

In Louisiana the French race is an ex- 
otic which has never thrived as in parent 
land. Indeed, this holds good of this peo- 
ple everywhere out of the mother country 
—in Algeria, Martinique, Cochin China, 
and Canada. In this respect they are in 
striking contrast to the Englishman, who 
imposes his civilization and his roast beet 
wherever he goes, becomes rooted to the 
place of his adoption, and gets the upper 
hand in the direction of affairs. ‘The 
Frenchman politically and intellectually 

degenerates on foreign soil. ‘The Creoles, 
once masters of Louisiana, gradually lost 
their political ascendancy as they came in 
contact with the aggressive, active, public- 
spirited American, and for many years 
they have not held the reins of power, al- 
though there have been instances of indi- 
vidual prominence. ‘Their history shows 
the same decadence in their respective 
eallings, whether in art, science, trade, 
or agriculture. Wherever the Aierican 
enters the lists with the Creole, in no 
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matter what profession, the latter gener- 
ally retires from the contest beaten. 
Every year the leading places in com- 
merce, banking, sugar-growing, and the 
principal professions, are being taken up 
by the Americanized Anglo-Saxons, to the 
exclusion of the descendants of the origi- 
nal settlers, who are now dropping into 
subordinate places, such as overseers, 

bank clerks, levee clerks, and municipal 
scribes. It is the fashion among the 
younger to attribute their retrogression to 
the war, but it began long before hostili- 
ties broke out between North and South. 
It is rarely that one of them admits that 
the deeadence is owing to race and educa- 
tion. ‘l’o the thinking American it is ey- 
ident. ‘This race of Creoles has lost the 
virility of its prime, and is sinking into 
Oldage. ‘This tendency may fora time be 
retarded, but may not be arrested, for 
time is inexorable with a race as with an 
individual. The downward movement 
may be arrested only by the education of 

the young, as it would be a waste of time 
to attempt to train the old; and the young 
gentlemen whom one sees in the Crescent 
City are sadly in need of it, that is, of a 
practical education, which would enable 
them to hold their ground in the battle of 
life. The mind of the young Creole 
dwells much on being well booted and 
gloved, on handsome execution in piano 
playing and waltzing ; and such preoecu- 
pation is hardly of a natute to gird him 
for that strife which is generally the in- 
heritance of every American citizen. Ar- 
tistic qualities should be encourayed, but 
they are not everything. Ices and char- 
lotte-russe may be nice eating, but they 
will not supply the place of bread and 
beef. What the young Creole first re- 
quires is bread and beef; that secured, he 
has ample time to exercise his taste in the 
selection of dessert. One of the elemen- 
tary steps to him in the path of progress 
is to become a good citizen—to take part 
in making law and obeying it, in order to 
secure his material advantages, whatever 
they may be, against the misrule of un- 
worthy men. ‘This first step would natu- 
rally be into the mud, under the present 
condition of things; but, as he says him- 
self, ‘Il n’y a que le premier pas qui 
cotte,”’ and if he tollowed the proverbial 
injunction be would unquestionably find 
amelioration. The next step would be to 
Subject mind and body to a rude disci- 
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pline, without which suecess in the South 
is next to impossible. In the North we 
are now passing from the age of iron to 
that of bronze, which will one day turn to 
gold; but in the South the people are in 
the age of iron, and rusty at that. Hence 
the work which lies before each man there 
Is man’s work, that may not be shirked or 
delayed. ‘The gloyes must be thrown into 
the fire, the walkine-stick broken, and 
the coat pulled off; this done, 16 wonld 
soon be discovered that there is nothing 
like sweat and shirt-sleeves in raising man 
from poverty to eomfort. 

It is improbable, however, that the 
young Creole will ever adopt such a 
course, as it would be against his nature. 
The groove of his transplanted race seems 
to be irrevocably marked out for him, and 
he may not resist his destiny. Flimsy 
finery and scant fare are now, and doubt- 
less ever will be his, and places of wealth 

and power will continue to recede and be- 
come more unattainable with time. 

There is still a very thin stream of emi- 
gration from France to Louisiana, but for 
many years back it has returned whence 
itcame. Frenchmen now come to make a 
competency, and haying succeeded go back 
to their homes to enjoy it. The feeling 
between them and the Creoles is marked 
by some jealousy and acrimony. The 
Gauls do net take much pains to conceal 
their contempt at the lack of capacity and 
want of industry of the natives, while the 
latter regard the new-comers as men who, 
in some sense, take the bread out of their 
mouths. The French are obviously their 
superiyrs in education, industry, and gen- 
eral cleverness; but when they remain to 
the second generation, their descendants 
assimilate in character to that of the Cre- 
oles. 

In the jests which are bandied between 
the old and the new race, the superiority 
of one gives it an advantage over the 
other. It is then a rude trial for the na- 
tive to hold up his end of the beam. 
W hen, however, the American assails one 
or the other, this brings them together, 
and they present one front to the common 
enemy ; for, after all, they are of a like 
race, and in cases of mutual trial a latent 
sympathy is discovered between them. 
As to the Americans and Creoles, they do 
not seem to understand each other, al- 
though they think they do. The harsh, 
hard ways of these Americanized English- 
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men are naturally repugnant to the more 
artistic nature of the Creoles, who do not 
go to the core, the better part of their 
rough neighbors, but stop at an unpre- 
possessing exterior. On the other hand, 
the pretty form with which the Creoles 
try to invest life is regarded by the men 
of angles as a sort of Miss Nancyism, in- 
dicating weakness of character, when it is 
really a sentiment of art which is credit- 
able wherever found. A cosmopolitan 
would find the Creole civilization more 
pleasing than the American, as it exists in 
thisquarter. Inthe latter are to be found 
strong prejudices of race and locality, 
with an unpleasant way of showing them. 
The expansive cordiality and courteous 
manners—albeit there is but litile strength 
behind them—of the Creoles, produce an 
impression on the mind of the stranger 
not easily effaced. In one race there is 
ewagger, boasting, tobaccu-chewing, care- 
lessness of costume, and strength and 
wide-awakeness; in the other, evenness 

of manner, moderation of speech, clean 
linen, softness of tone, inactivity, and 
weakness. One is rugged and ugly, the 
other pretty and feeble. With the first, 
social commerce is difficult unless local 
opinions and prejudices are sanctioned ; 
with the second, they are waived or main- 

tained with a politeness that causes no 
interruption in social relations. These 
prejudices may be as much a matter of 
conviction with the Creoles as with their 
neighbors, but the former have savoir 
vivre, which the latter have not. One is 
bristling with points which wound on near 
approach; the other is possessed of an 
evenness of character which renders prox- 
imity pleasant. 
The Creole woman is superior to the 

man in inmanner, intelligenee, and conver- 
sation. The effeminating civilization ex- 
isting before the war made her more wo- 
manly and the man lessmanly. There is, 
particularly, an alertness of comprehen- 
sion and vivacity of response, in which 
the man is far from being her equal. She 
has an eye for form and color which few 
American women of Louisiana possess, 
and has always kept up her communica- 
tions with the Rue de la Paix in theart of 
dressing. Her resources are slender, she 
being generally in modest circumstances, 
but she does much with what she bas. 
In an assembly or soirée composed of the 
two races, one can generally distinguish 
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the sesthetie Creole from her neighbor in 
the make and color of a robe, the arrange- 
ment of the hair, the disposition of a flow 

er, Or In Some such mark, 
The Creole woman is prettier than the 

French woman. ‘There isa climatic influ- 
ence in America which refines features 
and giyes delicacy to the complexion. 
This is especially the case in Louisiana, 
where finely formed women are often 
found to be the descendants of ignoble- 
looking ancestors. ‘The light olive tint 
of the woman seems to have been painted 
over a ground color of blushing lake, and 
this pinkish creaminess of the skin saves 
it from dulness and sallowness. In a 
word, there is something of that transpa- 
rency for which painters are always seek- 
ing. She inherits from her mother over 
the sea the physical characteristics of 
round limbs and delicate extremities, with 

a figure something slishter—another ef- 
fect of climate; also that sense of art 
with which people are born, but can never 
entirely acquire. From the same source 
come her coquetry and her grace of 
speech and action, but modified. She 
does not wear crude colors or awry shapes ; 
nor does she express herself with unseem- 
ly gesture or discordant tones. Her dress 
is rather sombre than gay, and her car- 
riage simple and conventional—for they 
all walk alike. Smoothness and graceful 
propriety are hers; in a word, there is an 
absence of angles in her general con- 
duct. 

Most of the young women are educated 
at the Ursuline convent, whence, after 
being finished, they are returned to their 
respective families with the modest de- 
meanor and downeast eyes of young nuns, 
or something approaching thereto. How- 
ever much they may think about the 
young men whom they meet on the street, 
they hardly look at them. ‘heir femi- 
nine eyes pass over the masculine flesh 
and blood as if they were mortar and 
bricks. ‘This is in accordance with their 
training ; they may not look at the Cre- 
ole cocks who gallantly parade beforo 
them. For the young woman to walk 
with one of them would be to defy publie 
opinion; and to go out at night to the 
theatre or concert with him would be to 
fly in the face of Providence. Entertain- 
ing such ideas touching the deportment of 
young women, the Creoles are naturally 
scandalized at the conduct of their Amer 
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ican neighbors, who in this respect allow 
themselves a wide latitude. 

However plentiful the women are now, 
the chronic cry of the early settlers to the 
French government, in colonial times, 
was to send out more of them, as they 

had an insignificant number compared to 
the men; and in order to meet this want 

the authorities were continually beating 
up reeruits in France, but found few 
willing to undertake the venture. In the 
absence of volunteers the mother country 
transported its women-conyicts to the 
would-be husbands of the colony. This 
transfer of the disreputable women of the 
houses of cofrection to the new country 
was not calculated to improve its moral- 
ity. In effect, the more virtuous of the 
colonists were loud in their remonstrances ; 
but others, more depraved or more philo- 
sophical, said that half a loaf was better 
than none, and took the Phrynes to their 
confiding bosoms. Sn attendant fresh ar- 
rivals issuing from such impure sources, 
many of the colonists contracted unions 
with Indian women, especially of the 
Natchez tribe, they being considered su- 
perior to the other Indians in looks and 
intelligence. The impression made on 
these women by the French Creoles is re- 
corded by an old interpreter. He seeing 
asmile flitting over the faces of the women 
when a group of the colonists were near 
by, pressed them for the reason, which 
after much hesitation they gave: it seem- 
ed to them that when the pale-faces 
talked together, they gabbled like a fuck 

of geese. Being further questioned, it 
was ascertained that another trait struck 
them as singular, and that was that the 
Creoles were always laughing. Which 
shows that these observing natives at 
once seized their two leading traits— 
cayety and loquacity. 

The dissolute women who came to the 
eolony from such prisons as La Salpeé- 
triére of Paris were naturally somewhat 
turbulent, and in one instance rose in 

insurrection because they were fed on 
corn bread instead of wheat, and avowed 

their determination to leave the country at 
all hazards, but were eventually pacified. 
This was known in colonial history as the 
petticoat insurrection, 

This custom of sending disreputable 
women from France to the colony, proba- 
bly led Prévost to send that wild couple 
Manon Lescaut and the Chevalier des 
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Grieux to this quarter of the world, in 

his celebrated romance of ** Manwn Les- 
caut.’’ Although the characters and the 
voyage existed only in the author's imag- 
ination, the impression left on the French 
mind by the perusal of the book has been 
unfavorable to Louisiana. The cause of 
this prejudice may be assigned to the in- 
hospitable treatment which the erring 
Manon received during her sojourn in the 
colony, and which called forth the indig- 
nation of some sympathetic readers as if 
they had been reading facts instead of 
fiction. ‘This was a flattering tribute to 
the author, but unpleasant to the Creoles. 
There are still people in France whose 
moral perceptions are blinded by their 
sympathies to the extent of seeing a hero- 
ine in this wanton wench, and of weeping 
over her misfurtanes. It should be add- 
ed, however, in extenuation of so much 
sympathetic expression, that the author, 
toward the end of his story, turns Manon 
into a sobbing Magdalen whose tears are 
kissed away by the ever faithful and loy- 
ing Chevalier des Grieux, and with this 
touching tableau the book closes. 

Aside from those who went in chains to 
the colony, in fact instead of fiction, as in 
the case of Mlle. Lescaut, there were 
others of good conduct and fair reputa- 
tion who were induced to make the voy- 
age. Of these one vessel full was sent by 
the India Company, which provided each 
woman with a casket containing some 
articles of dress. From this arose their 
name, ** casket girls.’’ On their arrival 
the Ursuline sisters took charge of them 
until they were married, and the compe- 
tition which they occasioned among the 
men to obtain their hands showed a grat- 
ifying appreciation of virtue. In estab- 
Imshing the social status of the following 
generation, it became a question of the 
last importance whether one was descend- 
ed from the ** casket girls *’ or the ** house 
of correction girls.”’ In the latter half 
of the eighteenth century the last ship- 
ment made at the expense of the State 
was despatched, consisting ofsixty women 
of good reputation. By the terms of the 
contract each woman on her arrival in the 
colony espoused a soldier of good conduct 
—this being his reward—who thereby be- 
came released from service, and was fur- 
nished with a piece of land, a cow and 
calf, one cock and five hens, one gun, one 
axe, and one spade. From these mar- 
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ringes issued men best adapted to the de- 
velopment of the resources of the country. 
A few people of distinction were sent 

out under ledires de cachet, of whom little 
is known ; and some ruined noblemen went 
to repair their fortunes, as broken men 
of the Eastern States a score of years ago 
turned their steps toward California, In 
addition to these a few men with noble 
naimes repaired to the new land in search 
of adventures and fame. Thus, the pre- 
sent Creole population of Louisiana is de- 
rived from all classes, from the devout 
Cutholies to the chained convict, from 

the dainty aristocrat to the stolid plebeian. 
From this arises the desire of the Creole 
to trace his lineage through honorable 
parents, and to appear something better 
than his neighbors. Having little that is 
great in himself, he pins his greatness to 
others, and once fairly started on this 
theme, lives over again the nuble deeds 
performed by other men which he fancies 
shed a pale lustre on him asa descendant. 
He almost pushes the blood question to 
the point of seeing in it, per se, a hysienic 
virtue; and the desire to possess blue 
blood which is exhibited in Spain is almost 
equalled in Louisiana. This pronounced 
inclination to have a better quality than 
one’s neighbors oceasionally leads to 
wordy conflicts; but us a rule, peace is 
maintained by general assent to the claims 
of others. This turns all the claimants 
into a mutual admiration society, har- 
mony is conserved, and illustrious names 
become as plenty as blackberries. ‘To 
erect a barrier between oneself and the 
descendant of a felon is a spontaneous 
act of human nature; and if the Creole 
makes it out more insurmountable than it 
is, such effort should be regarded with in- 
dulgence in view of the particular situa- 
tion in which be finds himself. Natural- 
ly, itis now difficult to find any one who 
will acknowledge the early mauvais sujet 
as his sire. Yet if report be true, the 
conyiet after a short time generally be- 
came a useful member of society. Living 
was so cheap that there was no excuse 
for continuing to be a rogue, and he 
squared his conduct to new aims and 
duties. 

The Creoles are proud of the founders 
of the colony, but know less about them 
than one is led to expect, except in the 
case of ancestors. On several occasions I 
spoke to them of such as Sauyolle, a sort 
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of Crichton known as the American 
Prodigy, whom Racine called a poet, 
and another distinguished man designat- 
ed as a future marshal of France; of 
Bienville, who administered the affaiys of 
the colony for so long a time and was one 
of the most successful Indian fighters ; of 
Crozat and his financial schemes, by which 
a great empire was to be founded, based 
on the expected discovery of gold and pre- 
clous stones; of Father Marquette and 
the trader Joliet, who discovered the Mis- 
sissippi and sniled from near its head 
waters to the gulf in small boats; of the 
Marquis de Vaudreuil, popularly known 

in his day as the ‘* Great Marquis,’’ whose 
rule was one of the most successful and 
upright of the old goyernors; and of such 
other historical characters as occurred to 
me when the conversation turned on the 
past: but their traditions touching thein 
were yery meagre. 

The mistakes made by some of the early 
settlers are remarkable. One of the first 
who descended the Mississippi believed 
that the -head waters of this river took 
their start in China, and that ultimately 
a great commerce would be opened up be- 
tween France and that country by this 
extensive water-way. Subsequently, an 
oficial prediction was made to the parent 
coverniment that one might as well try to 
bite aslice off the moon asever expect to see 
boats going up and down the Mississippi 
for commercial or profitable purposes. 
One governor announced to the French 
government that the country was inca- 
pable of producing either tobacco, wheat, 
or yegetables,as high upas Natchez; and 
the governors generally occupied much of 
their time in seeking for mines of gold. 

It was only toward the close of the 
eighteenth century that the Creoles dis- 
covered their gold mine, which turned 
out to be, not metal, but sugar. ‘Their 
treasure had been lying under their noses 
for a century, and they did not know it. 
The mind groped tediously about in the 
dark before the discovery was made, and 
the Jesuits were the first who saw indica- 
tions of its presence. 

‘There was naturally more vigor in the 
early settlers than there is in the present 
inhabitants, and the discipline of a rude, 
vigilant life kept them at their best fora 
number of years. Houses were ereeted,. 
grounds cultivated, and Indians fought at 
the sume time. ‘They were scarcely ever 
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free from the apprehension of an attack 
from Indians, and were forced to make 
dangerous excursions in search of food. 
This living face to face with death every 
day developed a religivus faith and an in- 
trepid character which led then rather to 
court dangerous enterpriseg than to avoid 
them. ‘They paid that tribute of suffering 
which is usually exacted from a colony by 
the mother country. Half the time tits 
governinent was farmed out with extra- 
ordinary privileges to the highest bidder. 
Once the goyernor was appointed in a 
joke through the influence of the profli- 
gate De Lauzun, who was then powerful 
at the French court—the person sent being 
one Cadillac, who was selected on account 

of his ridiculous traits of mind and body. 
This was fun to the frivolous courtiers, but 
anything else to the colonists, who may be 
excused for not having seen the point of 
the wit. 

That part of the State inhabited hy 
Creoles still lives on sugar, but whether 
it will continue to do so for many years 
is a debatable question. The cultivation 
of the cane on this soil is somewhat of a 
forced process. In Cuba, when once 
planted, it grows on indefinitely, after cut- 
ting, from the stumps ; while in Louisiana 
it must be renewed, on an ayerage, every 
three years, which is expensive. In 
Cuba it grows riper, furnishes a greater 
yield, and is not subject to frost. Ina 
word, that island is the natural soil of 
the sugzar-cane, and if the conditions were 
the same, Louisiana would be unable to 
compete with her. As it is, there isa duty 
on foreign sugar which yields the United 
States government about $3,000,000 a 
year, Which may possibly be removed in 
obedience to the desire of a number of 
legislaturs who think that sugar should 
be put on the same footing as tea and 
coffee, which are now allowed to enter 
free. Should such legislation be effected, 
the wealth of southern Louisiana would 
be gone. 

THE LOUISIANA CREOLES. [Aua. 

The Creoles of to-day are still suffering 
from the consequences of the war, and it 
is the refrain of every conversation. Com- 
parisons are on every tongue between the 
straitened condition of the present and 
the prosperity of ante-bellum times. They 
are never tired of dwelling on retrospec- 
tive happiness and riches, and of sighing 
over their loss like the Jews over the Hesh- 
pots of Egypt. But there is doubtless some 
exaggeration of these former splendors, 
for the mind eyer magnifies the yalue of 
that which is nomore. Yet that material 
prosperity to which they so often refer 
has net been beneficial to their young 
men, for they have grown up lacking the 
necessity or inclination to work, without 
which, political economy teaches us, true 
civilization may notexist. Work, indeed. 
may be regarded as the fundamental dif 
ference between the savage and the etyvil- 
ized man, 
A graye responsibility rests on the old 

men who keep alive hatred of the national 
sovernment in their children, for im so 
doing they are throwing obstacles in the 
way of their future success and peace of 
mind. He who is occupied in nursing a 
spirit of vengeance has but little comfurt 
of soul or body. It isa case of cutting 
off the nose to spite the face, for whatever 
projects of retaliation may be entertained 
by the discontented minority of the South 
toward the United States, she will not 
deviate from her line of march nor fail to 
fultil her brilliant destiny. To inherita 
vendetta is as bad as to be born with an 
incurable malady, and in the end changes 
the most happy-natured being into a 
chronie sufferer, who makes others mis- 
erable as well as himself. ‘They are wel- 
come to the Federal feast the same as the 
citizens of Maine and California; they 
are invited to share in all the rights and 
privileges of this puissant nationality, and 
if they refuse to break bread with us, the 
loss is theirs and not ours. 

ALBERT RHODES. 
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THE SOVEREIGN OF FRANCE, 

To MacMahon, a soldier rather than 
statesman, was reserved the task of bring- 
ing into clear light the political theory 
whereon the French state now rests—a 
theory so false and perilous as to pain the 
well-wishing obseryer with a surmise that 
this Third Republie will ere long go the 
way of its predecessors. A defect which 
Thiers had the instinct and adrvitness to 
cover up is paraded by his successor 
as the corner-stone of the new adminis- 
tration, and bragged of proportionally. 

In every independent nation there is a 
single continuing source of sovereign 
power. It may reside in an autocratic 
czar or in 2 constitutional king ; in a dic- 
tutor or a demos; in a handful of oli- 
garchical peers or in the entirety of the 
people; but somewhere it must subsist, 
pulpable, acknowledged, supreme, and 
unalterable, while the given form of goy- 
ernment lasts. Equally clear to my 
thinking is it that when we classily 
political systems in lieu of following the 
official rigmarole with which (very likely 
by a lying parody, a deliberate abuse of 
words) each government describes itself, 
we ought to learn where the vital soy- 
ereignty lies, and by that token say what 
manner of government the nation is of. 
The sovereignty ofour country is notin the 
President, nor in Congress, despite its 
War-time assumptions; nor in ‘the Su- 
preme Judicial Court, which overwhelins 
ucts of Congresses and the arrogance of 
Presidents ; nur does it dwell in Maine, 
or Michigan, or Mississippi, with thei« 
fustian of ‘*‘State sovereignty’’; nor, 1 
think, is itsseat the whole breathing pop- 
ulation of the country. Its single fount 
is the body of electoral people. At the 
threshold of the constitution are the 
words, ** We, the people of the United 
States, in order to form a more perfect 
union, establish justice, insure domestic 
tranquillity, provide for the common de- 
fence, promote the general welfare, and 
secure the blessings of liberty to our- 
selves and our posterity, do ordain and 
establish this Constitution for the United 
States of America.”’ The lofty style 
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rivals an imperial edict—*‘ We, the Em- 
peror,’’ and so on, ‘* do ordain ’’—what- 
ever his majesty may desire. It was not 
‘* We, the Convention,” that ordained ; 
nor, ‘* We, the delegates from the States,”’ 
though such delegates drew up the docu- 
ment and signed it; but ‘* we, the peo- 
ple,’ establish a Constitution for the 
States federated under the title of the 
United States of America; and havine 
thus declared our sovereign will, ‘‘we, the 
people,’’ thereupon proceed to say what 
powers shall be taken from States to be 
exercised by Congress, by the President, 
by the Judiciary, and what powers shall 
be kept back from all these for exercise 
by the States. Politicians of the spread- 
eagle school declare that there is ‘** no 
such thing ” as sovereignty in free Amer- 
ica; which is like saying there is nosuch 
thing as air, because we talk of it by an- 
other naine, yet die without it. 

Turning to France, we find the thorough 
republicans ascribing soyereign power to 
the electoral people. ‘To be sure it is not 
necessary now in France, nor was it ever 
necessary anywhere to the republican 
idea, that suffrageshould be universal, but 
only that those who exercise it shall held 
the sovereign power. Nevertheless, what 
did Marshal McMahon take pains to say 
the day he was chosen President? He 
aecepted the office in these terms: ‘I 
will obey the will of the Assembly, the de- 
pository of the national sovereignty.”’ 
His first message to the Asseinbly began 
thus: *‘ Called to the Presidency by the 
National Assembly, I have exercised my 
power by choosing a Ministry taken from 
your ranks. [ am animated by a senti- 
ment of respect for your wishes, and a de- 
sire alwaysscrupulously to execute them.”’ 
And thus he ended; ‘* The post in which 
you haye placed me is that of a sentinel 
who has to watch over the integrity of your 
sovereign power.’’ ‘hat man, then, is 
only the Assembly’s sentinel, not the 
chief magistrate of the electoral people. 
His sphere of duty, as described by bim- 
self, is to take care that the people do not 
repossess themselves of that sovereign 
power which the Assembly claims. Lis 
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is an oligarchical, not a republican theo- 
ry. Democracy does not goyern France 
in such a view; France is not a republic 
in such a view. Had our Convention of 
1787 assumed sovereignty instead of writ- 
ing ‘* we, the people,”’ like a clerk draw- 
ing a document in his master’s name, we 
should haye a parallel to the French As- 
sembly’s arrogance. Should our Con- 
gress choose the President as a sentinel of 
its sovereign power, we should enjoy the 
sort of republicanism that subsists in 
France. If the Assembly be sovereign, it 
may lawfully make France republic or 
empire, kingdom or commune, in yirtue 
of its sovereign will, without reference to 
the will of the people. Indeed, the over- 
throw of Thiers was undertaken by an As- 
sembly that represents that country as it 
once was, not as itnow is. The displace- 
ment was effected with marvellous peace 
and decorum; but underlying the tran- 
quil surface is a ledge of peril. Very sad 
would be the spectacle of this latest at- 
tempt at popular government in France 
perishing like those that went before it; 
still, French republics haye a way of dy- 
ing Of intestinal disorders, aged three 
years. 

PUBLIC PRAYERS. 

Brerore addresses to the congregation 
had usurped the chief place in public wor- 
ship, leading in prayer must have ranked 
high among priestly functions. And to 
this day, among clerzymen whose orisons 
are extempore, the gift of supplication is 
recognized as distinctfrom that of exposi- 
tion. ‘‘I can preach as well as the next 
man, but I can’t pray worth a snap,” 
was, in our college legend (of course ex- 
avgerated by tradition), the frank ac- 
knuwledgment of a divine who both ser- 
monized for the students and led their 
morning devotions, yet with a certain 
felicity in the intellectual exercise that 
he never reached in the spiritual. We 

‘ have all seen the one faculty subsisting 
without its mate, some clergymen being 
vapid in discourse but strong in interces- 
sion, while others are rambling and com- 
monplace in the latter office but giants in 
the former. It has therefore become cus- 
tomary to publish in the newspapers, or 
in volumes, the public prayers improvised 
by famous ministers, precisely as their 
sermons are published ; and the best spe- 
Clmens are well knit, polished, rich in 
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metaphor, fresh in topic, choice in word- 
ing, feryent in spirit. But is publishing 
supplications that claim to be extempore 
alwaysa good practice? If thereporter’s 
presence possibly spurs the minister to 
greater activity of mind, variety of 
theme, and fertility of expression, may it 

not also check abandon and fervor? Men 
who are loath to revise and correct the re- 
ports of their prayers (on the ground that 
the petitions are already lodged at the 
goal) may well be neryous at the unre- 
lenting pencil scribbling under the pulpit 
eaves. It would seem to be exacting, 
this triple watchfulness to please, this 
threefold distraction of the petitioner’s 
mind between the Creator, the congrega- 
tion, and the press; and yet the published 
supplications do give us a clue to their 
original effectiveness. ‘* What an elo- 
quent prayer! ’’ exclaim the ladies as they 
quit thé church. ‘* Dora, dear, d?d you 
listen to his invocation this morning? 
Wasn't it just splendid? ’’ ** Mrs. Mack- 
intosh, it was too sweet for anything.”’ 
And grave Deacon Jones says quietly and 
kindly to his pastor, ** That was an able 
prayer of yours, Brother Smith,’ while 
the young minister takes heart from the 
merited eulogy. 

Famous improvisateurs often hinge the 
Sunday morning’s petition upon some cur- 
rent calamity or blessing—the latest ship- 
wreck or railroad slaughter, the burning 
of Boston, the fall of Richmond, the find- 
ing of Livingstone, the murder of Canby, 
the rumored death of Dix, or other great 
news, announced possibly by that very 
morning’s paper, yet tastefully and im- 
pressively used. Mr. Beecher, m yester- 
day’s prayer, says the newspaper, ‘* be- 
sought the Father ofall mankind to remem- 
ber in merey the children of the forest, 
whose pent-up wrongs had driven them to 
bloodshed and diabolical murder.”’ If his- 
toric events are to be prayed about, tell me 
whether the Modoc war was not a fitter 
subject for a Sunday prayer in the sum- 
mer of .873 than the smiting of the Hit- 
tites and the Moabites and the Amale- 
kites? ‘There is surely little need of 
those veiled allusions and roundabout 
phrases, those parallels and covered works, 
as it were, by which public prayer usual- 
ly lays siege to public topics. Even the 
bluntest clergymen deem it professional 
etiquette to deferentially hint by general 
periphrases tu the thought in every man’s 
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head, to the feeling aglow in all hearts; 
so that, for instance, instead of plumply 
thrusting upon the pitying notice of 
Heayen the people burnt out last night in 
Chicago, they importune for those of our 
unfortunate fellow-beings who, during 
the season of darkness which has been 
dissipated by the light of this blessed 
morning, were, in a distant city, made 
the yietims, either in person or in worldly 
possessions, of the devouring element. 

The undue length of most extempore 
prayers has long been a source of ill-feel- 
ing between the clergy and the laity. A 
spirit of compromise in the matter is de- 
sirable; and it may be noted as a sign of 
the times that a news writer of the ‘* Dun- 
dee Advertiser ’’ avers that in London the 
Presbyterian divines have lately shorten- 
ed their prayers, and that one of them, 
who also boldly abolished the after-ser- 
mon petition, found his congregation en- 
larged twenty per cent. I cannot vouch 
for this alleged result; plausible it cer- 
tuinly seems; and those who are curious 
about its probability, and who are in po- 
sition to do so, would perhaps confer a fa- 
yor, temporary or permanent as the case 
may be, by making the experiment them- 
selves. The wide discrepancy between the 
lay and the elerical view of what consti- 
tutes a long prayer, is perhaps partly due 
to the difference of physical attitude be- 
tween preacher and congregation; for he, 
with head up, stands or kneels at ease, 
breathing freely, and his duty itself may 
caase the time to pass rapidly ; while they 
bow In constrained attitudes, and in some 
churches have no responses to make; and 
a few are guilty of the rudeness and ir- 
reverence of stealing limited, furtive 
glances at the animated seene of fashion 
that engages their attention during the 
other parts of the service. 

However, long-windedness in prayer 
does not always spring from vanity or 
volubility. These faults do occur, and as 
simplicity and fervor please us, so pompos- 
ity and self-satisfaction disgust; still, the 
majority of long prayers are probably not 
due to the minister’s love of hearing him- 
self talk, but to an inability to centre the 
mind. Absence of mind is perhaps the 
besetting sin of public prayer-makers. A 
congregation yawns under a person whose 
chief theme is ** thy servantof old”; who 
drones through a meaningless set of 
perfunctory phrases, prefaced by that ex- 
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traordinary ** thou knowest ’’; who offers 
as prayer a patchwork of trite quotations ; 
who ignores in his listless supplications 
anything later than the first century of 
our era. As his cold, formal utterances 
mechanically roll out through the dreary 
old grooves, people are bored with monot- 

ony. Aman half asleep, or disirazt, takes 
twice as long to express an idea as when 
he is wide awake and alert.’ Sometimes 
we find a prayer-maker whose mind ram- 
bles the more easily because his profes- 
sional dexterity extricates him out of tke 
most desperately involved sentences, from 
which he starts and recovers as one nods 
and catches himself with a jerk when 
sleepy ; and after the regular round has 
been made, the sick and absent spoken of, 
and the various missionaries checked off, 
he bounds through the traditional closing 
phrases at accelerated speed, like clock- 
work running out, and, opening his book, 
in a@ changed and cheery voice, and to 
universal relief—his own most of all— 
gives out the hymn. 

If timely topics befit public prayer and 
make it interesting, the sensational ele- 
ment is overdone by ‘‘liye’’ or ‘* wide- 
awake ’’ pulpiteers, who are nervously 
anxious to tell the news of the day, and to 
keep their audience perpetually wonder- 
ing what fresh tidings will enliven the 
next supplication. ‘Their announcements 
of stirring eyents in these implorations 
inay succeed in creating a buzz and rustle 
among the pews, but the fault is even 
worse tian the dulness and insipidity that 
avoid any subject more modern than Neb- 
uchadnezzar. Besides, in their giddy 
hurry to ‘*‘ beat’’ the press in publishing 
current news, preachers are sometimes 
caught with hoaxes. It ought to be need- 
less to add that humor and satire, though 
they may lend a grace and spice to ser- 
mons, are out of taste among the solemni- 
ties of public prayer. Yet L remember 
hearing one of the most famous divines 
of our day pray in the pulpit ‘‘ that the 
Lord would make the devil pick up his 
tools and start out of the city; ’’ and on 
another occasion he said: ‘* Lord, chain 
the devil! May what we have had he 
but as the entering wedge by which the 
kingdom of the devil shall be ripped! 
May the underpinning be knocked out 
from under the devil’s works in this city ! 
May thy Spirit come down like a shower ~ 
of fifty-sixes!’’ Sach quaintness in a 
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sermon may start a smile; but it jars ina 
suit to Heayen. It must be admitted, 
however, that where ejaculatory responses 
are in yogue, the preacher is sorely 
tempted to make great efforts in tone, or 
yolume of yoice, or oddity of language, in 
order to draw out abundantly these wit- 
nesses to his earnestness and power. 

The question arises how far public 
prayer may wisely single out for com- 
inent Individuals in the assembly, by a 
deseription of their age, appearance, 
dress, ete. Some marrowless prayers 

seem to be based on the principle that 
‘* present company are always excepted ”’ ; 
but there is also an opposite fault. Once 
Portia found herself in a religious meet- 
ing where a gentleman rubbed his palins, 
by way of accompaniment to the exercises, 

with such energy and racket that the 
class-leader somewhat testily cried out, 

‘* Brother Sutherland, you’d better save 
your hands—you may want to use them 
tu-morrow !’’ whereupon Portia giggled, 
and instantly a grave and kindly woman 
dropped on her knees, and prayed that 
‘‘the young woman sitting behind me”’ 
might be pardoned for her awful levity. 
I thought then, and still hold the criti- 
cism to be unjust, because Portia’s titter 
was Involuntary. An English paper says 
that ‘‘a Presbyterian clergyman in the 
north of Scotland the other day took it 
into his head to pray at a local editor; 
the editor replied, and for anything we 
know the clergyman may be still going 
on with his comminatory orisons.’’ The 
correspondent of the ‘* Orcadian,”’ at 
Walls, wrote to that paper that he was 
made the subject of special prayer by the 
parish minister, the Rey. Mr. Keillor, in 
the following terms: ‘* May that person 
in our midst who has from time to time 
been sending forth unsought-for tidings 
to the public, be restored to his right 
frame of mind, and released from that 

state of mental derangement which makes 
him seek after public notoriety. May he 
be granted that character which he would 
make us believe that he possesses, but ap- 
pears to be devoid of,’’ ete. ‘The minister 
in the pulpit, like the editor in the press, 
may slash away as he likes; but he 
should do it in sermons, not in prayers; 
nor does it mend matters to veil the at- 
tack under a petition that the person we 
dislike may see the error of his ways. 

Chaplains of legislatures frequently de- 
liver stump speeches under the cuise of 
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prayer. Chaplain Newman once publicly 
informed the Almighty that ** the country 
is blessed with an economical administra- 
tion,’’ though this was a contested point 
in the then approaching canvass, and 
hence he may be said to haye abused his 
‘* privilege of clergy.’’ But the reason 
why such abuses cannot be remedied is 
that many persons half fear it might be | 
irreyerent for them to criticise any ha- 
rangue whatever that contains Biblical 
phrases; whereas the real impiety is to 
trifle with the solemnities of worship by 
arousing the partisan hates of the wor- 
shippers. When General Banks in the 
House offered his resolution to ** recog- 
nize’’ Cuban belligerency, the Senate 
chaplain prayed that ** the patriot arms of 
Cuba might be strengthened, and the isles 
of the sea delivered from the oppressor’ ; 
though the unfairness of taking this ad- 
vantage to argue in behalf of a proposi- 
tion not yet befure the Senate was ap- 
parent. As Chaplain Boynton used to 
pray against President Johnson, in re- 
construction days, so Chaplain Newman 
pitched into Spain and England; now he 
is an inspector of consulates, and yerily 
hath his reward. The Rey. Mr. Cud- 
worth last winter, when the woman suf- 

frage bill was before the Massachusetts 
Legislature, prayed thus : 

The earth is thine,O Lord, and the fulness 
thereof; the world and they that dwell there- 
in; and now another of the world’s great qnues- 
tions presses into this chamber for an answer: 
What can we do for woman? And Clamor 

answers, ‘“‘Let her yote”; Clamor answers 
again, “‘ Don’t let her yote.” Clamor thunders, 

Clamor whines, Clamor prays, Clamor jeers. 
Shall we hear the jeer of Clamor? God forbid! 
If there be any stain of a right withheld from 

bright, blessed beings—those who as mothers, 
Wives, sisters, daughters, companions, friends, 
make up so much of the happiness of the com- 
monwealth’s homes—give us wisdom clear 
enough to see and willstrong enough to expunze 
that stain from the records of owr otherwise 

prosperous State. 

Nevertheless, the Legislature rejected 
the bill. These things are trayesties of 
worship ; and in addition to the profane 
insolence of instructing Heaven in local 
polities, in a sort of ** exclusive, from our 
own correspondent’’ style, we find the 
further profanity of pretending to address 
the Almighty and really addressing the 
audience, besides the legal wrong of tak- 
ing part in deliberations on which the 
chaplain is not entitled to speak. 

Puitie Q.tLIBet. 



SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANY, 

SCIENCE FOR THE YOUNG. 

Mr. Epwarp CLopp has written an in- 
teresting little book entitled ** The Child- 
hood of the World,’ a simple account of 
man in early times. Assuming the great 
antiquity of the earth and of man, he pro- 
ceeds to discourse in a very familiar and 
attractive way upon iman’s primitive 
state, his first wants, his first tools, his 
first arts, bis first dwellings, his earliest 
ideas, questions, and answers, primitive. 
worship, migrations, and progress in all 
things. The great antiquity of man upon 
earth isnow anestablished belief of intelli- 
gentpeople; bat the inquiry into his prim- 
itive condition and how he escaped from it 
is new among men of science. We have 
many learned treatises on ‘‘ Prehistoric 
Times,’’ ‘‘ Flint Lmplements,”’ and the 
primitive social state, and we have also 
books without number designed to popu- 
larize all this deep information for common 
readers ; but Mr. Clodd’s is the first volume 
we have seen in which the story of the 
world’s childhood is told for the interest and 
instruction of children. Ina late number 
of ** Nature,’ Mr. E. B. Tylor, a great au- 
thority on all these subjects, reviews Mr. 
OClodd’s work in very commendatory terms. 
He says: ** The world is growing daily 
more alive to the fact that the history of 
man and man’s ideas, with all the prob- 
lems of belief and duty which can be 
rightly treated on a historical basis, have 
been shifted into new places and altered 
into new forms by the modern sciences of 
the world and man.’? And he asks why 
all this eurious and important truth can- 
not be incorporated in children’s books as 
well as other kinds of knowledge, ‘* Why 
indeed should not children be taught the 
elementary philosophy of nature at the 
modern level? Why shonld they not 
begin to shape their lives by the best the- 
ory of the world and their own place and 
duty in it which their parents can accept? 
Thoughtful children will take in most of 
the facets Mr. Clodd works on, and his 
ideas will open many doors in their minds, 
leading into regions to be more fully ex- 
plored years later. Much of the book, it 
is true, is beyond the child’s unhelped 

understanding. Yet there is no harm in 
this, for the best children’s books are those 
which in part engrave knowledge on their 
minds with finished accuracy, and in part 
only stamp roughly impressions which 
will take their sharper lines another 
time.’’ ‘These are certainly very perti- 
nent suggestions, for if truth be valuable at 
all, that which treats of the natural history 
of man, and how humanity has grown to 
its present development, must be of value 
to the young as well as the old. Even 
those who insist that fairy stories, instead 
of dry matters-of fact, are the best pabu- 
lum for the childish mind, can hardly ob- 

ject to stories of primeval life, as nothing 
in the whole range of fairy literature is 
better suited to stimalate childish curios- 
ity and excite the imagination by tales of 
wonder than an account of the traits and 
doings of people in the early childhood of 
the race. 

RANSOME’S ARTIFICIAL STONE. 

The Ransome process for the manufac- 
ture of artificial stone, as given in a pam- 
phiet published by the company, Is as fol- 
fows: Flints are dissolved by means of 
caustic alkali, under high pressure, so as 
to form silicate of soda, which isa kind 
of water-glass. This is then rapidly mixed 
with a proportion of very fine and sharp 
silicious sand in a pug-mill, so as to form 
a soft plastic mass, which can be moulded 
into any shape that is desired.’ The soft 
stone is next immersed in a bath of chlo- 
ride of calcium solution, which is made to 
penetrate it by hydraulic or atmospheric 
pressure. Whenever this solution comes 
into contact with the silicate of soda, the 
two liquids are decomposed, the silica 
taking possession of the calcium, and 
forming the hard solid silicate of lime, 
and the soda uniting with the chlorine to 
form chloride of sodium in a small quan- 
tity. Instead, then, of the particles of 
sand being covered with a thin film of the 
liquid silicate of soda, they are covered 
and united together with a film of solid 
silicate of lime, one of the most indestrue- 

tible substances known, The small quan- 
tity of soluble chloride of sodium, one of 
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the results of decomposition, is then wash- 
ed out of the stone by a douche of clean 
water, or by hydraulic pressure, its com- 
plete removal being insured by chemical 
tests. ‘lhe stone is then dried, and is fit 
for use. 

A REMARKABLE FEEDER, 

Iy the French ** Dictionary of Medical 
Science’? an account is given of perbaps 
the most extraordinary case of excessive 
and depraved appetite on record. A 
young man named ‘Tarare, whose *‘ capa- 
city ’’ at the age of seventeen was twenty- 
four pounds of beef in one hundred hours, 
though his own weight did not exceed one 
hundred pounds, joined the army and at 
once attracted the curiosity of the surgeon 
major of his regiment. From the day of 
his enlisting he got quadruple rations, 
with pickings and waste meat; but he 
would often slip into the dispensary and 
swallow a poultice or two. One day he 
was seen to seize a large cat, and after 
sucking its blood, he in a very short time 
left only cleanly picked bones. He swal- 
lowed serpents and eels whole. He on 
one occasion consumed a meal which had 
been spread out for fifteen German work- 
people ; after which performance he was 
blown out likea balloon. Again he swal- 
lowed at one sitting thirty pounds of liver, 
etc. It was once attempted to turn this 
rayenous appetite to good account, by 
having him carry in a box within his 
stomach a correspondence between Gen, 
Beauharnais and a French eolonel, but 
the fellow was caught and soundly thrash- 
ed. After death his stomach was found 
to be enormously enlarged and in a very 
disordered condition. 

. CORUNDUM, 

Proressor Lerpy communicates to the 
‘‘ Scientific American’’ a note on the 
newly-discovered corundum mine of Un- 
ionyille, Chester Co., Pa. Corundum isa 

mineral consisting of almost pure alu- 
mina, possessed of a high specific gray- 
ity and of a hardness second only to that 
of the diamond. ‘The sapphire and the 
ruby, as also the oriental emerald and 
oriental amethyst, are by mineralogists re- 
garded as varieties of corundum; and 
emery, as agreeing with all these in com- 
position, hardness, and specific grayity, is 
also classed as a variety of corundum, In 
& more restricted sense, however, the term 
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corundum is used to designate a species 
of alumina, occurring usually in six-sided 
prismatic or pyramidal crystals, without 
brilliancy, and with a dull, rongh exterior. 
Its use in the arts is the same as that of 
emery, being employed for the purpose 
of grinding and polishing. 

With regard to the Unionville mine, 
Professor Leidy reports that ‘‘ in its pre- 
sent state it exhibits a good exposure of 
the nearly vertical bed of corundum. A 
deep excavation exposes a breast of almost 
fourteen feet in width, disappearing east 
and west beneath the superincumbent 
gravel and clay on the sides of the pit. 
The crest of the bed, upon which the co- 
-rundum is being remoyed by blasting, is 
about five and a half feet in thickness. 
It is of course impossible to estimate the 
extent of the bed of corundum. It proba- 
bly extends along the breadth of the hill, 
but may reach in depth many hundred 
feet. Professor Garth has recently been 
investigating the corundum and the asso- 
ciated minerals of this mine and those of 
North Carolina ; and he will shortly pre- 
sent us with a highly interesting and yal- 
uable communication on the subject.”’ 

AN EXISTING RACE OF PYGMIES, 

Dr. SCHWEINFURTH, Who has travelled 
extensively in Central Africa, recently en- 
tertained the Berlin Geographical Society 
with an account of a diminutive race of 
men, the Acca, whom he takes to be the 
originals of the Pygmies celebrated in 
Grecian literature, agreeing with Aris- 
totle in the opinion that the Pyemies of 
Homer and of Herodotus were not alto- 
gether creatures of the imagination. Dr. 
Schweinfurth made diligent inquiry wher- 
ever he went as to the existence of 
dwarfish races of men. On the upper 
Nile he was told of men ‘* not over three 
feet in stature, wearing white beards, 
who were skilled in elephant-hunting, 
and who sold ivory to foreign traders.” 
But it was at the court of Munsa, king 
of the Mombuttu, that he first saw an in- 
dividual of this dimmutive race. ‘* One 
morning,’’ says he, ** the camp rung with 
a joyous shout, as my people brought in a 
curious timid little man, the palpable em- 
bodiment of myths which have been cur- 
rent foreverso long.”’ By means of giits 
and kind usage the pygmy was induced to 
take a seat, when he was measured and 
his portrait taken, He stated that he 
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was the head of a family, Living! half an 
hour’s journey from the capital; that his 
tribe are called Acea, and that their coun- 
try lies south of that of the Mombuttu ; 
that they had been.conquered by the lat- 
ter, and settled in the neighborhood of the 
royal residence. Tis height was one metre 
(thirty-nine inches), and albeit he had a 
pendent belly and very slender shanks, 
he performed incredible feats of agility. 
On the next day several others of his 
tribe, induced by the promise of gifts, 
paid our traveller a visit, and they too 
were measured and had their portraits 
taken. It is to be regretted, however, 
that during the entire three weeks’ stay 
of the doctor at Munsa’s court, he 
never had the good fortune to see a pygmy 
woman. But why did he not go out to 
the settlement and visit the ladies him- 
self? 

The Acca are noted warriors, notwith- 
standing their diminutive stature. It 
happened during Schweinfurth’s stay at 
the court that King Mumery, escorted by 
several hundred Acca warriors, paid a 
visit to his brother Munsa, bringing him 
a share of the plunder taken in a recent 
eampaigo. ‘These Tikitiki (men who un- 
derstand war) fought sham battles for 
the entertainment of the traveller. 

Dr. Schweinfarth closes with some ob- 
servations on the ethnology of the pygmy 
races. He says: ‘* The Acea would ap- 
pear to belong to an extensive family of 
races which bear all the tokens of being 
primitive, and which pervade the whole 
of Central Africa. These races are very 
closely analogous to the Bushmen. Ac- 
cording to Fritsch, the latter never attain 
a stature of over 1.44 metre, nor do the 
Acca exceed 1.5. Both races are char- 
acterized by a coffee-brown complexion 
and secant hair and beard. In both the 
head is large, the neck slender, the trunk 
and arms long, and the belly pendulous. 
Further analogies are to be found in the 
introverted feet and the wabbling gait 
common to both races, as well as in the 
smallness and beauty of the hands, But 
what is most striking is the facial angle 
of from 60 to 65 degrees, which is common 
to both, distinguishing them from the 
races around them. ‘The principal differ- 
ence between the Bushman and the Acca 
is this, that in the former the eyelids are 
very much contracted, while in the latter 
the eyes are wide open, with a bird-like 
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aspect. This circumstance, however, is 
easily explained by the respective modes 
of lite of the two races, and their climatic 
conditions. Both have yery strong aural 
muscles, thick lips, and mobile featares. 

‘© The only domestic animal among the 
Acca is the common barnyard fowl, and 
it is worthy of remark that an ancient 
mosaic at Naples pictures the Pygmies in 
company with such fowls. The Acca are 
much superior morally to the Bushmen, 
and are of great service to King Muns: 
who in turn deserves the thanks of eth- 
nologists fur saving from extinction so in- 
teresting a race.”’ 

COAL-CUTTING MACHINERY. 

Tae ‘*‘ American Manufacturer”’ states 
that an Indiana man has invented a cval- 
cutting machine that is said to mine a ton 
of coal in five'minutes. Jt is driven by 
steam, occupies a space less than six by 
eight feet, and has been tested with eom- 
plete suceess. In England a large premi- 
um has for several years awaited the in- 
ventor of a successful coal-cutting ma- 
chine; but according to Mr. Dickinson, 
government inspector of mines for the 
Laneashire district,sthe machines thus far 
employed are liable to frequent stoppages 
from getting out of order, and in his view 
little is to be expected from coal-cutting 
machinery. On the other hand, it is as- 
serted by a recent writer in the ‘‘ ‘Times,”’ 

that during the last three years several 
eoal-cutting machines have been in con- 
stant and daily use, working in some of 
the hardest measures in England, and that 
no such thing as frequent stoppages has 
occurred, ‘The machines, it is said, work 
with the regularity of the locomotive, all 
difficulties, whether mechanical or mate- 
rial, haying been completely conquered. 

PREHISTORIC RELICS, 

In the ‘* American Naturalist’’ for 
May, Dr. Charles C. Abbot tells of a very 
important “find’’ of prehistoric relics, 
without, however, indicating the locality. 
The diseovery was made on the removal 
of the face of a low bluff. ‘Lhe relics 
were all found about twenty inches below 
the surface, in a cireumseribed spot of 
about thirty feet diameter, and nearly 
cireular in shape. There was a fireplace, 
marked by a circle of oval white stones, 
enclosing a layer of ashes and charcoal, 
mixed with minute fragments of mussel 
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shell and bones of birds and fishes, ‘The 
implements discovered on the floor of this 
ancient ‘* homestead ”’ are fully described 
by Dr. Abbot, and.compared with similar 
implements of the European stone age. 
There was a ‘corn mill’’ fifteen inches 
in length by ten in width, and close by it 
were found two crushing-stones, one of 
them evidently belonging to the mill. 

Four ** net-sinkers ’’ lay near the mill ; 
also some yery rudely chipped imple- 
ments. ‘hen there were three well mark- 

€d hammer-stones of the usual pattern, 
identical in form with those figured in 
Mr. Evans’s work.. A very pretty hone 
was also found, much worn by long use. 
With regard to two cylindrical stones, 
the author is in doubt whether to class 
them as pesties or as pulishing-stones. 
A curiously worn pebble would appear to 
have been commenced for a polished skin- 
ning-knife, but never completed. ‘There 
were two undoubted flint “scrapers,” and 
an implement of chipped jasper which 
the palzeolithian had purposed to shape 
into a lance-head, but which by an awk- 
ward blow had been spoiled. The list 
of domestic implements found includes 
furthermore a ‘** skinning-knife ” of un- 
common beauty, and a gouge of serpen- 
tine, with well-preserved edge. 

The remains of weapons included ar- 
row-points and spear-heads, several differ- 
ent minerals being used for the former. 
There were sixteen stemmed arrow-pvints, 
all of jasper and excellently wrought, 
six of them barbed and stemmed and thc 
rest having only a projecting tang. Four 
were flat; the remainder had a middle 
ridge. Forty-four small arrow points of 
white quartz were found, and of these 
twenty-nine’ were stemmed, five were 
!»zenge-shaped, and ten triangular. Forty- 
eicht other specimens the author separates 
into six types. There were five spear- 
heads of slate. The author is in doubt 
how to classify three other specimens he 
found, of agate, jasper, and quartz, re- 
spectively. 
A remarkable series of hornstone im- 

plements, forty-two in number, were 
probably intended for knives or daggers. 
Dr. Abbot coneludes his very interest- 
Ing paper with the question, ‘*‘ Whence 
cume the people who left these abundant 
traces of their sojourn here ?’’ and thinks 
that [lickel’s hypothesis of an immigra- 
tion from the Indian ocean to the western 
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shores of this continent, and thence across 
to the Atlantic coast, is untenable witha 
race so rude as this. Such men must 
have been indigenous. 

SENSITIVENESS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC 
PLATES. 

Experiments made by H. Vogel, of the 
German Chemical Society, to determine 
the relative photographic sensibility of 
the clloride, bromide, and iodide of silver, 
show that this property depends, not 
alone upon the intensity of the light and 
the nature of the rays, but also on the 
character of the developing agent. If 
the latter is an acid, and the lixht white, 
the fullowimg is the scale of sensibility, in 
a descending series: iodide, bromide, 
chloride. If the deyeloping agent is 
alkaline, the seale is: bromide, chloride, 

ludide. The same holds good with eolor- 
ed light, or light deprived of the violet 
and indigo rays. Employing an acid, and 
fullowing the dry collodion process, the 
scale of sensibility is: iodide, bromide, 

chloride. Hence it follows that alkaline 
agents are not to be used for developing 
an image produced on dry collodion with 
iodide of silver. The combination which 
is most sensitive on wet collodion, with 

_an acid developing agent, is a mixture of 
five parts lodide of silver with one part 
bromide of silver. With dry collodion it 
is better to employ a mixture richer in the 
bromide. The mode of preparation does 
not appear to have any considerable influ- 
ence on the sensibility of these several 
combinations of silver. 

RICH MINERAL DEPOSITS IN KANSAS, 

InroRMATION afforded by the recent 
geological survey of Kansas shows that, 
along with her other immense advantages, 
that State is also especially rich in deposits 
of useful minerals. We learn from the 
‘“Tron Age *’ that coal of good quality 
has been found to extend through twelve 
counties. Tron, lead, and zine are abun- 
dant, and copper is found In paying quan- 
tities. Extensive deposits of gypsum and 
manganese have also been discovered, and 
marble, whetstone, and limestone, rock- 
erystal, mineral paints, kaolin, granite, 
freestone, various kinds of murl, grind- 
stones, and slate are distributed through- 
out the State. Aceording to official 
assays, the copper found often contains as 
high as twenty-four annees of silver, and 
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two anda half of gold to the ton, while 
the argentiferous copper has yielded as 
his) as from one to four thousand dollars 
to the ton. 

THE WOOL OF PRECOCIOUS SHEEP. 

Ir is commonly supposed that the fleece 
of precocious sheep, that is, of those which 
attain their fall growth at an early age, 
must necessarily be less abundant, as well 
as coarser, than that of other sheep. Mr. 
A. Sanson, in a paper on the subject, 
shows that the common opinion has no 
foundation in fact. The results of his ob- 
servations may be thus summed up: 1. 
The fibre of the wool grown on precocious 
sheep has the same diameter as that grown 
by the same breed under normal condi- 
tions. 2. The fibre produced by the pre- 
cocious sheep is longer than under the 
normal conditions. 3. The number of pi- 
leous bulbs to a given surface of pelt is 
the same in both cases. 4. Precocity has 
no effect on the amount of grease in the 
woul, 5. Precocity increases the total 
yield of wool. 6. The fleeces of preco- 
cious sheep are more valuable than those 
of other sheep, as well on account of their 
greater weight as of their longer fibre. 

DR. CARPENTER ON THE GULF STREAM, 

‘Tue influence of the Gulf Stream on the 
temperature of northern Europe is, ac- 
eording to Dr. Carpenter, usually very 
much exaggerated. In that entertain- 
ing work, ‘‘ The Depths of the Sea,”’ the 
eourse of the Gulf Stream is well de- 
scribed. It may be considered as begin- 
ning on the west coast of Africa, within 
the region of the trade winds. These 
cause a westward flow, which is known 
as the equatorial current. On reaching 
the coast of Brazil, the greater portion of 
this current bends northward, carrying 
with if the waters of the Amazon and 
Orinoco, and passing through the Carib- 
bean sea into the gulf of Mexico. In 
that great basin, into which no northern 
counter-current can enter, it is further 
heated, until it roshes out through the 
only outlet, the straits of Florida, with 
a foree which carries it a certain distance 
along the American coast, whenceit crosses 
the Atlantic toward the northern coast 
of Europe. In the gulf of Mexieo the 
water is 83 deg. in summer and 77 deg, 
in winter, Over the banks of Newfound- 
Jand the water is still 20 to 30 deg, 
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warmer in winter than the surrounding 
sea. ‘ 

It is now ascertained that by the time 
the stream reaches the middle of the At- 
lantic “‘it is thinned out almost to a 
film.’? In accounting for the eompara- 

tively mild and moist climate of the west 
eoast of Ireland and Scotland, Dr. Car- 

penter and others assume a more general 
avency than that of the Gulf Streain. 
Wyville ‘Thompson says: ** On working 
up the temperature results of the Porcu- 

pine expedition of 1869, Dr. Carpenter 
satisfied himself that the mass ot compar- 
atively warm water, 800 feet deep, which 
we had established as existing, and prob- 
ably moving in a northeasterly direction, 
nlone the west coasts of Britain and the 
Lusitanian peninsula, could not be an ex- 
tension of the Gulf Stream, but must be 
due to a general circulation of the waters 
of the ocean comparable with the circula- 
tion of the atmosphere.’’ Thus the cold 
water of the polar seas would be con- 
stantly sinking and flowing toward the 
equator along the bottom of the ocean, 
and the warmer and lighter waters on the 
surface of the tropical and temperate 
regious would be ever flowing poleward. 

MICROSCOPICAL VISION, 

Aw English newspaper tells of a curious 
case in which a diseased condition of the 
ey@s conferred upon the patient micro- 
seopical puwers of vision. The subject 
was a lad, who in childhood was threat- 
ened with blindness from disease of the 
eyes. As he grew up the disease subsid- 
ed, but left his eyes inaterially altered in 
structure. ‘The cornea was enlarged; 
the crystalline lens was divided into three: 
parts, each surrounded with a bright blue 
circle, and each haying a separate iris 
of very small dimensions—a mere speck. 
An object held close to the eye the boy 
discerns with minute precision, but more 
distant objects appear blurred and indis- 
tinct. 

AN IMPROVED STETHOSCOPE. 

Dr. Poore of London reéently exhib- 
ited before the Clinical Society of that 
city the rough model of an improved 
stethoscope. A patient with very loud 
aortic regurgitant murmur was placed 
upon his back ona mahogany table. One 
end of a walking-stick was then rested 
on the breast bone, while on the other end 

: 
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was poised the chest of a guitar, orifice 
downward. ‘he murmur was thus ren- 
dered distinctly audible to those standing 
near. Mr. De Morgan, a member of the 
society, observed that the converse of 
this experiment is no less interesting; 
for if a person bring his head in contact 
with another’s chest, and in that position 

utter sounds with his voice, those sounds 
will be affected by the condition of the 
chest, which acts the part of a suunding- 
board, 

NEW MATERIALS FOR PAPER-MAKING, 

TE typha, or reed-mace, a plant grow- 
ing abundantly in marshy land, is said to 
afford an excellent fibre for the manufac- 
ture of paper and coarse textile fabrics. 
‘wo species of the plant are fuund in this 
country—the Typha latifolia and the Ty- 
pha angustifolia. ‘The plant is hardy and 

_ grows very rapidly, attaining a height of 
several feet in warin climates, and is capa- 
ble of yielding three harvests in a season. 
In southern France the peasantry haye 
been accustomed to use it in repairing 
straw-bottomed chairs, and thatching huts, 
and in India it is employed for making 
mats and baskets. 

To prepare the leaves for paper manu- 
facture, they are first dried, then boiled 

in an alkaline solution ; after this they 

are coarsely broken up in a mill designed 
for the purpose, and finally washed. The 
paper produced from them is of a -yelloW- 
ish color, and very firm. 

INTELLIGENCE AND BRAIN-WEIGHT. 

Luar great weight of brain is perfectly 
consistent with a very ordinary desree of 
mental power, was recently shown from 
the results of an autopsy held in London 
on the body of a bricklayer. The man’s 
brain, according to the ‘** British Medical 
Journal,’’ weighed oyer sixty-seven 
ounces, Whereas Cuvier’s, ‘* the heaviest 
brain on record,’ weighed only a little 
over sixty-four ounces, and Dr. Abercrom- 
bie’s sixty-three. This bricklayer was 
given to drink, and could neither read nor 
write, but had a good memory, and was 
fond of polities. He had never given in- 
dication of possessing any great measure 
of intellectual endowment. From this it 
would appear that an ample development 
of the superficial conyolutions of the 
brain is more favorable to eulture than 
mere brain-weight; and that even micro- 
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cephalous individuals are not necessarily 
allied either to idiots or monkeys. 

SANITARY REFORM 

THe American Public Health Associa- 
tion met for the first time on May 1, at 
Cincinnati, and sessions were held on 
that and the two following days. The 
opening address was made by Dr. Stephen 
Smith of New York,on ‘ The Limitations 
and Modifying Conditions of Human 
Longevity as the Basis of the Practical 
Application of Sanitary Knowledge ’’—an 
essay of very considerable value, and well 
adapted for setting before the public mind 
the aims of the association. After con- 
trasting the possibilities of longevity in 
this country with the average duration 
of life as given in the census, Dr. Smith 
suggests the measures which in his judsg- 
ment are necessary in order to bring the 
public health up to a proper standard. 
The first requisite is the proper education 
of the people with regard to sanitary sci- 
ence; then the thorough education of 
the medical profession; finally the en- 
actment and enforcement by the State of 
laws concerning the public health. Sev- 
eral other papers were read before the 
association, and on Saturday, May 3, the 
sessions were adjourned to the second 
Wednesday in September of this year, 
the place of meeting being Providence, 
Rhode Island, 

SURVIVAL OF HEATHENISM IN THE 
BRITISH ISLES, 

Orr the west coast of Ireland, in lat. 
54 dex. 8 min. N. and long. 10 dee. 12 
min. W. from Greenwich, are two little 
islands, North and South Inishkea, the 
inhabitants of which, according to a 
writer in the ‘* Journal of the Anthropo- 
lovical Institute *’ (British), are true idol- 
aters. ‘These islanders are ruled by a 
‘‘king,’’? the present monarch being a 
very aged man and much beloved by his 
subjects. His reyenue consists of a 
small percentage of the fish caught and 
the potatoes raised by his people. The 
king’s palace differs m nothing from the 
huts of the subjects, being a mere hollow 
heap of stone, plastered over with mud 
and thatched with rushes and seaweed, 
‘* The religion of these islanders,’’ says the 
writer, ‘‘is confined to a large wooden 
idol—a rudely carved image of a man, 
about eight feet high, dressed in a long 
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flannel gown.’’ This idol is kept in a 
hut somewhat larger than the surround- 
ing ones. When stormy weather pre- 
yents the people from following their 
nvocation of fishing, which is almost their 
only means of obtaining a livelihood, they 
bring the idol down to the shore, and 
ainid many lamentations entreat him to 
still the storm, If there comes a calm, 
the god bas graciously heard their prayer ; 
but if the storm continues unabated, they 
recognize the divine will, and sorrowfully 
but reverently carry the idol back to its 
sanctuary. ‘The natives of Inishkea re- 
gard the seals which abound on tlie 
rucky parts of the shore with profound 
veneration, and never kill them, as they 
are held to be the souls of departed 
friends. 

ANIMAL EXPRESSION, 

In his book on ‘* Expression in Men and 
Animals,’’ Darwin employs the ‘* princi- 
ple of antithesis ” to explain the very dif- 
ferent attitudes assumed respectively by 
the dog and the cat to give expression to 
pleasurable emotions. When a dog is 
maliciously inclined he assumes an up- 
right, rigid attitude; the eat, on the con- 
trary, crouches when she meditates an 
attack. By the principle of antithesis 
then, the dog’s attitude of affection would 
be one of muscular relaxation; the cat’s 
one of muscular tension. M. Léon Du- 
mont, in the course of a review of Dar- 
win’s book, rejects the antithetic hypo- 
thesis, and proposes another which he 
judges to he more in harmony with the 
facts. ** The chief objection,’ says he, 
‘* to be brought against Darwin’s expla- 
nation is, that cats and dogs when caress- 
ing their master do not experience identi- 
cal emotions, and that is the reason why 
their modes of expression are so entirely 
different.”’ 

The characters of the two animals dif- 
fer very widely from one another: the 
dog is all devotion, while the cat is pure- 

ly selfish. ‘* Cats,’’ says Buffon, * only 
appear to be attached to you. ‘This you 
may learn from their sidelong movement, 
and their questionable glances. ‘They 
never (?) look up into the face of the one 
they love. Whether from mistrust or 
froin treachery, they approach you indi- 
rectly, by detours, to receive that fond- 
ling which they value only for the pleas- 
ure it gives them, Differing widely from 
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that frithfal animal whose every emotion 
centres in his master, the cat appears to 
think only of herself, and to love only on 
the condition that by so doing she may 
got more than she gives.’’ 

When: a dog shows his affection, he ex- 
periences a twofold emotion : first pleas- 
ure, and this manifests itself by an excess 
of nervous excitement, which causes his 
whole frame to thrill ; then deyotion, the 
creature giving himself up to the man, 
and becoming his slave. This emotion is 
expressed by a cessation from all effort, 
and by a relaxation of all the muscles. 
It is this which produces that attitude so 
lowly, so limp, so suppliant, whereby the 
animal makes absolute self-renunciation, 
and gives himself entirely to his master, 
The cat, when she caresses one, or rather 
when she receives caresses, has only to 
rive expression to the delight she feels. 
This produces in her, as in the dog, an 
excess of nerve-excitement. This excite- 
ment, however, does not take exactly the 
same course in the two cases. In the dog 
it is transformed into mobility ; in the cat 
if is expended in muscular contractions, 
and hence the arched back and the rigidity 
of the whole body. Im the dog, the re- 
nunciation of all effort will allow only of 
momentary and fleeting contractions ; 
in the vat, where there is no such sur- 
render of self, there is nothing to prevent 
the excited nervous force from producing 
steady and prolonged contractions, There 
is in neither case any need for supposing 
any new principle of antithesis, for the 
whole matter may be explained either on 
the hypothesis of voluntary gestures be- 
cause instinctive, or by the principle of 
nervous over-excitation. 

Accorpine to Professor Huxley, the Cel- 
tic population of Britain were by no 
means trodden out by the Saxons and 
Danes in the western half of the island. 
He thinks the common practice of speak- 
ing of the present inhabitants of Britain 
as an Anglo-Saxon people as absurd as 
the habit of talking of the French people 
asa ‘* Latin’? race. The Cornish man or 
the Deyonshire man is no more an Anglo- 
Saxon than the man of ‘Tipperary. 

Accorpine to Professor Frankland, the 
complete combustion, within the body, of 
ten grains of dry flesh, generates heat suf- 
ficient to raise the temperature of a frac. 
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tion over thirteen pounds of water one 
degree Fahr., which is equal to lifting 
10.128 pounds one foot high. ‘en grains 
of dry beef fat thus completely burned 
within the body affurds heat enough to 
raise the temperature of nearly twenty- 
one pounds of water one degree Fuhr., 
and is equal to lifting 16.142 pounds one 
foot high. 

PRINTING, and especially newspaper 
printing, according to the ‘* Lancet,”’ 
should be numbered among the unhealthy 
occupations. The badly ventilated and 
often highly heated places in whieh print- 
ers work, and the necessity of passing 
thence into the cool morning air, make 
consumption exceptionally common among 
them; while the constant handling of 
leaden type frequently gives rise to wrist- 
drop and other indications of lead poison- 
ing. 

THERE occurs in the last report of the St. 
Louis Superintendent of Public Schools a 
significant passage, which furnishes per- 
haps the true solution of one of the great 
problems of education—the religious 
question. ‘The superintendent writes : 
‘*T cannot find that our schools have, ever 
since their foundation in 1838, permitted 
so much as the reading of the Bible in 
them. I believe that this perfect sec- 
ularity has done much to bring about the 
perfect intermingling of all denominations 
in our schools, which has existed for so 
Jong.” 

Oysters are neyer found in the Baltic, 
nor can they be naturalized in that sea, 
though they occur in the northern parts 
of the Cattegat, which connects with it. 
An analysis of the waters of various seas 
shows the reason of this. The waters of 
the Mediterranean contain 3.7 per cent. 
of salt; those of the Atlantic from 3 to 

3.6 per cent. ; the north of the Cattegat 
nearly 2 per cent.; but the saltest part 
of the Baltic does not contain over 1.7 per 
cent, 

An observation made some ten years 
ago by Sir William Denison, Governor of 
Madras, gives a very plausible explana- 
tion of those yast masses of fish-remains 
often found in strata which were once at 
the bottom of seas. On making a voyage 
from Mangalore to Cananore on the west 
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coast of India, some time after the season 
of the southwest monsoon, he noted of- 
fensive effluyia rising from the sea, caused 
by the decomposing bodies of countless 
fish, which had beer killed by the influx 
of fresh water during the prevalence of 
the monsoon. 

An English inventor has patented a 
** disinfecting candle,”’ containing in its 
composition disinfecting substances such 
as chloride of iodine or carbolic acid erys- 
tals, which are turned into gases as the 
candle burns, thus disinfecting sick- 
chambers, ete. About one drachm of the 
disinfectant is mixed with the material 
out of which the candle is made. 

Or all cereal grains rice is the most ex- 
tensively cultivated, and feeds the great- 
est number of human mouths. If we 
were to classify the human inhabitants 
of the earth according to their preference 
for particular cereal grains, the rice-eat- 
ers would incontestably hold the first 
place. The second would be disputed hy 
the consumers of maize and of wlieat. 
The population whose staple grains are 
rye, oats, or barley, would occupy tlie 

fourth place. The following pithy note on 
rice-culture is worth repeating: ‘** Few 
crops more easy; can be raised on any 
soil that can be made either wet or rich. 
Usual yield from thirty to sixty bushels 
per acre. Easy crop for poor man, lazy 
man, any man.”’ 

THe proficiency of the ancient Ecyp- 
tians in the ornamental arts is well shown 
from a collection of Egyptian jewelry 
taken froma tomb dating from Abraham’s 
time, 1,900 years before our era. This 
collection is in the possession of the Sul- 
tan, and comprises earrings, necklaces, 
seal-rings, and amulets. The workman- 
ship is said to be of the most beantiful 
description. 

AN experiment recently made by Mr. 
Spence of Manchester proves that tlie 
diamond is combustible at a far lower 
temperature than has been supposed 
hitherto. He coated a diamond of the 
size of a small pea with refractory clay and 
placed it in a crucible with a mixture of 
soda and hydrate of lime, and then heated 
it in a muffle for seventy-two hours. 
Though the heat never exceeded a cherry 
red, the diamond had entirely disappeared. 
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‘* ProTecTion aGcarnst Fire, and the 
Best Means of Putting Out Fires in Cities, 
‘Towns, and Villages, with Practical Sug- 
gestions for the Security of Life and Prop- 
erty.”’ By Joseph Bird. New York and 
Cambridge: Hurd & Houghton, 1873. 

This is an important book, and deserves 
the attention of every real-estate owner, 
insurer, contractor, builder, hotel-keeper, 
architect, mason, plumber, carpenter, and 
in fact every man, woman, aod child in 
the United States. We have had in the 
Inst few years no less than four ** great 
fires,”’ three of them real conflagrations, 
in different parts of the United States— 
one in Portland, two in Boston, and one 
in Chicago. The destruction of property 
caused by them has been equal to the 
waste of a war of no mean pretensions ; 
yet it is only since the last Boston fire 
that we have had any evidence that peo- 
ple are beginning to understand the real 
evuses of all these losses. ‘The newspaper 
explanations of the Chicago fire were as 
wild as the visions of medieval saints. 
The *‘ fire-fiend,’’ the electrical condition 
of the atmosphere, the raging wind, any- 
thing was pointed outas the cause, rather 
than the true one: national reckless- 
ness—recklessness in building, reckless- 
ness in governing, recklessness in the 
fire service itself. The action taken by 
insurers, however, since the Boston fire, 
seems to show that the general sense of 
the necessity of protection against the 
danger from fire is beginning to be 
felt; and we may trust that New Work 
will possibly escape the conflagration 
to which, on the ordinary calculation of 
chances, an American city so large, so 
carelessly built, and year in and year out 
so recklessly governed, would be liable. 
However, this is a matter of faith, rather 
than of well-founded expectation. 

There are but two points in Mr. Bird's 
book (and it should be remembered that 
Mr. Bird is an expert in these matters, 
having devotid himself to the study of the 
means of preventing and extinguishing 
fires fora lifetime) to which we wish to 
call attention. One is, that the reliance 
placed on the gorgeously-colored machines 

which we see steaming through the 
streets on eyery alarm of fire is delusive. 
They cannot reach the scene of action for 
ten or fifteen minutes after the ‘‘ fire- 
fiend ’? has begun his work, and in those 
ten or fifteen minutes, as the experience 
of Boston and Chicago shows, the fire may 
have gained so much headway as to be no 
longer manageable. The other is, that 
even if they did arrive on the scene imme- 
diately on the first alarm, they would be 
of little or no use; for what is wanted is 
not a huge stream of water a hundred 
feet high, which cannot in nine cases out 
of ten be directed at the place where the 
fire is burning, but simply deluges the 
house with a mass of useless water, but a 

small quantity of water thrown on the 
fire while it is still small and powerless. 
Mr. Bird has demonstrated, by convincing 
experiments, that a few gallons of water 
thrown on the flames by a common hand- 
pump are vastly more efficacious than 
oceans of it thrown on at a later period 
bysteamers. The conclusion to which his 
experiments point is the necessity of hav- 
ing a large number of small portable 
pumps within easy reach of every house ; 
and it seems hardly possible to doubt in 
the face of his book, and our sad experi- 
ence of the fatal results of pursuing a dif- 
ferent policy, that this slight reform would 
have saved in very recent times hundreds 
of millions of property and hundreds of 
lives; though of course not even hand 
pumps can be of much use if fire services 
remain bad, anda general recklessness as 
to life and property continues to be a na- 
tional trait. 

**Orp New Encianp Traits.’’ Edited 
by George Lunt. New York and Cam- 
bridge: Hurd & Houghton. 
“The editor of this little volume ”’ says 

that he ‘‘ dues not deem it incumbent upon 
him to explain in what way the author's 
manuscript came into his possession ;”’ 
and indeed it hardly is necessary, for the 
process is evident enough. ‘The editor 
happens to be no other than the author, 
whose reputation has hitherto been chiefly 
political. Mr. Lunt is a writer of a 
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slichtly antique but very pure English, 
and his book is an attempt to deseribe the 
life and manners of the town of Newbury- 
port, in Massachusetts, in the old times. 

Newburyport, as all the world knows that 
knows anything about it at all, is one of 
the old Massachusetts seaport towns, in 
the county of Essex, and once carried on 
a considerable commerce with the outer 
world. Now, like every other once com- 
mercial town in that quarter of the State, 
Newburyport has become a manufactur- 
ing town, and its intercourse with the rest 
of the world is carried on by rail and not 
by sea. Of course in becoming a factory 
town if has lost its character; its old pe- 
culiarities have been swamped by the 
ocean of modern progress. It is amusing 
to find from Mr. Lunt’s account that when 
the commerce of the town began to disap- 
pear, it was attributed to the existence of 
a sand-bar in the harbor, though this bar 
had been there from the beginning. We 
believe it would be found that this same 
bar has accounted for the disappearance 
of commerce from more than one New 
England town. Evenin Boston there was 
the most terrible outery a few years azo 
over the encroachments of deposits in the 
harbor; though since the commerce of 
that city has begun to revive, we hear less 
about the harbor and more about the won- 
derful energy and patriotism of the Bos- 
tonians. 

Mr. Lunt can hardly be said to have 
made all the use of his materials to which 
they were capable of being put. The field 
is quite rich in local New England treas- 
ures, Essex county having been the home 
not only of a peculiarly brave population, 
but also of some well-marked families, 

whose names are well known throughout 

New England. 

‘*PoxrricaL Portraits.”’ By a promi- 
nent London Journalist. Philadelphia: 
J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1873. 

This volume contains sketches of Mr. 
Gladstone, Mr. Disraeli, Mr. Lowe, Mr. 
Bright, the Marquis of Salisbury, Lord 
Derby, Mr. Cardwell, Lord Russell, Lord 
Granville, Lord Selborne, Lord Cairns, 
Mr. Gathorne Hardy, Mr. W. E. Forster, 
Lord John Manners, Mr. Ward Hunt, 
Mr. Hurley, Lord Halifax, the Duke of 
Argyll, Sir John Duke Coleridge, and 
Mr. Ayrton. Most of them appeared first 
in the ** Daily News.’ ** Though ayvow- 
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ing definite political opinions, the writer 
is not conscious of any bias for or against 
individuals ;’’ a singular state of mind, 
which we confess we do not understand or 
sympathize with. Nevertheless, if it isa 
‘possible state, we should say that the au- 
thor of these bright and impartial sketches 
was right in claiming possession of it, 
though we think we can in his apprecia- 
tion of character detect quite plainly the 
effect of his political opinions. It would 
be idle to attempt to give any idea of his 
** characterizations *’ of the twenty politi- 
cians whom he has selected as subjects. 
They are all well done and worth reading. 

‘*Orations anD AppressEs.”’ By Wil- 
liam Cullen Bryant. New York: G, P. 
Putnam’s Sons. 1873. 

This yolame contains a number of ad- 
dresses on a variety of subjects. With 
most of them our readers are already in 
all probability acquainted through the 
daily newspapers, in which they first ap- 
peared. With others, as for example the 
funeral oration on Thomas Cole, or the 
discourse on the ** Life, Genius, and Writ- 
ings *’ of Cooper, the public is less famil- 
iar, though they are of more importance 
than the rest. It is hardly necessary to 
say that anything Mr. Bryant has to make 
public about the men and affairs of his 
generation is worth reading, however 
much the reader may differ from him in 
his critical estimates. It is indeed a ne- 
cessity of the case that in our day we 
should look at the Ameritean art and lit- 
erature of Mr. Bryant’s day with a colder 
and what we are forced to consider less bi- 
assed eye than our predecessors. They 
were deeply interested in fostering what 
they called American art and American 
literature, not from a desire to benefit art 
and literature, but as a matter of patriot- 
ic pride. Those, on the contrary, of the 

younger generation succeeding Mr. Bry- 
ant’s on the stage, who take any interest 
in art and literature at all, do so because 
they care for art and literature. They 
are apt to care very little, so long as it is 
good art and literature, whether it is 
American, English, French, or German, 
or Russian. For this very reason it is in- 
teresting now, and will perhaps in the fu- 
ture be still more so, to go back to the 
days when New York contained little more 
than twenty thousand inhabitants, when 
‘‘ the town was scarcely built up to War- 
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ren street,’’ and ‘* Broadway, a little be- 
yond, was lost among grassy pastures and 
tilled fields;*? when ‘** the Park was an 

open common,’ and beyond it ** gleamed 
ina hollow among the meadows, a little 
sheet of fresh water, the Koleh, from 
which a sluggish rivulet stole through 
the low grounds, called Lispenard’s mead- 
ows, and, following the course of what is 
now Canal street, entered the Hudson ; ”’ 
when America was filled with buoyant 
hopes of her marvellous future, a future 
depicted to the imagination of that time 
not as one of mere riches, but of the eleya- 
tion of man, the purification of art, and 
the perfection of government. 

‘““AngEcpDOTES OF Puprtic Men.” By 
John W. Forney. Originally published 
in the Washington ‘* Sunday Chronicle ”’ 
and ** Philadelphia Press.”? New York: 
Harper & Brothers. 1873. 

Mr. Forney, editor of ‘‘ two newspa- 
pers, both daily,’? and not only that, but 
some time editor of other newspapers, 
whether weekly or daily we do not know, 
and also clerk of the House of Representa- 
tives, and always in the thick of politico- 
editorial life, has certainly had remarka- 
ble opportunities for studying the charac- 
ters of the men who haye been prominent 
in American polities for the last thirty or 
forty years. He does not seem to have 
made yery good use of his opportunities, 
but his book will be an amusing one for 
many years. Mr. Forney is one of the small 
number of men who seem bent upon mak- 
ing constant exhibitions of that ‘* human 
nature *’ of which there is so much in all 
of us. One of the first anecdotes of the 
book relates to a journalistic performance 
of his early days, which he speaks of as a 
joke, but to which severer critics might 
be inclined to apply a harsher name. 

““T never met Daniel Webster,’’ he 
Says, ‘as was natural, on account of my 
connection with the Democratic party, but 
I often recall two incidents in connection 
with him. It was, I think, about the 
time Robert J. Walker’s tariff of 1846 
was passed, that he came to Philadelphia, 
and stopped at Hartwell’s Washington 
House, on Chestnut street, above Seventh, 
the guest of the Whigs, whom he address- 
ed at a splendid banquet in the celebrated 
Chinese Museum, on Ninth street. Ex- 
tensive preparations had been made for 
the oceasion. The company was numer- 
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ous, including hundreds of ladies in the 
galleries, the feast superb, the wines deli- 
cious, and Mr. Webster did not rise to re- 
spond to the toast in his honor till late in 
the evening. Short-hand reporting was 
not then what it is now, a swift, accurate, 
and magical science; and I knew the 
W hig papers, which resolved to print the 
great man’s speech entire, would be de- 
layed till lone past their usual hour next 
morning. The town was hungry to see 
it, and its surprise may be readily con- 
ceived when, at dawn of the succeeding 
day, the ‘ Pennsylvanian,’ the Democrat- 
ic organ, then under my direction, ap- 
peared with ‘ Mr. Webster’s Great Speech 
on the ‘Tariff.’ [ had taken his old speech 
on free trade, delivered in 1824, when he 
was a member of the House, and convert- 
ed it into a supplement, of which many 
thousand were printed and sold before the 
joke was discovered. The Democrats 
were delighted, the Whigs furious, espe- 
cially Mr. Greeley of the ‘ Tribune,’ who 
had come over to hear Mr. Webster, and 
who bought several copies of the old 
speech, tliinking it the new one. But 
Mr. Webster enjoyed it hugely; and when 
his friend George Ashmun handed hin 
my extra, he laughed heartily, and said, 
‘1 think Forney has printed a much 
better speech than the one I made last 
night.’ Was not that genuine manli- 
ness ?”? 

Mr. Forney writes ina language of his 
own, vrich, flowing tongue, based on Eng- 
lish, but not adhering eclusely to the re- 
eoenized rules of composition. He says, 
for example, of Stephen A. Douglas (who 
is compared to the Futher of his Country 
in this respect), that ** he had an inspira- 
tion for land,’ and again that he had 
*‘the inspiration of the soil.’’ the mean- 
ing of the phrase being that he had what 
seemed an inspired knowledge of the fu- 
ture value of real estate. Jay Cooke is 
alluded to as ** the ciyilizer and Christian- 
izer Jay Cooke, who pioneers this mighty 
work ’’ (the Northern Pacific Railroad). 
Still, passages as noble as the following 
do much to atone for whatever is erratic 
in Mr. Forney’s style: ‘‘ It is difficult, 
and often disreputable, to divine the 
motives of men who change religion or 
polities. Yet it is interesting to know 
how they excuse themselves. Consisten- 
ey is often a species of moral cowardice. 
Many shelter themselves under this shad- 
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ow, and lie through a lifetime, publicly 
endorsing an idea they hate in their 
hearts. ‘lhe brave spirits are those who 
welcome the truth as they see it, and fight 
it out. ‘he fool often lives and dies in 
his own errors. ‘he wise man inyesti- 
gates and rejects them. Asnone are per- 
fect in life, so all should aspire to be per- 

fect in the Christian virtue of toleration.”’ 
We may say with Mr. Forney, is not this 
genuine manliness? 

**Oxiey.’’ By Lyndon. Scribner, Arm- 
strong & Co. 

It is refreshing in these days, when sen- 
sational twaddle is creeping into our Sab- 
bath-school libraries, and dilutions of 
Rhoda Broughton and Miss Braddon are 
flashing their false and tawdry sparkle 
through children’s magazines, to find a 
book tor young people that holds one’s in- 
terest without any of these miserable stim- 
ulants. Yet for those who may imagine 
a dearth of incident, we will mention that 

a shipwreck, an elopement, and a suicide 
are all yery cleverly portrayed. Like 
‘* Marzaret,’’ its very popular predeces- 
sor, this story was originally published in 
‘+ lhe Examiner,”’ one of the brightest and 
best of the religious papers. ‘The charac- 
ters of ‘* Oxley’’ are real and human, 
sketched fairly, with no attempt at inane 
perfection. ‘Che warin-hearted, impetu- 
ous, unselfish, and at times heroic Zandy, 
must, we linagine, be the favorite with 
all. There are good pensphotographs of 
travelling on the Continent; and of the 
jolly girl of the period as she-appears 
abroad, good-natured, oyerdressed, loud, 
and slangy. ‘he vain and deceitful 
beauty ends her hypocritical career by a 
runaway marriage with one of the worst 
characters introduced to us, which is a 

devree of justice and compensation too 
rarely seen out of books. As the volume 
consists mainly of a variety of incidents 
filled in with natural chat on daily events, 
there is little toquote. Withno attempt 
at moralizing or fine writing, the work is 
extremely satisfuctory and pleasant 
throughout, and carries many useful les- 
sons naturally woven with the progress 
of the story. 

‘* Wir anp Wispom or Grorce Extor.’’ 
Boston: Roberts Brothers. 1873. 

Dickens has been dissected and analyzed 
into paragraohs by one merciless pub- 
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lisher, who entitles his hook ‘‘ Beauties 
of Dickens’’; and now Messrs. Roberts 
Brothers haye been using the scissors and 
paste on poor George Eliot, without wait- 

ing for her to leave the mortal stage be- 
fure doing so. In point of system the 
compiler of these extracts has been very 
clear and precise. They are arranged in 
the order of George Eliot’s novels, begin- 
ning with ‘* Scenes from Clerical Life,” 
and ending with **‘ Middlemarch.’’ The 
table of contents gives a series of numbers 
for each character in the novel, which 

serve to determine whether the sentiment 
is put into the mouth of a character or 
left to the author herself to enunciate ; 
and an index at the end analyzes the sub- 
jects of all the extracts. That the works 
of George Eliot should stand such a pro- 
cess and come out unscathed is a strong 
proof of the real genius of the author. 
And what a genius thatis, a glance at 
her **‘ Wit and Wisdom”’ will tell us. 
The wit is not so conspicuous as the calm 
and serene wisdom that comes of mature 
age and long watching of the world and 
its ways, of which we see the traces in 
every page. But there is throughout the 
whole that undertone of sadness, that 
constant recognition of the fact that this 
is a ** vale of tears,’? that make George 
Eliot’s novels by no means light summer 
reading. The ‘** Wit and Wisdom”’ is 
very neatly published, the typography 
excellent, and the book of a readable size. 

“THe ATLANTIC TO THE Pacreic— 
What to See and How to See it.” By 
John Erastus Lester. Boston: Shepard 
& Gil. 1873. 

This book may be classed as one of the 
best of its kind, a kind which has sprung 
into existence by the dozen since the open- 
ing of the Pacific Railroad. It isa reg- 
ular newspaper reporter’s account of the. 
journey to California, with a rapid 
sketch of all that is superficially known 
about the principal places on the route. 
Like all such books, it is light, gossipy, 
full of little facts of interest, and marred 

by one thing—the obtrusive personality 

of the author. If only the average news- 
paper reporter could forget for a while 
the meaning of the Latin pronoun mezpse, 
or be persuaded to appear to forget if, 
periodical literature and the books of 

newspaper men would be better than they 

are. Mr. Lester, in particular, being ap- 
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parently a Bostonian, is yery apt to ob- 
trude the ‘‘ hab” on his readers, witha 
somewhat boring effect. When, more- 
over, he gives us a description of how 
he was asked to read prayers one morning 
in a drawing-room car, and just what 
sort of weather he bad in such and sucha 
place, and compares every place he comes 
to with New England, the effect is equally 
tiresome. Such as it is, the work ts use- 
ful to any one going to California, for it 
does what it proposes—tells ‘‘ what to 
see and how to see it,’’ 

‘“‘Liperty, EQuaLity, FRATERNITY.”’ 
By James Fitz-James Stephen, Q. C. 
New York: Holt & Wiliams. 1873. 

lt is impossible within the limits of a 
short notice to give any adequate idea of 
the scope of this book, and indeed the 
subject is such that the attempt would 
hardly be worth while. At once a criti- 
cal examination by an exceptionally able 
man of the foundations on which society 
rests, and at the same time the declara- 
tion of faith of a small but increasing 
body of Englishmen, whose opinions bid 
fair to hecome sooner or later the domi- 
nant opinions throughout the English 
world, this book may certainly be said to 
bea profoundly important one. We, in 
America, are so accustomed to the tradi- 
tional division of power in England be- 
tween Liberals and Tories, that the idea 
of the foundation of a new party, neither 
of one complexion nor the other, is diffi- 
cult to conceive. That the see-saw be- 
tween Gladstone and Disraeli should goon 
to the end of time seems the most natural 
and inevitable future in the world. Ney- 
ertheless, there is a body of men—and 
the newspaper in which Mr. Stephen’s 
essays first appeared may be taken as 
representing their views—who are follow- 
ers of neither of these rival statesmen, or 
rather of neither of the parties which 
these rival statesmen represent ; who have 
a definite policy of their own, founded on 
ideas of government and society quite at 
variance with those of any system hitherto 
received by Englishmen. With the neu- 
tral attitude of England toward her con- 
tinental neighbors, and the policy of non- 
intervention which lies behind it, they 
have no sympathy. They have none, 
either, with the expectation of a universal 
peace on earth, on which the non-inter- 
vention policy ultimately rests. Still 
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less haye they any belief in what 
they consider the political noStrum of 
universal suffrage. They haye viewed 
with positive alarm the gradual demo- 
cratization of the English government, and 
fear for their own country the evils which 
they believe the experience of America 
shows to be the natural outgrowth of de- 
mocracy. On the other hand, they have 
almost as little sympathy with the old 
Conservative party as they have with the 
old Liberal party. They have themselves 
been educated in a liberal, even a skepti- 
cally liberal school, and have no absurd 
desire to improve the condition of English 
society by sweeping away the reforms 
which the liberal movements of the last. 
generation has introduced. Had they the 
power, they would by no means govern 
England in the interest of a class. Their 
government would be in the interest of 
the greatest good of the greatest number,. 
as they understand the meaning of the 
phrase. It would, however, be a very 
strong government, and would have no 
blind prejudice in favor of peace at any 
price. Itis of this new party that Mr. 
Stephen’s book may be taken as the creed. 
It ouzht to be read by every one interest- 
ed either in general questions of govern- 
ment and society, or in the future of Eng- 
lish polities. 

‘* Baspotarm.’’ A Novel. Translated 
from the French of Gustave Droz. By 
M.S. New York: Holt & Williams. 1873. 

Those who haye read even a single one 
of M. Droz’s novels, or even his shorter 
stories and sketches, do not need to be 
told that in a certain sense he is a charm- 
ing writer. His style is something won- 
derful. He has, indeed, not one style, into. 
which the subject must be made to fit as 
well as it may ; he has five hundred styles ; 
his styles areas many as his subjects, and 
of how many different kinds these are it will 
be impossible to say, until he shall have 
absolutely ceased writing altogether. He 
is equally able to write the most charm- 
ing loye-story, to describe the most real- 
istic duel in the world, or to produce the 
most indecent story that even the mind 
of a Frenchman could imagine. Not only 
this, but he has the faculty of imitation. 
to a wonderful degree. One of his short 
stories—we confess to an unwillingness: 
to refer any one to it by name—is in per- 
fect imitation of the old-fashioned kind of 
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writing, almost as different in every way 
from modern French as Chaucer is from 
Matthew Arnold. At the same time he 
is a disappointing writer, partly because 
this yery versatility inevitably arouses 
suspicions in the mind of the Anglo-Saxon 
reader, and partly because of his evident 
fondness for morbid subjects. Psycho- 
logical disease is a perfect mine to him. 
He explores its recesses and digs up its 
impure treasures with a skill and energy 
that are wonderful. He has a morbid 
craving for morbid things. 

‘* Babolain”’ is a pathetic story of a 
man who was endowed by nature with an 
affectionate and at the same time morbid- 
ly conscientious and timid spirit, together 
with a morbidly ugly body and face. He 
is repulsiye to all the world, including 
himself. He is a scientific man by pro- 
fession, and, after his unhappy childhood 
and youth are over, gains honor and a 
professorship. Accident brings him a 
large fortune, and his innocence of the 
world throws him into a yery simple trap 
set by two adventuresses of the lowest type, 
of whom the mother pretends to be a lady 
of high birth and delicate breeding, and 
the daughter an artist whose whole 
soul is absorbed in her profession. In 
reality her pictures are mere shams, 
paintedin an exaggerated, ridiculousstyle, 
to attract attention for the most shame- 
ful purposes. ‘The unhappy Babolain 
falls desperately in love with the daughter, 
and they are soon married. ‘hen begins 
a series of domestic scenes of the most 
humiliating kind, which have the grad- 
ual result of converting the poor man from 
the position of husband to that of a de- 
graded interloper, whose presence in the 

family can be endured on account of its 
pecuniary necessity, but no more. Every 
now and then the wife pretends a return 
of affection, generally when she is in need 
of money, while Babolain, incredible as 
it may seem, continues to love her devot- 
edly, and does not suspect what the real 
nature of her life is. During all this 
time he supposes that he has a ‘* gift of 
analysis’’ which enables him to under- 
stand himself and others, while in reality 
the poor creature is as blind asa bat to 
everything that is going onabout him. He 
analyzes every situation, and his humility 
{he considers himself as a fatally proud 
man) always leads him to the conclusion 
that he is in the wrong and his wife and 
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her mother in the right. As time goes 
on, he soon grows accustomed to look upon 
himself as the monster of cruelty and in- 
sensibility they represent him to be; and 
as his fortune is gradually wasting away 
through the riotous living of the two 
ladies of his household, he becomes more 
and more the slave of his heartless wife. 
One day there is an é@claircissement, and 
Babolain finds that his wife isan infamous 
woman ; he himself. in the eyes of society, 
a dishonored man and the accomplice of 
her shame. At first he listens to nothing, 
and fights one of his wife’s slanderers ; he 
is wounded, nearly mortally, and on com- 
ing back to life finds that his wife has de- 
parted for Italy with her mother, leaving 
behind her infant daughter. Eyen under 
these circumstances he lays the blame on 
his own shoulders ; and even the sudden 
departure of his friend Timoléon for Italy 
at the same time (the relation of Timo- 
léon to the family having been for a long 
time what any one may imagine) would 
have been explained away too, but an 
accidental interview with a picture-dealer 
finally lays bare to him the truth. He is 
obliged to confess himself mistaken in his 
wite’s character, but he still clings to the 
image of her which he had been worship- 
ping so long. His affection is now com- 
pletely centred upon his daughter. His 
fortune is almost gone, but with what re- 
mains of it he buys a retreat in the country, 
where he goes to devote his life to her, and 
where his fatepursues him. His daughter 
grows up to despise her father, and to fall 
in love with a cold, hard, selfish man, 
evidently through a sympathy of dispo- 
sition. Babolain settles everything on 
his daughter, and leaves himself a de- 
pendent on his son-in-law’s charity. He 
is taken to live with his daughter, and 
now his life becomes one of constantly in- 
creasing oppression and degradation. As 
he gets older and more feeble, he is less 
and less cared for, and more and more ex- 
posed to the cruelty of the seryants. He 
finds that his wife has been rehabilitated, 
2 la Vanity Fair, by her daughter’s relig- 
ious convictions, and that he is now the 
outeast. Only one consolation now re- 
mains—the affection of his grandson 
George, between whom and himself there 
exists the most tender sympathy. At 
last even George is taken away from hin, 
and Babolain is removed from his garret, 
where in rags and misery he has been 
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dragging ont the remnant of his life, to a 
private asylum for inebriates. He 1s not 
intemperate, of course, any more than he 
iscrueloravaricious. Such is the wretch- 
ed story of poor Babolain. ‘To our minds it 
is an impossibility ; but to say that any- 
thing is impossible is dangerous, and cer- 
tainly the story is one which possesses 
merit. The best things in it are the 
utter misconception of his own character 
by Babolain, and the beautiful scenes 
between himself and his grandson. 

“Tree in Danspury: Being a Brief 
but Comprehensive Record of the Doings 
of a Remarkable People, under more Re- 
markable Circumstances, and Chronicled 
ina most Remarkable Manner, by the Au- 
thor, James M. Bailey, ‘ The Danbury 
News Man,’ and Carefully Compiled with 
a pair of Eight-dollar Shears, by the 
Compiler.” Boston: Shepard & Gill. 

This vulgar little book increases by one 
volume the great library of humor which 
the nineteenth century is so busy in creat- 
ing. The humor of Mr. Bailey is perhaps 
uot so vulgar as that of some of his con- 
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temporaries ; itis on a loftier plane, pos- 
sibly, than the productions of either Arte- 
mus Ward or Josh Billings; but there is 
certainly no mawkish refinement in it. 
A humorist whose audience can stomach 
a& joke about a ‘silk lady owned by 
an elderly Danbury quilt,’’ who is ** over 
one hundred years old and contains two 
thousand pieces, over one hundred thou- 
sand stitches, and an innumerable eara- 

van of bed-bugs”’ (to select a single in- 
stance), needs not fear accusations of vyer- 
nicety of taste. This is not, however, a 
fair specimen of the humor, though it 1s 
of the vulgarity of the book. ‘The humor 
of the ** Danbury News”’ man is of that 
dry, sly kind, with which we have been 
made familiar, possibly in the first in- 
stance, by Mark Twain, which approaches 
the point of the joke in the most remote 
way, and seems to be leading to something 
of the most exquisite kind, while as a mat- 
ter of fact the point when we reach it is 
of the bluntest and must obvious sort. 
Of this sort of absurdity the bouk is full, 
and it will be found, on the whole, very 
amusin’. 
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THE CURLOSITIES OF KISSING. | 

“ Well kissed ! an excellent courtesy.” 
—Othello, ii., 1. 

A kiss! Can you define it? 
Shakespeare calls kisses ‘‘seals of love.”’ 

Gerald Massey likens a kiss to the ‘* gold- 
en sunshine.’”’ Miss Nellie Marshall 
thought 1t ‘* the fragrant breath of sum- 
mer flowers.’’ Coleridge calls them 
‘*nectar-breathing.”’ Sidney says they 
** tie together souls.’’ Saxe says: 

As for kissing—kisses live 
Only when we take and give! 

Some anonymous poet has left us this 
definition: 

Speaking silence, dumb confession 

Passion’s birth and infant’s play, 
Dovye-like fondness, chaste impression, 
Opening dawn of brightest day. 

A kiss! Can you describe it? 
Shakespeare calls kisses holy, lovely,. 

loving, gentle, jealous, soft, sovereign, 
warm, and righteous. He has over two 
hundred and fifty allusions to kisses and 
kissing in his plays, and in the second 
part of ‘*‘Henry VI.’’ he speaks of 
‘* twenty thousand kisses.”’ In the *t Mid- 
summer Night’s Dream’’ he calls lips 
‘‘those kissing treasures.’’ But in all 
his writings we find no full description of 
a kiss. It was a subject too vast even for 
Shakespeare’s mighty mind. He was ap- 
parently as much puzzled as is Mr. 
Charles Godfrey Leland in his poem, 

IN THE OLDEN TIME. 

What is a kiss ? pray tell ’t to mee. 

A daring, dainty fantasie : 
A brace of birdes whych chirpe, ** Wee would,” 

And pyping answer, “ lif wee could |” 

What isa kiss? Alacke ! at worst, 
A single dropp to quenche a thirst, 
Tho’ oft it prooves in happie hour 

The first swete dropp of one long showre. 

On taking the necessary step from the 
sublime, we have the description by a 
lady of her feelings on being kissed for 
the first time. She felt like a tubof but- 
ter swimming in honey, cologne, nut- 
megs, and cranberries, and as though 

something was running through her 
nerves on feet of diamonds, escorted by 
several little Cupids in chariots drawn by 

angels, shaded with honeysuckles, and 
the whole spread with melted rainbows! 
Another lady, a French author, said that 
a kiss gives more pleasure than anything 
else in the world; to which an irreverent 
scoffer, a far-western editor, responded, 
‘* That writer had evidently never experi- 
enced the childish rapture of descending 
the stairs by sliding down the banisters.”’ 

. Many years agone, that jovial divine, 
Robert Herrick, had asked the same ques- 
tion as did Mr. Leland, and had also es- 

sayed to answer it: 
It is a creature born and bred 
Between the lips, all cherry red. 

It is an active flame that flies 
First to the babies of the eyes, 

Then to the cheek, the chin, the ear, 

It frisks and files—now here, now there; 
‘Tis now far off, and then "tis near, 

Aud here and there and everywhere. 

An anonymous poet of Herrick’s day 
thus philosophizes on a kiss: 

Philosophers pretend to tell 
How like a hermit in his cell 
The soul within the brain does dwell 
But I, who am not half so wise, 
Think I have seen ’t in Chloe’s eyes; 
Down to her lips from thence it stole 

And there I kiss’d her very soul. 

I suppose all of us who have been chil- 
dren remember the classical ballad de- 
scribing the wedding of our simian ances- 
tor. The epic poet declares : 

The monkey married the baloon’s sister, 
Smacked his lips, and then he kissed her— 

Kissed so hard he raised a blister— 

after which the veracious chronicler as- 
serts that 

She set up a yell. 

As we grew older, and went to college, 
we sang ‘** Lauriger,”’ with the dear old 
chorus : 

Ubi sunt, o pocula! 
Dulciora melle, 

Rix et pax, et oscula 

Rubentis puelle, 

Later in life we may apostrophize the 
kiss as does Sir Philip Sidney in ** Astro- 
phel and Stella”: 

O kiss ! which dost those rnddy gems impart, 

Or gems, or fruits, of new-found paradise ; 
Breathing all bliss and sweet'ning to the heart ; 
Veaching dumb bliss a nobler exercise, 
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Later still, when the privilege of oscu- 
lation has been acquired by the solemn 
betrothal, we may ery with Dayton: 

These poor half kisses kill me quite, 
Was ever man s0 served ? 

Amidst an ocean of delight 
For pleasure to be starved. 

And if, some day, when our race is 
nearly run, we can, like Leigh Hunt, be 
the bearer of good news to a charming 
woman, may we like him be able to sing: 

Jenny kissed me when we met, 
Jumping from the chair she sat in ; 

Time, you thief! who love to get 
Sweets into your list, put that in, 

Say I'm weary, say I’m sad, 

Say that health and wealth have missed me ; 
Say I’m growing old; but add, 
Jenny kissed me. 

Finally, we may say with Ben Jonson: 

[t should be my wishing 

That | might die kissing |! 

The writers of comic songs have deyot- 
ed their energy to the production of oscu- 
latory lyrics. We have ‘‘ Comin’ thro’ 
the Rye,’’ ** Kome and Kiss me! ”’ “‘ Kiss- 
ing on the Sly!”’’ and besides others, the 
excruciating London ‘‘ serio-comic ”’ 
song, the chorus of whieh is: 

I saw Esau kissing Kate; 

The fact is we all three saw: 
For I saw Esau, he saw me, — 

And she saw I saw Esau! ~ ‘ 

There is, of course, a facetious way of 
looking at kisses and kissing and kissers. 
Messrs. Deery and Dion and Ubassy 
might think that kissing goes by favor ex- 
cept in billiards. A western paper re- 
cently said a young lady in Oshkosh had 
broken her engagement for a week in or- 
der to eat onions! And another western 
Journal speaks of another young lady 
who has been so well brought up that she 
knocks down every man who kisses her, 
and she is so pretty that half the married 
and all the single men in town have black 
eyes. ‘Two old conundrums informed us 
that a muff is a thing that holds a lady’s 
hand without squeezing it, and a spoon a 
thing that touches a lady’s lips without 
kissing them. Although nowadays that 
would scarcely do for a definition of spoon- 
ing. 

Daring the late unpleasantness some- 
body drew up the following system of os- 
enlatory tacties : 

10 KISS, IN THREE MOTIONS. 
Reeruit ia placed in front of the piece, 
First motion : Bend the right knee, straighten 
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the left, bring the head on a line with the face 
or the piece; at the same time extend the arms 
and clasp the cheeks of the piece firmly in both 
hands. 

Second motion: Bend the body slightly for- 
ward, pucker the mouth slightly, and apply the 
lips smartly to the muzzle mouldings, 

Third motion ; Break off promptly in both 
legs to escape the jarring or injury should the 
piece recoil, 

The London “ Fun,”’ under the heading 
‘* Mind Your Own Buss-iness,’’ gave this 
extract from the dictionary of osculation : 

Buss, a kiss. 

Rebus, to kiss again. 
Pluribus, to kiss irrespective of sex. 
Syl/abus, to kiss the hand instead of the lip. 
Blunderbuss, to kiss the wrong person. 
Omnibus, to kiss all promiscuously. 
Erebus, to kiss in the dark, 
Incubus, to have to kiss some one you don't 

like, 
Harquebus, to kiss with a loud smack. 

Suggested probably by the whimsical 
definition of ** syllabus.’’ Some one see- 
ing two ladies kiss said it was a waste of 
raw material. And similarin purport to 
this is the anonymous quatrain : 

Men scorn to kiss among themselves, 
And scarce will kiss a brother ; 

Women often want to kiss so much, 
They smack and kiss each other. 

But although men may scorn to kiss 
each other, some of them like to kiss each 
other’s wives. Only a few days ago a 
man was brought into the court of Oyer 
and ‘lerminer charged with an assault. 
But the District Attorney did not press 
& conviction when he learned that the 
plaintiff had kissed the defendant’s wife 
(against her will), and Judge Brady told 
the jury that the defendant was justified 
in using a weapon to protect his wife at 
home. An English magistrate recently 
fined a man ten shillings for kissing an- 
other man’s wife. The defendant thought 
this more than the kiss was worth. Not 
so the husband of the injured (?) lady. 
He did not think that punishment suff- 
cient, and consequently thrashed the of- 
fender after his discharge. Whereupon 
the kisser caused the arrest of the husband 
of the kissee on a charge of assault and 
battery. ‘There the matter rests. Buta 
few days ago a grass widow and a gay 
young bachelor were fined fiye dollars 
each for kissing each other while riding 
through the streets of Prairie du Chien on 
Sunday. So a kiss appears to cost ten 
shillings in Great Britain and ten dollars 
in Greater Britain. 
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‘The ‘* History of Kisses and Kissing,’’ 
a work as yet unwritten, would be both 
anusing and instructive. It would be 
linked sweetness long drawn out, for kiss- 
ing is undoubtedly of ancient origin. 
Adam and Eve probably kissed. The pa- 
triarchs certainly did. In Charles Reade’s 
‘* Cloister and the Hearth,’ that wonder- 
ful reproduction of medizeyal men and 
manners, there is a short dissertation on 
some curious kissing customs. Fra Co- 
lonna, enamored of the pagan days, over- 
whelms Brother Jerome with copious 
quotations, showing the antiquity and 
pagan origin of many modern ecclesiasti- 
cal customs. ‘* Kissing of images and 
the Pope’s toe is Eastern paganism,”’ said 
Fra Colonna. ‘* The Egyptians had it of 
the Assyrians, the Greeks of the Egyp- 
tians, and we of the Romans, whose 
Pontifex Maximus had his toe kissed un- 
der the empire. The Druids kissed their 
high priest’s toe a thousand years Bb. C. 
The Mussulmans, who, like you, profess to 
abhor heathenism, kiss the stone of the 
Caaba—a pagan practice. The priests of 
Baal kissed their idols so. 

‘Tully tells us of a fair image of Her- 
cules at Agrigentum whose chin was worn 
by kissing. ‘The lower parts of thie 
statues we call Peter are Jupiter. The 
toe is sore worn, but not all by Christian 
mouths. The heathen vulgar laid their 
lips there first for many a year, and ours 
haye followed them as monkeys their 
masters. And that is why, down with 
the poor heathen! Pereant qui ante nos 
nostra fecerini.”’ 

In No. 67 of the ‘* Spectator ” disparag- 
ing remarks are made against the kissing 
dance, which appears to have been some 
sort of country dance, rather too frolic- 
some and loose in character to be en- 
couraged. Perhaps, however, in these 
modern days a kissing figure could be 
introduced with advantage into the Ger- 
man. Should this ever be done, the mu- 
sic for it is ready, for has not Arditi com- 
posed ‘* Il Bacio’’? and is there not a 
kiss waltz in Herr Offenbach's ** Barbe 
Bleue ”’? ; 

Christmas and kisses go hand in hand 
with holly and mistletoe. Not that we 
may not kiss in other seasons, but Christ- 
mas and its customs encourage the home 
manufacture. ‘* When gorse is out of 
blossom, kissing is out of fayor,”’ says the 
quaint old proverb; and gorse blossoms 
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always, year in and year out. What 
says the poet? 

If of their due my lips vou chizzle, 
Then on her toe Miss Missletoe may mizzle! 

Eight kinds of kisses are mentioned in 
Holy Writ: Affection, Adoration, Appro- 
bation, Salutation, Subjection, Reconcilia- 
tion, Valediction, and Treachery. 

The poets, mounting to Parnassus on 
Pegasus, have absolutely revelled in kisses 
and kissing. Even miserable rhymesters 
know that kiss and bliss will jingle as ef- 
fectually as part and heart or love and 
dove. Shelley, in ‘* Love’s Philosophy,” 
Says : 

See the mountains kiss high heavén 
And the waves clusp one another; 

No sister flower would be forgiven 
If it disdained its brother; 

And the sunlight clasps the earth, 

And the moonbeams kiss the sea. 

What are all these kissings worth 

If thou kiss not me? 

Algernon Charles Swinburne, ina lovely 
little lyric called ‘* A Mateh,’’ has this 
delicious stanza : 

If I were what the words are, 
And love were like the tine, 

With double sound and single 
Delight our lips wonld mingle, 
With kisses glad as birds are 
That get sweet rain atnoon; 

If I were what the words are, 

And love were like the tune, 

Mr. Mortimer Collins, the gastronomic 
novelist, has this dainty little song in one 
of his works : 

Droop, droop, soft little eyelids! 
Droop over eyes of weird wild bine! 

Under the fringe of those tremulous shy lids 
Glances of love and of fun peep through. 

Sing, sing, sweetest of maidens! 
Carol away with thy white little throat? 

Echo awakes to the exquisite cadence 
Here on the magical mere afloat. 

Dream, dream, heart of my own love! 

Sweet is the wind from the odorous South— 
Sweetis the island we sail to alone, love— 
Sweet is a kiss from thy ruddy young mouth 

Voltaire quoted and extolled this little 
epigrammatie gem by Dufresny: 

Phyllis, greedier far than kind, 
When Sylvander pray 'd for this, 

Required of her faithful hind 

Thirty Sheep for one shoré kiss. 

The morrow, and the shepherd thought 

Phyllis kind—the bargain cheap; 

For from the shepherdess he bought 
Thirty kisses for one sheep. 

The morrow, Phyllis, far more tender, 
Trembling she would lose the bliss, 

Was very happy to surrender 
Thirty sheep for one short kiss. 
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The morrow? Phyllis, nearly mad, 
Found her floes a bribe too small 

To buy the kiss the fickle lad 
Gave Lizette for naught at all 

Mr, Charles Sibley’s ‘‘ Kiss,’’ one of the 
neatest of all oseulatory poems, appeared 
a short time agoin ‘* The Galaxy,’ but it 
is certainly worth reproduction now : 

Upon ane stormy Sunday, 
Coming adoon the lane, 

Were a score of bonnie lassies— 
And the sweetest, I maintain, 

Was Caddie, 
That I took unneath my pladdie, 

To shield her from the rain. 

She said that the daisies blushed 
For the kiss that I had ta’en. 

J wadna hne thought the lassie 
Wad sae of a kiss complain, 

** Now, laddie, 
I winna stay under your pladdie, 
If I gang bome in the rain.” 

But on an after Sunday, 
When cloud there was not ane, 

This self-same winsome lassie— 

Wechanced to meet in the lane— 

Said: ** Laddie, 

Why dinna ye wear your pladdie? 
Wha kens but it may rain? ” 

An anacreonitic, anonymous but very 
pretty, went the rounds of the press a 
year or two ago. It was probably from 
some English paper : 

Oh, if my love offended me 
And we had words together, 

To show her I would master be, 
I’d whip her with a feather! 

If then she, like a naughty gir, 

Would tyranny declare it, 
lil give my love a cross of pear] 
And make her always bear it! 

If still she tried to sulk and sigh 

And throw away my posies, 
I'd catch my darling on the sly 

And smother her with roses! 

And if she dared her lips to pont, 
Like many pert young misses, 

Vd wind my arm her waist about 
And punish her with kisses! 

Mr. Charles Godfrey Leland’s short and 
spirited poem ‘* Manuela’’ contains a 
poetic disquisition on osculation : 

Red the lips of Manuela— 
How the lady loves to kiss! 

Ah, when Manuela kisses, 

First she kisses with her glances! 
Then her red lips kiss each other, 
Practising for warm encounters. 

Then she kisses with her eyelids, 
Kisses with her arching eyebrows, 
With her goft cheek softly rubbing, 
With her chin and hands and fingers, 
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All the frame of Manuela, 

All her blood and all her spirit, 

All melt down to burning kisses— 
All she feeds on is their sugar, 
Oh, thou sno above us flying! 

Breeze from land to land still roaming, 
Saw ye ever yet a lady 

Half so fair or fond of kissing? 

Red the lips of Manuela— 

How the lady loves to kiss] 

Mr. Walter Herries Pollock recent! y 
published the following suggestive versés : 

Just one kiss—two faces met, 

But the brows were knit and the cheeks were 
wet; 

Just one kiss—then up and away; 

But its mark will last for many a day 

Just one kiss and just one word, 

Softly spoken and hardly heard; 

Just one word that was said through tears, 

And told the story of all the years. 

Just one look from the deep, dark eyes, 
Just one grasp at a glorious prize; 

Just one kiss—then up and away; 

But ah! such a heavy debt to pay, 

William Strode, a minor poet of the 
earlier part of the seventeenth century, 
worked out a pretty conceit in the follow- 
ing lines : 

My love and I for kisses play’d, 
She would keep stakes, | was content; 

But when I won she would be paid; 

This made me ask her what she meant. 
Nay, since I see (quoth she) you wrangle in 

vain, 
Take your own kisses, give me mine again, 

The same idea has been frequently used 
since then, but, as quoted Fra Colonna, 
‘* Pereant qui ante nos nostra fecerint.”’ 

John Wolcot also devised a quaint con- 
seit and addressed these lines ‘‘ ‘To A 
Kiss”: 

Soft child of Love, thon balmy bliss, 
Inform me, O delicious Kiss! 
Why thou so suddenly art gone, 
Lost in the moment thou art won? 

Yet, go—for wherefore should I sigh ? 
On Delia’s blushing lip I see 
A thousand full as sweet as thee! 

I shall conclude this already too long- 
drawn paper by quoting the oft-quoted 
lines of rare Ben Jonson, the first qua- 
train of his famous ‘* Ode to Celia’’: 

Drink to me only with thy eyes, 
And I will pledge with mine; 

Or leave but a kiss in the cup, 
And Vl not ask for wine. 

J. BRANDER Matrnews 

LINGUISTIC MOSAICS, 

Matiupa JANE, who married Count Ju- 
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govhiski for the reason that he spoke 
such delightful broken English, at least 
showed more sense than if she had mar- 
ried him for his title, which was dubious; 

for there is perpetual amusement of an 
innocent sort in listening toa foreigner 
floundering amongst the intricacies of our 
language. ‘The pastime is endless, be- 
cause poor Jugovhiski, should he live here 
a generation, neyer would quite lose his 
comical accent and his foreign idiom. 
Byron said he might have mistaken the 
fuinous Bolognese linguist for an Eng- 
lishman by his speech, though he had 
never left Italy ; but, as a general rule, 
native accent clings to a man, and cannot 
be wholly worn off by practice. 

It is curious that those nations whose 
own languages require the ear tu detect 
and the vocal organs to utter the most 
delicate shades of enunciation, yet fail to 
recognize siunilar subtle nuances in foreign 
languages. 
lady, who had been a dozen years in 
America, announce that she had ‘* just 
seen a clock all covered with beans; ’”’ 
and when, by dint of inquiry, this phe- 
nomenon was found to be only a cloak all 
covered with Jeads, she seemed to think 

her blunder a yery natural and quite un- 
avoidable one. 

Then there is endless fun, as everybody 
knows, in a foreigner’s mistakes of selec- 
tion amongst those words which bear 
several different significations ; as, for in- 
stance, when an American lady said she 
was going to buy some ongles, mean- 
ing, of course, not ‘‘ finger nails,’’ but 
hardware ; and whena young Frenchman 
said his friend was ** covered with duf- 
tons,’’ meaning ** pimples ’’—the French 
word being douéons; and when an enam- 
ored swain at a country academy ad- 
dressed an ode to a damsel as poutre de 
soleil, meaning *‘ sunbeam,”’ and unfortu- 
nately got poutre for rayon—a “‘ rafter ”’ 
fora ‘*ray’’ ; and when, finally, a gentle- 
man translating a Paris paper to an ad- 
miring throng of ladies, surprised them 
by the assertion that ‘** Capoul’’ had 
been the whooping-cough of American 
opera-goers last winter—cogueluche mean- 
ing ‘*whooping-cough”’ certainly, but 
also ** darling ”’ or ** fayorite.’’ And, by 
the way, a Paris journalist lately, writing 
about Capoul’s successes in America, pre- 
tended to have received the following ap- 
peal from a New York lady, and eyident- 
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We once heard a French. 
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ly thouglit that the idicta was so exact as 
to cause it to be mistaken fur a genuine 
epistle : 

Please be so kind, my dear, not to put my 
name in your esteemed paper. I would be 
very sorry if my hushand should learn in New 
York that lam now in Paris vith the beloved 

Romeo, Yours truly, 
A. 

All these and a hundred instances of 
authentic personal experience are record- 
ed in the Club-Room archives; but we 

will pass them, and proceed, in our in- 
stances of linguistic patchwork, to men- 
tion a masterpiece of French composition 
which appeared the other day in the per- 
sonals of a morning paper : 

Ta missive m’a dulcifie. Tu ne dois pas eu 

Soupconner ; tendre et profond il 3 survecu a ta 
perseverante tyrannie ; dans son penchant il ne 

s’ambitionne plus de gloire que de lui etre permis 

de te protester son attachement assidu. Chasse 

de ta pensée la classification que tu en 4s faite. 

We can fancy the learned author of 
this epistle surveying it with profound 
complacency. If his object was to mys- 
tify all readers except his Duleinea, lhe 
succeeded admirably; but though the 
whole is as meaningless as Choctaw, some 
words suggest that the ardent writer de- 
signed it to be tender, pathetic, and elo- 
quent. Charitably hoping that the keen 
intuitions of love furnished a key to this 
fantastic French, let us give it the bene- 
fit of a literal translation, guessing at the 
probable meaning of such words as are 
neither French nor English: ‘** Thy mis- 
sive has dulcified me. Thou oughtest not 
to suspect of it; tender and profound, 
he has survived thy persevering tyranny ; 
in his inclination, he aspires to no more 
clory than to be allowed to protest to thee 
his assiduous attachment. Drive from 
thy thought the classification which thou 
hast made of him.’ Is there anything 
more acutely absurd since the days of 
Pistol? Let us trust that it duly dulci- 
fied the Dulcinea. 

Has any reader chanced to see a copy 
of a paper styled the ‘* Times Interna- 
tional,’? which flourished in Paris eight 
years ago? It disappeared after a brief 
existence, during which, however, it gave 
the world some fine examples of broken 
languages. ‘The ‘**Times’’ was an in- 
termittent sheet, desizned for the use of 
travellers in Paris, and mainly occupied 
by advertisements, which appeared in 
five different languages, with a kind of 
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cosmopolitan syntax. We will confine 
our citations from it to a couple of speci- 
mens that haye never been reprinted in 
our country : 

Bonoir tailor and his wife, both forty years 
old desire to have a situation as door keeper. 

Delaponte proprietor of the Scie a Rubans 
said the endless saw, fit to the sawing of the 
madriers, planks thin, boards sugar, etc. <Ap- 
ply for the Command, ete. 

+ 

Among linguistic mosaics a place of 
honor should be reserved for the following 
notice, which not long since, as stated by 
the ‘‘Japan Gazette,’’ was posted up in 
English at Yokohama: ‘‘ At a night of 
two weeks ago, a jin-riki-sha drawer, in a 
street of Yedo, was fired on his loins by a 
rogue. It is yet uncertain who was the 
rogue.”’ 

Not less remarkable in its way is a 
legal document recently submitted to a 
Philadelphia court. The case was the 
trial of one Eckhart for alleged desertion 
of his family. His wife testified that she 
had six children on her hands, three by a 
former husband, one by defendant, and 
two of defendant’s by a former wife, and 
that her husband had done nothing for 
their support for nearly a year; where- 
upon the defendant, according to the 
** Evening Telegraph,’’ read the following 
formidable answer, consisting of nineteen 
reasons why he should be discharged : 

1, She slaps me 4 times in the back. 
2. Smash the large looking-glas3 aud break 

over my head, 

3. Try’s to break iny bedroom dore with a 
haschet, where to see 13 marks yet. 

5. Firert a hot coffee pot over my head and 
ekall me, 

6. She sold my Pluplick house for $239 to her— 
I was offeret $200, 

7. She trit to kill my boy with a flat iron 14 
years old. 

8. She lickedl my boy 12 old unmorcefull. 
9. Ditto the little girl 7 year old, 
10, She drinks very hard. 
Il. She went to a pluplick house, treating a 

party of men four times, and came home drunk, 
committing assault and battery. 

12 ant 13 charge infldelity on the wife's part. 
14. She left us for three monts. 
15. She oreaks all the crockery in ths house. 

16. She is half crazy; ber sister died in the 
insane hospital, 

17. Not fit taker care of children, 
18. A new high hat smash is witha poker. 
19. When she commits assault and battery on 

me then she runs out and hollows murder and 
puto the bame on me. 

This tremendous battery caused the un- 
fortunate wife to ery out with indignation ; 
whereupon the defendant loftily said, 
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‘Be still, Shutup your mouth. When 
Iam talking, let me speak,’”’ If we may 

diverge for an instant from the literary to 
the legal feature of this case, it shall be 
simply to inform the sympathetic reader 
that the judge ventured the opinion that 
the parties could not live comfortably to- 
gether, and ordered the defendant to pay 
a weekly sum for the support of the 
youngest child. 

Altogether different is the style of lit- 
erary patchwork found in the recent book 
called ** Patranas,’’ of which an English 
eritic complains that the author, by way 
of giving a local color to his pictures, 
causes his Calmucks and Mongols to in- 
terlard their conversations with Sanskrit 
words. ‘Thus, he says, instead of Heayen, 
we hear of svarga; when a man dies, he 
tells his love he is going to the Deva's 
kingdom ; a Laura who inhabits a rock 
cave 1s represented as living in contempla- 
tionina @eréha; and anklets are styled ni- 
puras. ‘The captious reviewer thinks the 
idea worthy to rank with the happy thought 
of a Central Asian traveller, who, by way 
of giving a foreign air to one of his de- 
scriptions, says that the borderers on 
Lake Baikal eall it ** La Mer Sainte.” 
But the jargon of mixed languages is al- 
ways a privilege of authors who write 
about foreign countries. 

The language of the law presents many 
extraordinary instances of the barbaric 
mixture of tongues produced by the 
chance mincing of Norman French, of Hog 

Latin, and of Anglo-Saxon. Without 
pausing to give specimens of these, we 
may cite a curious legal document of an- 
other sort, purporting to be a copy of an 
Indian justice’s warrant : 

Mr Hicn Houpy, | 
(L. 8.) You Peter Waterman, you Constable— 

Be it way you look it, Jeremy Wicket— 
strong you tuke him, fust you hold him, quick 
you bring him before me. 

Cart. Houpy, 

There is another class of language- 
smashers that now deserves to be men- 
tioned. ‘These are the travellers, the re- 
porters, the popular novelists, the board- 
ing-school misses, and all that class who 
lard their conversation or their writing 
with superfluous scraps from foreign 
tongues. Their performances may be 
called the mosaics of pedantry or affecta- 
tion. ‘The superfine reporters, for exam- 
ple, never talk of sunstroke, but of coup- 
de-soleil; neyer of point of view, but of 
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point de vue; never of masterpiece, but of 
chef d’euvre; and so with ten thousand 

other French or German phrases for which 
our tongue has perfect equivalents. But 
this is an-endless branch of the subject, 

upon which, accordingly, we shall not 
dwell. Boarding-school French is a lan- 
guage by itself, and not to be acquired 
elsewhere. ‘To an expert in it might be 
applied, with due local adaptations, the 
lines of Chaucer : 

And Frenche she spake ful fayre and fetisly, 
Atter the scole of Stratford atte Bowe, 

For Frenche of Paris was to hire unknowe. 

Modern novels also furnish a bounteous 
supply of linguistic mosaics. Southey’s 
‘* Doctor ’’ itself, or Burton’s ‘‘ Anato- 
my,’’ is not more stocked with quotations 
from other tongues, dead and living, than 
a modern fashionable novel, such as the 
charming Miss X and the learned Miss Y 
semi-annually produce. One would say, 
in Shakespeare’s phrase, that ‘‘ they have 
been at a great feast of languages and 
stolen the scraps.’’ However, X and Y 
must yield the palm for linguistie medley 
to Mme. yon Oppen, who, in her novel 
‘“No Fatherland,’ published the other 
day, makes her characters speak a most 
bewildering jargon, of which the follow- 
ing extract, being the lightsome prattle 
of a Prussian prince with a Russian ac- 
quaintance, is perhaps a fair specimen : 

Ach! it is merkwiirdig that there never is 

anything new in the “ Zeitung”; one reads re- 
gelmassig every day the same old story—Xan- 

tippe von Zankenheim-Schimpfenhausen ! Ha, 
ha! [congratulate ; that will be a schone windt- 

schaft, Romeo yon Sachs-Lieb Rosen. Ye gods! 
it is really merkwiirdig how very easily dumme 

Leute become verliebt. I for my part can never 
begriefen what if is that makes one wish one 

einzige Frau for life to behalten ; to me if seems 

that one should become verriickt at the bare 
idea of having the same lady bei mir, if only for 

six weeks. What can one say where one sich 

alone with deiser person findet ? If one only 
knew what to say; one cannot always say, 

Essen sie gern Kuchen ? 

A comical specimen of broken English 
is one which was recently printed in an 
East Indian paper as having actually been 
written by a Punjaub schoolmaster to an 
English gentleman : 

HION. SiR : J am most anxious to hear yon are 
sick. I pray to God to get you soon at t—ina 
state of triumph. The climate of R—— is yery 
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good and proves unhealthy. No depnty com- 
mis’; oner complains ever for want of climate, 
If you also come here, I think it will agree with 
your state. An information expectant or rever- 
sionary respecting your recovery state is ex- 
pected, and I shall be thankful to you. Iam 
gir, etc. 

We have given instances of the pedan- 
tic use of foreign languages. On the 
other hand, for an example of humor 
without pedantry, take the English lesson 
of Katharine and Alice, in ‘*‘ King Henry 
V.,”’ or, in the same play, Pistol’s collo- 
guy with the French soldier, which is a 
series of nonsensical puns, Seigneur Dieu 
becoming *‘ Signieur Dew,’’ and pardon- 
nez moy **a ton of moys,”*’ while Pistol 
‘‘discusses”’ such French as ‘“* Owee, 
cuppe le gorge, permafoy, peasant.”’ 

Mr. Forster, in his ** Life of Dickens,*’ 
publishes some letters written to him by 
the novelist in French, of which language 
the biographer considers Mr. Dickens to 
bave been a wonderful master. But many 
of the letters are, after all, only speci- 
mens of linguistic mosaics: ** La malle- 
poste arrivé, monsieur s‘assiéra. aussi 

confortablement qu‘il le peut, et il y res- 
tera jusqu’éa son arriye,”’ ete. On the 
other hand, Thackeray's thorough know!- 

edge of French descends even into the de- 
tails of provincial patots and Parisian ar- 
got. He is conspicuously successful in 
depicting Frenchmen like Florac, whose 
conversation is a literal translation of id- 
iomatic French. ‘Topffer is exceedingly 
witty in his descriptions of English tray- 
ellers in Switzerland, and their mode of 
speaking French. Thus, in the * Col 
d’Anterne,”’ milord shouts to his euide : 
‘*Vos été iune fourbe, mosieur! iune 
fourbe! je connaissé yoter estratadgem ! 
je connaisse !—je déclaré encore iune fois 
que je ne parte pas sil y avé inne sieule 
junique niuage dans tute la cireumférence 
de la firmamente! Allé-vyos-en! tute 
suite! ** And when the unlucky guide 
innocently mentions a culotte jaune, the 

outraged traveller indignantly exclaims - 
‘‘ Vos eté iune malproper, mosieur! j’ayé 
dite & yos de ne pas prononcer cette sale 
mote! Je paye yos, c’été vos d’avoir de 
Vobediencé! Piqué la miulette; Clara.”’ 

But to pursue these examples further 
would be to open a limitless vein in the 
mine of linguistic mosaics, PR: 
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— Tne question whether the individual 
known to magazine literature as ‘* The 
Coming Man” will smoke and drink, 
seems for the time being in New York to 
be swamped in the interest of the less 
general question whether at the Central 
Park Concerts he will smoke and talk. 
That he will drink there, seems to be ad- 

mitted on all hands, though it must be 
confessed that the admission so freely 
made is surprising. We should have 
supposed that by this time some reformer 

would have taken it into his head to 
prove the mutual incompatibility of the 
pleasure of having classical music, and 
the coarse pleasure of consuming lager 
beer and the other beverages which form 
a part of the Central Park's evening en- 
tertainment. It would not be difficult to 
show this incompatibility; drinking lager 
beer and cobblers is a sensual pleasure, 
while listening to classical music is a 
spiritual enjoyment. All people genu- 
inely musical know, that to appreciate 
properly such music as Beethoven’s 
Ninth Symphony, they must be in a 
‘receptive’ condition. They could not 
thoroughly enjoy it while swinging on 
the parallel bars, or pulling rowing 
weights. It might easily be demonstrat- 
ed that the listener who impairs his lis- 
tening faculties by the exertion of swal- 
lowing beer and cobblers, is making use 
of vital forees which would be more prop- 
erly employed in gathering to a focus 
the music sensations caused by the har- 
mony Of the composition. Besides this 
there is undoubtedly a moral incongruity 
hetween the two pleasures, of which it 
would seem only natural that some pro- 
hibitory enthusiast would before long 
tuke advantage. Still, as yet, only 
smoking and talking have been at- 
tacked. The subject is an important 
one to the beer-drinkers, at least. 
Whatever may be the fact about that 
class of the population of New York 
who go away froin the city for the sum- 
mer, there can be no doubt that of those 
who remain, most of the men like to 
smoke, and all the women like to talk, 
while both sides go habitually to Thom- 

as’s concerts. The Central Park Garden 
is the only place in New York where it. 
is possible to combine the enjoyment of a 
sensible evening’s entertainment with 
the enjoyment derived from tobacco; 
and since smoking has been an. estab- 
lished institution there for quite as long 
a time as the music, the masculine fre- 

quenters of the Garden naturally object. 

to being deprived of their privilere. In 
the first place, they argue, it cannot be 
said that there is any such incompatibil- 
ity between music and tobacco as we have: 
suggested certain reformers may think 
exists between music and lager. Smoking 
is an occupation which requires no effort, 
and though many sensitive persons may, 
and indeed have contended that the pleas- 
ure derived from it is purely sensual, 
every smoker knows that it is chiefly 
esthetic. Take away from smoking 
the gesthetic associations which cluster 
around it, and you might as well take 
away tobacco itself. 

— Wits regard to talking, the case is: 
quite different. It cannot be said that it 
is a national habit to talk at concerts. If 
it were, we should have yery few con- 
certs. It is, however, at Thomas’s the 

habit of a few misguided persons to en- 
gage in loud conversation during the per- 

formance of the music. It is probably 
done from mere heedlessness, but it is cer- 
tainly disagreeable. The expedient de- 
vised to put a stop to it—an instantane- 
ous cessation of the music, accompanied, 

if we remember aright, by a long roll of 
the drums, is effective; but, of course, 
without some good sense on the part of 
the audience, even this would be of no. 
avail. ‘hose who wish to talk can al- 
ways find a place to do so, where no one 
will be inconvenienced. ‘Talking in the 
main hall will have no other effect than 
that of turning the whole affair into a bear 
garden. At the same time we must say 

that some of the inattention and conyersa- 
tion which haye annoyed the concert- 
goers this summer, arise from the difficult 
character of much of the music. The con- 
certs, through the energy and persistence 
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of the leader, have been gradually made 
an educational ‘* institution,’’ the num- 
bers being selected rather with a view to 
the improvement of the musical taste of 
New York than with a view to its amuse- 
ment and recreation. There is an almost 
pre-Raphaelite solemnity about some of 
Mr. Thomas’s manifestoes on the subject 
of musical culture. He is fond of remind- 
ing the audiences what bad music used to 
be played to them, and how much better 
music they canstand now. ‘To all this no 
one would have any objection. But is 
there not some danger of carrying it too 
far? After all, a concert which is half in- 
doors and half out-of-doors, at which 

smoking and drinking are allowed, must 
necessarily be of a rather lighter sort than 
those monotonous gatherings in the win- 
ter when every one sits glued to his chair 
drinking in culture from the beginning to 
the end. People cannot be brought to re- 
gard these summer nights’ concerts as 
they would a university or a church: 
they naturally feel for such an entertain- 
ment the necessity of a good deal of light 
music, popular music, music which is not 
the result of culture. A good deal of the 
talking which has been so annoying this 
summer would probably be found on ex- 
amination to haye been caused by the 
excessive preponderance of ** deep ’’ music 
which has been played. Not that we 
wish in the least to encourage the talkers ; 
they are an odious and selfish tribe, who 
ought to receive sympathy from none ; 
but what we fear is that they will en- 
courage each other, if the music is made 
too good furthem. There is music and 
music. ‘To say that we might have more 
Strauss and more Verdi, is not to say that 
Beethoven is not infinitely more interest- 
ing and improving; or that Wagner and 
Wagner’s school may not be infinitely 
superior to Beethoven—though we doubt 
it; but people will grow discontented 
with the best music, if they want to hear 
mainly popular music and are forced to 
hear proselyting music at too great 
length. 

— One of the most curious musical per- 
formances given in New York for some 
time, was the concert of the Saxon band at 
the Acadeiny last month. The audience 
was enthusiastic, though whether its en- 
thusiasm came from an appreciation of 
the music, or from a sympathy of Ger- 
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mans in the audience with Germans on 
the stage, itis hard to know. It would 
be difficult to say much about the band 
itself without having it in the open air ; 

but speaking of the performance at the 
Academy, the effect was not very strik- 
ing. ‘The numbers selected were almost 
all difficult, and all the more so that they 
were such as are usually played by or- 
chestras with strings. The character of 
music from wind instruments and drums is 
so essentially military, that the selection 
appeared singular. ‘The coneert seemed 
a succession of tours de force, of not a 
very agreeable kind. ‘The leader, being 
a ‘*cornet-a-piston yirtuoso,’’ executed 
some feats upon that instrument which 
brought down the house, as that far- 
famed instrument always does; though 
why, it would be hard tosay. The same 
kind of pleasure seems to be derived fron 
it that the audience at a circus derives 
from ‘‘acts’’ on the flying trapeze or 
double-suunmersaults, though this is a 
mere conjecture. The music of the cornet- 
d-piston way possess extreme attractions 
for those who understand the instrument. 
The leader did not appear to be the best 
virtuoso in the world, though a good 
enuugh player. 

— ConsipErinc that for some six thou- 
sand years mankind have been in the hab- 
it of adaressing what they are pleased to 
consider arguments to one another, both 
in writing and orally, it seems singular 
that at this day a controversy should be’ 
going on as to whether we ought to be 
educated for the perfurmance of our so- 
cial functions, or the whole matter should 
be left to nature. A theory of education 
has been developed by some process or 
other (and it has great fascination for cer- 
tain minds), according to which the high- 
est aim of the teacher is to allow the pu- 
pil to develop himself naturally, to dis- 
cover what is the normal bent of his mind, 
and, instead of warping that into new 
shapes, to foster its growth and activity ; 
to find out, from the first glimmerings of 
taste or intellect that he shows, for what 

kind of development nature has intended 

him, and build the edifice on that founda- 
tion. If the pupil has a taste for lan- 

‘guages and music, teach him all the lan- 

guages and music there are, but do not 
attempt to make a mathematician of him ; 
if he isofa mathematical turn, do not force 
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him to train his voice. If he hasan apti- 
tude for composition, let him write; if he 
has an aptitude for declamation, let him 
declaim. But, in the name of kindness, 
do not torture the declamatory child by 
forcing a pen into his unaccustomed hand, 
nor the literary child by driving him on to 
the ** rostram.’’ The chief diffeulty with 
this theory of education is, that it is too 
thoroughgoing. If most children were in 
reality provided by nature with interest- 
ing tastes and useful ambitions, it would 
no doubt be better to take nature for our 
guide. Unfortunately most children, 
boys or girls, haye very ignoble ambitions 
and yery indifferent tastes. They do not 
commonly thirst for learning, or pant for 
art. In fact, most of them care very little 
what becomes of either learning or art if 
they can have enough to eat and drink, 
and can enjoy themselves without stint. 
Very few of them ever have any taste for 
thinking, to say nothing about either dec- 
lamation or composition; and the mode of 
addressing, persuading, and convincing 
each other, which is taught by nature, 
seems to be that of inarticulate sounds, 
accompanied by shoving, pushing, or 
thumping on the head. Most people, too, 
remain children until they acquire sense 
enough tu see that it is necessary to ap- 
pear to have grown up, and the remainder 
of their lives is spent in trying to per- 
suade others and themselves that the 
transformation is real. ‘The fact is, that 
if the method of nature were actually put 
in practice, the world would probably rap- 
idly go back to the condition in which it 
was at the time of the evolution of Mr. Dar- 
win’s first generation of men, containing 
a few brilliant geniuses capable of uttering 
vuttural sounds expressing surprise, admi- 
ration, fear, or contempt, and a multitude 
of ** hirsute animals with arboreal hab- 
its,”’ educating themselves according to 
the inspiration of nature, by chattering 
primitive rhetoric to one another from 
branch to branch of the primeval forest. 

— Tie question, in short, whether pu- 
pils should be taught orat#ry or composi- 
tion, seems to us precisely the same as 
the question whether they ought to be 
taught to read and write. Why shoulda 
child be taught to write? He will cer- 
tainly find out some way of communicat- 
ing with others, and probably a more nat- 
nral way, if be is left to himself. Why 
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should he be taught to read? Nature 
may not have intended that he should read 
except to himself. But it is said that the 
question is a different one, because, though 
reading and writing can be taught, oratd- 
ry and composition cannot. Reading and 
writing are- taught by rote, but oratory 
and composition require not only a meth- 
od of statement, or statement combined 

with methods of enunciation and gestic- 
ulation, but also something to state. 
Young men, it is argued, have no ideas to 

express, and to teach them to express the 
ideas of others will not help them to ex- 
press their own when the necessity comes. 
At Harvard a quarrel on this subject has 
been raging for a long time; complaints 
have been loudly made that the college 
has abandoned the teaching of oratory, 
and the complaints seem to be well found- 
ed, though it has by no means abandoned 
the teaching of composition. Why this 
distinction should be made we do not 
know. Mr. Charles Francis Adams, one 
of the foremost opponents of. the existing 
r gime, has been alluding to the subject in 
his Phi Beta Kappa oration, and what he 
says ought to amount to a demonstration 
to all eandid minds that the teaching of 
both writing and speaking ought to be 
provided for by the university. The al- 
ternative is, as we have just said, to aban- 
don both to the operation of the educa- 
tional influences of nature. 

— THeRE is, however, one matter 
connected with this subject which those 
who undertake to defend the claims 
of oratory at the expense of composi- 
tion habitually overlook—that in the 
present age of the world writing is 
really of more importance than speak- 
ing. It may be, as Mr. Adams says, 
that the dream of being the orator of the 
human race is notany longer ridiculous, 
as it was in the time of Anacharsis Clootz ; 
it may be that the increasing intercourse 
among nations, and the increasing facility 
of mutual understanding arising out of 
this intercourse, will make it possible for 
the orator of the future to fire the hearts 
or touch the sympathies of men of all 
bloods and eyery origin; though we con- 
fess we do not see how he is to do it with- 
out the aid of an International Lyceum, 

or, worse than that, reports of his speeches 
widely disseminated through the press. 

But admitting the possibility of a great 
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oraturical revival, and admitting, too, that 

the orator will always have an advantage 

over all the rest of the world in being 

able to address his audience face to face, 

it ought still to be observed that the man 
who addresses the public with his pen 
will have bis own adyantage—in time and 
in range. Not only has a_ successful 
journalist the opportunity of addressing 
his audience whenever he pleases, but 
through this opportunity he can, if he 
chooses, always discuss subjects in advance 
ofall the world. And as a matter of fact 
he dves discuss them in advance. ‘There 
has hardly been a single political event 
of importance in this country during the 
last twelve years, which has not been 
argued pro and con. in the press months 
before the orators have dared to approach 
it. This anticipation must in future take 
away a great deal of the interest oratory 
has hitherto possessed, inasmuch as the 
audience which assembles to listen to the 
orator will have already in most cases 

-tinade up its mind as to the subject on 
which he is to speak. The subscrib- 
ers tv a leading newspaper form indeed 
a standing audience, listening year in 
and year out to arguments on every ya- 
riety of subject addressed to them from 
one source. Whether they will or not, 
they must be influenced by this constant 
stream of argument, suggestion, insinua- 
tion, and appeal. Undoubtedly they do 
not, aS some imaginative representations 
make them, sit at the feet of their creat 
and good editor, drinking in as from the 
lips of an oracle such wisdom as he youch- 
safes to utter—they may even despise and 
laugh at him; but the human mind is 
so weak, and what has been well called 
the power of *‘ iteration ’’ so strong, that 
sooner or later their prejudices will be 
removed or strengthened, their moral 
antipathies sharpened or blunted; srad- 

ually their minds will grow more and 
more sympathetic with that of the editor ; 
in time all essential differences will be 
blotted out, and they may look back some 
day with surprise, wondering what has 
happened to them that their whole men- 
tal constitution seems to be reversed. 
Such influence as this is far more power- 
ful than that of a speaker who can only 
address a small audience, and then but 
for a short time, and generally with ar- 
faments already made familiar to them 
by what they have read. 
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— Tuere is another advantage which 
Writing, as a career, has over speaking, 
which may at first seem unimportant, but 
which is far from beingso. The newspaper 
dues not live by its opinions alone, bat by 
its advertisements. Nodoubta newspaper, 
tu have influence, must huye opinions, but 
having these, advertising is sure to follow, 
und, fur sume mysterious reason, news- 
paper property once created dies very 
hard. An established newspaper may 
abandon its opinions, degrade its criti- 
cism, and mismanage its whole business, 
yet it may be years and years before these 
changes will tell upon its income. The 
habit of taking a certain newspaper is 
very tenacious of its hold. These eunsid- 
erations have little orno weight in deter- 
mining the power of oratory. The 
orator lives by his opinions and his 
oratory alone. He cannot always be 
able to find a sympathetic audience; 
and he can run no great risks. Peo- 
ple will not throng to hear him merely 
because he is a great orator—they demand 
that heshould be in sympathy with them- 
selves. But newspapers may, as we have 
seen them, do what would be audacious 
in an individual, and yet in the end profit 
by it. Judging by the present condition 
of oratory, as 1t displays itself in the Ly- 
ceum (for on the stump, the stuff that is 
uttered does not deserve such a name), 
the orator is a gentleman about whom the 
public haye, forone reason or another, some 
curiosity, and who therefore is willing for 
a liberal compensation to exhibit himself 
to them. This, however, may be an acci- 
dental peculiarity of our times. We hare 
no desire, however, to disparage oratory; 
it is certainly true, as Mr. Adams says, 
that the position of the orator willalways 
be of great importance in any self-oyern- 
ing community. But orators must be 
content in the future to divide the public 
attention with journalists, and in many 
respects the rivalry between them will be 
unequal. Journalism strikes us as likely 
for some time to come to be the more im- 
portant of the two. 

— How many of us have ever gone toa 
regular ‘* ball ground,’’ for the purpose 
of seeing the ‘‘ national game’’ illus- 
trated and adorned by a ** team’ of ** pro- 
fessionals’? There was a time when the 
interest in and excitement about base- 
ball seemed to be growing in the Middle 
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and Eastern States, where frequently of 
late years the sublime spectacle could be 
seen of twenty thousand sweltering spec- 
tators, inside of a fence, shouting them- 
selves hoarse over questions of * foul 
bualls,’? ** outs,’’ ** home runs,’’ ** daisy- 
cutters,’ “* bounds,’’ ‘* Hies,’’ e¢ hoc genus 
omne; while eighteen lunatics were rac- 
ing about, eager to prove the superiority 
of red stockings over blue or white, and 
vice versa, But even in its best days, base- 
ball ean hardly have been considered en- 
titled to the designation claimed for it of 
the ‘* national game,’’ for it had only a 
fuint hold in the South andextreme West. 
In the present year, while better played 
than ever before, the entrance of the 
*‘professional’’ element into all the 
matches has gone far toward reducing its 
popularity in its chiefest strongholds, 
Thus it happens that to-day we in Amer- 
ica can hardly be said to have a truly 
national sport, athletic or social: and 
while we note the decline of base-ball, we 
observe with interest the indications, af- 

forded by the establishment of a National 
Rifle Association, and the inauguration 
of its range at Creedmoor, near New 
York, that we have witnessed the first be- 
ginning of a pastime that bids fair ere 
many years to become a truly national 
ainusement and exercise, as well adapted 
to Texas and California as to Maine and 
New York ; and peculiarly American, by 

the historical associations of a hundred 
years of victory and prosperity. The 
opening of a single rifle range ina single 
State is only a beginning, but it is a sig- 
nificant beginning when the character of 
our people and their history is remember- 
ed, as well as the history of the simi- 
lar institution in England. Weare, ina 
great measure, the descendants of the 
bowmen that sent their flights of cloth- 
yard shafts at Crecy and Agincourt; and 
thesame temperament and spirit that made 
them such magnificent marksmen survive 
in the Anglo-Saxon race to-day. Wher- 
ever they have an opportunity they are 
sure to assert themselves, as our own rifle- 
men showed in the Revolution, and as our 
mountain men show even to-day all over 
the West, from Buffalo Bill down to the 
least known scout who serves against the 
Modoes or the Apaches. There is in our 
native American character a natural and 
hereditary aptitude for rifle-shooting, an 
enthusiasm, latent, only requiring to be 
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called out, that makes this a sport pecu- 
harly apt to catch our public fancy, if once 
fairly presented. Its strength, its great 
strength, we are convinced, lies not so 
much in its military as in its social and 
entertaining aspect. The English kings in 
times past were particular to encourage 
shooting in every county ; each parish had 
its ** butts,’’ and every tine summer even- 

ing found the young men at their shooting, 

while the lasses looked on and smiled on 
the victorious and bantered the clumsy 

marksmen; and these kings found their 
reward in their invincible archers. So 
we may confidently look forward to tlie 
time when the crack of rifles shall reécho 
from ‘* ranges ’’ established all over the 
land. That this is by no means an ex- 
trayagant expectation is proved by the 
wonderful career of success that has at- 
tended the practice of rifle-shooting in 
England since the first inauguration of 
the British National Rifle Association. 
Beginning with a few, emerging slowly 
to publie view against a dead weight of 
true Anglo-Saxon stolidity and indiffer- 
ence, it took a sudden leap to popularity 
after the writing of Tennyson’s famous 
‘Form! Riflemen, form!’’ The angry 
attitude of France in 1859, after the vic- 

tory of Solferino, and the true British 
rabidity on the Gallic question, were skil- 
fully taken advantage of by the poet in 
his appeal ; and the riflemen did in truth 
form, all over the country. In Canada 
the same result was attained by the fears 
of those mythical demons of rapine, the 
terrible Fenian brotherhood. Rifle prac- 
tice has become universal in Canada, and 
a Canadian ** team ’’ carried off the grand 
prize at Wimbledon a year ago, beating 
all comers. The result which in England 
and Canada has been gained by an appeal 
to national fears, is more likely in our own 
country to be gained by an appeal to na- 
tional pride and aptitude. Our National 
Rifle Association has succeeded in erect- 
ing a‘** range’’ as fine as any in the world, 
at a cost of nearly thirty thousand dol- 
lars; in exciting an interest in all parts of 
the Union about their plans and objects ; 
and hasaccomplished all this within a year 
and a half from the time that some twenty 
private gentlemen met together to organ- 
ize a club, in the office of a busy New 
York editor. That the object has been 
effected so soon, without any spurring 
bughear of foreign invasion, without any 
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assistance of political influence, and in 
spite of the supine indifference of all the 
military authorities in their official capa- 
city, is proof that the interest in the sub- 
ject must be latent in American nature 

to be so easily awakened. What has 
heen accomplished in England a glance at 
the list of prizes at Wimbledon Jast year 
will show. ‘he interest must be creat 
which induces not only the Queen, Prince 
of Wales, Princess Alexandra, and other 
members of the royal family, to give mu- 
nificent prizes year by year, buat also 
brings out gifts from dozens of the no- 
bility and gentry, and from Indian rajalis 
and China merchants. We find such of- 
ferings as *‘ the Rajah of Kolapore’s ln- 
perial Challenge Cup,’’ ‘‘the China 
Challenge Cup,”’ ‘‘ the Belgian Cup ”’ 
(given by the Chasseurs Eclaireurs of 
Brussels and Antwerp), ‘‘ the Burmese 
Cup,’ ‘* Daily Telegraph Cup,”’ ** Graphie 
Cup,’ ‘* Public Schools’ Cup,”’? among a 
host of others. We tind matches between 
the House of Lords and House of Com- 
mons, Oxford and Cambridge, factory 
against factory, volunteers against reg- 
ulars, lawyers and merchants, every class 
of society except the church; and we 

doubt not some of the muscular Chris- 
tiuns among them are itching to be at it. 
The ladies take great interest in the 
matches, manifested by their attendance 
and enthusiasm. One prize is called “ the 
Ladies’ Prize,’ to be competed for by gen- 
tlemen nominated by ladies who are mein- 
bers of the association—in fact, acting as 
their champions. Ere many years are 
past, we expect to see our ** teams *’ go- 
ing to Wimbledon annually, and the Eng- 
lish coming to Creedmoor. Who shall 
say that, as a sport, rifle-shooting is not 
every Way as exciting and interesting as 
base-ball, and far more worthy of national 
favor ? 

— Tuis, as every one knows, is an age 
of fraud. ‘There are frauds in commerce, 
frauds in politics, frauds in religion, in 
railroads, canals, bridges, knives, furks, 
spoons, and salt-cellars. There is fraud 
in production, and fraud in distribution. 
There are frauds in the currency. There 
is fraud eyen in reform. East, West, 
North, and South, fraud stalks over the 
world, a welcome visitor whether in the 
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castle of the noble or the hut of the re- 
peater. As an eloquent correspondent of 
one of our leading journals has recently 
said, no walk of life ** has wholly escaped 
the contagion of this singular and terrible 
mania, this mysterious propensity to 
grab.’’ Fraud has, indeed, become a 
household word, and is, perhaps in homes 
thoroughly imbued with the spirit of the 
age, used even now as a term of endear- 
ment between man and wife and parent 
and child, or between guardian and ward. 
Not only do we live in a period of greed 
and fraud, but we also live in one of ex- 
posures. ‘The exposure of fraud has be- 
come one of the main functions of the 
press, and is discharged in a bold and 
thoroughly catholic spirit. Just now 
there seems to be a slight abatement in ~ 
the storm of exposures to which we had 
crown accustomed, perhaps because there 
has been a cessation of charges. This 
lull, however, is probably not destined to 
last long; when the fall opens there will 
be lively work. 

— Ir has become a matter of pride not 
only with large cities, but with county- 
seats, villages, and even small hamlets, 
each to have its own annual crop of frauds; 
and in the season—that is, during cam- 
paigns or just before the meetings of 
State legislatures—the rate of production 
is alarming. Newspapers are likely to 
have so much of this business in the fu- 
ture, that it would be worth while for ed- 
itors to consider the possibility of improve- 
ments in the system of publication. For 
the mere convenience of readers, it seems 
as if there ought to bea Fraud Editor, 
who should preside over the Fraud De- 
partment, and should analyze and classify 
news coming under this head, according 
to some comprehensive plan. He might 
adopt a geographical system, and let us 
have all the new frauds according to their 
geographical origin. Or he might divide 
them according to a strictly criminal 
classification—as frauds on the revenue, 
frauds on the ballot-box, frauds on the 
marriage bond, ete.—with geographical 
subdivisions. We say this, not with any 
inmediate practical reference, but as a 
suggestion which may be of general value 
to journalists. The business certainly 
ought to be systematized. 
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THE GALAXY 
Miscellany and Advertiser. 
An Ohio sub editor who acknowledges that | thing for summer reading. It contains the 

he isn’t fanny a bit, but is endeavoring to | best things that this popular humorist has 
be so for a dollar and seventy-five cents a | ever written, and has over 200 spirited pic- 
day, is occasionally discouraged by having | tures drawn by Lumley. The press speak 

the editor-in-chief strike out one of his most | well of it, and it will be sure to have a good 
facetious paragraphs, and then writing on | sale. 
the side of the proof ‘‘ Put this in the moral , 
solummn.2? We predict for this volume an immense 

sale-—N Y. Herald. 
Tie Indian question—‘S White man, got 

any rum?” A. Missouri coroner’s jury found that ‘* he 

came to his death from calling Bill Jackson 
A notep horse jockey, ‘‘ Down East,’’ was | g jiay.”? 

awakened one night by a violent thunder 
storm. Being somewhat timid, he awoke 

his wife with : ‘*‘ Wife! Wife! do you suppose 
the Day of Judgment has come?’’ ‘‘ Shut 
up, you fool! *’ was the affectionate reply. 

A DISTRESSED LOOKING individual who had 
been summoned to serve as a juror in Phila- 
delphia, asked the judge to excuse him, be- 
cause he had conscientious scruples against 

** How can the Day of Judgment comein the | sending to prison ; there was too much false 
night?”’ swearing ; he had been there, and knew how 

A uitTite thoughtfulness saves a deal of via ac 
trouble. A young man on Nelson street will 
not step into the grass when it is wetand his 
boots are blacked. He says he doesn’t mind 
the blacking, but his mother is getting old 

and lame, and can’t work a brush as she 
used to.— Danbury News. 

A cCoUNTRYMAN in Savannah observed a 
rang of negroes at work in the streets, each 
wearing a ball and chain. He asked one 
why that ball was chained to his leg. ‘*To 
keep people from stealing it,’’ said the 
darkey. ‘* Heap of thieves about here.’’ 

Savannau Advertiser: ‘‘ An old lady sell- 
ing eggs yesterday asked, as is usual, 
“What's the news?’ ‘ The latest,’ said the 
obliging clerk, ‘is that the Yankees have got 
the Modoes.* The old lady struck her 
knuckles on the counter and exclaimed, ‘I 
hope the last one of ’em will die of it!’ *’ 

To soothe a crying child, or a sorrowful 
man or woman, say *‘ You can’t have all you 
want in this world.’’ The effect is magical. 

Eur Perxtins’s book is richer in its humor 
than the productions of the professional wits, 
and its influence is wholly on the side of 

A Pirrsavrc man who had promised his | ™rality and good health.—Troy Times. 
wife not to touch another drop of ‘* local 
option” as long as he had a hair on his 
head, shaved his head smooth and then got 
blind drunk without breaking his word. 

“SaraToaa in 1901,’ by Eli Perkins 
(Melville D. Landon), is a book full of dash- 
ing satire and rollicking fun that evinces 
real intrinsic merit.—Baltimore Gazette. 

A Farr Saxon, by Justin McCarthy, is 
the most popular novel of the season. Ir is the choicest kind of reading. There 

is not a dull line in the whole book, neither 
is there a line that we would rub out, and 
every sentence gives pleasure.—Elmira Ad- 
vertiser. 

EVERY ONE seems to be reading ‘‘ A Vaga- 
bond Heroine.’’ There ig a charm about 
Mrs. Edwards’s style which none can resist. 

Tr is the brightest, wittiest, raciest book of 
fun ever issued.—Daily Saratogian. 

Ent Perxrns’s great book of satire, love, 
and fun, called *‘ Saratoga in 1901,’ is the 
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THERE is no end to the improvement of | ferred to in the notes, are peculiar fea- 
text-books for both school and college use. 
In adaptability to the exact wants of both 
scholar and teacher, American elementary 
text-books at least are unsurpassed by 
those of any other country. 

Proressor A. C. Kenprickx, the pro- 
fessor of Greek in Rochester University, 
and probably one of the best Greek 
scholars in the country, has for a long 
time been at work as an editor of ** Xeno- 
phon’s Anabasis,’’ which should be an im- 
provement on any heretofore published. 
We think that Dr. Kendrick has sueceed- 
ed admirably in his undertaking. We 
notice that this edition has a complete yo- 
cabulary of the Anabasis in addition to its 
many other excellences. 

The following is the opinion of Pro- 
fessor N. W. Benedict, D.D., Principal 
of the Free Academy, Rochester, New 
York, after carefully examining an ad- 
vanced copy of this book: 

‘*So many of our best scholars and 
teachers of the Greek language have 
vied with one another in editing this en- 
chanting narrative, now read by every 
student of Greek literature, it would 

seem that very excellent editions are not 
wanting to those who need them. But 
the science of book-making has, for sey- 
eral years, been advancing pari passu 
with the other sciences, and every thor- 
ough teacher and every ambitious student 
will avail himself of the latest results of 
the ripest and best scholarship. None 
such, therefore, can afford to dispense 
with this yaluable auxiliary to the enjoy- 
able study of Greek. 

‘* The reputation of the editor is a suffi- 
cient guarantee for the accuracy and fidel- 
ity of the text, and for the due amount of 
help afforded in its elucidation; but the 

most thorough teachers of this most 
highly developed of the ancient lanzuages 
will have the best appreciation of those 
nice discriminations in the notes which 
suggest a wealth of expression in the 
author, often overlooked even by some 
who haye attempted to edit the * Ana- 
basis.’ 

‘*The beautiful map, colored by hand, 
delineating the march and retreat of the 
*ten thousand,’ the itinerary, pointing 
out the distances and times of the journey, 
and the summary of rhetorical and gram- 
matical figures used by the writer and re- 

tures of this admirably constructed book 
which will commend the work with irre- 
sistible force to that class of teachers who 
desire to have their pupils know what 
they are doing when studying Greek, and 
to learn that, by the proper method, they 
are obtaining the best possible prepara- 
tion for all other studies. 
‘The typography is unusually clear, 

sharp, and beautiful, and the book one of 
the very best ever issued by the pub- 
lishers.”’ 

Concerto Parton OrGan.—Our readers 
do not need to be told how much a good reed 
organ is superior to a bad pipe organ, al- 
though the latter be sold at a far higher 
price. Of late, however, such improvements 
have been made in reed instruments that 
their value is greatly increased, while their 
cost remains the same. One of the most 
valuable of recent inventions in this depart- 
ment is that which Mr. Horace Waters, of 
this city, has introduced into his new ** Con- 
certo Parlor Organs.’? The new feature is 
what is called a concerto stop, consisting of 
an extra set of reeds, voiced in such a man- 
ner as to closely resemble the human yolce, 
and having a remarkably brilliant and sweet 
tone. We have carefully examined this in- 
strument, and find it as good a substitute for 
a costly church organ as we have ever seen, 
both in tone and appearance, while its price 
is so small that almost any congregation or 
private purchaser will find it within their 
means.—The Independent, May 8th. 

Proressor Otney’s Higher Algebra will 
be published during the month of July. 
Professor Olney has found the secret of mak- 
ing text books which are at once thorough 
and easily comprehended by the student. 
This book will be equal in merit to his 
others. 

Tue new Industrial Exhibition Company, 
which proposes to form a perpetual Crystal 
Palace in New York, and which has already 
secured the aid of the city to the extent of 

two and a half millions of dollars by a spe- 
cial act of the legislature, is now starting 
out into vigorous life. Their programme 
can be found in full in our adyertising col- 
umns. They have already secured a very 
valuable lot of land. This is certainly a bold 
scheme, and if carried to success aud well 
managed, must net very great benefit to our 
city. Every liberal minded and public spir- 
ited man should look carefully into the mat- 
ter 
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DETEU Burra, jo the Qiloe of the Librarian, at Washiogten, DOs entirely different toilets. Itcan be changed from one 

to the other in /ess than ONB minuto, by simply ad- 
justing ONE button. Oneview is a full-dress Polo- 
naise in Batiste, trimmed with lace and insertion, 
though it is equally adapted to any kind of material, 
but especially favored for wash goods, because wheu 
uobuttoned it falls into a beautifully shaped wrapper 
(see Cut) without pleat or gather, Senay it easy to 
laundry. Jtis also used for water-proof or ladies’ 
cloth. Elevated, it is a Polonaise or Redingote; or, 
when let down, 8 water-proof cloak, The traveller 
and yoyager will find it a necessary convenience. 
It is yery simple to make. Complete instructions 
are printed upon each pattern, besides a Cloth 
Model. (See below). For linen, it requires 61-2 
yards of 36-inch. For water-proof it requires 5 
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be mailed to you e! or, if you prefer to select your premium aftes you receive the Bazaar, he 
will mail to you a receipt for your subscription and 9 ** Premium Coupon,’ which will en- 
title you to select patterns to the value of one dollar free at any time. When you send your sub- 
scription, please state which you prefer, Send two stamps for Catalogue of Patterns. 

Address, A. BURDETTE SMITH, 
P. 0. Box 5,055. SMITH’S PATTERN BAZAAR, 914 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Use Esterbrook’s Steel Pens. 
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A great SAVING in actual cost, and BEST yet. 

COLTON’S 
SELECT FLAVORS. 
Of the CHOICEST FRUITS and SPICES. — 

Cost but little more than other Flavoring Extracts. 

IDDER’S TONIC POWDER /|has 
proved itself the best remedy for Dys- 
pepsia, Loss of Appetite, Languor, Weak- 
ness at the Stomach, and Genera! Debility. 
STOWELL & CO., Charlestown, Mass, 

IMPLES, SALT RHEUM, and all other nn- 
sightly, itching or distressing skin diseases, are 

surely cured by PALMER’S LOTION. Price, $1 
per bottle. Samples free at Drug Stores. By mail, 
12 cts. SOLON PALMER, 12 Platt St., New York. 

REAUTIEUL WOMEN. 
Try PALMER’S INVISIBLE. the most charming of 
all face powders. Samples free at Drug Stores. By 
mail 3 cts.; boxes, 25 cts. SOLON PALMER, No. 
12 Platt St., New York. 

~~. i Zax cents 
Write for Price List to J. H. Johnston. 
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Double 

Shot guns, $8 to $150. Single Guns, $3 to $20. Ri- 
fles $8 to $75. Revolyers, $6 to $25. Pistois, $1 to $8. 
Gun Material, Fishing Tackle, ete. Large dis- 
counts to dealers or clubs.» Army Guns, Revolvers, 
ete., bought or traded for. Goods sent by express 
C.O.D. to be examined before paid for. 

So 
Ts a composition of the purest and choicest ingredients 
of the vegetable kingdom. 

preserves the Teeth. hardens and inyigorates the 
fums, and cools and refreshes the month. 
eredient of this Balsamic dentifrice has a benefi- 
cial effect on the Teeth and gums. 
Breath, caused by neglected teeth, catarrh, tobacco, 
or spirits, \ 
by the daily useof SOZODONT. It is as harmless 
as water. and has been endorsed by the most scientific 
men of the day. Sold by all Druggists, at 75 

PEAR TREES FOR THE MILLION. 
Largest Stock in the West; fine assortment: extra 
guality ; packed +to go safely any distance. Satis- 
faction guaranteed. Prices low by hundred or thon- 
sand, A full assortment of other Trees, Shrubs, 
Plants, ete. Illustrated Catalogneé mailed free to 
applicants. Rk. G. HANFORD, 

Columbus Nursery, Columbus, O. 

SCOVILL’S COMPOUND 
EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA 

and Styllincia, or Blood and Liver Syrup, 
Is the Greatest Blessing of the Age 

TO THE AFFLICTED ! 
It secnres health and strength, increases the 

flesh, improves the complexion, rendermg it 
CLEAR, SMOOTH, and BEAUTIFUL, 

and is the most reliable remedy ever offered to 
the public for the cure of Chronic, Constitution- 
al Diseases, whether acquired or inherited. All 
diseases having their origin in impurity of the 
blood, or ty any corruption or taint in the sys- 
tem, whether SCROFULOUS, CANCEROUS, or 
MERCURIAL, will yield to the wonderful cura- 
tive virtues of this unrivalled remedy. 
A. L. SCOVILL, NEW YORK and CINCINNATI. 

FRAGRANT 

ZODON 
It cleanses, beautifies, and 

Every in- 

Impure 

is not only neutralized, but rendered fragrant 

: 

| 

OMETHING NEW 
FOR 

15 
0 THE LADIES. 

A French preparation for beautifyiug the complerion, 
which does not injure the finest skin. The use of this 
delicate powder cannot be detected, so lifelike are its 
properties, tmparting smoothness, transparency, and 
rosy freshness to the skin, besides being permanent in 
its effects, Jt does not dry and crack the skin ; tt con- 
tains no minerals or poisons. Sold by druggtsts or 
sentbymatl. Price 50 ce. per bor. Address 

MILLER BROS., 113 Maiden Lane, N. Y. 
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